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< $100K

3M
3M CENTER BLDG 22011W02, Saint Paul, MN 55144
106517331110
- Industrial Hygiene - Annual Calibration Of Quest Questemp Wbgt Meters
- Industrial Hygiene - Annual Calibration Of 3m Noise Dosimeters & Calibrator
- Industrial Hygiene-annual Calibration Of Heat Stress Meters
- Industrial Hygiene- Annual Calibration Of 3m Calibrator & 2 Dosimeters
- Industrial Hygiene - Annual Calibration Of 3m Noise Dosimeters & Calibrator

3M Company International
3M CENTER BLDG 22011W02, Saint Paul, MN 55144
106517331110
- Industrial Hygiene - Annual Calibration Of Quest Heat Stress Meters
- Industrial Hygiene - Calibrate And Repair 3m/quest Wbgt Rh Heat Index Meters
- Safety Equipment - Wbgt Heat Stress Monitors
- Industrial Hygiene-annual Calibration Of 3m Noise Dosimeters And Calibrator
- Industrial Hygiene - 3m/quest Wbgt Heat Stress Meter Repair And Calibration
- Safety Equipment - Wbgt Heat Stree Monitors

A Industrial Supply
137 E. Naches Ave., Selah, WA 98942
(509) 697-6447
- Wells Saw Parts
- Tungsten Grinder Spare Parts
- Testing Services, Equipment Snap-on Torque Wrenches
- Reclosable Poly Bags 2mil
- Ops Work Benches Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Parts - Snap-on - Small Tools
- Ops Valve Repair Kits, Valves
- Consumables - Sockets, Ratchets, Etc. - Williams Tool Min/max
- Consumables - Ratchet & Socket - Williams Min/max
- Testing Services, Snap-on, Cdi, Burndy Equipment
- Testing Services, Equipment Snap-on Torque Wrench Repaie
- Consumables - Clamp & Socket - Williams Min/max
- Safety Consumables Elec Switching, Size Lrg, Glove, hexarmor Min/max
- Industrial Hygiene - purchase Ammonia Cal Gas For Isc Meter
- Electrical Personal Protective Equipment - 2 Active Ventilation Hoods
- Safety Consumables - Gloves, Vests, Traffic Cones, Red Barricade Tape, Min/max
- Ops Restock Air Filters / Hvac / Consumables
- Industrial Hygiene - white Vinyl Tape For Cobra Label Maker For Safety
- Oxygen Analyzer Hps-at-8214 / Testing Services, Equipment
- Safety Consumables - glove, hexarmor, leather, chrome Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Cutter, Tube 1/4" To 1-1/8" Midget, Min/max
- Safety Consumables - org. Vapor / Acid Gas, 3m, Gvp-443 For Abbh001
- Cordstrap
- *** safety Consumables, Face Shields, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Grinder, High Prfrm, 4-1/2-in, Min/max
- Safety Consumables - earplug, Tri-flange, W/cord Min/max
- Safety Consumables - glasses, Safety, Bifocal +2.0, Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Glove, Work, Pip Min/max
- Welding, Consumables, Lens, Replacement, Autodrking, Nozzle Small Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Maskfit Filters , Min/max
- Safety Consumables - harness, Safety, #e650-77, min/max
- *** safety Consumables, Canopy, Hi-visibility, Orange, Min/max
- Filters For Ventilation For Site
- *** safety Consumables - Tyek 400 D Coveralls
- Small Operating Tools, Vacuum, Wet/dry, Min/max
- Quickie-clean Results
- Equipment - Drill, Core, Electric, 1-1/4"-7 Threads, Milwaukee 4115-22
- Small Operating Tools, Cordless Rivet Tool Kit, Pb2500-na
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Safety Consumables - vest, Mesh, Safety, Orng, 2-in W Rfclt Stripes,ansi Class
- Startup Tags & Stickers
- Chemical Addition, Sodium Hypochlorite For Dow Disinfection
- Small Operating Tools, Punch, Transfer 11/16", Saw Min/max
- Parker Hydraulic Fittings For Buld Consumables.
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Slotted, Vacuum, Level, Kneepad Min/max
- Combination Starter For Bof Chw Water Extraction
- Ops Su Vacuum Pump Oil For Chillers Fuels And Lubricants
- Welding, Consumables - lens, Replacement, Weld, 2" X Min/max
- *** Op Su Bof-nld Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Ops Su Hps Bonney Forge Valve Gaskets
- Safety Signs
- Safety Consumables Lanyard, Tool Holder, Miller Min/max
- Safety Consumables - glove, Work, Pip, glove Min/max
- Ops Loto Red Chain / Safety Consumables
- Ilsco Lugs For Mcc
- Safety Consumables, Overshoe, Cleats, Ice, Neos, Min/max
- Testing And Inspection
- Testing And Inspection
- Small Operating Tools, Weld Tents
- Testing Services, Equipment (replacement Batteries)
- Safety Consumables, pad, Knee W/ "csw" Logo, - Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Papr Blower Motor
- Safety Consumables, Maskfit- Papr Battery, Hose, Hardhat- Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Papr Batteries And Parts - Min/max

- Restock T-15 Fps / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Tapco Battery's Request
- Pipe. Fittings, Hoses, Pvc & Carbon, For Law Chw-l-02
- Industrial Hygiene-isc Mx4 And Mx6 Gas Meter Suppliers (sensors & Filters)
- ***ops Su Filter For C1v-fith-00017 Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- ***safety Consumables, Papr Filters Min/max
- Area Ops T33 Warehouse, Equipment
- Load Cell Mettler Toledo , Testing Services, Equipment
- Loto Ops - 120/277 Volt Clamp-on Circuit Breaker Lockouts / Consumables
- Ops Loto Lock Box Safety Consumables
- Ops Mob 250 Spares / Hvac Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Ops -wtp-pwo-cmnt-17-0417 - Vacuum Pump
- Safety Consumables, Gloves, Tags, Vest, Min/max
- Safety Consumables Eyewear, Retainer, Standard, -min/max
- Distributables Shrink Wrap, Bags
- ***ops Su Pcw Fasteners, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- ***ops Su Gaskets, For Psw-tk-00002, Psw-tk-00003, Startup Spare Parts
- Safety Consumables - Gloves Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Safety Vests
- Safety Consumables,gloves, Vest, Tags Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Tag,"danger Defective - Min/max
- Safety Consumables Glove, Rubber, Butyl, 25 Mil, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Harness, Chin Strap, Min/max ***hot***
- Safety Consumables, Safety Vest -area Safety Team Logo Attached
- Small Operating Tools - 3m Power Cord Gvp-110 Min/max
- Testing Services, Equipment; Burndy Index 467 Aluminium U27art
- Distributables-shrink, Wrap, 18 In. X 1500 Ft. X 80 Mm, Uline P/n: S-2190
- Testing Services, Equipment Pelican Cases For M&te Test Equipment
- Ops Su Gaskets For Scw-str-00080,scw-str-00081
Seals, Mechanical
- Safety Consumables - Lifeline, Tyvek, Lime Vest, Min/max
- Safety Netting
- Bulk Consumable Lubes For Construction Equipment.
- Safety Consumables-tags, Information Only, Blank, Min/max
- Safety Consumables-glove, Go Finder Clip Guard, Gloves,welders Min/max
- ***safety Consumables Winter Gloves
- Safety Consumables-glove, Winter, Superior, Kevlar Lined, Goat Grain
- Ops Tychem Suits, Overboots / Safety Consumables
- Safety Netting And Hardware
- Ops Circuit Breaker Lockout, Shackles For Loto Consumables
- Safety Consumables-glove, hexarmor, leather, chrome Min/max
- Ops M&te, Testing Services, Equipment / Fluke Temperature Calibrators / Inserts
- Ops Su Lubes For Lrh-hst, Fuels And Lubricants
- Safety Consumables - Hard Hat Tether, Min/max 10/30/2018
- Safety Consumables-glove, Winter, Superior, Kevlar Lined, Goat Grain, Endura
- Safety Consumables 10/2/18 Min/max
- Safety Consumables 10/22/18 Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Tag,”danger Defective Min/max
- Safety Consumables For Winter Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Tag, Safety, Danger - Blank, Min/max
- M&te: Velcro Straps And Crimper Batteries
- Safety Consumables-gloves, Purple Nitrile, Pwd Free, Min/max
- Consumables, Media Blast Material
- Small Operating Tools, Roller, Wheel, Caster, Kit (5), Sumner, Max Jax***
- Small Operating Tools, Mask, Dust, Respirator Min/max
- ***on-the-spot Awards

Same Order As Fmr # 24590-np-fmr-u000-02467
- ***small Operating Tools, Tarps For Winterization
- Distributables-strap, Steel, Painted & Waxed, 3/4
- Small Operating Tools, Cutter, Tube 1/4” To 1-1/8” Midget, Min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, White Poly Tarps
- Small Operating Tools, 1-1/4”-7 Carbon Steel Taper Hand Tap
- Small Operating Tools Blanket, Concrete Cure, Heated, 5' X 20', Powerblanket***
- Safety Consumables-overshoe, Cleats, Ice, Neos, Medium, For Snow Removal,
- Safety Consumables-ml Kishigo, 1524, Heavy Duty, Class 2, Mossy Oak, Badge Hold
- Equipment- Oem Part - White Vinyl Tape
- Small Operating Tools, H, Pin 1/8’, Williams, Ratchet, Hand Min/max
- Baumgartens Sicurix Pen Loop Id Badge Holder
- Conference Room Tables For T-4b
- Batteries 357a For Control Company Thermometers
- Consumables
- Safety Consumables-glove, Nitrile Shoulder-length Size Med.
- Safety Consumables, Liner, Fleece/spandex, Rainsuit
- Badge Holder & Chums Lens Cleaning Pouch
- Small Operating Tools, Sign, Notice , Blank 10' X 14' Min/max
- Testing Services, Equipment; Pressure Sensors For Sut-20540 & Sut-20542
- Fuels And Lubricants
- ***ops Su Psa-dry-00001a, Psa-dry-00001 Seal Operational And Startup
- Industrial Hygiene-isc Multi-cal Gas With Electronic Card Readers For Gas Meters
- Ops Offsite Lab Supplies Part D / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- ***su Bracket B86 Diw-yy-8617/8620 Valve Assembly / Valves
- Moisture Element, Bsa Air Purification Skid
- Safety Consumables, Maskfit Papr Min/max
- Op Su C3v Law/refurbishment / Startup And C2v Fuels And Lubricants
- Valve, Plug, 1 In (24590-bof-pv-nld-v-11188, Location Southwest Of B85 Outside)
- Magnetic Signs
- Ops Su Rld-pmp Fuels And Lubricants Pwo-18-0817
- Safety Consumables - Blue Nitrile Gloves, Welders Gloves, Face Shield, Min/max
- Parts For Daewoo Jo-15-006 Wo#40211
- Testing Services, Equipment; Cable Analyzer Batteries (start Up)
- Electrical
- Safety Consumables-oversleeve Web, Glove, Welders, Leather, Min/max
- ***ops, Nld-b-05 Refurb Kroy List
- Ops Snd-tk-00001 Bacteria Additive / Septic Systems
- Area Ops Supplies For T33 Warehouse
- ***ops Su Tools Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- *** Safety Consumables, Pip Gloves, Min/max ***
- Fluke 9142 / Testing Services, Equipment
- Safety Consumables, Pad, Knee W/ "csw" Logo, Shield Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, drill, Step 1/4, Staple, Std 3/8 Min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, 3/8" Yellow Rope Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Canopy, Hi-visibility, Orange, 10ft L X 10ft W, ***
- Small Operating Tools, Label, Inspection Record, Min/max
- Blank Engraver Labels
- Small Operating Tools, Set, Socket,bit,3/8in, 14 Pc, 1/4" Drive
- Small Operating Tools, Sign, Notice, Tag, Safety, Danger Min/max
- Safety Consumables Lifeline, Self Retracting, 20', Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Sign, "hazardous Voltage"
- ***start Up-controller, Board Is In Support Of Start Up For Bldg 86.
- Hvac Filters, For Lab Testing
- Anchors, Concrete, Post-pour
- ***small Operating Tools, Canopy, Hi-visibility, Orange, 10ft L X 10ft W, ***
- Safety Consumables Standing Safety Committee- Vest Order With Logos
- Safety Consumables, Glasses,face Shield, Gloves, Min/max
- Safety Consumables Glove,hexarmor Glove, Rubber Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Gloves,ear Plugs, Face, Shield, Tyvek, Min/max
- Fluke 715 Volt/ma / Testing Services, Equipment
- Small Operating Tools, Hi-viz Canopy 10x10 Min/max
- ***ops Battery Chargers / Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- ***ops Su Terminal Block For Fsw, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Law - Wall Panel System Fasteners
- *** Ops Copper Tee And Tubing For Law Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- *** ops Restock Lubricant For Pre-start Up Strainers / Consumables
A.G.L. INDUSTRIES
2110 SW EVANGELINE TRWY, LAFAYETTE, LA 70508
(337) 233-0626
- Positive Displacement Pumps Skid And Sample Pumps
- Positive Displacement Pumps Skid And Sample Pumps

Abadan
619 the Parkway, Richland, WA 99352
(509) 946-7693
- Office Furniture And Equipment - Twelve Multifunction Copier/scanners
- 8 Replacement Copy Machines
- Copiers For Construction Site
- Wtp Gpo Replacement Copiers
- Office Furniture And Equipment- Large Format Copier, Scanner, Printer.

ABB INC.
29801 EUCLID AVE, WICKLIFE, OH 44092
14405858459
- ***ops-startup Pcj."kroy" List
Incluedes Pcj-03 Thru Pcj-08 Peng Jeff H.
- Abb Part Number- 3aup261a994-r1.vision Flex Braid Repair Kit
- Flowmeter, Magnetic
- Melter Internal Bus, Other, Any Material

ABB INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS INC.
16250 WEST GLENDALE DRIVE, NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
(414) 785-3200
- Buses, Other, Any Material

ABC CORP
301 KINGS HWY, WINONA LAKE, IN 46590
(574) 267-5166
- *****winterization 2015-2016-hi-temp Flex Duct

Absolute Consulting, Inc.
7552 Navarre Parkway, Navarre, FL 32566
(850) 939-8965
- Ops, Work Instruction Template And Ppa Training
- Ppa Training For Startup Personnel
- Ops Ppa Training
ABW Technologies, Inc.
6720 191st Place NE, Arlington, WA 98223
(360) 618-4400
- Glass Pour Seal Head Spacer Plate, Cables, Gaskets And Bolts Lmp-mps-00001/2/3/4
- Misc. Steel For Law Melters

ACTION BATTERY WHOLESALERS, INC.
484 Highway 35/64, Somerset, WI 54025
(715) 247-5512
- ***ops Battery Chargers For Law/bof Operational And Startup Spare Parts

ADVANCED WITNESS SERIES INC
910 Bern Ct Ste 100, San Jose, CA 95112
(408) 453-5070
- Testing Services, Equipment Repair Digital Torque Tester/calibrator

advetage solutions llc
2381 ROSECRAINS AVE, EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245
(   ) 563-3804
- Restock Lab & Conductivity Standard 100 Us/cm / Consumables

AGSI LLC
14152 MILLTOWN RD, LOVETTSVILLE, VA 20180
(703) 863-9366
- Vm Licenses
- Omnippeek Maintenance And Support
- Cranimax Crane Manager 2014 Basic Software
- Apc Struxureware Data Center Software Support - Part Of The Patching Solution
- Red Hat Operating System Software
- Sideview's Splunk App "cisco Cdr Reporting And Analytics Software
- Netbotz Struxureware / Infrastruxure Software Support
- Adobe Creative Cloud Desktop Apps
- Turningpoint Software Subscription Renewal:
- Surfer Software Maintenance
- Prtg-software And Maintenance Support
- Lenel Advi Security System Renewal Support
- Oracle Management Pack
AGSI, LLC
13276 April Circle, Lovettsville, VA VA
20180
- Articulate Storyline The Project Procedures Group
- Toad Support Renewal
- Adobe Premiere Elements Version 14
- Hsc Chemistry Software:
- Computer Software Licences, Fees, And Hardware Maintenance
- Commvault File Protection
- Visual Studio 2010
- Reliability Online Automated Databook System (roads)
- Articulate Storyline
- Antivirus Software For Lbl Distributed Control System And Test/dev. Environment
- Rational Team Concert Software
- Data Synchronization
- Visual Studio Increase
- Nrrpt Exam Preparation
- Extensis Portfolio Upgrade
- Commvault 1-touch Software
- Wonderlic Software
- Ws_ftp Software Support Renewal
- Redhat Enterprise
- Rmtrack Software
- Analytica Software
- Visio Professional Additional Licenses
- Teamforge Software And Maintenance
- Ultraedit /ultra Compare
- Visual Studio Professional
- Login Vsi Software
- Adobe Cs6 Web Design & Premium

AHMAD ASSOCIATES, LIMITED, A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION
8230 OLD COURTHOUSE RD STE 210, VIENNA, VA 22182

- Audit Services

AIR COMMODITIES, INC.
6100 6TH AVE. SO., Seattle, WA 98108
(206) 767-2600
- Bulge And Hvac In-bleed Hepa Filters
AIR ENGINEERING INC  
6040 W Exec Dr Ste K, Mequon, WI 53092  
(262) 478-0599  
- Ops Zeks Filters, Compressors, Screw, Special Purpose Or Api  
- Ops Desiccant, Consumables  
- Ops, Prefilter, Coalescing, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies  
- Compressors, Centrif., General Purpose Or Air -- Damaged Locks, Lost Key.  
- Ops - Top End Caps / Zeks Air Dryer / Facility Services

A-L COMPRESSED GASES, INC.  
4230 East Trent Ave, Spokane, WA 99202  
(509) 534-1595  
- Welding, Consumables-nozzle Lincoln Funnel W/ Magnet Min/max  
- Welding, Consumables- Hard Hat, Stubby, Slotted Min/max  
- Welding, Consumables - Welding Min/max  
- Repair Of Smoke Eater Hepa, Portable - 22590  
- Welding, Consumables 10/22/18 Min/max  
- Welding, Consumables-screen, Weld, W/out Frame, 6x6 , Min/max  
- Welding, Gauge, Weld, Boot, Insulating, Lens, Replacement, Autodark, Min/max  
- Repair Of Lincoln Smoke Eater - Barcode 32776  
- Welding, Consumables 10/2/18 Min/max  
- Welding, Nozzels, Backcaps, Jacket, Min/max

Ala Cart Golf Carts  
524 Warehouse St, Richland, WA 99352  
(509) 947-1383  
- Parts - Hdk - Stock For New Golf Carts  
- Hdk Golf Cart Parts  
- Parts - Hdk - Consumable - Min/max  
- Parts - Club Car - Consumable - Min/max  
- Parts - Hdk - Golf Cart - Repairs - Min/max  
- Hdk Golf Cart Parts For Jo-06-061 / 062  
- Parts - Club Car - Repairs  
- Parts - Club Car - Repairs  
- Hdk Golf Cart Parts  
- Club Car Parts For Golf Carts/jo-06-057  
- Club Car Front End Parts For Golf Carts  
- Automatic Battery Filler For Golf Carts  
- New Utility Golf Cart For Area Operations (urs) Maintenance  
- Golf Cart Parts
ALERTUS TECHNOLOGIES LLC
11720 BELTSVILLE DR FL 9, Beltsville, MD 20705

- Alertus Software

Alimak Hek Inc.
16920 TEXAS AVENUE, WEBSTER, TX 77598

- Alimak Hek Parts For Jo-54-206, Pt Material Elevator.

ALL BUSINESS MACHINES INC
2028 E. Ben White Blvd., Suite 230, Austin, TX 78741
(916) 325-7800

- Small Operating Tools, socket Trays And Pick Sets For Oe Shop
- Small Operating Tools, Standard 3/8-in 7/16-in Deep Socket, Min/max

Allan Electric Inc
918 W CANAL DR A, KENNEWICK, WA 99336
(509) 735-2166

- ***ops Cable, Connectors For Cathodic Protection / Consumables
- ***ops Co2 Sensors For Hvac / Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Bulk Materials, Electrical - 2 Pole 30a Switch - For Lve-b-03 - Broken Switch
- ***ops Economizers For T-52 Hvac / Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Electrical Remote Power Racking
- Square D 9001ka1 Contact Blocks
- ***su B86 Diw-hs-8685 Switches / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Compressors, Air, Door Access Keys For Atlas Copco Compressors
- ***ops Su B82 Chw-b-01 Compressor Seals Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Keys For Dow-encl-00006 & Dow-encl-00007
- *** Mob100-8 Capacitor Restock Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- ***ops Su Law Mve Refurb Parts, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- ***ops Su Relay Case, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Electrical Specialty Equipment

Allen Precision Equipment Inc
1550 BOGGS ROAD, DULUTH, GA 30096
(770) 279-7171

- Upgrade Star*net From Version 6 To 7

ALLIANT CORP
320 N. Cedar Bluff Road, KNOXVILLE, TN 37923
(865) 363-0725

- Renewal Of Msds Software Licensing, Hosting, Monitoring, Upgrades
ALLWORKSAFE INC
2504 Royal Palm Ave, Richland, WA 99353
(509) 947-3686
- Ops Advanced Job Hazard Analysis (ajha) Software Training

ALSTOM POWER INC
1409 Centerpoint Blvd, Knoxville, TN 37932
(865) 671-5932
- Electrostatic Precipitators Circuit Boards
- Testing Services, Equipment Fuji Flow Meter Cases (pelican Cases)
- Sta-bil Fuel Stablizer 4oz
- St Up Wo: Pwo-cmnt-18-2355, Compressor Actuators
- Microwaves
- Architectural Specialties
- Electrical - Bar Conductor Hanger And Bolt Assembly
- Pre-cast Concrete Catch Basins Cb-9a Ands Cb-10a
- Electrical Manholes For Dflaw Mods
- Rent 2 Sullair 375 Cfm Trailer Mounted Air Compressors
- Motors (lop-pmp-00003a/3b/6a Tags)
- Bolts, Fasteners (ccbs Bolting)
- Emergency Key Box 201900307 Keyed Alike Red
- Ops Su Mechanical/process Belts For C3v Law/refurb/startup/c2v
- Flex Connectors, Cable Glands & Lock Nuts
- Carmanah M650 Solar Powered Latern For Mhf Cranes
- Ops Lab-pv-fpw-av-13582, 13586, Fire Detection System Parts
- Fuse Base For Eaton 60a Fuse Disconnect Switch
- Small Operating Tools, Offset Socket, ****
- Heating/power Boilers/steam Generator Packages And Accessories
- Electrical Post Tension Cable Spacer
- Ops Su Bof-psw-psv-8132 & 8133 /pipe Fittings
- Fan-coil Units (c2v-fcu-00097 Asco Valve)
- Labeling Printer Devices For Electrical Commodities
- Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Su Ops Sealant Form A Gasket/joint Sealant
- Rwh-xy-2032, Meline Baghadasarian Kroy List
- Small Operating Tools, Blade, Reciprocating 4" X 3/4", Min/max
- Welding Consumables 11/15/18
- Ops Su Batteries For Lcp
- Club Car Spare Parts
Model # Ca252
- Ops Wo: Pwo-cmnt-18-2068, Molykote Anti-friction Coating
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous Min/max
- ***ops Su Sealants For Lve And Lab Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Batteries
- Club Car Cord Reels
- C3v Fcu Brass Fittings
- Ops Fsw/fps/fde Restock Maintenance Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, Rope, Poly, 3/8" X 600' By The Foot-yellow Min/max
- Insulation, Equipment
- Start Up Restraint/pcj-switch-6010b/distributed Control System
- Piping Specialty Items - Cast Iron Service/curb Boxes
- St-up Wo: Pwo-17-1708, P1- Su Restraints - Red Items, Filters
- Ops T29-hvac Compressor F-17-0241 / Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- C2v-fan-00013/00014 Motor Positioning Jack Bolts 1/2" - 13 X 2-1/2"
- Gaskets - Cm
- Equipment For Lube Trucks @ Site And Mhf
- Bag Filters For Gfr Equipment In Law/bof
- Ops Restock Nld-blwr-00001 Bushing, Belts / Consumables
- Hvac Or Air Filter/treating(de-humidifiers Melter)
- Ops Loto Equipment Debris Caps / Consumables
- Gloves And Misc Parts, Lfh-gb-00001/2/3/4, 20-mhan-00004/5, Asx-smplr-12/13
- Bolts, Fasteners
- Ops Bulk Mobilgear 600 Xp 150 Fuels And Lubricants
- Ops Su Fitting For Bldg 82, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Small Operating Tools, Tarp, Mesh Black 10' X 20' (wind) Min/max
- Ops T15-ac02 Capacitor, Fan Motor F-18-0089 / Ops & Su Spare Parts
- Hot: Testing Services, Equipment; Durometers And Test Blocks
- Valves (for Pwo-cmnt-2628, Replace Ball Valve Handle)
- Startup Tools For Dcs Testing, Su Qdp-18
- ***safety Consumables Magnifiers For Papr
- Ops Su Wo: Two-cmnt-18-0179, Annunciator/keypad
- Pvc Pipe And Fittings For Law & Lab Chw Testing
- Distributed Control System
- Stop Sign
- ***ops Su Expansion Joints For 24590-bof-mp-scw-pmp-00018-a Startup Spare Parts
- ***ops Fsw-psv-8097 Replacement P-18-0516 / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Small Operating Tools, Bag, Plastic, Reclosable, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, - Grinder, Bits, Buckets - Min/max
- Restock T05a-hvac2 , T07a Compressor Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Pipe Spool End Caps
- *****tee, Strap, Screws, Coat Hooks & Liquid Nails
- Flow Systems Battery Vent Caps For Bulk Consumables.
- Manholes, Electrical - Dflaw Mods 3rd Vault
- Heavy Duty Seat Covers For Dodge 1500 Truck
- ***ops Su York Parts For Chw, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Fire Detection Equipment, Vesda Power Supply
- ***ops Su Plug For Chw, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Sc-eq Communication Card Assembly
- Small Operating Tools, Heater, Belt, Vacuum , Min/max

- Pipe Joint Lubricant For Startup Temp Mods
- Sikaflex Joint Sealants And 1inch Diameter Closed Cell Poly Backer Rod
- Piping Specialty Items - Misc.
- *** Rope, Nylon Red And White / Consumables
- Ops T64b-hvac Motor Starting Device F-18-0085
- Ops Splice Connectors For Site Hvac Maintenance / Consumables
- Leak Detection Sensor And Connection Kit For Dfo-tk-00004 Tank.
- (nrtl/sds)small Operating Tools, Motorola 2way Radios
- Heaters, Electric - Emf
- Rent 8 Light Towers
- Equipment - Adhesive For Rigging Loft
- Consumables
- Cable Seals
- Bulbs For Stock
- Ops Maintenance Consumable Lighting Accessories For Flammable Conex
- ****plexi Glass
- Compressors, Vacuum Equipment Starup Of Pva-cmp-00002a/b/c
- Rent 2 Genie Z135/70 Articulating Boom Lift
- Small Operating Tools, 7" Buckaroo Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Stamps, Steel 1/4" Letters In Boxes Young 06276 Min/max
- Tube Ferrule (asx-a-01) And Sheet Metal (bulk)
- Structural And Misc. Steel (steel Bar Stock, Damper Counterweigh C2v,c3v & C5v)
- Ops Su Zerk Fittings For Lfh-manip-00002
- Lfh-manip-00009
Consumables
- Small Operating Tools - Circular Blades, Min/max
- Pipe And Fittings, Carbon And Pvc For Scw-l-01
- Pipe And Fittings - Pvc For Training Of Pipefitters
- Ops Su Pressure Regulators For Psa-pcv-6102/psa-pcv-6105
- Pultruded Fiberglass Angle Verf 3 " X 0.25" Equale Leg Angle
- Ops Fitter Refrigeration Fittings, Consumables
- Testing And Inspection - Pvc Pipes, Flanges, Elbows, And Couplings
- Ladder Rungs For Concrete Manholes
- Screws - Fasteners For Bof/lab Penetration Repairs
- Storm Water System Pvc Pipes / Corrugated Metal Pipes / And Accessories
- Indeeco Parts (switch/handle/shaft)
- Ops Mobilgear 600 Xp 150 For Law Agitator Motors P-18-0929
- Fittings - Copper Fittings For Cdg-rfu-00001 Unit
- Canfield Solenoid Valve Connector (model #g5100-1090000).
- Architectural Wall Base Adhesive - Excelsior Wall Base Adhesive Wb-600
- Ac Power Cord, Nema L5-20p To (iec 60320) C15 And Glc-t Rj-45 1gb Transceiver
- ***ops, Mve-l-01 Refurb Kroy List Bulk Materials, Electrical
- Electrical- 2 Kits - Kit Seismic Shim 4 X 3.50" Pn K17-417006
- Pipe Protector, End Caps Consumables
- Lmp Hx Threaded Rod And Nuts
- Electrical Cable Support
- Terminal Block
- Pcw Law Air Release Valves Seals, Mechanical
- Ops Inline Filter Assembly For Refrigerant Recovery Skid Rsr-4445
- Rpba-01, Profibus Dp Adapter Module
- Carboline Bitumastic
- Piping Specialty Items, Hand Valve Handle/stem Assembly Replacement Kit
- Conduit Box, Cover And Gasket For Lcp-pmp-00001
- Ops Mob-100 Portable Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Small Operating Tools, storage Organizer
- Lfh Glovebox Connectors
- Electrical
- Drywall Screws
- Heating/power Boilers/steam Generator Packages And Accessories - Never Seez
- Ops/su Bsa-ae-2208, 2207 Analytical Instrument Pwo-cmnt-18-0828
- 1/2 To 3/4 Inch M/f Conduit Enlarger Adapter
- Gaskets(diw-tk-00003, Lmp-mps-00001/2/3/4 And Lmp-ldb-00001/2)

AMBRO, INC
321 N. Columbia Center Blvd, Kennewick, WA 99336
(509) 783-3400
- Ops Lithium Batteries, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Batteries, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- ***consumables, Aaa Batteries, Min|max
- Consumables - Aaa Batteries - Battery Min/max (release Off Bpo)
- Testing Services, Equipment Replacement Batteries.
- Trojan Batteries For Construction Equipment
- Ops Batteries, Metal Building Systems
- Batteries For Construction Equipment.
- *** Batteries / Fde-ppnl-84001
- *** Ops - Batteries / Fire Protection System (fps) Corrective Maintenance
- Ops Aa Batteries, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops D Cell Batteries, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- ***motorola Radio Battery For Law Elevator Radio - Special Order Jim Burks

AMBRO, INC. dba BATTERIES PLUS BULBS
321 N. Columbia Center Blvd, Kennewick, WA 99336
(509) 783-3400
- Su Duracell Batteries For Lve-l-01/ Consumables
- Battery Jump Pack For Shop Use
- Ops Su Dce-batt-91001 Spares, Batteries
- Batteries - 9-volt Lithium
- Su 3v Lithium Batteries For Simpro-100 / Startup Spare Parts

AMERICAN BOILER WORKS, INC. DBA ABW TECHNOLOGIES INC.
6720 191st Place NE, Arlington, WA 98223
(360) 618-4400
- Sanitary Disposal System Mov Plug Valves

AMERICAN CRANE & EQUIPMENT CO
1440 BEN FRANKLIN HWY, DOUGLASSVILLE, PA 19518
(484) 945-0420
- Ops Electrical Connector, Cranes, Bridge Or Gantry
American Crane & Equipment Corporation
531 Old Swede Rd, Douglassville, PA 19518
(877) 877-6778
- Law Crane And Hoist Replacement Hooks
- Supply The Services Of One Aceco Field Representative.
- Asbuild Crane Wiring.

AMERICAN FABRICATION, INC
2517 West Omni Drive, Idaho Falls, ID 83402
(208) 522-1361
- Law Cm Restriction Orifices
- Purchase Round Trench Cylinders Per Attached Drawings

AMERICAN FASTENERS CORPORATION
7323 NW 66th St, Miami, FL 33166
(305) 885-1717
- Bolts, Fasteners(law Door Seal Fasteners & Set Screws)

American Fire Technologies
2120 Capital Drive, Wilmington, NC 28405
(910) 799-9191
- Ops Notifier Power Supply, Pumps, Water Distribution
- Fire Detection System, Blank Cover Plate, Stock Code Aft-bmp-1
- Fire Detection System
- *** Ops - Strobes / T-01 Fire Protection System (fps)(hs2-04)
- Fire Detection Material For The Annex Law
- Fire Detection System
- Ops Strobes For T1, Fire Detection System
- Smoke Detectors For Intermech Duct
- Notifier Nfs-320 Intelligent Fire Alarm Control Pnl And Notifier 18ah Bat-12180
- ****ops Multi Candela Strobe****, Fire Detection System
- Vesda System Material For The Annex/ Law
- Remaining Lab Fire Detection System Devices
- Lab- Fire Detection System
- Fire Detection System Components For Rfar Installation In Lab.
AMERICAN FIRE TECHNOLOGIES,
2435 Stevens Center Place, Richland, WA 99352

- Fire Detection System Lab, Horn/strobe
- Fire Detection System, B21 Fire Alarm Fde-pnl-21001 Box And Conventional Pull
- Lab Fire Detection System Remaining Parts
- Fire Detection System
- Smoke Detector For Intermech Duct
- Fire Detection System
- Fire Detection System (resistors)
- Fire Detection System Components For Building 21 Facp.
- ****ops Fire Control Board****, Fire Detection System
- Fire Detection System Item Missed On Original Order.
- Ops Cpu Bldg 84 Fire Detection System
- Fire Detection System Fiber Material

AMERICAN FIRE TECHNOLOGIES, INC
2435 Stevens Center Place, Richland, WA 99352

- Fire Detection System - Emf - End Devices
- Fire Detection System - Fde - Panel Enclosures And Internals
- Fire Detection Parts For Fde-b-21

AMERICAN FIRE TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
2120 Capital Drive, Wilmington, NC 28405
(910) 799-9191

- Fire Detection, Lcm-320, Loop Control Module
- Fde Components For B21s
- Fire Detection System (pre-Action Panel Material)
- Fire Detection, Dcv-em Board
- Fire Detection System, Hs-nem-sf Card For B82
- Fire Detection System, High Speed Fiber Boards For B85
- Fire Detection Equipment For The Law Annex!!!
- Equipment For The Annex Fire Detection Vesda System
- Ops Fde-pnl-86001 Lock Set P-17-1628 Fire Detection System

American Flags Express
12577 West Custer AvenueGaw?_7l?_A, Butler, WI 53007
(262) 783-4800

- American Flags For Tower Cranes - Consumable - Min.max

American Innovations, Ltd.
12211 Technology Blvd., Austin, TX 78727
(512) 249-3417

- Ops Digital Multimeter Module, Testing Services, Equipment
American Micro Tecnologies, Inc.  
839 S. Beacon Street #329, San Pedro, CA 90731  
(310) 427-7544  
- Office Equipment, Computer Hardware  
- Computer Hardware, Project Purchased  
- Packaged Units And Modules- Hmi Touchscreen  
- Electronica For Yakima Warehouse  
- Training - Infocus Projector For Pona 1306  
- Parts - Samsung - Small Tool  
- Office Equipment, Computer Hardware  
- Hp Laserjet Enterprise 600 Printer  
- Audio-visual Production - Camera For Badge Production. Used By Wtp Security  
- ****ops Fiber Optic Cable For T52**** Fire Detection System  
- Epson Powerlite Projectors- Wtp Training  
- Office Equipment, Other, Ethenet To Wireless Adapter

AMERICAN SHORING, INC  
207 Lake St, Newburgh, NY 12550  
(845) 562-4477  
- Trench Shoring

ANA M FISHER dba A&A Glove & Safety Co  
20 Richey Avenue, Collingswood, NJ 08107  
(800) 854-0060  
- Safety Consumables,leading Edge Product For Stop The Drop  
- Environmental Consumables- Buckets, Wasp Traps, Fly Strips  
- Small Operating Tools,greenlee 100-ft Steel Fish Tape,min/max  
- Safety Consumables,ppe Chps\earplgs\knee-pd\face-shld\vsts,min/max  
- Ops, Mt Con, Tags Lock/tagout, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies  
- Industrial Hygiene-purchase Isc Gas Meters To Replace Old Isc Gas Meters

ANA SOURCING, LLC  
20 RICHEY AVE, Collingswood, NJ 08107  
- Fuses For C2v Disconnects

ANNAMS SYSTEMS CORPORATION  
2420 Camino Ramon # 130, San Ramon, CA 94583  
19253550700  
- 9190z Handheld Scanner & Rfid Reader  
- Sunflower Support Renewal  
- Sunflower Data Migration Toolkit  
- 3 Year Intermec Hardware Maintenance Agreement
ANNAMS SYSTEMS CORPORATION   SUNFLOWER SYSTEMS
2420 Camino Ramon # 130, San Ramon, CA 94583
19253550700
- Installation Mobile Trak On Sunflower Scanners

ANSYS, Inc.
2600 ANSYS Dr., Canonsburg, PA 15317
(724) 746-3304
- Fluent Extension For Frederick, Md

APANTEC, LLC
North Penn Business Park, Lansdale, PA 19446
(267) 436-3991
- Repair (2) Sd220nv10 Gamma Scintillation Monitors, Emj-re-6104 & Emj-re-6141

API TECHNICAL SERVICES, LLC
709 MIDDLE GROUND BLVD STE 105, NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23606
(757) 223-4157
- Testing Services, Equipment (calibrating The Api Laser Tracker Sn-lts32881104)
- Testing Services, Equipment (calibrating The Api Laser Tracker Sn-lts32881104)
- Testing Services, Equipment (calibrating The Api Laser Tracker Sn-lts32881104)

Apple Computer Inc
1 INFINITE LOOP, CUPERTINO, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
- Office Equipment, Computer Hardware- Mini Mac

Applied Industrial Technologies
427 North Oregon Avenue, Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 547-2421
- Electric Motor: Blast Resistant, Shielded, Machinery Access Door(lph-door-00025)

APPLIED TECHNICAL SERVICES INC
1049 Triad Court, MARIETTA, GA 30062
(770) 423-1400
- No Cost, For Receiving Purposes Only--- Testing Services, Materials
ARBILL INDUSTRIES INC  
2207 W GLENWOOD AVE FL 1, PHILADELPHIA, PA 19132  
(215) 228-4012  
- Electrical: 10" Leather Protectors  
- Electrical: 12" Leather Protectors

ARC ADVISORY GROUP  
3 Allied Drive, Dedham, MA 02026  
(781) 471-1110  
- Independent Review Of Wtp Commissioning Information System

ARC MACHINES, INC.  
10500 Orbital Way, Pacoima, CA 91331  
(818) 896-9556  
- Repair Arc Drive, Head, Power Supply, Water Cooling Unit-welding, Consumables.  
- Repair Of Barcode 13989 Arc Water Cooling Unit, 13b270112-01

AREVA FEDERAL SERVICES LLC  
7135 MINSTREL WAY STE 102, Columbia, MARYLAND 21045  
107048052269  
- Professional Services - Pjm Requirements Verification.

ARONSON SECURITY GROUP, INC  
1701 Westlake Ave N, SEATTLE, WA 98109  
- Upgrade The Wtp Richland Office And Warehouse Card Readers

Ashcroft Inc.  
250 E Main St, Stratford, CT 06614  
(203) 378-8281  
- Dow-pi-2108 Pressure Gauge  
- Nld-pi-8325 & Nld-pi-8326 Pressure Gauges  
- Process Gauges - Pressure, Temperature, And Dp Indicators

ATC Nuclear  
160 Chubb Ave, Lyndhurst, NJ 07071  
(201) 964-4140  
- *** Ops - Digital Feeder Relay / Mve-swgr-87001a, Etc.

Atlas Copco Comptec LLC  
46 School Rd, Voorheesville, NY 12186  
(518) 765-3344  
- Temperature Instrument -- Rosemount Model 0078 With Thermowell -  
- Compressors, Centrif -- Instrument Gauges  
- Compressors, Centrif., Replacement Parts
Atlas RFID Solutions, LLC
1500 1ST AVE N, Birmingham, ALABAMA 35203
(205) 383-4428
- Professional Services, Jovix Project Assessment Workshop (atlas Rfid)

ATOMIC SCREEN PRINTING & EMB
329 W. Columbia Drive, Kennewick, WA 99336
(509) 585-2866
- Awards, Safety, Vit Plant Logo T-shirts

AUTOLINE CONTROLS, INC.
PO BOX 1499, VANCOUVER, WA 98668
(360) 694-4211
- ***ops Su Conductivity Element Diw-ce-8599 (for Diw-ct-8599) Startup Spare Parts
- Valves, Manifolds, Metering, Gauge
- ***ops Mag Flowmeter Calibration, Operational And Startup Spare Parts

AUTOMATED PRECISION INC.
15000 Johns Hopkins Drive, Rockville, MD 20850
(301) 300-8100
- Spatial Anlayzer Support
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Testing Services, Calibration Of Api Survey Instrument, Sn: Lts39770311
- Testing Services, Equipment Omni Trac2 (ot2) System/kit
- Testing Services, Calibration On Api Laser Tracker System, Omnitrac2, Sn# 70335
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous

AUTOMIC SOFTWARE, INC.
10901 W 120th Ave, ARVADA, CO 98007
80021
- Job Scheduler

AVANTECH, INC.
2155 ROBERTSON DR, Richland, WA 99354
- Avantech Startup Support (process Vacuum Air System)
Aviate Enterprises Inc.
5844 Price Ave, McClellan, CA 95652
( ) 993-4000
- ***roust-a-bout Couplings***
- Road Stripe Machine Parts
- Testing Services, Equipment Pelican Cases For Greenlee Force Gauge
- *** Position Instrument
- Restock Facilities Hvac / Temporary Buildings, Buildings AndTrailers
- ****multicom Mul-fsplice-200 Fiber Optic Fusion Splicer
AVIATE ENTERPRISES, INC.
5844 PRICE AVE, MCCLELLAN, CA 95652
19169934000
- *** (nrtl) Small Operating Tools - Led Light Bulbs, Min/max 11/29/18
- Sup Ops-pwo-cmnt-18-2470, Watchdog Trico Oilers
- Apollo, Bulk Valve Soft Goods Replacement Kits
- Caterpillar Brake Parts
Model# 1055c Serial # Kde01417
- Velan, Bulk Valve Soft Goods Replacement Kits
- Montreal Bronze, Bulk Valve Soft Goods Replacement Kits
- Ops Su Refrigerant Gauge, Pressure / Differential Pressure
- Drivecon Drive Access Cover
- Zurn Stainless Steel Sediment Bucket P400-y-5-6
- Ops Restock Bellows Or Bladder / Blast Resistant, Shielded, Window Or Porthole
- Equipment - Bepop Label's - Oem Part
- Instrument Tube And Pipe Fittings And Accessories
- Lawson Stock Order
- Testing Services, Equipment; Certified Polystyrene Blocks (hot/rush)
- General Np Materials For Startup Testing
- Restock Pcw Centrifugal Pumps Mech Seals / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Packaged Units And Modules (solenoid And Moisture Indicator)
- Bonney Forge Valve Gaskets And Packing
- ***canusa Piping End Seals***
- Small Operating Tools, Self Closing 1 Door Flam Cabinet - Su
- (nrtl) Small Operating Tools, Work Light, Min/max
- Metal Ducts, Hvac - Humidifier Vapor Loic 6 Microprocessors
- Safety Equipment, Ring & Rope For Cooling Tower
- Small Operating Tools, Manhole Hook, Couplers- Min/max
- Valves - Plug - Non-lubricated
- Wm Powell, Bulk Valve Soft Goods Replacement Kits
- Worksight Back Up Camera And Sensor
- Standing Coat Rack
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 10/16/18 Min/max
- Peak Def Fluid 55 Gal Drum
- Hvac Or Air Filter/treating (c2v-l-01 System Turnover)
- Shop And Maintenance Equipment
- Small Operating Tools, Enerpac Hyd Cyl 20t Min/max
- Small Operating Tools - Transparent Sealing Tape, Min/max
- Trench Box Shielding
- 10-8 Customline Compression, S.s. Threaded Gas Spring

AVO TRAINING INSTITUTE, INC.
4271 BRONZE WAY, DALLAS, TX 75237
18775943156
- Electrical - Medium Voltage Training
AXIOM SERVICES INC DBA AXIOM INTERNATIONAL
1805 DREW ST, CLEARWATER, FL 33765
(727) 442-7774

- Computer Based Training Software For Bentley Microstation Xm Requirements
B & K Supply Co  
2203 MONTE VISTA DR, Coeur d Alene, ID 83814  
(208) 765-3039

- Small Operating Tools, Laser Pointers
- Ez-go Golf Cart Parts For Jo-06-055
- Testing Services, Equipment Wika Pressure Gauge.
- Electrical Specialty Equipment
- Led Film Viewer Testing Services, Equipment
- Services, Janitorial, Advance 20-in Floor Scrubbing Machine And Pads For Mhf
- Protection, Preservation Of Equipment And Materials For Standby Diesel Generator
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Safety Consumables,prt-eyewash\film-rtrd Shrd\kjaw Cnct Pole\fence,min/max
- Structural And Misc. Steel - Toe Board Links
- Stainless Steel Lokring Elbow\lmp-mltr-00001/2
- Ops Outdoor Sign For Bldg 84 A/b, Pumps, Water Distribution
- Ops Facilities Services Plumbing, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, godwin 0.5hp Submersible Sub-prime Trash Pump For Pt
- Ops - Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops - Eyewash Stations / Facility Services
- Ops Contactors Facility Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- ***small Operating Tools,floor Mats For Law Interior & Exterior Entrances***
- Outdoor Bulletin Boards For T-26 And T-27
- Small Operating Tools, 1-7/64-in Hss Drill Bit With 1/2-in Shank
- Ops C1v-acu-00032 Parts, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Small Operating Tools, hldr Bit/osculating Tool/trowel,min/max
- Small Operating Tools, craftsman & Ridgid Shop-vac Dust Bags,min/max
- Small Operating Tools, offset Level\vacuum Filters,min/max
- Ops - Portable Eyewash / Equipment Id Eye-wash-01, Etc. / Facility Services
- ***environmental Consumables, Bird Control And Recycling
- Ops Fluke Test Leads, Testing Services, Equipment
- B86 Ups Replacement Batteries
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Replacement Led Rt Film Viewer
- ***distributables, Vortex Axial Fans***
- Ops Fluke 744 Batteriesconstruction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Electrical Specialty Equipment
- ***equipment, Thermoplastic Waterstop Splicing Table For Emf***
- Small Operating Tools, Milwaukee 6-in Right Angle Grinder,min/max
- Services, Janitorial, 20-inch 3m 5100 Red Buffer Pad
- Safety Consumables, 4 X 6 Ergo Floor Mats
- Ops Kluberquiet Grease, Fuels And Lubricants
- Hdk Parts For Jo-06-070
- Replacement Battery For Fluke Ti25 Thermal Imager
- Small Operating Tools, Tap & Die Set For Pipe, Brad Chitty/law
- *** Hot Labeling And Reading Devices
- Advance Parts For Wtp36999
- *** ops Lubes, Fuels And Lubricants
- Services, Janitorial, soap Dispensers
- Small Operating Tools, 21oz Hamr\magn Pick-up\pliers, min/max
- *** Hot Labeling And Reading Devices
- Security & Access Control  Safety Mirrors
- Replacement Motor For Chw-pmp-00010b Motor Tag  # Chw-mtr-00010b
- Refractory Insulation
- Ops, Mt Con, Elbow, Glove, lug, Protector
- Duraboard And Tyvek Tape For Melter Gas Barrier Lid
- Ops Bearings/poppets, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Sink, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- ***small Operating Tools, chapin Backpack Weed Sprayers, min/max***
- *** ops Lab Vac Pump, Consumables
- *** equipment, transmission Jacks For Law***
- Ops Lubricants, Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, non-conductive Telescoping Poles For Dusting
- Small Operating Tools, Rubbermaid Cart, Chris Andrew/mixson
- Replace Non Ul Labeled Encoders For Turn Tables
- Labeling And Reading Devices
- Hose For Carts
- Gaskets
- Equipment, 22 Gal Corrosive & Acid Safety Cabinet
- Distributables, Houghton Rust Veto 4221-nb
- Consumables (plumbers Putty For Law Eyewash And Shower Assemblies)
- Connector, Corning, P/n Soc-hld-con-sclc
- Air Handling Units, Hvac (c2v-ahu Coupling Components)
- *environmental Consumables, Battery Buckets, Ph SoI'n, Scale, Drum Lock
- Sidewinder Part For Water Cannon On Jo-03-011
- *** Ops - Simulator Building / 5-year Fire Sprinkler System Inspection
- *** standard Acoustical Ceiling Tile 24" X 48" X 5/8", White In Color.
- Oversize Load Signs And Flags For Teamsters
- Polaris Parts For Jo-04-910
- Ops Multimetal Kraft Paper, Consumables
- Duct For Winterization
- Replacement Bolts For Chw Pump Diffusers
- Air-conditioning, Packaged (c2v-acu-00005 And C2v-acu-00006 Return Air Grilles)
- Pressure Gauge For Lvp Hepa Assembly
- ***small Operating Tools, Replacement Tubes For Smoking Butt Cans***
- Small Operating Tools, Shrink Wrap,
- Parts For Small Engines
- Testing Services, Equipment
- Parts For Gas Caddy
- Mensor Pressure Gauge For Lvp Leak Test
- Small Operating Tools, 18-in X 24-in Burlap Bag, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Sullair 50lb Air Pavement Breaker
- Vpp Flags
- *** Ops - Nld Instrumentation
- Services, Janitorial, Blue 20-inch Cleaning-scrubbing Pads
- Urgent Order!!! Blanket R6
- Sullair Parts For Jo-17-015
- Ops Sheaves. Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Replace Switch And Door Handle On Lph-pnl-00019
- Ops Allegro Mx Testing Services, Equipment
- Small Operating Tools, Hand Press Grommet Machine Kit W/900 Grommets
- Flat Line Cable
- Small Operating Tools,burlap Bag,min/max
- Ladder Safety Gates
- ****scotts Windsock Part No. 13-04308 Long Life Windsock 10" X 36" Orange

- Locks For Tool Box In Rigging Loft Truck
- ***hot Labeling And Reading Devices
- Polaris Parts For Jo-04-910, 04-912, Stock
- Ops - Misc. Copper Fittings / Hvac Maint. / Facility Services
- ***electrical Label Maker
- Testing Services, Equipment, Versiv Cable Analyzer
- Ops Fan Heater, Pumps, Water Distribution
- Testing Services, Equipment, Start Up Replace Accessories For Omicron Cmc256plus
- Adidas Capital Sling Backpack For Tower Crane Operators And Technicians
- Replace Level Switch Lmp-Ish-1565
- Ops, Belt, Refrigerant, Terminals, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Testing Services, Equipment Startup M&te
- Testing Services, Equipment Startup M&te
- Small Operating Tools, Heavy Duty Rubbermaid Utility Cart
- Ops Allegro Mx M&te, Testing Services, Equipment
- Ops M&te, Testing Services, Equipment
- Ops Delo 400 Oil, Pumps, Water Distribution
- Ops Cordless Tools, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Small Operating Tools,unitec 1-3/4 & 1-7/8 & 2-3/8 Annular Cutters,min/max
- Standpipes,hoses, Reels (fire Protection)
- *** Ops - Pressure Switch / Bldg. T-47 Fire Protection System (fps)
- Testing Services, Equipment, Voltage Rated Non-sparking Torque Wrench
- *** Ice Melt
- *** Ops - Sensors / Hvac Maint. / Facility Services
- Testing Services, Equipment
- Small Operating Tools,plastic Bags,min/max
- ****temperature Control****
- Ops Hydrant Wrenches, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous, V-head Pipe Jack Stands
- O Ring Repair Kits. Assorted.
- Ez-go Parts For Jo-06-027, 06-031, Stock
- Ops Fps Pressure Switchesfire Detection System
- Small Operating Tools, Burlap Bags, min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, Special Snips For Glen Davison***
- Services, Janitorial, lysol Disinfectant Spray
- Services, Janitorial, 55 Gal. Garbage Cans For HLW, Glen Davison
- Ops Tags, Labeling And Reading Devices
- Ops Maintenance, Consumables
- Caterpillar Parts
- 16 Gallon Self Contained Heated Eyewash Stations
- Advance Parts For WTP 44140
- Ops Bof Maint Consumables, Valves
- Batteries For Equipment
- Ops Tire Pumps, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- ****ops Parts For Repair Of Mob 250-1****, Consumables
- *** Ops - Misc. Copper Fittings / Hvac Maint. / Facility Services
- Evaporative Coolers
- **Ops, Eng Spare 24590-bof-spr-pcw-0004**
- **Ops Fluke 744 Batteries, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies**
- **Testing Services, Equipment Fluke Mdl 381.**
- **Ops Compressor For T5***, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- **Ops Su Module For Dow-yv-8225 Operational And Startup Spare Parts**
- **Ops Duralabel Pro 300 / Labeling And Reading Devices**
- **Ops HvTransformer For Bldg 87***, Switchgear
- **Ops, Facilities Services R22 Refrigerant, Consumables**
- **Ops Buffer Solutions, Fuels And Lubricants**
- **Ops Ss Component Tags For Site Labeling / Labeling And Reading Devices**
- **Testing Services, Equipment Dlro, Fluke,**
- **Ops Level Transmitter / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies**
- **Power Supply, For Testing System Lve-l-01**
- **Ops, Nld-b-01, 05, 07 Rs3 List**
- **Testing Services, Equipment Avo Dlro10dh4c**
- **Environmental Consumables- Neutralizing Absorbent**
- **Su Bof & Law Vibrajet Valves**
- **Fire Detection Equipment For The Law And Annex**
- **Rosemount Pressure Transmitter**
  Model # 3051s2tg2a2a11f1aa01  Tag # Pcw-pt-8034
- **Small Operating Tools Bag, Dust, High-efficient, 12 To 16 Min/max**
- **Ops Maint Spares Contactors, Switches, Consumables**
- **Ops Su Heater Bldg 86, Operational And Startup Spare Parts**
- **Ops Blind Flange Lockout Device / Safety Consumables**
- **Hdk Golf Cart Parts For Stock.**
- **Crosswalk Flags-vinyl Safety Flag With Reflective**
- **Parts For Jo-04-910, Dalton S.**
- **Air Handling Units, Hvac (c2v-ahu-00007a/b/c Split Collar Pulse Wrap)**
- **Ops Su Law Lve-b-07 Gutor Parts Operational And Startup Spare Parts**
- **Jatco Concrete Cylinder Containers And Lids**
- **Valves - Bof Pcw Vent Material**
- **Testing Services, Equipment Extech Digital Force Gauge.**
- **Ops Workbench/cabinet, Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers**
- **Shelf Life Labels For Warehouse Operations**
- **Golf Cart Parts**
- **Testing Services, Equipment Fuji Flow Meters**
- **Ops T64-hvac Compressor / Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers**
- **Su Upe-batt-87001/upe-batt-91001 Operational And Startup Spare Parts**
- **Bulk Materials, Electrical - Replacement Stop Button And Thermostats**
- **Small Operating Tools, Vacuum Attachment Kit, Tools, Flexible Hose***
- **Coatings And Painting, Leaktite - 1 Quart Multi Mixing Container/cup**
- **Ops Bard And Carrier Restock/ Hvac Or Air Filter/treating**
- Ops Facilities Dampers Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Ops Restock Manhole Covers/temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Distributables-misc Distribrs Piping Materials
- Parts For Repair Of Welder Jo-52-023 , Amos W
- Services, Janitorial, Outdoor Mats, Cleaning Signs
- ***su PcW-ctw-00001 Repair P-17-0553 / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Alimek Hek Parts For Stock.
- Bulk Materials, Electrical - Broken Start Button - For Dfo-b-01
- Small Operating Tools, Jack, Pallet, 27" X 72", 4400lb, P/n Mi70 / Pm4-2772
- Club Car Stock Order/ Parts For Jo-06-086
- Parts For Repairs On Jo-55-256, Alex K.
- Leeson Part For A/c Vacuum Pump.
- Parts For Jo-06-053
- Services, Janitorial, Warehouse Floor Machine
- Polaris Parts For Jo-04-911
- St Up Wo: Pwo-18-2474, Flowserve Digital Positioner
- Testing Services, Equipment For Start Up, Piecal 334
- Ops Su Hose For Freon Charging, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Part For Heat King Jo-55-134
- Phase Rotation Meters, Su Qdp-18 Items
- Small Operating Tools, Cutter, Cable Ratch Type Min/max
- ***ops Su Heater For Bldg 86, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- ***ops/su Gutor Parts Bldg. 82 For Lve-b-07 Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Miller Parts For Jo-52-024
- Area Ops T33 Warehouse, Equipment
- Commissiong Chem Management Equipment
- Small Operating Tools, Worklight, Portable, Led, 800 Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Cart, Utility, Chest Box
- Small Operating Tools, Cart, Utility, Heavy Duty
- Small Operating Tools,bit, Tip, #2 Phillips, Worklight,magnetic, Clamps, Min/max
- Wilson Pro 70 Plus (50 Ohm) Kit With Yagi/panel Antenna
- ***welding, Consumables, Mig Gun Q30, Band Saw Blades Min/max
- Hdk Parts For Stock
- ***ops Contactor For Php-3 Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Ops Maintenance Spare Restock Piv Window Glass / Consumables
- Ops Maint. Consumables, Electrical
- Electrical Raceway And Terminiation Labeling (printer) Devices
- Tape
- Testing Services, Equipment For Start Up, Fluke I400 Ac Current Clamp
- Small Operating Tools, Jack, Pallet, 27" X 72", 4400lb, P/n Mi70 / Pm4-2772
- Small Operating Tools, Socket Set 4prg1
- Hdk Parts For Bulk Consumables.
- ***gutor Lab Up/robert Roman- Material Required For Onsite Work By 3-22-2018
- Mega Parts For Jo-20-001 Water Tank.
- ***ops Su Calibration Standards, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- ***ops Su Electric Actuator For PcW-lv-8006 Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Ops Su Diw-fs-8624, 8631 Flow Switch P-17-1627 / Flow Instrument
- Ops/consumables Ss Stacking Stools
- Ops Temp Data Logger / Transceiver, Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Volvo Parts For Jo-11-001.
- Welding, Consumables gauge, Weld, Fillet, Oki Mg-11, Min/max
- Breaker Lift
- Area Ops T33 Warehouse Supplies
- Testing Services, Equipment Fluke Network Dsx5000 Versi
- Gaskets - Bof Pcw
- Strainers, Basket & Cone, For Diw, Pcw And Psw Flushing
- Filter Cartridges And O-rings For Pcw Flushing
- ***Ops Load Center For Battery Testing Bldg. 87/91, Switchgear
- ***ops Bldg 91 Transformers, Power And Distribution
- Testing Services, Equipment Fluke Comparison Test Pumps & Gauges
- ***ops Pressure Indicator Diw-pi-8673 / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Equipment - Pallet Overhead Lifting Device
- ***ops Su Bldg 81 Gasket For Dfo Strainers Gaskets
- ***ops Su Bldg 86 Power Supply, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Duralabel Ribbon Restock / Labeling And Reading Devices
- *** Restock Fps Pressure Gauges / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- ***ops Su Breaker For Lve-mcc-82001a-4m Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- ***ops Su Mufflers, Diw-yv-8605, Diw-yv-8908, Diw-yv-8617 & Diw-yv-8620 Startup
- Restock Simulator Hvas Motors / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- ***ops Solenoid Valve Magnet P-17-1641 / Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Restock Hvac Motor, Condenser Simulator / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Bulk Materials, Electrical - Lve-b-03 Thermostats
- Testing Services, Equipment
- Small Operating Tools, Filter, Vacuum, Complete Assembly, Pullman-holt B526520
- Hdk Parts For Jo-06-063, Stock.
- Insulated Thermocouple / Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Sheave Guage Metric And Standard
- Testing Services, Equipment For Start Up Instrument
- Testing Services, Equipment Avo Dlor10dh4c
- Testing Services, Equipment For Start Up
- Ops Chlorine Tester Restock / Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Key Switch.
- Testing Services, Equipment; Fluke Dsx2-5000qi (equipment Only)
- Purchase Dura Label Pro 300 Label Maker
- ***ops Detent Pins***, Portable Lifting, Elevating, Stacking, Reclaiming
- Testing Services, Equipment; Omicron Cables
- Ops Refrigerant Tools Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Testing Services, Equipment: Fluke Clips/test Leads
- Testing Services, Equipment
- Zebra Labels
- Gauge, Pressure / Differential Pressure
- Testing Services, Equipment: Fluke Cables
- Electrical Specialty Equipment, Isolation Transformers
- Priority A Lockout Tagout Activities Safety Consumables
- Ops Su Gauges For Gfr-pcv-7074a/b Pressure Instrument
- Omicron Jumpers And Misc Np Materials
- Jo-53-027 Starter And Relay
- Electrical, Ribbon Cable & Connectors
- Testing Services, Equipment Fluke Networks Mrc-50efc-sclckit Network Accessory
- Tape
- Pump, Pneumatic, Nut, Nipple Msof-robert Humphreys
- **ops Su Abb Display Faces, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Druck - Genii Pressure Module Ip620s-01g (+/- 1 Psi) / Testing Services, Equip
- Endress+ Hauser Measuring Cable Cpk9
- Loader Bucket For Gehl Di-10l Forklift
- Ops Facilities Restock / Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Equipment - Tags For Rigging Hardware
- Ops Restock Dow-bfp-00015 Annual Pm / Consumables
- Testing Services, Equipment
- **ops Su Positioner For Diw, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-049
- **ops Bldg 91 Spring Assy. Transformers, Power And Distribution
- Testing Services, Equipment, Fluke Model 325 True-rms Clamp Meter
- Heating/power Boilers/steam Generator Packages And Accessories
- Small Operating Tools, Socket, Storage, Tray
- Hdk Parts For Bulk Consumables
- Ops Maint Consumable Np Office Supplies
- **ops Cpe Meters, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Floor Mats And Frames - Pro Tect Traffic Guard Floor Covering
- Hdk Parts For Jo-06-077

B.C. INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY INC. DBA B.C. WIRE ROPE & RIGGING
2720 E. Regal Park Dr, Anaheim, CA 92806
(800) 669-5919
- Small Operating Tools, Nylon Rope, Min|max

BAI INFORMATION SECURITY
7467 BLUFF VIEW DRIVE, FAIRLAWN, VA 24141
(800) 763-1903
- Risk Management Framework (rmf) Instructor Led Training

BAILEIGH INDUSTRIAL LTD
1625 Dufek Drive, Manitowoc, WI 54221
- **small Operating Tools, Bender Die Set 1 1/2"t With 8" Clr, For Peterson
BARBEE VALVE & SUPPLY INC
751 Design Court, Suite B, Chula Vista, CA 91911
(800) 258-7848
- Parts - Barbee - Repairs
- Pumps, Reciprocating, Piston, Repair Of Barbee P300-e, Barcode

BARNEY, GARY SCOTT PHD
105903 N HARRINGTON RD, WEST RICHLAND, WA 99353
(509) 967-2549
- Chemistry Expert Elicitation Team (ct) - Scott Barney

BC Wire Rope & Rigging
4060 E. Michigan Street, Tucson, AZ 85714
(800) 654-5945
- Equipment **** Forged Eye Bolt For Bud Maple In Law
- Lab Roof Accessories - Horiz Life Line, Lab Wg-17863

Becht Engineering Company, Inc.
20 Church St, Liberty Corner, NJ 07938
(908) 580-1119
- Technical Services For Onsite Pjm Vessel Modification Risk Evaluation Plan

BECK ELECTRIC SUPPLY
2775 GOODRICK AVE, Richmond, CA 94801
- *** Ops/su Lifting Yoke For Mve Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- *** Ops Su Beech Breaker Lift, Equipment
- ***ops Su Bldg 91 Bof-ek-lve-lc-91003-3h Consumables
- ***ops Su Law/lab Breaker Relays, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- ***ops Su Bldg 91 Mve, Switchgear
- ***ops Su B83 Pcw-mstr-00005a,b,&c Motor Starters Ecb83rly Startup Spare Parts
- Mcc Misc Materials

Beckwith & Kuffel
5930 1st Ave S, Seattle, WA 98108
(800) 767-6700
- Ops Packing, Pumps, Water Distribution
- *** Ops - Seal Kit / Jockey Pump Fsw-pmp-00008 / Fire Service Water (fsw) System
- ****ops**** Packing/seal Pumps, Water Distribution
- *** Ops - Jockey Pumps / Fsw Design Change / Fsw-pmp-00008

Beckwith & Kuffel, Inc
5930 1st Ave S, Seattle, WA 98108
(800) 767-6700
- Valves - Pressure Seal -- Stem Packing
BECKWITH AND KUFFEL
5930 1st Ave S, Seattle, WA 98108
(800) 767-6700
- Ops Su Cwh-pmp-00007a/b/c Spare Pump
- Emf Blowdown Pump
- Ops Su Cap Assembly For Nld-pmp-00034, Nld-pmp-00039, Pumps
- Ops Su Pcw-pmp-00005a/b/c Packing Glands P-18-1585 Pumps
- Ops Su Orings, and Gaskets For Sdj-pmp, Pumps
- Pump And Pump Parts
- Air-operated Diaphragm Sump Pump
- Air-operated Diaphragm Sump Pump
- Pump Repair And Refubishment Boa

BENSON SEO, LLC
4334 FARRAGUT ST APT A, Hyattsville, MD 20781
12028425031
- Technical Search Engine Optimization

BENTLEY SYSTEMS INCORPORATED
685 Stockton Dr, Exton, PA 19341
(610) 458-5000
- Bentley Onsite Technical Support

BIG TOP MANUFACTURING
3255 NORTH US 19, PERRY, FL 32347
- Distributables
- 20' X 20' / 10' X 10' Tents Site Wide

BIG TOP MANUFACTURING INC
3255 US HIGHWAY 19 N, PERRY, FL 32347
- Lunch Room Tent

BIG TOP MANUFACTURING, INC.
3255 US HIGHWAY 19 N, PERRY, FL 32347
- 20' X 20' Tents

BIGHAM EASY LIFT LLC
4242 chowen ave n, Minneapolis, MN 55422
(612) 860-7047
- Ops - Manhole Cover Lift, Etc. / Electrical Vault C14
Bios/Mesa Labs (formerly Bios Intl)
10 Park Pl Ste 3, Butler, NJ 07405
(973) 492-8400
- Safety Equipment
- Calibration Of Dry Cal Calibrators
- Industrial Hygiene - Calibration Of Bios DryCal Calibrators Bc 5076, 5077, 5132
- Industrial Hygiene-annual Calibration Of Bios Calibrators Bc 5076, 5077, & 5132
- Industrial Hygiene-annual Calibration Of Bios Calibrators
- Safety Equipment - Bios Dry Cal
- Annual Calibration Of Industrial Hygiene Bios Calibrators

BISON ENGINEERING INC
1400 11TH AVE STE 200, Helena, MT 59601

- Emissions Testing

BLACKMON, MICHAEL
888 Basin Rd # B, Colville, WA 99114
(509) 684-7632
- Training - Pilot Car Training Required For Wtp Work Tasks

Brad Thompson Company
1750 112th Ave NE, Bellevue, WA 98004
(425) 825-5800
- Fan-coil Unit; Replacement Parts For C2v-fcu-00058a (ref. Cdr-11-0277)

Bristol Metals, LLC
390 Bristol Metals Road, Bristol, TN 37620
(423) 989-4700
- Testing Services, Materials, Al6xn Material

BROOKLYN COMPUTER SYSTEMS INC
39 Seeley Ave Ste 2, Kearny, NJ 07032
(201) 998-4220
- Silverguard Wand System

Brooks Duplicator Company
10402 Rockley Rd, Houston, TX 77099
(281) 568-9787
- Equipment **** Oem Labels For Bpop Machine
- Equipment ** Oem Parts Vinyl Tape And Ribbon For Max Bpop Label System
- Equipment, Oem Parts For Label Machine
- ***equipment - Label's For Label Machine In Rigging Loft - Oem Part
Brouns Consulting Services LLC
1043 Allenwhite Dr, Richland, WA 99352
15095311685
- Professional Services In Support Of T4

Brunson Instrument Company
8000 E. 23rd St., Kansas City, MO 64129
(816) 483-3187
- Testing Services, Equipment Brunson Repair Sn-897552
- Testing Services, Equipment, Brunson Low Thermal Expansion Bar Sn-080506
- Brunson Replacement Items, Invar Rods, Scale Holders, White Face Scales
- Testing Services, Equipment Evaluation And Repair Of Brunson Equipment.
- Testing Services, Equipment, Brunson Low Thermal Expansion Bar Sn-080506

Brutzmans Inc
314 W Kennewick Ave, Kennewick, Washington 99336
- T-70 Remodel Furniture **

Brutzman's, Inc.
2600 N. Columbia Center Blvd., Richland, WA 99352
(509) 735-0300
- Ops- Maintenance / Office Furniture And Equipment

BS&B Safety Systems, L.L.C.
7455 E. 46th Street, Tulsa, OK 74147
(918) 665-5911
- Emf Rupture Disks

BTS-Breakthru Training Solutions, Inc.
1070 E Indiantown Rd Ste 406, Jupiter, FL 33477
81658481771
- Cat 5/6 & Fiber Optic Installer Training
Builders Hardware & Supply Co
114S Auburn Street, Kennewick, WA 99336
(509) 586-8110
- Law Steel Doors, Frames, And Hardware
- Lab Steel Doors, Frames, And Hardware
- Doors And Frames, Steel
- One Wood Door Slab And Different Door Hardware
- Law Doors And Frames, Steel
- Doors And Windows
- Law Doors And Frames, Steel
- Law Additional Steel Doors
- Doors And Frames, Steel Lab Cm Interior Door Hardware
- Doors And Frames, Steel Lab Cm Exterior Door Hardware
- Doors And Frames, Steel Parts/hauswares
- Door Hardware - Von Duprin 575 Strike Plate. "like For Like" Replacement

BUILDERS HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO,INC
1516 15TH AVE W, Seattle, WA 98119

- Law Annex Door Slab Replacement
- Law Doors/frames

Bullock Trane Service Agency Inc.
715 North Hogan, Spokane, WA 99220
(509) 535-9057
- Ops Hvac Parts, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Topp Mob-100 Parts

BusCorp Inc.
918 - 16 Avenue NW, Calgary, T2M 0
(   ) 862-8848
- Fieldbus Training

Business Radio Inc
205 N VOLLAND ST, Kennewick, WA 99336
15097352929
- Pilot Escort Car Radio's***

BUYER SOLUTIONS
14407 189th Ave Ct E, Bonney Lake, WA 98010
(206) 353-6383
- Services, Janitorial, Concrete Brooms, Scott Mathews
- ***services, Janitorial Consumables, Reorder Request, Randy***
C & E TRENCHING, L.L.C.
3813 N GLADE RD, Pasco, WA 99301
105095456940
- Crushed Erosion Control Material

C AND E TRENCHING LLC
PO BOX 5079, Pasco, WA 99302

- Gravel 2"

C. H. W. ENTERPRISES, INC
1331 BALTIMORE ST, Longview, WA 98632

- Ops Psw-mtr-00002b Motor Refurb P-18-2158 Motors

CALIFORNIA EXPANDED METAL PRODUCTS COMPANY
1001-A Pittsburgh Antioch HWY, Pittsburgh, CA 94565
(925) 635-9287
- General Contract, Design, Engineering

California Hydronics Corp dba Columbia Hydronics Company
2293 Tripaldi Way, Hayward, CA 94545
(510) 293-1993
- Expansion Joints -- Control Rods

California Surveying and Drafting Supply Inc
4733 Auburn, Sacramento, CA 95841

- Trimble Business Center (tbc) Advanced License And Maintenance Support

CAMFIL USA, INC
1 N. Corporate Drive, Riverdale, NJ 07457
(973) 616-7300
- Emf Hepa Filters

CAPP INC
201 MARPLE AVE, CLIFTON HEIGHTS, PA 19018
(800) 410-1698
- Heaters, Electric Unit, Hvac
CAPP, INC.
201 MARPLE AVE, CLIFTON HEIGHTS, PA 19018
(800) 410-1698
- Ops Mob100-15 Compressor F-16-0217 / Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Ops, Fans/blowers, Axial, General Purpose And Hvac
- ***ops Su Shaft Seals For Chw, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Push To Test Pilot Lights, Len Caps, Bulbs And Thermostats
- Ops Blower Assembly Restock / Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- "rs3" Lve-b
- ***ops T52-php1 Sensor, Motor T-17-0099 / Consumables
- Ops C1v-acu-00014 Thermostats P-18-0431 Temperature Instrument
- Ops Service Valve Kit / Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- B85, Fde System Batteries
- Ops Su Wo: Pwo-cmnt-18-2235, Switch Sensor, Low, Low, Flow
- ***ops Mob100-10 Control Board F-17-0210
- Compressor / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- ***ops Site Hvac Economizers Repair / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Ops Eng Spares 24590-bof-spr-cpe-0002 Rev 0
- ***ops T52-php4 Circuit Board Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- ***compressor Mob100-15 Tod Brazing Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Allen Bradley E-stop Switch
- Ops Power Supply For Pinto / Consumables
- Sight Glass Assemblies For Law Nld And Rld Pump Traps.
- Start Up Humidity Transmitters For Gfr's, Temperature Instrument

CARAHSOFT TECHNOLOGY CORP.
1860 Michael Faraday Dr, Suite 100, Reston, VA 20190
17038718500
- Infomaker Upgrade License And Maintenance Support
- Infomaker Update Support

Carahsoft Technology Corporation
12369 Sunrise Valley Drive, Reston, VA 20191
(703) 871-8500
- Splunk Enterprise Software
- Splunk Renewal

Carboline Company
12166 Old Big Bend Rd # 107, Saint Louis, MISSOURI 63122
(314) 966-3115
- ***coatings And Painting, Piping   Cathodic Protection Coatings
Cardno ATC
6602 Owens Drive, Pleasanton, CA 94588
(925) 460-5300

CARLSON SHEET METAL WORKS, INC
3621 E. Broadway, Spokane, WA 99202
(509) 535-4228
- Law - Sheet Metal Flashing

CAROLINA COMPUTERS, INC
3635 WHiskey road, aiken, SC 29803
(803) 648-6107
- Plant Simulator System Replacement Development Emulator Hardware
- Hard Disk/ssd/flash Data Destroyer With Ssd-1

Cascade Machinery & Electric, Inc.
4600 E MARGINAL WAY S, SEATTLE, WA 98134
(206) 762-0500
- Parts For Hose Cutting Machine At Oe Shop

CB Engineering Pacific, Inc
909 7th Avenue, Kirkland, WA 98033
(888) 897-1702
- Ops Eng Spare - Bldg 91 Lve Switchgear Parts And Consumables.
Cedar Mountain Supply, Inc.
1736 South Grouse Meadow Lane, Coeur D Alene, ID 83814
(800) 438-7018

- Safety Equipment - Ih Equipment
- Painter Supplies / Floor Tiles
- Parts - Duralabel - Consumable - Min/max
- Bulk - Pipe Test Plugs - Special Order For Law, Pressure Testing
- Consumables - Storage System Parts For Pipe Fittings In T52 Warehouse
- Consumables - Quick Disconnect & Hose - Bullard Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, dust Extractor Hepa Filter And Bags
- Ops - Industrials Controls Trainer (basic) / Switchgear Bldgs. 87 & 91 Support
- Switchgear
- Replace Broken Selector Switches For C2v-fcu-00047 And C3v-fcu-00008
- Mister Fan Rocker Switch, Friedrich Fan Blades
- Ops Offsite Lab - Msof Dated 05/03/2018 - Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Ops Ohm Resistor, Testing Services, Equipment
- Ops Offsite Lab - Msof 04/16/2018 - Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Crc Brake Clean
- Ops Smoke Detectors Fire Detection System
- Vane Repair Kit For Bullard 16 Free Air Pump
- V-belts For Composite Crew 6/13
- Parts - Parker - Consumable - Min/max
- Parts - Landa - Consumable - Min/max
- Parts - Cargo Equipment - Consumables
- Electrical - Ugly’s Electrical Reference Book
- ***services, Janitorial Consumables, Reorder Request, Randy***
- Consumables - Band Saw Blades - Special Order For Frank Canales
- Allen Bradley Breaker Trip Selector Switch/contact
- *** Ops - High Pressure Switches / Equip Id: Mob-100, Etc. / Facility Services
- Consumables - Pelican Sabrelite Flashlight - Special Order For Drew Boston
- Consumables, Tapes, Min|max
- Electrical - Outdoor Dusk To Dawn Lights
- Roundup Ready-to-use
- Small Operating Tools, Greenlee Gfci Tester
- Ops - Wire Ends For Electrical Maint.
- Ops Offsite Lab - Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- J-fill Quattro Part
- ***services, Janitorial, Various Consumables, T-52***
- Mechanical/process - Spring Reel
- Small Operating Tools, X-long Hex Bit Socket Set, min/max
- Temperature/ rh Monitoring Equipment
- Ops Flukes M&te
- Ops - Valve Plate Kits / Equip. Id: Php-7 (roof Mounted Heat Pump) / Bldg. T-01
- Ops - Service Valves / Misc. Hvac Maintenance/ Re-stock
- Small Operating Tools, Breaker, Pavementmpb-60a
- Bulk - 6-drawer Rolling Tool Cabinet - Special Order For Darrel Dodson
- Consumables - Vinyl Number 5’s - Special Order For T52 Warehouse Teamsters
- Snubber, Fixed, Porous 1/4 Npt Restock / Consumables
- ****ops Antifreeze****, Fuels And Lubricants
- Ops, Lab Testing Equipment,
- Bof, Building 86, Tepid Water Temperature Control Valve
- Ops Analytical Weights /glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Ops Offsite Lab Acetone / Chemicals, Laboratory
- Ops Dimmer Switch, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies

CEM HOLDING CORP DBA CEM CORPORATION
3100 Smith Farm Road, Matthews, NC 28106
(800) 726-3331
- Lab Arl Microwave Dissolution System

CENTRAL HOSE & FITTINGS, INC.
2214 North 4th Avenue, Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 547-6460
- Piping Specialty Items - Hoses & Flexible Connections

CESSCO INC
4222 NE COLUMBIA BLVD, PORTLAND, OR 97218

- ***consumables - Dexpan Expandable Grout - Special Order For Drew Boston

CGR Valley Products
P.O. Box 2110, Greensboro, NC 27402
(336) 621-4568
- ****ops Sponge Seal, Cathodic Protection

CHAMPION BOLT & SUPPLY INC.
2417 BROADWAY, Everett, WA 98201

- Removable Socket Set Screws For Hatch Covers
- Law - Bolts, Fasteners (Imp-mltr And C1v-flth Components)
- Bolts And Nuts
- ***ops Studs For Bldg 82, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Flange Serrated And Non-serrated Bolts

CHAMPION BOLT AND SUPPLY INC.
2417 BROADWAY, Everett, WA 98201

- Wood/sheetrock Screws
CHAMPS ANALYTICS INC
713 Kilarney Lane, Johns Creek, GA 30097

- Qlik Sense Annual Maintenance

CHAMPS Software, Inc.
1255 N Vantage Point Dr, Crystal River, FL 34429
(352) 795-2362
- Ops - Cmms/champs Software Training - New Subcontract

CHROMALOX, INC.
103 GAMMA DR, PITTSBURGH, PA 15238
(412) 967-3800
- Wesp Purge Air Heaters Control Panel Refurbishment

CLARKE DETROIT DIESEL-ALLISON INC
3133 E KEMPER RD, CINCINNATI, OH 45241
(513) 771-2200
- *** Ops - Oil Pressure Sender, Etc. / Fire Pump B Engine / Fsw System

CLEARSHARK LLC.
7030 Dorsey Rd Ste 102, Hanover, MD 21076
(443) 853-1903
- Splunk Logging Server Software

Climax Portable Machine Tools, Inc.
2712 E.2ND STREET, NEWBERG, OR 97132

- Return Defective Milling Machine Parts To Vendor For Repair/replacement

Clyde/West, Inc
3107 E. Trent Ave, Spokane, WA 99202
(800) 938-5933
- Parts - Volvo - Repairs
- Volvo Fuel System Parts***
- Parts - Volvo - Repairs
- Volvo Parts For Jo-11-001
- Parts - Volvo - Repairs

Clyde/West, Inc.
3107 E. Trent, Spokane, WA 99202
(509) 534-5933
- Send Jo-11-010 To Vendor To Install Hose Rupture Kit And Track Master Link
COAST CRANE
525 S. Oregon Ave, Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 545-9138
- Laser Warning Tags For Lsh-crn-00011 And Lsh-crn-00012
- Hydraulic Cylinder Rebuild
- Rebuild Starters For Linkbelt Cranes
- Replacement For Damaged Lead Trolley For Leh-crn-00005,24590-wtp-cdr-con-14-0033
- ** Law Cranes Laser Labels

COASTAL INSTRUMENT AND ELECTRONICS CO.
705 South Springbrook Road, Newberg, OR 97132
(503) 537-9212
- Control Systems, Instrumentation Repair (Imp-ft-2369)

Codeware
5224 Station Way, Sarasota, FL 34233
9419272670101
- Compress Support Renewal

COLEMAN OIL COMPANY
335 MILL RD, LEWISTON, ID 83501
(208) 799-2000
- Bulk Oil For Construction Equipment.
- Lube Consumables For Construction Equipment
- Diesel Exhaust Fluid For Stock.
- Oils For Construction Equipment
- Bulk Oil To Be Delevered By A Tanker Truck And Pump Into Our Tanks And Drums.
- Bulk Hydraulic Oil For Construction Equipment.
Deliver 1 Drum To Mhf
- Bulk Chevron 15/40 Motor Oil For
- Oil For Jo-14-016
- Chevron Delo Torqforce Oil For Caterpillar Equipment Supporting The Df Law
- Oil Sample Kits For Construction Equipment.
- Buld Oils For Construction Equipment
- 55 Gallon Drum Drivetrain Oil For Constraction Equipment At Mhf
- 900 Gallons Of Bulk Delo 15w40 Oil
Sierra 50/50 Antifreeze 4 55 Gallon Drums
- Chevron Test Fluid Kits
- Bulk Oil To Be Delevered By A Tanker Truck And Pump Into Our Tanks
- Bulk Oil For Construction Equipment
- Oil Sample Bottles For Construction Equipment.
- Bulk Oil For Construction Equipment.
COLLINS PIPE & SUPPLY CO, INC.
11 Thompson Rd, East Windsor, CT 06088
(800) 876-5406
- Law Process Cell 3/4" Tubing Unions And Misc. Fittings
- Steam Traps

COLLINS PIPE & SUPPLY CO., INC.
11 Thompson Rd, East Windsor, CT 06088
(800) 876-5406
- Valves - Gate, Globe And Check
- *** Butterfly Valve For Nld-v-10268 Operational And Startup Spare Parts

COLONIAL SCIENTIFIC, INC.
2015 W Laburnum Ave Ste 101, Richmond, VA 23227
108045530244
- Lab Equip - Carbon Analyzer

Columbia Basin Paper & Supply
515 W COLUMBIA ST, PASCO, WA 99301
(509) 547-3141
- Services, Janitorial, T-52 Reorder
- ***services, Janitorial Consumables, Reorder Request, Randy***
- Distributables

Columbia Energy and Environmental Services, Inc.
1806 TERMINAL DR, Richland, WA 99354
105099467111
- Ops - Tools / Preservation Maint. / Glass Former Reagent (gfr) Mixer Motors

Columbia Grain & Feed Inc.
2001 West Lewis, Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 547-8818
- Briggs & Stratton Parts For Jo-55-150

Columbia Paint
3936 West Clearwater, Kennewick, WA

- Red / Yellow / Muriatic Acid
- Paint Supplies - April
- White Interior Latex Paint
Columbia Rigging (USE 932133903)
802 Maitland St, Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 545-4657
- Parts - Daewoo - Repairs
- Parts - Pacific Cargo Control - Consumable
- Rail Clamp Assembly For Portaco Inc Rail Saw Model # Sr-10-26-1
- Parts - Daewoo - Repairs

COLUMBIA RIGGING CORP
2407 E A St, Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 545-4657
- Hoists, Trolley (wire Rope Clips)
- Equipment, Oem Part For Spanco Gantry Crane
- Hoists, Trolley
- Hoists, Trolley (lph-hst-00001, 00002, 00003, 00004 Recovery Wire Clips)
- ****equipment - Special Made Gantry For Law
- Equipment - 50 Ton Shacke Telemetry Load Cells For Flipping Law Gas Barrier Lids
- Ops Crane 8 Parts, Cranes, Bridge Or Gantry
- Equipment, Min / Max On Slings
- Structural And Misc. Steel - Swivel Hoist Rings
- Crane Parts

COLUMBIA RIGGING CORPORATION
2407 East A Street, Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 545-4657
- Equipment *** Gantry For Law
- Equipment - Min/ Max For Slings
- Equipment - 1/2" And 5/16th Wire Rope - Min/max
- Equipment - Gator Flex Slings

COMPLETE OFFICE, LLC
11521 E Marginal Wy S Ste 100, Seattle, WA 98168
(206) 628-0059
- Conference Room Chairs

COMPUTER MASTERS
6185 Cornerstone Court, San Diego, CA 92121
(858) 622-1100
- Abb Drivewindow Light 2 Software
- ***ops Su Lab Dell Kmm, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Asp.net Ajax Professional Developer License
- Open Storage System Hardware
- Synchro Pro 5
Computer Masters, inc
6185 Cornerstone Court, San Diego, CA 92121
(858) 622-1100
- Electrical-digital Cameras For Use In The Field
- Ultra Edit For Design Authority & Design Agency
- Natural Reader Voices
- Synchro Pro 5

COMPUTERS AND STRUCTURES, INC.
1646 N California Blvd Ste 600, Walnut Creek, CA 94596
(510) 649-2200
- Sap 2000 Construction Site License

CONAX TECHNOLOGIES, LLC.
2300 Walden Ave, Buffalo, NY 14225
(866) 684-4500
- Electrical Temperature Element

Concept Systems Inc.
1957 Fescue St SE, Albany, OR 97322
(541) 791-8140
- Monitoring Enclosures (jl11)
Concrete Special Ties
6820 West Clearwater Ave., Kennewick, WA 99336
(509) 736-0954

- Ops - Gauge / Refrigerant Recovery/recycling Skid / Chiller Compressor Facility
- Ops Filters, Compressors, Centrif., General Purpose Or Air
- Mister Fan Nozzle
- Parts - Trailer - Repairs
- Parts - Multi-quip - Generator - Repairs
- Ops - Portable Breaker Lifter / Training & Procedures Support
- Door For T-52 Hr Office
- Ops Kennedy Gate Valve Parts / Pumps, Water Distribution
- Lawson Supplies For Shop
- Ops Durafiber Access Lids / Septic Systems
- Testing And Inspection
- Door For Labor Relations Office In T-01
- Safety Consumables, Ergokneel Standing Mats For Jamie R. Denniston
- Parts - Trojan - Consumable - Min/max
- Mini Blinds
- Door Stops For Trailers
- Tools, Small, Cat 6 Cable Cutter/stripper
- Small Operating Tools, Bent Cone Nozzle, Darrel Dodson
- Ops Batteries, Consumables
- Ford Parts For Jo-06-026/jo-54-059
- Pipe And Tube Railings -- Crosswalk Parts For Gfr
- Ops Bio-tube Filter / Septic Systems
- Purchase 125 Military Meals Read-to Eat (mre) Meals. 5 Year Minimum Expiration
- Parts - Polaris - Repairs
- ***safety Consumables,42" Delineators W/18lb Base***
- Ops Ice Chests, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Fire Detection System Batteries For B82
- Snow Replacement Brushes For Skidsteer Brooms
- Microwave For Lunchroom
- Napa Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Ops Consumables
- Pipe & Fittings For Law Psa, Isa
- Trojan Batteries For Golf Carts And Manlifts
- Formwork, Temporary
- Small Operating Tools, Adapter,socket,1/4in Hex Shank To Min/max
- Caterpillar Replacement Parts
- Small Operating Tools, Blade,masonry,diamond, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Caps,round,flx-vnyl,1/2-inch Inside Min/max
- Small Operating Tools,worklight, Portable, Led, 800 Min/max
- ***construction Equipment, Brush, Bull Float, 4-ft, Float Adapter Kit, Red ***
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous, Anti-fatigue Mats
- Replacement Air Hose For Concrete Pump Trucks
- Safety Chains For Trailers.
- 48" Wide Mini Blinds
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous, Jam Nuts
- ***rain Gutter-white Aluminum 10 Ft
- Sullivan/palatek Parts For Stock.
- Napa Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Ops Maintenance Consumable T-6 Warehouse Telephone Equip.
- *bathroom Divider Repair Parts
- Small Operating Tools, Wrap, Anti-vibration, Kit, 13 X 5-in, Min/max
- Caterpillar Manuals For Road Grader.
- Services, Janitorial- Floor Machine, Wet/dry Vac W/16 Gal Cap, Advance
- Imperial Texture Vct 12 In. X 12 In. X 3/32 In. Cool White Standard Excelon
- Hdg Golf Cart Parts For Stock.
- Caterpillar Parts Jo-11-028
- Gaskets For A Cummins Engine For Jo-13-042.
- Lawson Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Ops Rechargeable Battery Restock / Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, Cap, Rebar, Impalement Protective, #7 To #11, Yellow
- Labels
- Refrigerator And Microwave
- Lawson Stock Order
- Dresser Parts For Jo-11-018
- Job Office Buildings And Trailers Material Needs 8-14-13
- Battery For Polaris
- Small Operating Tools, Tap,taper, stubby, Bit, Pliers, Snap Ring, Min/max
- ***environmental- Bird Netting
- Small Operating Tools, Whipcheek Hose, Min|max
- Consumables, Banding Tensioner, Min|max
- Consumables, Heat Shrink, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Taps, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Pliers, Min|max
- Distributables, Pallets, Concrete Blocks, Bungee Cords, Staples, Tape
- Parker Fittings For Cranes
- Parts - Barbee - Repairs
- Updated Bepop Machine Oem
- Parts For Jo-06-069
- ***ops T41 Pvc Plumbing Maint / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Sullair Hose For Jo-17-015.
- T1-11
- Lawson Consumables For Shop
- Parker Hose And Fittings For Hose Repair
- Lawson Shop Supplies
- Fan-coil Units (c3v-fcu-00015/16 Piping Connections)
- Toilet Paper
- Small Tools, Level, Offset, Magnetic, Pick Up Tool,cord, Extension 50', Min/max
- Hdk Parts For Stock
- Headlamp Switch For Ford
- Protection, Preservation Of Equipment And Materials
- T-70 Blinds
- Small Operating Tools, recip Bld/step Drill/hole Saw,min/max
- Small Operating Tools, double Male Hose To Pipe Adapter\bit Holder,min/max
- 4" By 100' Corex Perforated Drain Pipe With Sock
- Small Operating Tools, adhesive Spray/putty Knife,min/max
- Small Operating Tools, arbor Adpt/hilti Cup Whl & Hose Cpl,min/max
- Ops Drain Valve For T47 Fps / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Ballasts, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, Hard Hat Head Lamps & Clip Lights\flshlight,min/max
- ***consumables, Expansion Anchors For Trash Chutes, Jim Burks***
- Ops Contactor, Allegro Battery / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Consumables, Flashlights Battery Min Max [release From Bpo]
- Safety Consumables, Extra Large Ergonomic Kneeling Pads
- ***small Operating Tools, Angle Die Grinder, Robert Ellenbest***
- Ops Wire Reels, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Barrel Bolts
- Wacker Parts For Jo-13-025, Stock
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc
- Small Operating Tools, Masn-bld\flt File\grind Wheel, Min/max
- 2' By 4' Ceiling Tiles
- ***small Operating Tools, Core Drill Bits, Villarreal, Benjamin***
- Ops Eng Spares, Fire Detection System
- Testing Services, Equipment; Velcro Straps
- Ezgo Golf Cart Parts For Stock
- Small Operating Tools, Fiber Optic And Round Cable Strippers
- Honda Parts For Snow Blowers
- Microwave Oven
- Small Operating Tools, 3/8-in Female Quick Diss. Air Fitting, Min/max
- Doors And Frames. Exterior For T-22c
- Small Operating Tools, Signs Direct Sign Stands For 36 To 48-in Metal Signs
- Fittings - Forged - Carbon Steel / Bof Steam Plant
- Small Operating Tools, 32-in Magnetic Level\sanding Sponges, Min/max
- Caterpillar Parts For Jo-15-035, Jo-11-024, Jo-15-034
- Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Small Operating Tools, portable 10-in Table Saw W/stand,min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 7/8-in Scaff-wrench\vac Filter,min/max
- ***ops Strainer Screen For Nld-str-00003, Piping Specialty Items
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-044, Stock.
- Small Operating Tools, 1/8-in Hx-shnk Bit\1-1/8 Roto-hmr, Min/max
- Consumable #11 Bundling Wire, 50 Lb Boxes
- Distributables
- Small Operating Tools, tool Bukt\ham Bit\fans\level,min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Tape, Anti-skid, 2" X 60', Rated Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Saw, Gear Drive, Replacement, Band, L-10 #410470
- Grote Mixer Jo-16-014
- Standpipes, hoses, Reels (fire protection)
- Small Operating Tools, Tape Measure, 3/4" X 16', Stanley Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Mirrors, Vacuum, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Nozzles, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Patching Rub Min/max (joe H.)
- Testing And Inspection
- Elephant Trunk 8" Dia X 50' Long (masco)
- Safety Consumables - Knee Pads - Safety Min/max
- Pipe Fittings / Bof - Steam Plant Flush Mods
- Consumables - Sds Plus Power Wedge Bit - Special Order Min/max
- Parts - Trojan - Consumable - Min/max
- Repair Of Pavement Breaker - 54598
- Small Operating Tools, Weed Eater Parts, Simon Wright
- Safety Consumables, Work Glove, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Ac Current Clamp W/banana Plug Connections
- Small Operating Tools, fix-it-all Patching Compound
- **** Ops Hot**** Freon R22, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- ***small Operating Tools, Elephant Trunk, Davison, Rush***
- Parts - Graco - Repairs
- Parts - Trojan - Consumable - Min/max
- ***propane Manifold (tee, Nipple, Bushing, Gas Valve Etc.)
- (ops), Alarm, Water Motor, Assy.; Aluminum Finish Gong;
- Microwave
- ***ops Bldg 84 Batteries***pumps, Water Distribution
- Ops - Activated Charcoal / Sanitary Drainfield System
- Rebar Shear Parts For Jo-55-265
- Consumables - Eyelets For Stihl Trimmers - Special Order Min/max
- Consumables - Chain Saw Bar - Stihl Min/max
- Consumables - Burlap Bags - Consumables Min/max
- Parts For Dake Metal Cutting Bandsaw Machine, Model Se-912
- ***ops Recovery Cylinders, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Parts - Daewoo - Repairs
- Small Operating Tools, Burlap Sacks, Min/max
- ***reflectors
- Parts - Honda - Consumable -
- Ops Loto Equipment Debris Caps / Consumables
- Parking Lot Bumpers 5/2018
- Consumables - Burlap Bags - Consumables Min/max
- Refrigerators 7/2014
- Utility Sink
- Equipment, Rumble Strips, John Peek
- Consumables - Hyflex Gloves - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- ***ops Reversing Valve Kit, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Parts - Alimak Hex - Repairs
- Bulk Materials Yoke Clamps And Hardware
- Mics Parts For Repairs On Bo-02-014 Wo# 37203
- Small Operating Tools, ns-5818c Nozzle For Bernard Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, replacement Chain Saw Chains & Sharpening Files
- Polaris Parts For Jo-04-912
- Small Operating Tools, Trimmer, Grass, Loop Hndl, Straight Shaft, Stihl Fs 131 R
- Door Casement Moulding
- Volvo Parts For Jo-11-001, Ec210 Track Hoe.
- Small Operating Tools, stihl 14-inch Metal Cutting Abrasive Wheel
- Manholes, Accessories (Manhole Step Embeds)
- Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies Gas Cylinder Pallets G-2020stl
- Refrigerators
- Pipe And Fittings - Pvc For Dow Flushing
- Robinair Parts For A/c Freon Recovery
- Small Operating Tools, Winged Weeders
- Polaris Parts For Jo-04-910
- Purchase Wacker Rammer Compactors
- ****lp Gas Hose With Male Fittings
- Small Operating Tools, Milwaukee Replacement Left Dust Chute
- Small Operating Tools, 6 X 2-inch Bevel Protractor, min/max
- Cr Parts For Stock For Hdk Carts
- Ops Brass Plugs, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Small Operating Tools, circ & Recip Blade, 1-1/8 Hole Saw, min/max
- Ops Breakers For Mob's Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, Box, Tool 24-1/8 X 8-5/8 X 9-3/4 Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Wood, Self-feed, 1-3/8" Irwin Min/max

- Landa Parts For Jo-55-055.
- Molykote III Lubricant
- Small Operating Tools, cleaner-degreaser, float Switch, min/max
- Gravely Parts For Jo-55-647.
- Lawson Bulk Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Small Operating Tools, 16-inch Blades For Rail Saw
- Polaris Parts For Jo-04-911.
- Sullair Parts For Jo-17-017.
- Fan-coil Units (foam Tape For Coils)
- Miller Parts For Stock
- Ezgo Parts For Stock.
- Small Operating Tools, 16-gallon Shop Vac's, min/max
- Ops Restock Hvac / Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Eternalbond Roofseal White Repair Tape, 36 In. X 50 Ft. Roll
- Small Operating Tools, rough Service Light Bulb, min/max
- Eternalbond Roofseal White Repair Tape, 12 In. X 50 Ft. Roll
- Small Operating Tools, safety Yellow Waterborne Setfast Marking Paint
- Hdk Parts For Stock.
- Fire Detection System
- ***small Operating Tools, Klein High Leverage Kevlar Cutting Snips***
- Safety Consumables, Replacement Parts, Miller Tripod Mr50gc
- Trojan Batteries For Stock
- 8" Aluminum Channel 25' Long
- Caterpillar A/c Parts For Jo-11-024
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-041
- Small Operating Tools, Elephant Trunk From Masco 8" Dia X 50' Long Roll #gs682
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-049, Stock
- ***small Operating Tools,grass Trimmers\trimmer Heads\trimmer Line***
- 1/4" Plexiglass
- Dresser Pars For Jo-11-018
- Emergency Food
- Fittings, Hose
- Flanges - Carbon Steel
- Lawson Consumables
- Parts For Miller Welder Jo-52-009.
- ***small Operating Tools, Saw, Hole, Carbide Grit, 2-inch, Morse# Atcg32***
- Lawson Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Small Operating Tools, Chain, Extension W/ Connecting Min/max
- Valves - Butterfly - Resilient-seated, Utilities
- Ford Parts For Jo-54-105, Bo-02-010, 02-009
- Wacker Parts For Jo-13-040
- Golf Cart Parts For Jo-06-068
- Golf Cart Parts For Jo-06-024 And Stock.
- ***small Operating Tools,bit, Core, 1-5/8"x14", 1-1/4-7***
- Golf Cart Parts For Jo-06-025, 06-026
- Golf Car Parts For Jo-06-049, 06-039, Stock.
- Manufacturer: Stego, Description: 1200w Ptc Fan Heaters
- Small Operating Tools, Staples, Min|max
- Ford Parts For Jo-03-026
- Parts - Lawson - Consumable - Min/max
- ***consumables - Tap Handles For On Hlw Melter Bus Liner - Special Order Min/max
- Restock Batteries , Facsv Filters Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, Poly Rope, Min|max
- Safety Consumables,traffic Delineator Post
- Welding, Consumables, Torch, Tig, Lens, Replacement, Auto Darking, Min/max
- Sheet Rock Nails And Dap Glue
- Lawson Bulk Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Consumables - Box Fans For Law - Special Order / Drew Boston
- ***ops Su Time Delay For 24590-b83-lve-mcc-83001b-4m, Startup Spare Parts
- Consumables - Quick Connect & Pliers - Special Order Min/max
- Caterpillar Parts For Jo-11-024
- ***safety Consumables,traffic,delineator,42
- ***interir Doors & Door Knobs***
- Small Operating Tools, Flashlights, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Jacks, T41, Bob Brown, Art Moreno
- Consumables - Tape Measure - Stanley Tool Min/max (release Off Bpo)
- Micro Waves
- Small Operating Tools, Lbl Crew Consumables, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Sprayer Nozzle, Min|max
- Honda Part For Wacker Compactor Jo-13-028
- Fan-coil Units C2v-fcu-00047
- Small Operating Tools, Rechargeable Floodlight, Min|max
- Lof - Consumable - Min/max
- Play Sand
- Small Operating Tools, Vibrator And Shafts, Hlw
- Small Operating Tools, Bag, Plastic, Mirror, Cutter ,magnet,eyebolt, Min|max
- Bearing For Jet Table Saw
- Tools, $1,000 And Greater
- Small Operating Tools,box, Chest, Husky
- Ops Heat Conductive Compound, Compressors, Centrif., General Purpose Or Air
- Roundup
- Parts - Napa - Consumables - Min/max
- Roundup Ready-to-use Extended Control Weed & Grass Killer Plus Weed Preventer Ii
- *****roundup Ready-to-use Extended Control Weed & Grass Killer Plus Weed Prevent
- Small Operating Tools, Visqueen, 20' X 100', Clr 6 Mil, Fire Ret, Min|max
- Parts - Trojan - Consumable - Min/max
- Light Bulbs
- Wyco Parts For Concrete Vibrators.
- Small Operating Tools, Dispenser, Stretch Film, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Thermometer, Wall 14" Dia Dial Mcmaster-carr # 3881k41
- Lawson Shop Supplies
- T1-11 Siding
- Testing And Inspection
- Small Operating Tools, Sprayer, Pressure, Ss, 3 Gal.,-min/max
- Hdk Parts For Jo-06-070 & Stock
- Sandblasting Media
- Small Operating Tools, Switches For Drill Press, Law
- Small Operating Tools, Makita Air Compressor
- Small Operating Tools, Concrete, Placer W/ Hook, Gold Standard, Aluminum
- Ops Oil Filters, Pumps, Water Distribution
- Cummins Parts For Jo-13-042
- *** Ops - Fittings / 84b Jockey Pump / Fsw
- Play Sand For Winterization - 2013 - 14
- Small Operating Tools, 12" Table Saw- Jet 708546pk
- Ops - Pipe Repair Clamps
- Small Operating Tools, Hepa Vacuum, Min|max
- Parts - Polaris - Consumable - Min/max
- Safety Consumables,45 Gallon Flammable Cabinet
- Door Hardware / Corbin Russwin Locksets And Key Cores
- Multiquip Parts For Jo-3-034.
- Multiquip Parts For Jo-53-064 Compactor.
- Filters Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Small Operating Tools, Elephant Trunk, Davison
- Ops Restock Hvac / Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- ***small Operating Tools,4-gallon Armstrong S-750 Floor Adhesive***
- Parts - Hdk - Repairs
- Ashland H-stand Conveyor Supports
- Cement-based Underlayment
- ***ops Su Bldg 91 Fire Panel Batteries / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- **nails, Fender Washers, Drywall Screws
- Charger For Hdk Golf Carts.
- Equipment,hand Trucks
- Small Operating Tools,5/16 & 1/2-inch Staples,min/max
- Consumables - Play Sand (sanp001) For Jobsite Winterization
- Caterpillar Parts For Jo-15-037.
- Parts - Multiquip - Repairs
- Screws & Nuts Order 3-21-18
- Small Operating Tools,1/8 Through 1-11 1/2 Rethreading Dies
- Parts - Trojan - Batteries - Consumable - Min/max
- Parts - Napa - Consumable - Min/max
- Daewoo Parts For Jo-15-006.
- Parts - Volvo - Repairs
- Laptop Loaner Cabinet
- Microwaves 2/13
- Small Operating Tools,makita Concrete Grinder And Accessories.
- Law Door Lite Glazing
- Napa Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Small Operating Tools,waffle Head Hammers,min/max
- Small Operating Tools, sylvan Chamfer Miter Cutters,min/max
- Ezgo Parts For Stock.
- Tune Up Parts For Bo-02-001.
- Craftsman Creeper For Crane Technicians
- Small Operating Tools,lens Cvr For Papr Hood,min/max
- New Fuel Pump Nozzles For Equipment
- Small Operating Tools,knee-pads\pnt-tape\vise-grp\knives,min/max
- Ops - Tube Expanding Kit, Etc. / Hvac Maintenance / Non-permanent Plant Assets
- Equipment,2-12 Volt Deep Cycle Battery Tester
- Roundup Extended Control Weed & Grass Killer
- Caterpillar Parts Or Stock.
- Spare Parts For General International Drill Press Model #75-200
- Sink For T-41 Shop
- Ops - Misc. Parts / Hvac Maint., Etc. / Facility Services Support
- Bulk - Stihl Handheld Blower - Stihl Min/max
- 23.5 In. X 35.5 In. V-2500 Series Right-hand Sliding Vinyl Window - White
- Ops - Misc. Cathodic Protection (cpe) System Equipment
- Caterpillar Parts For Jo-15-036
- Waterpump & Thermostat For Multiquip
  Model# Dca-70usi2c
- Volvo Parts
- Microwaves 10/14
- Consumables - Putty Knife - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- Parts - Daewoo - Repairs
- Brad Nailer For Carpenter Shop - 4 Oct 13
- Bulk - Parts For Hilti Powder Actuated Deck Gun - Special Order For Jason Jansky
- Consumables - Blade Guard - Special Order For Frank Canales
- Consumables - Dewalt #2 Drywall Screwsetter - Special Order For Lbl Wall Crew
- Doors
- Consumables - Tapping Oil & Threadlock - Loctite/laco Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Sump Pump, Godwin, 2"x50’ Fire Hose
- Hydraulic Hose And Fittings Consumables For Construction Equipment
- ***minuteman Extraction Shampoo #902163
- Parts - Honda - Repairs
- Parts - Trojan - Consumable - Battery
- Parts - Trojan - Consumable - Min/max
- Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Small Operating Tools, Jet 12" Xacto Cabinet Saw, Replacement Parts, Repair
- Small Operating Tools, Moil, Wd-40, Oil, Tapping 16 Oz, Tap Magic Min/max
- Window Repair For Bo-02-015 Ford Expedition
- Small Operating Tools, 16oz Tool Saver Lubricant
- Consumables - Taper Tap - American Tool Min/max
- Goldenrod Filter Bowl For Bulk Coolant Tank.
- Small Operating Tools, Makita 18v Impact Driver Kit, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Pelican 2400 Flashlights, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, stihl Bar & Chain Lubricant, Min/max
- Stop/ Slow Safety Signs For Teamsters
- Club Car Parts For Stock
- Bathroom Mirror Clip
- ***equipment, Grip Haven For Pulling Melter In Law
- Microwave Oven
- Asphalt Wet/dry Saw Blade
- Hydraulic Oil For The Genie Z135, Jo-54-197.54-198.54-263
- Caterpillar Parts For Jo-15-035, Stock
- Parts For Bo-01-003 At Mhf
- Miller Part For Jo-52-022
- Small Operating Tools, Blade, Plunge, Scrapper, Wheel, Flap, Bucket, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Gas, Propane, 14.1 Oz Fuel Cylinder Weller #lp1759
- Griptight Plugs For Rad Transfer Line Installation
- ***fence Parts (hoover Fence Co.)(dflaw)(dflaw)
- Yamaha Part For Jo-53-028
- Equipment
- Tommy Liftgate For Site Truck
- Lawson Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Stihl Parts For Snow Blowers
- Ford Parts For Bo-02-007
- Tie Wire 15 Gauge
- Polaris Parts For Stock
- Stock
- Air Cleaner Cover For Wacker
- Pressure Wands For Vac Tucks
- Small Operating Tools, Electric Leaf Blowers, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Imp-drvr/paint Tape/shrp-stone, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Magnifiers, Illuminated, Compact
- Alternator
- Polaris Parts For Jo-04-912
- Stock Tanks ****
- Polaris Parts For Stock
- Ops Lubricants For C1v-acu-00032, Fuels And Lubricants
- Endless Tie Down Straps For Teamster Stock
- ***small Operating Tools, 3/4-in 8-pt 1-1/4-in Sqr Drv Impact Sockets***
- Small Operating Tools, 16 Gal Shop-vac, min/max
- Dresser Parts For Jo-11-018
- ****ops Distilled Water****, Consumables
- Blast Resistant, Shielded, Machinery Access Door (thread Lubricant / 30w Oil)
- Pvc Ball Valves
- Construction Adhesive
- Fuel Amount Dials For Fuel Island Pumps
- Landa Parts For Pressure Washers On Vac Trucks
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Router Set 13 Pc, Solid Carbide 1/2 Shank Freud 91-1
- Screws, Nails And Washers
- Services, Janitorial Supplies For Jobsite
- Filters For Cat Forklifts
- Floor Mats, Carpet, Indoor, 3/8" Thick, 48" X 60' Roll, Charcoal, Winterization
- Heatwagon Parts For Deisel Heaters
- ***hot***ops Bldg 91 Lve Alarm Agent, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- ML Kishigo 1524 Heavy Duty Class 2 Mossy Oak Camo Safety Vest-orange
- Signs - Ansi Radiation Symbols
- Ops Bldg 91 Batteries, Consumables
- Sonotube Concrete Formwork, Temporary
- Door And Base Moulding
- Wemco Compartment Cable Reel Floor Rollers
- Volvo Parts For Jo-11-010, Stock
- Battery Charger For Walk Behind Forklift
- Small Operating Tools, Cutter, Annular, 1-5/16" X 1" Min/max
- Microwaves
- ***ops Batteries*** Batteries 6v 12ah, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, Spanner Wrenches
- Club Car Spare Parts
- Equipment: Oem Part For Caldwell Forklift Picking Device
- ⭐⭐⭐Small Operating Tools, Piston Hilti #384948⭐⭐⭐
- Doors And Frames, Steel - Door Hardware
- Daewoo Back Rest Assembly
- Berkeley Pump Part For Stock
- Bolts, Screws, Washers, Nuts
- Equipment, Fencing Tools
- Services, Janitorial Consumables, Doodlebug Pads, Min/max, 10/24/18
- *****skirting Vents And Mini Blinds
- Small Operating Tools - Bernzomatic 14.1 Oz Propane Cylinder, Min/max
- Hdk Key Switches For Stock
- Carpet Shampoo
- Distributables , Garbage Grabbers, Paper Pickers
- ⭐⭐⭐Small Operating Tools, Cut-off Wheels, Min/max
- ⭐⭐⭐Small Operating Tools - Propane Torch Kit
- Order Items For Pipefitter (wtpcs0501)
- Cargo Tray For Cargo Van
- Small Operating Tools, 50ft Extension Cords, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Cutter, Annular, 1-1/16" X 3" Min/max
- Trench Box Assembly
- Welding, Consumables, Fire Blanket Min/max
- Steel Wire And Nails
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Tool, 37.5 Degree, Bag, Dust, Wet Vac, Min/max
- Microwaves
- Welding, Consumables, Torch, Tig, Weldcraft Wp-17v-25r, Min/max
- Mini Blinds
- Small Operating Tools, 5/16-in T50 Std Staples, Min/max
- Parts For Diesel Exhaust Pump
- Staellite Hand Wash Station-boot-baby Foot Pump (black)
- Small Operating Tools,vibrator,casing Shaft Vibrator 994, 20 Ft. For 2-1/4" Head
- Small Operating Tools,battery, 18v Lxt, Lithium-ion, M12 Red lithium, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Socket, Hex , Security, 3/8" Dr, 5/64 To 1/4",9 Piece Set
- Small Operating Tools, Canvas Bag & Clamp Pliers, Min/max
- Refrigerators
- Parker Fittings For Hose Room
- Sullair Replacement Parts
- Parts For Caterpillar Forklifts
- Small Operating Tools, Battery Pac, 3000/1500 Peak Amp
- Ops Engineering Spares For B86 Diw, Pumps, Water Distribution
- Safety Consumables-winter, Liners, Msa, V-gard
- Trash Grabbers / Paper Pickers
- Formwork, Temporary, Purchased
- Motor For Ez Go Cart
- Small Operating Tools, Magnet,eyebolt,round Base,25lb, Tape Fish Min/max
- Parking Bumpers
- Multiquip Parts For Mhf Generator Jo-53-072.
- 16 Or 17.6 Cubic Foot Refrigerator
- Small Operating Tools, Center, Head, 12-24 In #2ynh5
- Moen Cs1226 (toilet Paper Spring Rod) & Toilet Paper Dispensers
- Locksets August 2018
- Insect Repellant Bracelets
- Urgent Order!!!confilm-hlw
- Gas Springs For Cat
- Water Jugs
- Thompson Waterseal
- Small Operating Tools, shovel, Square, Socket, Hex Bit, hammer Min/max
- Ops Movincool 20x20x2 Filters F-18-0143 Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Small Operating Tools, Pliers, Crimper, Connector, Klein D234-6c Or Approved
- Small Operating Tools, Puller, Clutch, Polaris, Atv, Secondary
- Screw
- Multiquip Parts For Jo-53-072.
- Multiquip / Mikasa Parts For Jo-13-035.
- Law Door Glazing.
- Hdk Parts For Stock
- Hdk Parts For Jo-06-068, Atock.
- Caterpillar Parts For Stock.
- Caterpillar Parts For Jo-15-037, Stock.
- Bubble Wrap
- Ford Parts For G63-2077n.
- Parts For Club Car Key Switch
- Parts For Hdk Cart
- Parts For Hdk Jo-06-060
- Wacker Parts For Jo-13-024.
- Volvo Parts For Jo-11-010.
- Small Operating Tools, 1/2-inch Standard Staple, Min/max
- Welding, Consumables Holder, Electrode, Tweco-tong, Rod, Welding Min/max
- Shop And Maintenance Equipment
- Refrigerator
- Distributables
- Parts For Golf Carts
- Ops, Belts, 5v530, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, magnalube-g\lubricant\degreaser, min/max
- Testing And Inspection
- Sure-foot Grit-coated Step Covers & Walkway Panels, Step Covers And Treads
- Crash Bar Exit Device
- Structural - Trimco Door Stop, Part No. 1214, Satin Chromium Plated
- Distributables, Concrete Blocks
- Small Operating Tools, Pop Rivet Tool Kit, Min/max
- Holster For Pmi Gun
- 4-1/2 In Fire Hose 5ft And 10 Ft Long Lengths.
- Assorted Flange Gasket And Sheeting.
- Small Engine Parts
- Small Operating Tools, 50-foot Extension Cords, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, rinse Agent, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, leather Bot. bucket Bag, min/max
- Hand Held Blower Parts
- Small Operating Tools, milwaukee 1/8 Hex Shank Bit, min/max
- Safety Consumables, Insect Repelent Wipes, min/max
- Extension Cord Plug Protectors
- Small Operating Tools, plng-bld\sand-spng\putt-knife\tp-msr, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 1/4-inch Taper Tap, Min/max
- Parts For Golf Carts
- Hdk Parts For Jo-06-066 And Stock
- Parts - Soap - Consumable
- Lawson Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Microwave Ul Listed
- Ops - Misc. Plumbing Parts / Facility Services
- Small Operating Tools, heat Resistant Drill Bit Set
- Restock Operations Np / Consumables
- Vpp For "on The Spot"
- Mini Blinds
- Miller Parts For Jo-52-009.
- Small Operating Tools, Paint Brushes Min/max
- Formwork, Temporary
- Ford Parts For G41-2000k.
- Facility Services Restock Thermostat Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- **small Operating Tools, Precision Screwdrivers, Insulated **hot
- Small Operating Tools, Jet Pallet Jacks,
- Small Operating Tools, Husky Mobile Work Bench
- Microwaves 7/13
- Small Operating Tools, Blade, Scraper, Multi-tool Hcs- Min/max

- Small Operating Tools, Elephant Trunk, 8" X 50', White, Masco #gs 682
- Purchased New Golf Carts For Start Up
- Cameras, For Startup Testing And Field Use
- Ops Arc Flash Ppe For Gerald Mcpherson / Safety Consumables
- Bulk Consumable Lubes For Construnction Equipment.
- Cooler For Liquid Sample Transfer & Storage / Consumables
- Napa Filters For Constrruction Equipment.
- Advance Parts For Wtp15206.
- Microwaves
- Lawson Hydraulic Plug/cap For Bulk Consumables.
- Law Door Hardware - Door Shoe
- Ford Parts For Bo-02-012.
- Small Operating Tools, Holster, Shoulder, Radio, Min/max
- Ezgo Part For Jo-06-031.
- Small Operating Tools, Hand Operated Hydraulic Dieless Hypress
- Small Operating Tools, Ops Craftsman Cordless Inflators
- Small Operating Tools, carts For Transfering Ladders In Law
- Small Operating Tools, Wrench, Ratcheting, Socket, Std Min/max
- Solid Plastic Sheeting
- Wacker Parts For Jo-13-023
- Arkobin Storage Bins For Bulk Inventory.
- Parts - Trojan - Battery’s - Repairs
- Caster, Assembly, Replacement For Vcm200, Victor #0252-0124
- Small Operating Tools, Hook, Trigger, Bit, Rebar, Blade Min/max
- Parts - Sullivan-palatek - Repairs
- Ops Batteries E-light Repairs Restock, Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, Saw, Hole Arbor Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Sump Pump, Godwin Gsp10, Min/max
- Ezgo Parts For Jo-06-027, Jo-06-033, Stock.
- Consumables - Hyflex Gloves - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- Lawson Bulk Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Microwaves
- Refrigerators
- Consumables - 50’ Extension Cord - Electrical Cord Min/max
- Consumables - 20”x20”x2” Perfect Pleat Filter (filt030) - For Kirby Turley
- Play Sand In 50 Lb. Plastic Bags
- Confined Space Ducting
- Small Operating Tools, Adapter, Socket, Grinder, Guard, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 1-gallon Plastic Tank Weed Sprayer, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Acetone, 99%, Wheel, Measuring, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Vibe Heads, Glen Davison
- Ops - Misc. Hvac Parts / Facility Services
- ***small Operating Tools, ergonomic Snow Shovels For Snow Removal***
- Parts - Polaris - Repairs
- 60d Bright Common Nails
- ***small Operating Tools, painters Supplies***
- ***small Operating Tools, Chain Link Fence Installation Tools For Lab Fencing***
- Ops - Filters / Mob Hvac Maintenance / Facility Services
- Parts - Ezgo - Consumable - Min/max
- Confined Space Air Duct (red)
- Parts - Multiquip - Generator - Repairs
- ***small Operating Tools, ice Melt Spreader For Ice/snow Removal***
- Ops - Replacement Power Cord, 110 Volt
- Small Operating Tools, Threading Consumables, Min|max
- Consumables, Steel Taps, Min|max
- Parts - Trojan - Consumable - Min/max
- Powered Trailer Dolly
- Pvc Lap Sealant
- Small Operating Tools, Batteries For Greenlee Cutting Tool
- Small Operating Tools, quick Link/vac-filter, min/max
- Consumables, Pressure Sprayer, Min|max
- Consumables, Hydraulic Jack, For Oe Shop
- Sand Blast Media
- Small Operating Tools, milwaukee 6 Inch Grinder Guards
- Parts - Napa - Consumable - Min/max
- Ops - Ballast, Etc. / Switchgear Bldgs. 87 & 91 Lighting
- ****ops Fire Alarm Cable****, Fire Detection System
- ***small Operating Tools,parts For Makita Concrete Grinder/planer For Cm's***
- Block Heater Cord For Jo-15-001
- ***hrc500 Series/thread Chasers #9 And #11***
- Batteries For Equipment
- Battery Fill System Parts For Golf Carts
- Water Cooler Parts 2/13
- Caterpillar Filters
- Parts - Trojan - Consumable - Min/max
- Concrete Specialties, Slab Bolsters And Bar Supports
- Consumables - Hyflex Gloves - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- Napa Parts For Stock. Hour Meters/engine Heaters
- Ops - Compressor / Hvac Maint. / Equip. Id: Mob100-15 / Facility Services
- Small Operating Tools, Hepa Filters, Min/max
- Parts - Sullivan/palatek - Repair
- Soft Annealed Ss Wire For Construction Aid
- Honeywell Parts For Diesel Heaters
- Caterpillar For Rental Artic Dump Truck
- Caterpillar Parts For Jo-15-037
- 5/8 Cdx Plywood
- Catrepillar Parts For Jo-15-037
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-035
- Club Car Repair Manuals For Mhf
- Small Operating Tools, milwaukee 18v Crdls Impact Wrench Kit, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, sqr Pnt Shvls\survey Rods\t-posts For Bof/dflaw/emf
- Black Jack All-weather Roof Cement
- 3m Super 77 Classic Spray Adhesive
- Caterpillar Axle And Brake Oil Additive
- ***small Operating Tools, T-bar Fencing Stretch Tool***
- For Shipping Purposes To Return/repair Oe Jump Starter
- Portable Electric Heaters
- Gorilla Wood Glue
- Door Hardware (keyless Entry)
- Warehouse Restock For Sand
- Caterpillar Parts For Stock
- Small Operating Tools, burlap Bag\drill-bit\garden Hose Nozzle, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 4 X 24 60-grit Abrs Belts/2-in Cutoff Wheels, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 13 X 5 Anti-vibration Wrap Kits
- Ops Battery, Consumables
- Ops Recovery Cylinders, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ice Melt For Warehouse Re-stock
- Owens Coring Oakridge Laminated Architectural Roof Shingles
- Piping Specialty Items - Misc. Pipe Joint Lubricant
- Small Operating Tools, 9v-d-aaa Batteries\pelican Nemo Flashlight, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 3/4 X .017-.025 Banding Tensioner, min/max
- Latch Guard Plate Cover And Door Handle
- Small Operating Tools, bosch 1-1/4-in Plunge Blades, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Taper Tap\carpenter Pencil Sharpener, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, fix-it-all Patching Compound For Painters
- Washer
- Yamaha Parts For Jo-53-031, Stock
- Small Operating Tools, 5 X 2-in Wood Handle Trowel, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 12-in Tongue & Groove Channellock Pliers, min/max
- Drills For In-town Facilities
- Small Operating Tools, 1/4-in & 5/16-in Staples, Min/max
- Lawson Consumables For Construction Equipment
- Np-1
- Napa Consumable Filters For Stock
- Hot-galvanized Nails
- Ops Bof Fire Hydrants, Fire Detection System
- Ops Adapter Kit, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Fittings, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Polaris Parts For Jo-04-912, 04-911
- Interlink Rsv-490b-20m Cable For 24590-wtp-cdr-con-16-0146.
- Ramset Fasteners
- Bulk Materials, Steel Drums, (su-qdp16)
- Ops Adaptor, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- ***small Operating Tools,ramset 1512sd 1-1/2 -in Drive Pin W/washers***
- Small Operating Tools, Fencing Materials, Post, Caps, Fence, Rope, Pullers
- Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies, Denatured Alcohol
- Manholes, Concrete
- ***small Operating Tools,anti-vibration Hammers For Trial***
- ***equipment,spectra LI500 Laser Levels W/hl700 Receivers***
- Materials For Water Tower Modification
- Equipment,lead Acid Multi-battery Tester For Oe Shop
- Small Operating Tools, Blade, Band Saw,15’x1 1/4x .042, 8-12tpi & 5-8tpi, Min/m
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-026, 06-025
- Wacker Parts For Stock For Equipment Supporting Df Law
- Wacker Parts For Equipment Supporting Df Law
- Volvo Parts For Jo-11-001
- Trailer Receiver Extention For Jo-04-080, Fuel Trailer
- Caterpillar Parts For Jo-11-024 Supporting Df Law
- Small Operating Tools,knee Pads\bags\bits\util-knife\v\pu-tool,min/max
- Small Operating Tools,irwin Carpenters Pencil Sharpener, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools,cgm-nv Security Tapes For Warehouse Trial
- Round Up Extended Control Weed & Grass Killer
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-042, Stock
- Small Operating Tools,5-in Stretch Wrap And Dispensers
- Small Operating Tools, Staples 3/8" & 1/2", Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Priefert T-post Pullers
- Small Operating Tools, Irwin Bit Holders,min/max
- Round Up Extended Control Weed & Grass Killer.
- Cub Cadet Parts For Jo-55-325
- Lincoln Parts For Jo-52-015, Stock
- Drywall Screws
- Warehouse Order For Sand
- Stihl Parts For Jo-55-632, 55-639 And Stock
- Hlw - Formwork, Temporary, Purchase B14*
- Dayton Superior Tilt-up Wall Braces
- Dyna Pac Parts For Jo-13-042
- Concrete Finishing Tools For Emf Base Mat (heavy Broom Finishing Tools)
- Lawson Consumables For Construction Equipment
- Excavator Bucket For Jo-11-010
- Wacker Parts For Stock
- Volvo Part For Jo-11-010 Supporting Df Law
- Lawson Consumables For Construction Equipment
- Small Operating Tools, tpr-taps\abr-sheets\ofst-lvls\anit-vibe Wrap Kit, min/max
- ***construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies, non-sparking Insulated Tool Kits***
- Ops Lubricant (bof), Fuels And Lubricants
- Plexiglass 1/4"
- Ops Faucets For T52, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- 1" X 4" X 16' Solid Composite Lumber.
- Small Operating Tools, m-quick Conn Plug\degreaser, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Stihl Durocut Head For Stihl Trimmers
- Small Operating Tools, 18-in Enclosed Industrial Floor Fans, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, krylon Safety Orange Industrial Enamel For Painters
- Caterpillar Coolant For Equipment Supporting Df Law
- Clear Poly Carbonate
- Husqvarna Part For Jo-55-641
- Safe Truck Magnets For Cranes
- Cub Cadet Parts For Jo-55-325
- Structural Steel, Misc. Steel, Joists, Furnishing(sheet Metal Permanent Stock)
- Ops, Facsv, Faucet, Plumbing, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Drywall Screws
- ***small Operating Tools, tool Aid Dbl Blade Panel Cutter Chisel Bit, min/max***
- Lacwan Consumabler For Construction Equipment
- Sullair Part For Jo-17-016
- Small Operating Tools, Grinder, Electric, 6" Right Angle, Milwaukee, Min/max
- Club Car Parts For Stock
- Round Up
- Concrete Specialties - Concrete Cure
- Small Operating Tools, battery, M12 Redlithium, 12v, Bit, Hammer, Tape, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Driver, Impact, Makita 18v Cordless Kit, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Stainless Steel Weld Repair To Heat Wagon Heat Exchanger Tank
- Doors For Trailers
- Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Caterpillar Parts For Jo-15-035 And Stock
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-024, 06-026
- Small Operating Tools, Cord, Extension 50' 12/3, light, task, with Stand, min/max
- Pumps, Sump
- Small Operating Tools, Degreaser, Cleaner, 16.9 Oz/500ml Bottle, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Knife, Utility, Sfty, staple, Std 1/2", t50 Arrow, Min/max
- Warehouse Order For Sand
- Instrument Tube And Pipe Fittings And Accessories
- ***ops Facsv Pads***, Compressors, Screw, Special Purpose Or Api
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-025, 06-026, 06-024, Stock
- Door Back-set
- Ops Omega Cl543b Testing Services, Equipment
- Scare Crow Inflatable For Pt Bird Detourant
- Dyna Pac Parts For Jo-13-042
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-037
- Ezgo Parts For Jo-06-032, Stock
- Caterpillar Parts For Stock
- Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Asme Pald, Safety Standard For Portable Automotive Lifting Devices, Current Rev
- Charger For Partable Fuel Tank At Mhf
- Small Operating Tools, 3-gallon 45 Psi Pressure Sprayer, min/max
- Composite Lumber
- Safety Consumables, Fence, Plastic Safety 4'x50' Grainger# 33l955, Min/max
- 10x12 Inch Ziplock Bags
- ***ops***maintenance Consumables, Fuels And Lubricants
- ** Icemelt
- Small Operating Tools, benj-moore Base Paint W/moonlight Wht Color For Painters
- Small Operating Tools, cord, Extension 50', Lights W/ Stand, task, flood, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, roberts Cove Base Adhesive Spreader/applicator For Lab
- Small Operating Tools, sprayer, Pressure, Ss, hudson - Gallon, Wrench, Min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, Ice Melt Spreaders For Snow/ice Removal Crew***
- Small Operating Tools, windex Crystal Rain Glass Cleaner
- Tools, Small, Binoculars (su-qdp16)
- Small Operating Tools, Wobble Light, Work Light, 15,000 Lumens, 175w
- Small Operating Tools, Tape, painters Masking, filter, Hepa, Grn Material, Min/max
- Reinforcing - Welded Wire Fabric
- Small Operating Tools, Tape Measure, 3/4" X 16', Stanley 33-116, Min/max
- Polaris Parts For Jo-04-910
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-048, Stock
- Small Operating Tools, Armstrong Floor Tiles For Paint Crew
- Volvo Parts For Stock
- Trench Box, Temporary, Rental
- Safety Consumables, traffic Delineators For Emf
- Repair Of Fans, Axial, Vortex 12"
Connell Oil, Inc.
P O Box 39981015 N Oregon, Pasco, WA 99302
(509) 547-3326
- Starting Fluid For Oe Shop
- Lof - Bulk - Consumable - Min/max
- ***ops Lubes, Fuels And Lubricants

Connell Oil, Inc.
1015 N Oregon Ave, Pasco, WA 99301
105095473326
- Delo Grease
- Bulk Oil To Be Delivered By A Tanker Truck And Pump Into Our Tanks.
- Bulk Oil For Construction Equipment.
- Bulk Oil For Mhf To Be Delivered By A Tanker Truck And Pump Into Our Tanks.
- Bulk Tractor Hydraulic Fluid For Stock
- Bulk Oil For Mhf To Be Delivered By A Tanker Truck And Pump Into Our Tanks.
- Summit Brand Supra Coolant Synthetic Compressor Oil 55 Gal Drum
- Ops Bldg 83 Dte Heavy Oil, Fuels And Lubricants

Consolidated Electrical Distributors dba CED
1913 W "A" St., Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 547-9733
- Relays
Consolidated Pipe & Supply Company, Inc.
3556 Mary Taylor Rd, Birmingham, ALABAMA 35235
(800) 264-5515
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Q Carbon Steel To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Q Carbon Steel To Cover Engineered Requirements.

CONSOLIDATED POWER SUPPLY
3556 Mary Taylor Rd, Birmingham, ALABAMA 35235
(800) 264-5515
- Pipe
- Pipe, Fittings And Flanges - Carbon Steel / Bof Amr
- Q Carbon Steel To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Pipe, Bulk
- Pipe, Bulk
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Stainless Pipe Couplings For Law C2v System
- Pipe, Fittings And Flanges - Carbon Steel

Consolidated Power Supply IS A DIV. OF CONSOLIDATED PIPE AND SUPPLY
7224 Ball Camp Pike, Knoxville, TN 37931
(865) 690-6907
- Pipe, Bulk
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Stainless Steel Plate For Melter Base Modifications, Lmp-mltr-00001/00002

Control Chief Corporation
200 Williams St., Bradford, PA 16701
(814) 362-6811
- Ops Control Chief Batteries, Cranes, Bridge Or Gantry

CONTROL COMPONENTS INC.
22591 Avenida Empresa, Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688
(949) 858-1877
- Steam Throttling Valve And Silencer

Corner Office, Inc.,The
125 MITCHELL BLVD STE G, San Rafael, CALIFORNIA 94903
(415) 362-5595
- Furniture For Po.3125
- Ops Chairs, Office Furniture And Equipment
COVELL ENTERPRISES LLC  
1570 Findlay Way, BOULDER, CO 80305  
(303) 482-0100  
- Consumables, Batteries, Min|max  
- Small Operating Tools, Bench Scale,  

CREATIVE SAFETY SUPPLY  
7737 SW Cirrus Dr BLD30, Beaverton, OR 97008  
(866) 777-1360  
- Label Adhesive Test Reports  

CROWE BUILDING SPECIALTIES INC  
18717 76th Ave W, Suite J, Lynnwood, WA 98037  
- Bof Architectural Signage  

Cummins Inc.  
1905 Central Ave, Yakima, WA 98901  
(800) 688-9033  
- Edg And Ats Maintenance (main And Po)  

CURTISS-WRIGHT CORPORATION  
29399 US Highway 19 North, Clearwater, FL 33761  
- Virtual Inventory And Equipment Locating Service  

Cutler Hammer Inc.  
2624 W Deschutes Ave, Kennewick, WA 99336  
(509) 735-1551  
- Technical Field Support For Upgrade Installation Of Magnum Ds Breakers  

D2000 SAFETY, INC.  
3489 W 15TH AVE, EUGENE, OR 97402  
18005518763  
- Training - Excavation Safety Competent Person  

DADE MOELLER & ASSOCIATES, INC  
1835 TERMINAL DR STE 200, Richland, WA 99354  
(509) 946-0410  
- Professional Services
Damalini AB
PO BOX 149, Molndal, Sweden SE-43
46317086303
- Testing Services, Equipment (easy Laser Alignment Kit) Sn-49446
- Testing Services, Equipment (easy Laser Alignment Kit) Sn-49439, 49440
- Testing Services, Equipment (easy Laser Alignment Kit)
- Testing Services, Equipment (easy Laser Alignment Kit) Sn-49446

DASSAULT SYSTEMES AMERICAS CORP.
175 Wyman St., Waltham, MA 02451
(781) 810-5011
- Envision/igrip Software Support Renewal
- Supplier Training Services, Dassault Systemes Training Invoice 2014dsse001407

Dayco Inc
11 N AUBURN ST, Kennewick, WA 99336
105099435909
- *** Ops - Control Board, Etc. / Bldg. T-52 / Ac-04 Hvac Maintenance
- ****ops T05-php1 Parts****, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating

DAYTON SUPERIOR CORPORATION
1989 Peachleaf, Houston, TX 77039
(281) 590-6670
- Formwork, Temporary, Purchased - Outside Corners, 7/8" Coil Rod And Nuts
- Misc. Used Shoring Items For Hlw Walls 3127 & 3128
- Formwork, Temporary, Concrete Wall Braces
- Shoring, Temporary, Purchasedhlw Wall 3132/3133, Re-shoring Per Symons Design
- Galv. Cable And Loop Sleeves
- Sym10826 ? 8 Ft / Sp Filler Angle.

DELTek, INC.
2291 WOOD OAK DR, Herndon, VA 20171

- Cobra Maintenance Renewal

DESERTGREEN LAWN & TREE CARE LLC
642 TRUMAN AVE, RICHLAND, WA 99352
(509) 628-8630
- Site Weed Control

DESIGN SPACE MODULAR BUILDINGS, INC.
10631 BANANA AVE, Fontana, CA 92337

- Single Wide Trailer 2018
DEVONWAY, INC.  
101 CALIFORNIA ST STE 1050, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94111  
(415) 904-4000  
- Devonway Service Contract  
- Quality Manual Development

DGR  
1333 Gillespie St Ste A, Richland, WA 99352  
15099466188  
- Services Of Air Dixon Technical Representative

Dick Watkins  
HC74 Box 22123, El Prado, NM 87529  
(575) 758-0299  
- Professional Services

DIEBOLD, INCORPORATED  
5995 MAYFAIR RD, NORTH CANTON, OH 44685  
(330) 899-1300  
- ***office Equipment, Other (wtp Construction Site Badges)***

DILTEX INC  
1750 W Cameron Ave, Ste 110, West Covina, CA 91790  
(626) 960-1314  
- Visual Studio 2010 Increase  
- Key Organizer Software For Safeguards And Security  
- Chstprep Site License Upgrade To Version 2  
- Professional Calpuff Renewal C11  
- Filemaker Pro

Diversified Metal Products, Inc  
3710 N. Yellowstone Hwy, Idaho Falls, ID 83401  
(208) 529-9655  
- Leak Detection System  
- Technical Assistance For Installation Of Law Wesp Vessels (lop-wesp-00001/2)

DLT SOLUTIONS, LLC  
2411 Dulles Corner Park Ste 800, Herndon, VA 20171  
(703) 709-7172  
- Archibus Renewal  
- Primavera Risk Analysis  
- Autocad Maintenance Plan And Advanced Support Renewal
DOBLE ENGINEERING COMPANY
7780 East 106th Street, Tulsa, OK 74133
91862245304116
- Computer Software Licences, Enoserv Rts7 Relay Testing & Maintenance

DOMINION ENGINEERING INC
12100 Sunrise Valley Drive, Reston, VA 20191
(703) 657-7300
- Return Of Test Material (silica)
- Professional/technical Services For Effectiveness Review Of Wtp Documents

DOTPRODUCT LLC
11 ELKINS ST., BOSTON, MA 02127
16174157222
- Dotproduct Dpi-8x

DRACO EQUIPMENT CO.
4330 N YELLOWSTONE HWY, Idaho Falls, ID 83401

- Purchase 4 Pro Tech Sno Pushers

Drillco Devices Ltd Inc
1005 35th Ave, Long Island City, NEW YORK 11106
(800) 266-5152
- Bulks - Undercutting Tool, Bolt Setter, Etc. - Drill Co Tooling Min/max
- Repair Drill Co. Drill Stops
- Consumables/bulk - Drillco Undercutting Bits - Drillco Min/max
- Consumables/bulk - Drillco Undercutting Bits - Drillco Min/max

Drillco National Group
24-32 44th St., Long Island City, NY 11103
(718) 726-9801
- Bulk - Maxi-bolt Tool Kits - Special Order For Bill Tibbs
- Small Operating Tools, Maxibolt, For Law

D-S PIPE & STEEL SUPPLY LLC
1301 WICOMICO ST, BALTIMORE, MD 21230
(800) 368-8880
- Piping Specialty Items - Misc. ( Air Vents )
Dubose National Energy Service
900 Industrial Drive, Clinton, NC 28328

- Fasteners For Flange Connection To 18 Inch Yv-valves On Law +48
- Q Fasteners
- Scrubbers, Flue Or Off-gas - Bolting Hardware
- Q Fasteners To Cover Engineered Requirements
- Fasteners For Law Lvp-hepa Filter Anchorage
- Fasteners For Emf
- Q Carbon Steel Pipe, Fittings, Flanges To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Fasteners / Bof - Steam Plant Flush Mods
- Bolts, Bof Chw
- Fasteners
- Fasteners
- Fasteners
- Bolts For B82 Pcw
- Fasteners For Law Lvp-l-01 (lvp-skid-00001)
- Q Fasteners To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Fasteners
- Q Fasteners To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Q Carbon Steel To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Q Fasteners To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Fasteners
- Fasteners
- Fasteners (lav Shortages)
- Fasteners For Stand-by Diesel Generator
- Fasteners -- Lbl Shortages From The Lav
- Fasteners, Pcw, B83.
- Q Fasteners To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Fasteners - Law C3v Acu’s +48
- Stud Bolts For Steam Plant Rework Bldg 85
- Q Fasteners To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Bolts
- Fasteners / Lab Lps-scw-a-01 (d. Kohler)
- Q Fasteners
- Q Fasteners To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav
- Fasteners
- *** Fasteners
- Fasteners
- Fasteners / Law
- Q Fasteners To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Fasteners
- Q Fasteners To Cover Engineered Requirements
- *** Q Fasteners
- Q Fasteners To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav
- Q Fasteners To Cover Engineered Requirements
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Q Fasteners To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Fasteners For Steam Plant
- Fasteners / Law Piping
- Bolts / Bof Steam Plant
- Q1 Bolts For Law Per Engineered Takeoff Requirements
- Fasteners For Law
- Fasteners 1/4" Fastners For Q Tubing Supports
- Fasteners
- Fasteners
- Q Fasteners To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Q Fasteners To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Washers Lvp-skid-00001 Pipe Support
- Q Fasteners To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Ops Bolts
- Bolts

Dwyer Instruments, Inc
102 HWY 212, MICHIGAN CITY, IN 46360
12198798868
- Ops Dwyer Pumps, Testing Services, Equipment
- Gauge, Pressure / Differential Pressure
- Gauge, Pressure / Differential Pressure Magnehelic

Dynamic Air Inc.
1125 Willow Lake Blvd, Saint Paul, MN 55110
16514842900
- General Services - Technical Oversight - Glass Former Fac

EARLE KINLAW & ASSOCIATES, INC.
1429 LAKEVIEW RD, GRAYSON, GA 30017
- Ops Golf Carts / Equipment

Eastern Controls Inc
3866 Providence Rd, Edgemont, PA 19028
106103254600
- Transmitters, Temperature

EASTERN CONTROLS INC OF PA
280 Midland Avenue, Saddlebrook, NJ 07663
- Carbon Steel Butterfly Valves, Pneumatically Actuated On / Off
- Carbon Steel Butterfly Valves, Pneumatically Actuated On / Off
EASTEX RUBBER & GASKET CO  
2633 HWY 69 N, NEDERLAND, TX 77627  
(409) 727-6800

- Pcw Cooling Tower - Expansion Joints For Pcw-pmp-00005a/b/c Discharge

Eaton Corporation  
8609 SIX FORKS RD, RALEIGH, NC 27615  
(800) 843-9433

- ***ops Su Bldg 91 Breaker Refurb, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- *** Su Lab Lve Breakers For Refurbishment
- ---ops Su Law Lve Breaker Refurbishment, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Ops Bldgs. 87/91 Breaker Repairs, switchgear
- *** Ops Su Law/lab Mve Breaker Class 3 Refurbishment, Switchgear
- ***ops Su Breaker Refurb For Mve, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- ***ops***breaker, Sw Itchgear, Repair
- Ops Su Law Lve Breaker Refurb, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Ops Breakers For Bldg 91 Switchgear
- ***hot***switchgear Repair For Build 87

Eckel Industries of Canada Limited  
15 Allison Ave, MORRISBURG, ON K0C 1  
(613) 543-2967

- Medical Equipment - Audio Booth - Replace Audiometric Jack Panel
EDGE CONSTRUCTION SUPPLY
812 East Mead Avenue, Yakima, WA 98903
(509) 535-9841

- Small Operating Tools, Cutter, Cable Ratch Type Greenlee 45207 Min/max
- Fuses For Miller Welders.
- Small Operating Tools, Filter, Vacuum, Ridgid Wet/dry Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Bur, Tungsten Carbide, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Tap, Thread, Metric, (hsc) Irwin, Hanson, 14mm-1.5#1750
- Small Operating Tools, vacuum, Wet/dry, 12-gal, 5.0 Peak Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Filter, Vacuum, Ridgid Wet/dry Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Gun, Grease, Kit, Cordless, 12v, Milwaukee 2446-21xc
- Small Operating Tools, Cutter, Annular, 15/16" X 1" Min/max
- Ops Sprinkler Fitter Tools / Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Small Operating Tools, Brush, Bench 9 X 2-1/2" Advance Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Cutter, Annular, 11/16" X 1", Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Carbide Tipped Hole Cutter Kit, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Sockets, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Trowel, Cutter, Annular, Drill, Cordless Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Brush, Bench, Bur, Tungsten, Bur, Min/max
- Wacker Starter Rewind Handle
- Small Operating Tools, Die, Head 12r Hs Min/max
- Small Operating Tools Cutter, Annular, 7/8'' X 1'' Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Snips, Aviation Strt & Comb Cut Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Bur, Magnet, Magnet, eyebolt, Blade Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Abrasive, Pad 6'' X 9'' Aluminum Min/max
- Anchors, Concrete, Post-pour
- ***barcode 44135, 44134 Bender, Conduit, Electric, W/rigid Shoes***
- Ecology Blocks
- Emf Formwork 12'' J Strongback Rods
- Small Operating Tools, Cutter, Annular, 5/8'' X 1'' Min/max
- Emf Formwork 12'' J-strongback Rods
- ***small Operating Tools, Crowfoot, 1/2'' Drive Open-end, Wrench 1-11/16***
- Small Operating Tools, Pad, Knee, Stripper, Wire, Level Magnetic Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Camp, Locking, Sheet Metal, 3-1/8'' 8''
- Small Operating Tools, Bit,drill,1/4''hex Shank, Black Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Makita Battery, Weller Tips, Min/max
- Pallets
- Small Operating Tools,driver, Impact, Makita 18v Min/max
- Testing Services, Replacement Parts For Greenlee 00967 Deluxe Force Gauge
- Small Operating Tools, Files, Chisel, bits, Min/max
- Repair Of Cutter, Pipe, (upc) 6''-48'', Upc648a Or Approved #26429
- Small Operating Tools, Drill Bits, Pliers, Burs, Min-max
- Felt Filter Bag, Polypropylene Material, 25 Gpm Max. Flow, 100 Microns; Filter S
- Small Operating Tools, Bits, Quick Hooks, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous Brush, Wire, File, Mill, Point Min/max
- Repair Of Knockout Punch, Cable Cutter, Tugger Puller - 44486, 14108, 23481
- Repair Of Unitec Mag Drills - 42319 & 42320
- Small Operating Tools, Tube Cutter, Min/max
- Repair Of Miscellaneous Power Tools - 16651, 44419, 53344
- Small Operating Tools, Router, Electric, - Min/max

- Testing Services, Equipment
- Repair Of Vortex Axial Fans - 45394, 50870, 45396, 35736, 35734
- Formwork Support Weld Angle Brackets
- Repair Of Wyco Vibrators 13731, 31141, 45871, 53934
- Wall Scanner
- Small Operating Tools, Saw, Hole Bi-metal, Mask, Dust Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, chisel, Flat, drill, Step 1, Morse Esd10 Min/max
- Repair Of 1/2" Mag Drill
- Small Operating Tools, Ppe, respirator, Wheel, Flap Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Cutter Circle Drywall Bon Tool Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Blade, Reciprocating 4" X 3/4", Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, vacuum, 18 Volt, Wet/dry, Cordless, 2 Gal, Milwaukee Min/m
- Small Operating Tools, Die, Head 12r Hs, blade, Band Saw Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, wedge, Stock 1/2, Drill, Step 3/16 Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Stripper, Wire, Cutter Circle Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Light, Drop, Blade, Scraper
- Small Operating Tools, Abrasives, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous - Bag, Dust, Vacuum - Min/max
- Concrete Specialties - Concrete Cure
- Small Operating Tools, Table, Work Bench W/ Adjustable Legs 60" X 36" Steel Top
- Small Operating Tools, Fan, Portable, M18, Jobsite, Tool Only, Model 0886-20**
- Gypsum Board And Other Material For Rad Line Backfill
- Small Operating Tools, Parts For 12" Miter
- Repair Of Air Impact Wrench - 16038, 16040
- Repair For Saw, Table 10" Contractors With Stand, Bosch #49434
- Repair Of Bender Electric, Smart, 855 - #36510
- Small Operating Tools, Little Giant Ladder
- Small Operating Tools, Die, Head, 12r Npt, Hs, 1", Ridgid, Dbl, Sl, 49717
- Repair Of Ridgid 41935 Threaders - 15556, 19450, 21801
- Small Operating Tools, Anchorelube Min/max
- * Ecology Blocks
- Small Operating Tools, Safway Systems Pry-bar Hammer Min/max
- 48" X 48" Wood Pallets
- Small Operating Tools, Protector, cable, 3-6 Nylon, 488-3, greenlee# 32929
- Small Operating Tools, Repair Of Air Compressor #16385
- Small Operating Tools, Cordless Leaf Blower,
- Small Operating Tools, Brush, Wire Ends, -min/max
Edge Construction Supply (formerly Safway Supply Inc)
812 East Mead Avenue, Yakima, WA 98903
(509) 535-9841

- Small Operating Tools, 7-in Circ Bld, 6-in Rcp-bld, stp Drill Bit, hole Saw, min/max
- Controller For Salt Spreader At Mhf
- Small Operating Tools, Saw, 12-inch Compound Miter, Dual-bevel, Sliding
- Ops - Thermocouple Wire / Equip. Tag: Fsw-tsh-8014 / Fire Service Water System
- Small Operating Tools, Measuring Tape, Min | max
- Small Operating Tools, Vacuum Filter, Min | max
- Small Operating Tools, Staples, Min | max
- Consumables, Cutoff Wheel, Min | max
- Small Operating Tools, Standard Staples, Min | max
- Consumables, Dewalt 12in Saw, Simon Wright
- Consumables, Grinding Wheel, Min | max
- ***small Operating Tools, Saw Blades, For Drew Boston
- Safety Yellow Paint For Flam Cabinets
- Small Operating Tools, Saw Blades, Min | max
- ***utility Carts, Rubbermaid, Requested By Tibbs
Please Expedite.
- Small Operating Tools, Reciprocating Blades, Min | max
- Consumables, Blades, Min | max
- Small Operating Tools, stringer Bead Wire Brush & Wire Tooth Brush, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Gun, Nail, Pneumatic, Staple, Pneumatic, 16ga 1/2 Cr
- Small Operating Tools, morse Jgsw & Rcip Blds\hole-saw, min/max
- Electrical, Heat Trace 120v Plug-in Power Connection Kits, Tyco H908
- Small Operating Tools, Blades, Saws, Min | max
- Small Operating Tools, Files, Burs, Wheel Cut Offs, Brushes, Brooms, Min | max
- Testing Services, Equipment Starrett Replacement Parts & (starrett Calipers)
- Ops Mini Basket Drain, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- ***small Operating Tools, Various Abrasive Consumables, Min | max
- Small Operating Tools, Wedge, Stock, Drill, Step 1/8 - 1/2, 1/4 - 3/4, Min | max
- **parts For Milwaukee Vacuum 8950
- Small Operating Tools, Contact Cleaner, Min | max
- Small Operating Tools, shaft Adapters & Shaft Couplings
- Misc Tools -- Hand Stamps (vessel Nameplates), & V-belt Tension Gauge.
- Replacement Nail Cartridge For Senco Nail Gun
- Testing Services, Equipment greenlee Carruing Cases
- Small Operating Tools, Hepa Filter, Min | max
- Testing Services, Equipment Repair Of Greenlee Crimper
- Small Operating Tools, Hole Saw, Min | max
- Thread Protectors
- Small Operating Tools, Rubbermaid Carts, Drew, Clell
- Small Operating Tools, Silicone Caulk, Min | max
- Wacker Parts For Jo-13-036, 13-024
- Small Operating Tools, Brushes & Wheels, Min | max
- Small Operating Tools, 50 Foot Extension Cord, min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, hammer Sds Carbtip, Kit, oscillating Multi-tool, Min/max***
- Barcode 30306 Hydraulic Greenlee Pump
- Anchors, Concrete, Post-pour
- Expansion Joints -- Control Rods
- Screws, Nails And Washer
- Small Operating Tools, morse Recip Blades\step Drill Bits, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Heavy Duty Utility Cart, For T-52
- Quick Attachment Parts For Jo-11-011b
- Consumable #11 Bundling Wire, 50 Lb Boxes
- Small Operating Tools, 1/4 & 3/8 Hex Shank Socket Adapters
- Small Operating Tools, Brushes, Burs, Files, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, milwaukee Filter For Cordless Wet/dry Vac, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, abrsvs\brm Hndl\brsh\burs\files, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, burs-cutoff Wheel, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Gauge Adapter, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Files, Brad Chitty
- Small Operating Tools, Adapter, socket, Blade Nibbler, Light Task, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, File, Req. By Brad Chitty
- Small Operating Tools, Milw Prtbl Band Saws\batt\chargers
- Small Operating Tools, Morse 9-in Metal Cutting Circular Saws, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Bull Point, Sds Plus, 10", Milw 48-62-6010
- Small Operating Tools, voltage Detector, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, tek Locator Assembly & Nose Guide
- Small Operating Tools, pferd 7-3/4 X 1-1/2 Wire Tooth Brushes, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Hole Saws Min/max
- Bolts, Fasteners
- Distributables
- Ops - Pressure Relief Valve Trim Kit / Firewater Pump House Bldg. 84b / Fsw
- Ops - Storage Cabinet
- Repair Of Threading, Pwr Drive Port (700) Ridgid 41935
- Small Operating Tools, Bits Min/max (joe H.)
- Small Operating Tools, Brushes And Wheels Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Cable Cutter, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, bright Pink Spray Paint
- Small Operating Tools, Hand Oiler Min/max (joe H.)
- Small Operating Tools, concrete Planer Dust Cover, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Ladder Requested By Danny Hydrick
- T52 Warehouse Working Stock
- Small Operating Tools, Pliers Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Portable Floor Fan,
- Small Operating Tools, Staples Min/max (joe H.)
- Boot Brushes
- ***small Operating Tools, 18-inch Industrial Floor Fan, min/max***
- Safety Consumables, 42-inch Traffic Delineators W/12lb Base
- Small Operating Tools, 48-inch X 20-inch 5,500lb Cap. Pallet Jacks
- Small Operating Tools, Cutters And Wrenches Min/max (joe H.)
- Small Operating Tools, Drill Bits, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Taps, Min|max
- Electrical Disconnects For Lighting
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous Consumables, Min|max
- Consumables - Wire Brush - Abrasive Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Consumables (lvp-hepa Silicon Caulking)
- Small Operating Tools, Lbl Crew Consumables, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Lbl Consumables, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Vacuum Consumables, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Lamps, Levels, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Poly Mandrels For Cable Pulling, Eric Graff
- Small Operating Tools, Cutting Oil, Min|max
- Ops Motors For Bldg 87, Buildings, Prefabricated
- Small Operating Tools, Blades, Min|max
- Ops Backflow Test Kits, Testing Services, Equipment
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Abrasive Consumables, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Bender Shoe Replacement, Ganwich
- Equipment, Chain For Locking Up Items On Site
- Anchors, Concrete, Post-pour
- Small Operating Tools, Wirebrush, Grit Bit, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Holder, Clamp Pliers, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Bits, Step Drill Bit, Nutsetter, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Cutters, Annular, Filter, wet/ Dry Vac 49-90-1900, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, File, Triangle, 8"x5/8", Cut 0, Pferd, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Filter, Hepa, Green Material, Ridgid Vf6000, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Milwaukee 4-1/2-in Type-1 Grinder Guard, min/max
- Clamp Evaluation For Usage, And Rated Capacity.
- Small Operating Tools, Annular Cutter, Min|max
- Consumables - Drill Adaptor & Bit's - Sds Bit Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Weld Inspection Tools
- T-posts / 6'
- Safety Consumables, Work Gloves, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, abrsv Belts-mason Bld-wire Brush-grnd Wheel, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, C Clamp, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, grinder Collet/stud Sensor, min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, krylon Safety Yellow Industrial Enamel For Painters***
- Small Operating Tools, 12gal Vacuum, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Blades/saw, Min|max
- Bungee Cords For The Teamsters
- Small Operating Tools, 28 Volt Vacuum, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, 1/4 Tube Cutter, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Banding Sealer, Mhf, Roy Tinder
- Equipment And Large Tools, Wood Platform Cart
- Small Operating Tools, Vacuum & Accessories, Glen Davison
- Small Operating Tools, abrasive Belts\wire Brush, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 12
- Small Operating Tools, Jigsaw Blades, Min|max, Ballinger/carson
- ***ops Prv For T52, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, blades\drill Bits\hole Saws, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Drill Bit, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Various Abrasives Consumables, Min/max
- Communications Equipment - Enclosures - Cooling Units
- Small Operating Tools, carbide Tip Hole Cutr Kit\cbl Strip Rplcmnt-bld, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Utility Carts, Law Pf's, Chitty
- Small Operating Tools, Machinist Vise, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Magnetic Base Protractor, Min|max
- Ops - Right Angle Drill / Tool / Glass Former Reagent (gfr) Mixer Motor Support
- Small Operating Tools, Screwdrivers, Min|max
- ***equipment, milwaukee 4115-22 Electric Core Drill***
- Wobblelight Replacement Parts
- Small Operating Tools, Camlock Fitting, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Canvas Bags, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Cecor Rolling Drum, Davison
- Small Operating Tools, Chisel Bits, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Lufkin 25-ft Engineers Measuring Tapes, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Drill Bits, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, southwiretwo Head Flood/work Light, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Electric Drill, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, ridge/ridgid Tube Bender, min/max
- Control Systems, Instrumentation, 3m Ventureclad
- Cla-val Parts For Jo-20-001, Water Tank
- Small Operating Tools, Extension Cord, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, punch\ratchet\sockets, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, lufkin 33-ft Engineers Tape Measures, min/max
- Baileigh Bender Shoe
- Small Operating Tools, Milwaukee 1/8 Hex Bit\vac Filter, min/max
- Ops - Misc. Pipefitter Hardware / Facility Services
- ***ops Elevator Jack Stands***elevators
- *** Hot Equipment - lighted Stop Signs For Concrete Truck Traffic - Battery Power
- Dewalt Grinder Procurement For Intermech
- Consumables - Tap, Taper - American Tool Min-max [not On Bpo]
- 6’ T-post
- ***small Operating Tools, compasses, Dividers, And Leads***
- Consumables - Locking Pliers - Klein Tool Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Small Operating Tools, Flap Wheels, Min|max
- Consumables, Ridge Pipe Wrench, Min|max
- Testing And Inspection
- Consumables - Tongue & Groove Pliers - General Tool Min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, Ajax Shanks, Glen Davison***
- Small Operating Tools, Pliers, Min|max
- ***safety Consumables, 18-inch Lime Green Traffic Cones***
- Repair Of Barcode #14274 - Current Knockout Punch
- ***small Operating Tools, Batteries & Charger For Portable Bandsaw***
- Repair Of Current Bender, Barcode #30665
- Small Operating Tools, Conduit Measuring, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Lufkin Pro Series-engineers Tape Measure, Min|max
- Consumables - Sprayer Nozzle - Concrete Tool Min|max
- Ops - Cable / Re-wire Duct Detectors For Hvac Auto Shutdown / Facility Services
- Small Operating Tools, ultraflex Knee Pads, min|max
- Consumables - Reciprocating & Hole Saw Blades - Hole Saw Blade Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Blades, Min|max
- ***small Operating Tools, 6" Grinder***
- Small Operating Tools, Tap, Min|max
- Consumables, Lbl Wall Crew, Gloves, Pliers, Snips, Min|max
- Consumables, Hole Saw, Min|max
- Consumables - Grinding Wheel - Abrasive Min|max (not On Bpo)
- Small Operating Tools, Step Ladders, Pier 24590-wtp-pier-mgt-13-1212-c-action 03
- Ops, Mt Con, 3m Products, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, String Light, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Punch/ratchet/sockets, min|max
- Ops, Mt Con, Air Device, Fps, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Testing Services, Equipment, Greenlee Hydraulic Crimper Repair
- Consumables - Cutter & Filters - Ridge Min|max
- Consumables - Utility Cart - Special Order For Nick Chapin (hlw)
- Small Operating Tools, Taps, Min|max
- ***small Operating Tools, Manual Threader, Zac Taylor***
- Small Operating Tools, Saw, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, dewalt 1/4-in Sckt Adpt & Gentool-mgmt Scribes, min|max
- Repair Of Fan, Axial, Vortex 12", Barcodes: 35708, 50858, 50861, 50857, 35703, 50847
- ***small Operating Tools, Fans For Hlw/summer***
- Ops - Wheel / Facility Services Maint. Support
- Distributables, 48
- Bulk - Cherry Picker 1 Ton For Oe Shop - Special Order For Art Moreno
- Consumables: Rtv Sealant (lop-wesp-00001/2)
- Safety Consumables, traffic, Delineator Post 42" 12lb Base, Min|max
- Urea-base De-icing Agent, 50# Bag
- Small Operating Tools, Canvas Tool Bag, min|max
- Small Operating Tools, chop Blade/wheel, min|max
- Castable Bucket For Melter
- Consumables - Grinding Wheels - Abrasive Min|max (not On Bpo)
- Consumables - Wire Brush - Abrasive Min|max (not On Bpo)
- Small Operating Tools, Tube Cutter, Vac. Crtrdg. Filter, Min|max
- Concrete Blocks
- Small Operating Tools, A7 Adhesive Dispensing Kit, Min|max
- Equipment, Werner M7110-1, Type Iaa Fiberglass Manhole Ladder
- ***Small Operating Tools, M18-18v Red-lithium Xc Batteries For Cordless Tools***
- Small Operating Tools, Cordless Milwaukee 3/8 Ratchet-kit For Oe Shop
- Evaporation Reducer - Masterkure Er 50
- Consumables - Grinding Wheel - Abrasive Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Small Operating Tools, Blower, Compact, Cordless, 18v, M18, Milwaukee# 0884-20
- Ops, Liquid Tight Flex Conduit, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, Pink And Brown Spray Paint
- Small Operating Tools, Bndsw Bld\cbl Cutr\ht\pty Knf\wrnch\t-sqr, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, flap Wheel, min/max
- Repair Of Wet/dry Band Saw
- Small Operating Tools, 9-in Magnetic Base Torpedo Level, min/max
- Electrical Ppe Accessories
- Small Operating Tools, annular Ctr/arbor Assembly, min/max
- Bulk/consumables - Gloves, Impact Driver, Etc. - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- Fan Motor For Commercial Refrigerators
- Heavy Duty Cart (rubbermaid)
- Small Operating Tools, Morse Recip-blades\hole Saws, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Punch\sockets\combo Wrench, Min/max
- Distributables
- Anchors, Concrete, Post-pour
- Small Operating Tools, Pliers, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, sump Pump, min/max
- Materials
- Small Operating Tools, 18v Cordless Drills And Impact Wrench's, min/max
- Soil Compactors For Dflaw
- Small Operating Tools, Masonry Blade&wire Brush, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Knaack Boxes
- ***Small Operating Tools, Concrete Wall Vibrators For Hlw Placement***
- Small Operating Tools, Jigsaw Blade & Hole Saws, min/max
- Repair Of Barcode 22038, Ridgid Threader 26092, Model 1224
- Repair Barcode (16815) And Barcode (16818) General 75-500 Drill Press
- Small Operating Tools, masonry Blade, grnd Wheel, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, pipe Wrenches
- Repair Of Barcode 43375, W.f. Wells L-10 Horizontal Band Saw
- Winterization (2013-2014) Materials For The Hlw
- Small Operating Tools, 9/16 To 1-3/16-in Morse Hole Saw, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Grinding Wheel, min/max
- 48x48 Pallets
- Small Operating Tools, Conduit Measuring Tape, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Morse Jigsaw Blds\hole Saws\drill Bits, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Rigid Green Material Hepa Filter, min/max
- Consumables - Annular Cutter & Flange - Milwaukee Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Small Operating Tools, Vacuum, Wet/dry, 12-gal, 5.0 Peak, Ridgid# 1200rv, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Tube Ctr/vise, min/max
- Owens Corning Foambular 250 1 X 4' X 8' R-5 Rigid Foam Insulation At Menards?.htm
- Small Operating Tools, Drill Bits/hole Saw, min/max
- Consumables - Rubbermaid Cart - Special Order For Prentiss Mixson
- Small Operating Tools, Grinding Wheel,min/max
- Small Operating Tools, hepa Filter,min/max
- ***construction Equipment, Tools, Jack, Ss Roller Head Kit Sumner 781407***
- ***construction Eqip Tools, Supplies-repair Of Greenlee Gator Esg501120 44335
- Small Operating Tools, Level Magnetic 32" W/1 Plumb Vialand # 3863 , Min/max
- Repair Of Ridgid Threader 26092, Barcode 15502
- Small Operating Tools, Carbide Tipped Hole Cutter Kit, Greenlee # 635, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Adapter, socket, cutter, Annular, Min/max
- Equipment, Concrete Steel Stakes, Glen Davison
- Frigidaire Cfm259p7w 25 Cft Chest Freezer For 220/240 Volts
- Small Operating Tools, Sander, Electric, Palm Grip, Dust Bag, Makita #bo4556k
- Small Operating Tools, Sprinkler Fitter Hand Tools, Tony Mcpherson
- Small Operating Tools, 1-1/2 X 30-inch Strap Wrench,min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Pipefitter Drain Snake, Ownes, Tony Mcpherson
- ***small Operating Tools, Sump Pumps,min/max & Winterization Package***
- Consumables
- Concrete Specialties - Evaporative Retarder
- Small Operating Tools, Grinding Wheel, Min/max
- Anchors, Concrete, Post-pour
- Testing And Inspection
- ***equipment, Nilfisk Hepa Unit, Hot Order, For Merl Lauterbach***
- #8 Duplex Nails
- Small Operating Tools, Extension Cord, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Ladders, Punch, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Enerpac Sp-35
- Repair Of Barcode 35736, Fan, Axial, Vortex 12
- Small Operating Tools, Level/grade Rods For John Peek
- Ops V-belts, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- ***consumables, Bandsaw Blades Batteries, Min|max
Please Expedite
- Lab Interior & Exterior Chain Link Fences And Gates
- Small Operating Tools, Hose Items, Min|max
- ****-posts****
- Repair Of Current Bender
- Small Operating Tools, Replacement Handles
- Magnets For Holding Signs On Cranes
- Small Operating Tools, greenlee Pendant Switch Unit For Conduit Bender
- Small Operating Tools, Saw Blades, Min|max
- Repair Of Knock-out Punch Barcode 31054
- Small Operating Tools, Ridgid Threaders
- Consumables, Hole Saw, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Arrow Standard 3/8-in Staples,min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Die, Head 12r, 1/4", Ridgid 37470, Die, Pipe, 1/4" Blade
- Consumables, Saw Hole, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, recip-saw Blades & 3-inch Saw Blade, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, plng Blade \ util Blade \ paint Tape, min/max
- Testing And Inspection
- Welding, Consumables, insul. Boot \ weld Jacket, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, sensing Saf-starts For Bench Grinders
- Small Operating Tools, 7” Grinder, Min | max
- Consumables - Bi-metal Hole Saw - Hole Saw Min | max
- Small Operating Tools, 50 Foot Extension Cord, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Blades, Min | max
- ***small Operating Tools, band Saw Blades & Annular Cutters***
- Small Operating Tools, Battery Pack, Min | max
- Small Operating Tools, Drill, Saw, Min | max
- Instrument Tubing Clamps To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Small Operating Tools, Electrical Hand Tools, Ownes, Tony Mcpherson
- Small Operating Tools, unv Std 3/8 Dr, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Ext. Socket, Min | max
- Small Operating Tools, grinding Wheel, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Folding Rule, Min | max
- (ops), Gasket, Buna; For Model 70p High Pressure Indicator
- Small Operating Tools, Fans For Ventilation Of Buildings/summer
- *** Ops - Pipe / Fsw Jockey Pump B
- Small Operating Tools, leak Detector, min/max
- Consumables, Drill Bits Saws, Min | max
- Small Operating Tools, Cutter, Min | max
- Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, hole Saws, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Taps, Min | max
- Small Operating Tools, Cutter Carbide Tipp Kit, Greenlee #65, Min | max
- Equipment - Corrosive Cabinet
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, plus Carb Tip, Vacuum, 28volt, Wet/dry, Min | max
- Small Operating Tools, 4 1/2-inch Cut-off Grinder Trial
- Small Operating Tools, 12-gal Wet/dry Rigid Vacuum, min/max
- Sharpening Of Hougen Annular Cutters
- Small Operating Tools, Milwaukee M18 Cordless Jig Saws
- Small Operating Tools, open End Wrench \ vac Filter, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, hole Saws & Hole Saw Extensions, min/max
- Parts - Wacker - Repairs
- Mega Corp Part For Jo-20-004 Mhf Water Tower
- Consumables, Cart, For Pipefitters, Randy Reinisch
- Small Operating Tools, Fasteners For Glen Davison
- Small Operating Tools, Cartridge Filters, Minmax
- Small Operating Tools, compact Cordless Band Saw Kit
- Small Operating Tools, Hose Consumables, Min | max
- Small Operating Tools, Smooth Face Hammer W/ fiberglass Hndl, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Cobalt Blades, Min | max
- Small Operating Tools, Cutter, Drill, Min | max
- Small Operating Tools, itw Ramset Red Head A501 Kit, min/max
- Consumables, Wire Brush, Min | max
Edge Construction Supply (formerly Safway Supply, Inc.)
812 E Mead Ave, Yakima, WASHINGTON 98903
(800) 243-5582

- Bulk/consumables - Annular Cutter & Pin - Milwaukee Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Bulk - Greenlee Pulling Tape - Special Order For Brian Merkel (lab)
- Repair Ridgid Threader - B/c 50361, 50086, 37290 - Small Operating Tools, Misc
- Millwright Maintenance Parts
- Fire Resistant Paint/sealant
- Consumable #11 Gauge Smooth Bundling Wire
- Compressors For Hvac 1/13
- Consumables - Pipe Die - Ridge Min/max
- Bulk - Hydraulic Nut Cutter & Nut Cutter Blade - Special Order For Glen Davison
- Bulk/consum - Angle & Replacement Battery - Milwaukee Min/max (release Off Bpo)
- Consumables - Wire Brush & Masonry Blade - Abrasive Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Consumables - 1/8" Collet - Milwaukee Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Consumables - Blades - Hole Saw Min/max
- Consumables - Cutter, Filter, Etc. - Ridge Min/max
- Consumables - Flat Rule - Cooper Tool Min/max
- Consumables - Hepa Filters & Shopvac Filters - General Tool Min/max
- Consumables - Stainless Steel Hole Cutters - Special Order For Brian Merkel
- Consumables - Masonry Blade - Abrasive Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Equipment-custom Fit Harness
- Consumables - Plug Tap - American Tool Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Consumables - Chisel, Die, Degreaser, Etc. - Special Order Min/max
- Consumables - Poly Line & Measuring Tape - Greenlee Min/max
- Consumables - Bit's - Sds Bit Min/max
- Consumables - Replacement Blade - Special Order Min/max
- Consumables - Step Drill - Hole Saw Min/max
- Consumables - Thickness Gauge - General Tool Min/max
- Consumables - Abrasive Belts - Abrasive Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Consumables - Drop Light - Electrical Cord Min/max
- Consumables - Saw Blades - Hole Saw Min/max
- Consumables - Cutoff Wheel - Special Order For Jason Jansky Hlw
- Ops Desiccant, Consumables
- Bulk - Wet/dry Vacuum - Special Order For Lab
- Consumables - Poly Line - Greenlee Min/max
- Consumables - Hepa Filter - Ridge Min/max
- Consumables - Conduit Measuring Tape - Greenlee Min/max
- Consumables - Circular Saw Blade For Ss - Special Order Min/max (ripplinger)
- Ops Tools, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Bulk - Impact Wrench 3/8" - Milwaukee Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Consumables - File & Grinding Wheel - Abrasive Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Consumables - Hole Saw - Hole Saw Min/max
- Consumables - Insert Bit - American Tool Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Consumables - Vacuum Filter Cartridge - Ridge Min/max
- Bulk - Hyd Cylinder - Enerpac Min/max
- Consumables - Pavement Breaker Bits - Special Order For Drew Boston
- Repair Barcode 22787, Current Bender
- Repair Barcode 14810, General Drill Press
- Repair Barcode 15555 Ridgid Threader
- Consumables - Non-contact Self Testing Voltage Detector - Greenlee Min/max
- Consumables - Hepa Filter - General Tool Min/max
- Confilm
- Consumables - Masking Tape, Putty Knife, Etc. - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- Consumables - Holesaw - Hole Saw Min/max
- ***consumables - 2" X 14" Concrete Drill Bit - Special Order Min/max
- Repair Current Knockout Punch, Barcode 14288
- Consumables - Grinding Wheel - Abrasive Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Consumables - Pick Up Tool, Extension Chain, Etc. - General Tool Min/max
- Ops Ball Screw Lube Fuels And Lubricants
- Consumables - Sockets & Wrenches - Williams Tool Min/max
- Consumables - Hole Saw Blade - Hole Saw Min/max
- 9.5 Mil Heat Shrink Tape & S/s 1" Screws For Mhf & Yakima Whse
- Repair Greenlee Hyd Pump For B/c 40845
- Small Operating Tools, Milwaukee Replacement, Chip Deflector, 43-56-0830***
- Small Operating Tools, Lumber Crayon, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Screwdriver Kit, Cordless, 1/4-in, Hex, M4 4-volt
- Ops Bfp Repair Kits, Valves
- Small Operating Tools, Grinders, Lamps, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, tungsten Carbide Burs, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Annular Cutter, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Rotary Hammer Kit
- Small Operating Tools, Folding Rule, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Milwaukee Cordless Bandsaw
- Anchors, Concrete, Post-pour
- Small Operating Tools, Saws, Min|max
- ****equipment. Part For Tugger *****
- Distributables - Pallet, 40 In. X 48 In., Four-way
- Small Operating Tool Cutter, Annular, 1-1/8" X 1", Milwaukee #49-59-1125 Min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, Milwaukee Cordless Rotary Hammer Kits***
- Small Operating Tools, Bur, Tungsten, File, Mill, staple, Std Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Cutter, Annular, 1-7/8-in X 3-in, 3/4-in Shank
- Consumables - Led Work Light - Special Order - Art Moreno (for Oe Mechanics)
- Small Operating Tools, Alcohol And Socket Sets Min/max (joe H.)
- Pallets
- Small Operating Tools, Flapper Wheels, Chitty, Bradley
- Small Operating Tools, Hole Saws Min/max (joe H.)
- Small Operating Tools, Caps, round, Cord, Driver, Saw Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Green Hepa Filters, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Crimper, Ratchet, Telephone, Greenlee 45575
- Vinyl Tubing Caps
- Small Operating Tools, Cutter, Annular, 1" X 1" Min/max
- Pallets
- Consumables - Ratchet Wrench - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- Consumables, Ham Sds Bit, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Williams Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Blade, Plunge
- Repair Burndy# Y644hsxt - 49360
- Consumables - Degreaser & Ratchet Wrench - Special Order Min|max
- Electrical Connector Kit For Construction Equipment.
- Consumables - Non Contact Voltage Detector - Greenlee Min/max
- Consumables - Wire Brush & Grinding Wheel - Abrasive Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Small Operating Tools, maint, Valve Key
- Small Operating Tools, dewalt Cordless Air Compressor
- Replacement Grinders For Intermehc
- Small Operating Tools, Socket, Phillips, #2, 3/8" Drive, Snap-on Fp22e
- Small Operating Tools, Sanding Discs Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, smooth Mill File, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Godwin Gsp10 Sump Pump, min/max
- Consumables - Reciprocating Blade & Hole Saw - Hole Saw Min/max
- Anchors, Concrete, Post-pour
- Bulk - Cordless Grease Gun - Special Order For Oe Shop
- Small Operating Tools, Electric Router, min/max
- Consumables - Pipe Wrench - Ridge Min/max
- Ops Sealant, Fuels And Lubricants
- Gas Springs
- Small Operating Tools, poly Line, min/max
- Consumables - Wire Brush - Abrasive Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Consumables - 12v Milwaukee Battery - Milwaukee Min/max
- Consumables - Sockets - Williams Tool Min/max
- Consumables - Annular Cutter - C.s. Unitec Min/max
- Small Operating Tools - Bit Holder, Speedbor, Taper Tap, Min/max (07261)
- Small Operating Tools - Torx Bits, Vise Grip Pliers, Min/max (07261)
- Consumables - Sds Bit - Sds Bit Min/max
- Small Operating Tools - Bit Inserts, Pliers, Bottom Tap, Irwin Min/max (07261)
- Small Operating Tools, Staples, Std 5/16"", T50 Type Arrow Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Abrasive, Pad 6" X 9" Aluminum, Abrasive, Pad,
- Small Operating Tools, Bar, Pry, Super- Socket Set, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Lbl Consumables, Min/max
- **small Operating Tools, Screwdriver, Holding, 1/8" X 8" Klein K28**hot
- **small Operating Tools, Non Sparking Sockets, Startup, **hot
- **small Operating Tools, Miter Saw, Mhf - **hot**
- Small Operating Tools, Manifolds, 7" Long, Min/max
- Consumables, Diamond Drill Bit, Min/max
- Lumber And Materials For Comfort Station T-83
- Consumables, Electric Drill, Min/max [not On Bpo]
- Consumables - Taper Tap - American Tool Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Consumables - Step Drill & Hole Saws - Hole Saw Min/max
- Consumables - Grinding Wheel - Abrasive Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Consumables - Bolt Cutter & Thread Cut Oil - Ridge Min/max
- Repair Barcode 41747 - High-cycle Vibrator
- Small Operating Tools, milwaukee Hx Shnk Bit\die Grnd Collet\osc Mlt-tool, min/max
- Consumables - Blades, Wrench, Etc. - Special Order Min/max
- Anchors, Concrete, Post-pour
- Small Operating Tools, Saw, Hole, Carbide Grit, 1-inch, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Abrasive, Pad, Min/max
- Parts Manual For Jo-14-018a.
- Small Operating Tools, Tape, 16ft Fatmax, Min/max
EDWARDS SUPPLY CO., INC.
315 Oak Ridge Tpke, Oak Ridge, TN 37830
18654831766

- Ops Detector Bases, Fire Detection System
- Ops Emergency Light, Power Cord Restock
- Joint Sealants, Gasket Adhesive Material - Pliobond 20
- Lugs, Wire And Cable
- *** Su Fuses For Bof 86 Ups-pnl-86001 Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Ops Restock Sprinkler Alarm / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Ops Restock Cpe Batteries / Consumables
- ***ops Co2 Meter For Site Hvac/ Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- St-up Wo: Pwo-17-1708, P1- Su Restraints - Red Items, Belts
- Terminal Shields
- Small Operating Tools, Light, Wobble, Led, V3, 15,000 Lumens,200w #111303led
- Ops T43/t47 Fps Valve Repair Kit T-18-0081 / Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, Cord, Ext, 100',15a/125v,pro-glow, D17004100, Min/max
- Ops Eng Spares Pcj-0001, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ohmmeter, Low Resistance, 10 A, Model Dlro / Testing Services, Equipment
- Ops Burndy Connectors / Cathodic Protection
- ***ops Start-up Breaker / Switchgear
- *doe, Vpp Star Site Flag 4' X 6', White Nylon, Single Sided, Hemed And Gromated
- Saniflo Toilet Tanks Kits
- ***ops Breaker For Bldg 54 Nld, Electrical
- Uninterruptable And Vital Ac Power
- Ops Batteries For Cathodic Protection
- Ops Su Grease Meter, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Ops Temp Controller For Startup Nld-tc-8 Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, Light, Wobble, Led Work Light, 8,600 Lumens, 80w
- Small Operating Tools, Laser, Topcon, Rl, Sv2s, Dual Grade, W/dry Battery,
- Ops Su Dow-psv-6201 Replacement Valve, Relief
- Ops Su Replacement Pcw-sp-00007, Valve, Relief
- Ops Temp Controller Restock Nld-tc-8 Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Restock Snd Semi Annual Filter Activated Carbon / Consumables
- Push To Test Pilot Lights, Len Caps, Bulbs And Thermostats
- Ops Su Work Benches And Accessories, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Light Adapter
- Ops Nld Temp Controller Restock Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Law Xfm Oil Sampling Only / Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Heise Pte-2 And Modules / Testing Services, Equipment
- *** Ops Su Bldg 86 Proximity Switches For Dow-Isl-8654, Dow-Ish-8654
- Ops Su Test Repair And Reform Asds Adjustable Frequency Drives/controllers <=1kv
- ***ops Su Law Dce Charger, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Bldg 24 Spares C1v-acu-00019 P-16-1131 / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Small Operating Tools, Oil Jug, Charger, Tester, Pump, Drum Cover, Oe Shop
Edwards Supply Company, Inc
315 Oak Ridge Tpke, Oak Ridge, TN 37830
18654831766

- Ops Fire Detectors, Fire Detection System
- Ops Batteries Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops - Motors, Contactors, Etc. / Hvac Maint. / Simulator Bldg.
- Consumables, Extension Cords, Min\max
- Fiber Optic Tools
- Small Operating Tools, Screwdrivers, Pliers, Min\max [bpo 01917]
- Heaters, Seabreeze 1500 Watt, For Construction, Indoor
- Parts - Polaris - Maintenance
- Ops Chlorine Tester, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Mahogany "darbie" Floats 28", 36" & 45", By Marshalltown
- Ops Batteries, Buildings, Prefabricated
- Ops Filters, Compressors, Screw, Special Purpose Or Api
- Ops - Cartridge Heaters / Hvac Maint. / Equip. Id: Php-4 / Bldg. T-01
- Hoists, Trolley
- Small Operating Tools, Marking Tape, Graydon Adams
- Replacement Parts For Chapin Cure Hand Sprayers
- Ops - Toggle Switch / Cpe Rectifier Serial #050632 / Cathodic Protection System
- Small Operating Tools, Klein Tool Consumables, Min\max [bpo 01917]
- ****ops**** Sheaves, Metal Building Systems
- Law -remote Through Barrier Handling Or Driving Device
- Ops Motors, Metal Building Systems
- Electrical - Additional Ppe
- Ops T52 Fan Motor, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Parts - Polaris - Consumable - Min/max
- Ph/conductivity Probes For Nld Building 54
- Ops Contactors For Simulator Bldg Metal Building Systems
- Bulk Solids/liquid Transfer, Weighing & Sampling
- Small Operating Tools, 3" Combo Wrench, Fitters/crib
- Small Operating Tools, Battery Pack, Min\max
- Consumables - Locking Pliers - Klein Tool Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Replacement Batteries For Anchor Audio Pa System
- Ops Velcro, Consumables
- Ops - Fan Motor / Bldg. T-22c, Etc. / Facility Services
- Office Supplies, Including Reproduction
- Ops - Motor Control Contactors / Equip: C1v-ahu-00047 / Water Treatment Bldg. 86
- ****ops Relay ****for T52 Elevator
- Ops #6 Hwmpe Cable, Cathodic Protection
- Ops Reference Electrodes, Cathodic Protection
- Ops Power Supply, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Ops Labels, Labeling And Reading Devices
- Ops Battery Chargers Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Ops - Surge Arrester - Cathodic Protection (cpe) System
- Ops - Sheaves, Etc. / Hvac Maint. / Simulator Bldg.
- Metal Building Systems, Eye Bolt's For Building
- **small Operating Tools, Trial Cable Strippers***
- **Ops - Time Delay Fuses / Equipment: Mob100-8, Etc. / Facility Services
- Ops Calibration Manifold, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Valves, Ball - Handles
- Small Operating Tools, Extension Cords, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Caulking And Lumber Markers Min/max (joe H.)
- **Ops - Lockout Boards / Hvac Maint. / Bldg. T-32b, Etc. / Facility Services
- Small Operating Tools, Measuring Laser, Ballard, Brady
- Zeks Dryer And Kobelco Compressor Parts
- Small Operating Tools, Humidity Indicator Cards, Reinisch
- Small Operating Tools, Camlock, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Papr Batteries, Min|max
- Ops Contactors, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Analysis, Monitoring And Testing
- Ops - Sprinkler Heads / T-01 Fire Protection System (fps)
- Door Hardware Replacement Parts - Corbin Russwin
- Small Operating Tools, Trimmer Heads, Grayden
- Small Operating Tools, Williams Consumables, Min|max
- Thermocouple Protection Tubes For Melter Electrodes
- Ops Fuses Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Consumable - Spray Nozzle Kit & Swivel Adapter - Special Order For Darrel Dodson
- Ops Electrical Parts For Bldg 84a, Pumps, Water Distribution
- Small Operating Tools, Scraper, Sockets, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Bushing Tools And Transfer Ribbons Min/max
- Cables For The Lph-elevators And Turntables
- Battery Rechargeable Sealed Lead Acid Battery 12v, 8.0 Ah
- Ops - Ammeters / Bof Switchgear Bldg. 91
- Ops - Sheave, Seal Cap, Etc. / Hvac Maintenance
- Ops Hanger For Crn 8, Cranes, Bridge Or Gantry
- Ops - Fire Alarm Cable / Fde-pnl-58001 / Simulator Bldg.
- Ops - Portable Emergency Eyewash Station Maintenance
- Ops - Lockout Board Kits
- Consumables - Halogen Lightbulbs & Magnetic Pick Up Tool - General Tool Min/max
- Ops Circuit Testers, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Consumables - Greenlee Carbide Cutter Kit - Special Order For Scott Wiegers
- Ops Labels Labeling And Reading Devices
- Small Operating Tools, Various Consumables, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Wrench Set, Min|max [bpo 01917]
- Ops Batteries For Bldg 82, Buildings, Prefabricated
- Munters Dehumidifier 3 Phase Monitor
- Consumables - Pliers & Canvas Bag - Klein Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Ops Communicator, Testing Services, Equipment
- Consumables - Stubby Bit - Special Order Min/max
- Consumables - Pick Up Tool, Extension Chain, Etc. - General Tool Min/max
- Ops Calibrator, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Exide, Chloride, Lightguard Nicad Battery For T-01
- Ops Thermostats, Metal Building Systems
- Parts - Napa - Consumable
- Ops - Sheaves / Hvac Maintenance / Bof Switchgear Bldg. 87
- Small Operating Tools, Fluke Meters, Urs/mcpherson
- *** Consumables, Leather Hole Punch, Min|max
- Tools, Small, Lemo Crimp Tools
- Ops Splicing Tape, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Nicad Exit Sign Replacement Battery
- Instrument Tube And Pipe Fittings And Accessories
- Push-on Tool - Law Support Of Flush Mods - Special Order Drew Boston
- Parts - Napa - Items For Mhf
- Parts - Lawson - Consumable - Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Lbl Wall Crew Consumables, Min|max
- Ops Sheaves, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Electrical For Mob's, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, M325 Bender Die, Combo Shop
- Small Operating Tools, Klein Tool Blanket Reorder, Min|max [bpo 01917]
- Consumables, Sockets, Min|max
- Ops Lockout Hasps, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Ops Motors, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Small Operating Tools, 3m Tape, Min|max
- Parts - Heatwagon - Consumable - Min/max
- Consumables, Leather Bucket Bag, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Lbl Blades, Tapes, Min|max
- *** small Operating Tools, Ethernet Crimpers, Benjamin R. Villarreal
- Parts - Lawson - Consumable - Min/max
- Ops - Digital Thermometers, Etc. / Facility Services Maintenance Support
- Ops Mounting Pads, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- *** Ops - Kobelco Air Compressor Parts / Facility Services
- Ops - Digital Thermometer, Etc. / Facility Services Support
- Small Operating Tools, Gfci Extension Cords, Simon Wright
- Joint Sealants -- 3m Dp-100ns Adhesive, & Pliobond
- Consumables - Magnetic Pick Up Tool - General Tool Min|max
- Cable Connectors And End Plate Gasket For Elevator And Turntables
- *** Ops - Teflon Tape / Fire Sprinkler System Inspection / Firewater Pump House
- Consumables - Canvas Bag - Klein Min|max (not On Bpo)
- Rupture Disks, Deflagration Vents For Sucrose Silo.
- *** Ops - Battery Chargers
- Consumables - High Leverage Pliers - Klein Min|max (not On Bpo)
- Replacement Materials Per Vendor Drawing Per Cdr Bracer Hillside Style Washers
- Bard Packaged Air Conditioning Unit For Building 83 Electrical Room
- Bolts, Fasteners
- *** Ops - Fuses / Misc. Hvac Maintenance
- Equipment, brake Bleed Kit (napa# 7002806), Fan Clutch Tools
- Ops Dataloggers, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops - Tool Bags
- Ops - Battery / Raco/alarmagent Model No. 800aa-102dc
- Ops - Batteries / Fire Control Panel / Fcps-pnl-52203 / Bldg. T-52
- Ops Duct Detectors, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Fan-coil Units - Additional Cable To Relocate Motor Disconnect Switch
- Fischer Cable Clamp For Lab Linear Motors
- Ops Filters, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Consumables - Locking Pliers - Klein Tool Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Consumables, M12 Batteries, Flashlighs, For Art Moreno
- Small Operating Tools, Bags, Bits, Wrenches, Min|max
- Ops Knob Kit Septic Systems
- Ops Flashing Pumps, Water Distribution
- Lab- Lih-twdvc. Remote Through Barrier Handling Or Driving Device
- Small Operating Tools, Fiber Tools For Law
- Small Operating Tools, Hot Air Gun
- Parts - Lawson - Consumables - Min/max
- Ops - Incandescent Lamp / Upe-sw-58001 / Simulator Bldg.
- Ops - Condenser Motor, Etc. / C1v-acu-00005 / Simulator Bldg. / Hvac Maintenance
- ****ops Fuses For Mob's**** Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops - Fuses / Hvac Maint. / C1v-acu-00015 / Bldg. 91
- Ops - Micron Gauge, Etc.
- Consumables, Std Sockets, Min|max
- Tools, Small, Cat 6 Cable Terminations
- Basler Electric, Be1-51, Time Overcurrent Relay Cover
- Blast Resistant, Shielded, Machinery Access Door (seal For Lph-door-00017)
- Small Operating Tools, Tool Bags For Feild, Moses
- Ops Gauges, Chillers, Centrifugal, Aprox. 2,000-5,000+ Tons
- Ops Hvac Electrical, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Distributables
- Plastic Set Screws For Protection Of Melter Winch Holes
- ***coatings And Painting, Piping Cathodic Protection Coatings, Scotchkote 323
- Shop And Maintenance Equipment, Dolphin Scanners & Accessories
- ***testing And Inspection, Missing Gfe Parts, Raymond Clark, Urgent***
- Overcurrent Relays / Mve-swgr-87001a, Etc.
- Electrical - Ppe Arc Flash Hoods 8 & 12 Cal
- Small Operating Tools, Stubby Bit, Min|max
- Ops Sheaves, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops - Casing Drain Plugs / Chilled Water System (chw)
- Small Operating Tools, High Carb. Taper Tap,min/max
- Welding, Replacement Dust Extractor (roy Janysek)
- Qmark Electric Unit Heater Replacement Motors
- Consumables, Hex Key Sockets, Min|max
- Psa Pressure Check Valve 1-1/2"
- Ops - Rivnuts, Etc. / Hvac Maintenance
- Consumables, Cold Cut Chisel, Min|max
- Parts - Tool Bag - Consumable - Min/max
- Ops - Vacuum Pump, Etc. / Hvac Maint. / Facility Services
- Ops, Pvc Fittings, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Bulk/consumables - Bag, Putty Knife - Special Order Min/max
- Ops - Cable / Re-wire Duct Detectors For Hvac Auto Shutdown / Bldg. T-01, Etc.
- Ops Loto Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops T15 Cooling Fan, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops, Electrical Supplies, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Refrigeration Materials, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Fuse Reducer/fuses, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops, Re-stock, Check Valve Kit, Ele. Motor, Construction Equipment, Tools
- Vacuum Gauge, Test Gauge Type, 30 To 0" Hg Vac, -100 To 0 Kpa Range, 2" Dial Siz
- Ops Tubing/bottles For Pre-startup Bof, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc
- Electrical, Fire Detection
- Electrical Specialty Equipment
- Small Operating Tools, 100 Ft Pro-glow Extension Cord, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Klein 32 Piece Tamperproof Bit Set
- Electrical, 2-2 1/2 & 3-6 Cable Protectors
- Replace Overload Reset Switch
- Ops, Cable, Fire Device, Fplr, Consumables
- Ops Power Supply, Pumps, Water Distribution
- Ops Fuses For Bldf 84, Pumps, Water Distribution
- Notifier Device Wiring Material Part Number 90285
- Pitot Tubes Standard Series 1600 Ss Std. 5/16
- Ops - Splicers / Fire Service Water (fsw) Bldgs. 84a&84b
- Ops Outdoor Lighting, Lighting, Emergency
- Small Operating Tools, greenlee Swivel
- Small Operating Tools, conduit Measuring Tape, min/max
- Ops Wall Mounted Heat Pumps, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Electrical: Communication/fiber Boxes
- Small Operating Tools, 3/8 Drv Ext Socket/3/8 Crowsfoot Wrnch, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Mueller Electric 50amp Test Clips
- Ops - Fan Motor / Bldg. T-52 / Facility Services Support
- Small Operating Tools, Pushpull Rods And Accessories, fish Tape
- Ops Eng Spares, Fire Detection System
- Small Operating Tools, orange And Green Coding Tape, min/max
- Incremental Encoder Cable For Dynapar Encoders Lph-qt-3514 And Lph-qt-3515
- Fire Detection System, Blank Cover Plate, Stock Code Aft-bmp-1
- Fire System Panel Batteries. See "instructions To Buyer" For Details.
- Festoon Cable To Lvp-hst-00001 (hoist) Carbon Bed And Chemical Removal
- Lawson Shop Supplies
- Conversion Kit - Part No: 180076-103 For 24590-law-me-c2v-hu-00056 In Rm L214
- Ops Corrosion Inhibitors, For Chiller Maintenance Mechanical/process
- Ops - Sheaves, Etc. / Pmid: Nld-blwr-00001 Qtr, Nld-blwr-00002 Qtr
- Small Operating Tools, side Cutting Rebar Pliers [bpo 01917], min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Ops Fluke 750p27, Testing Services, Equipment
- Ops - Os&y Supervisory Switch / Firewater Pump House Bldg. 84b / Fsw
- Glove Box Sampler Cable Connectors
- Ops Bof Hvac Materials, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Maint Spare Breaker, Transformers, Power And Distribution
- Small Operating Tools, 300 Watt Lamp \6-inch Magn. Scribe, min/max
- Communications Equipment (cme) - Rittal Nema 4x Enclosure Fnj-encl-83001 (b83).
- ***small Operating Tools, 10-in-1 Screwdriver [bpo 01917], min/max***
- Small Operating Tools, leather Bottom Tool Bag, min/max
- Ops - Install Additional Receptacles / T-52 Warehouse
- Ops Capacitors, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Proximity Switch For Blast Resistant, Shielded, Machinery Access Door
- Small Operating Tools, red Lumber Crayon Marker, min/max
- Ops Eng Spares, Fire Detection System
- ***ops Accelerometer****, Testing Services, Equipment
- S1 Relay Case Cover For A Basler Electric, Be1-51, Time Overcurrent Relay
- *** Ops - Pressure Switch / Bldg. T-47 Fire Protection System (fps)
- Small Operating Tools, cutting Pliers [bpo 01917], min/max
- Ops, Mt Con, Flare Adapter 5/16, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, brown & Orange Coding Tapes, min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, Shank Annular Cutter***
- Small Operating Tools, Yorker Spout Lids For Snoop Bottles
- Ops, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- ****ops Sealing Washers***** , Cathodic Protection
- Building 87 - Ge 750 Feeder Management Relay And Mif Ii Relay
- Lawson Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Fire Detection System, Test Magnets For Remote Test Switches.
- Wabble Light Replacement Domes
- Lawson Consumables For Construction Equipment
- Ops - Enclosure Clamp Kit / Equip: Snd-pnl-00001 / Sanitary Drainfield
- ***ops Alternator Plugs****, Pumps, Water Distribution
- ***ops Cable For Cpe*** cathodic Protection
- Ops Thermostats, Metal Building Systems
- Parts For Shop Polaris
- Change Out Control Indicating Lights With Push To Test
- *** Hot - Ops Eng Spare - Bldg 91 Mve Switchgear Parts And Consumables
- Testing Services, Equipment 12' Stainless Steel W/ Aluminum Seals
- Small Operating Tools, Trigger-snap Swivel Hook
- Ops Poly Plugs For Cpe, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Limit Switches, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Air Handling, Fans, Blowers C1v-fan-00153 And C1v-fan-00155 For B87 & B91.
- ***ops Fan/breaker For Mob’s****, HVAC Or Air Filter/treating
- *** Ops - Conduit/cable Supports / Bldg. T-01 Fire Protection System (fps)
- Fiber Optic Jumpers, Mm Stst 1m Duplex For Panel Fde-pnl-60001
- Ops - Misc. Fittings / Install Additional Receptacles / T-52 Warehouse
- Ops Data Logger, Consumables
- Golf Cart Parts
- Honeycombe Dehumidifier Model # Hcd-4500-dga-sfs From Munters Corporation
- ****ops Star Washers For Bldg 87****, Switchgear
- Small Operating Tools, Lthr-bt Bg\vnl-cps\fire Blkt\scf-wrn\spryr,min/max
- Lve-switchboard Replacement Shutters For Main Breakers
- Heatwagon Parts For Diesel Heaters.
- Ops Startup Circuit Breaker (lve-pnl-91001(pnl R1)
- ****ops Antenna’s For Current Interrupters, Cathodic Protection
- Small Operating Tools,carbide Tipped Hole Cutter Kit,min/max
- Electrical
- Small Operating Tools,pelican 2410 Led Flashlight,min/max
- Ops Clamp Kits, Septic Systems
- Ops Air Chucks, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- *** Ops - Pull Station, Addressable Manual Fire Alarm Box / T-01 Fps
- Electrical Specialty Equipment
- Eurodrive Rectifier Ur15 P/n 8267596 For Lph-mtr-00007
- Ops Hobo Datalogger, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Hoists, Trolley 60-hst-00002
- ***small Operating Tools, Seabreeze Electric Heaters,min/max***
- *** Ops - Fire Panel_remote Power Supply / T-52 Fire Protection System (fps)
- Safety Consumables,notice Signs,min/max
- Communication 16x14 Nema 12 Boxes
- Small Operating Tools,canvas Bag,min/max
- *** Splicers / Lightning Protection / Fire Service Water (fsw) Bldgs. 84a & 84b
- Consumables
- Control Stations, Replacement Padlock Handle
- Ops--consumables
- Small Operating Tools,premium Fastener X-u 37 P8,1-7/16in
- ****ops Cronos M&te****, Testing Services, Equipment
- Damaged Replacement Window Parts For  24590-wtp-nct-con-15-0082
- ****ops Connector B87 Pre-su Swgr Equip Mve-b-01****, Switchgear
- 900um Micron Fiber Holders For Ofc-920 Fttx Fusion Splicer
- Small Operating Tools, rebar Side Cutting Pliers,min/max

Element Materials Technology
14805 Yorktown Plaza Drive, Houston, TX 77040

- Safway Swivel Clamp (csa19) Testing

EMERSON PROCESS MANAGEMENT LLLP
835 Innovation Dr, Knoxville, TN 37932
(865) 675-2110
- Testing Services, Equipment; Guardian Calibration (emerson)
EMPIRE SAFETY & SUPPLY
10624 Industrial Avenue, Roseville, CA 95678
(800) 995-1341
- Safety Consumables, lens Wipe-knee Pad-haz. tape, min/max
- Industrial Hygiene-vinyl Tape Rolls For Cobra Vnm4 Label Maker
- Safety Consumables, purp Nitrile Glvs, min/max
- Safety Consumables - Glasses - Safety Glasses Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Wearables, Min/max
- Equipment- audiometer
- Small Operating Tools, radio Shoulder Holster
- Safety Consumables - Ear Plugs, Tyvek, Etc. - Safety Min/max
- Bulk - Self Retracting Lifelines - Fall Protection Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Safety Consumables, Lifeline, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, sunscreen Towelette\seto Knee Pad, min/max
- Safety Consumables - Nitrile Gloves & Hazard Tape - Safety Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Ops - Safety Signs For 13.8 Kv Switchgear Breaker / Training & Procedure Support
- Consumables - Ear Plugs & Anti-bacterial Wipes - Safety Consumables Min/max
- ***safety Consumables, flame Resistant Deluxe Coverall***
- Safety Consumables, 10 X 14 Safety And Notice Signs, min/max
- Safety Consumables, Electrical Safety Committee Safety Vests, Kim Trent
- Safety Consumables, harness/hazard Tape, min/max
- Safety Consumables, Seto Vests For Bob Mcclary
- Safety Equipment - Oem Isc Calibration Gas And Filters

EMSL Analytical, Inc.
200 Route 130 N, Cinnaminson, NJ 08077
- Aiha Laboratory Services

Endress Hauser, Inc.
2350 Endress Pl, Greenwood, IN 46120
(317) 535-7138
- Flowmeter, Coriolis

Energy & Process Corp.
2146-B Flintstone Drive, Tucker, GA 30084
(770) 934-3101
- Q Carbon Steel To Cover Engineered Requirements.
Energy & Process Corporation
2146-B Flintstone Drive, Tucker, GA 30084
(770) 934-3101
- Pipe, Bulk
- Pipe, Bulk
- Pipe, Bulk
- Pipe, Bulk
- Pipe, Bulk
- Inconel Bar/plate For Gas Barrier Lid And Trough Retainer

Energy and Process Corporation
2146-B Flintstone Drive, Tucker, GA 30084
(770) 934-3101
- Pipe, Bulk
- Piping Specialty Items - Misc.

Energy Northwest
76 N. Power Plant Loop Rd. , Richland, WA 99354
(509) 377-4799
- Testing Services, Calibration Of Instruments And Reference Standards
- Testing Services, Equipment (ops - Process Instrument Calibration Services Only)
- *** Hot*** Ops - Testing Services (process Instrument Calibration)
- Calibration Verification Service For Dickson Temp/humidity Loggers
- Testing Services, Equipment (ops - Process Instrument Calibration Services Only)
- Testing Services, Equipment
- Pressure Gauge Leak Test And Calibration
- Testing Services, Calibration Of New Netbotz Temperature/humidity Loggers
- *** Hot*** Ops - Testing Services (process Instrument Calibration)

ENERGY PIPING W V INC
1218 RIDGE AVE Ste A, New Cumberland, WV 26047
(304) 564-9090
- Law Annex Roof Steam Flexible Connections

ENERGY SOLUTIONS PERFORMANCE STRATEGIES, INC.
1009 Commerce Park Dr # 100, Oak Ridge, TN 37830
(865) 481-6300
- Oe Training And Procedures Gap Analysis

ENERGY STEEL & SUPPLY CO.
3123 JOHN CONLEY DRIVE, Lapeer, MI 48446
(810) 538-4990
- Emf Inter Condenser, After Condenser, And Steam Jet Air Ejectors
ENERGY VALVE AND SUPPLY COMPANY, LLC
8207 NORTH LOOP EAST 400, HOUSTON, TX 77029

- Boiler Feedwater Arv's & Ro's

ENGINEERED EQUIPMENT COMPANY OF ALASKA INC
22121 17TH AVE SE, BOTHELL, WA 98021

- Nh3 Calibration Kit And Gases / Testing Services, Equipment

ENGINEERED PROCESS CONTROLS, LLC
PO Box 890, WOODINVILLE, WA 98072
(425) 844-8901
- *** Ops - Pressure Transmitter / Switchgear Bldgs. 87 & 91 Support

ENGINEERED SOFTWARE, INC.
4529 Intelco Loop SE, Lacey, WA 98503

- Pipeflo Software Support And Maintenance
- Pipeflo Professional 16 Commercial Grade Dedication Test Plan

Envirowall Partition Systems Limited
60 Torlake Cres, Etobicoke, ON M8Z 1

- Distributables
- Distributables-vinyl Wrapped Drywall

EQUALSEAL.COM
2111 CELESTIAL DR NE, WARREN, OH 44484

- Scrubbers, Flue Or Off-gas(lvp-scb-00001 Equalseal)

ErgoGenesis Workplace Solutions, LLC
1 BodyBilt Place, Navasota, TEXAS 77868
(800) 364-5299
- Ops Chairs, Office Furniture And Equipment
- Furniture For Op 80
- Furniture For Various Office Buildings.

ERGOGENESIS, LLC
1 BodyBilt Place, Navasota, TEXAS 77868
(800) 364-5299
- T-70 Remodel Furniture **
EVERGREEN FACILITY GROUP INC
1402 Lake Tapps Pkwy E Ste 101, Auburn, WA 98092
(253) 737-4363
- Signs - Ansi Radiation Symbols

EVERGREEN ID SYSTEM
10512 NE 68TH ST, KIRKLAND, WA 98033
(425) 889-7400
- Repair Of Fargo Dtc400 Badge Id Printer
- Repair Of 2 Fargo Dtc400 Badge Id Printers

EXECUTIVE BUSINESS SERVICES, INC.
43398 Business Park Drive, Temecula, CA 92590
(951) 693-0446
- Propricer Contractor Edition

EXECUTIVE INFORMATION SYSTEMS, LLC
6901 Rockledge Drive, Suite 600, Bethesda, MD 20827
(301) 581-1080
- Sas Software

EXPLORATION INSTRUMENTS, LLC
2808 Longhorn Blvd # 304, Austin, TX 78758
(512) 346-4042
- ***ops Cpe Earth Imager, Operational And Startup Spare Parts

FARRIS ENGINEERING - A Business Unit of Curtiss-Wright Flow Control Company
15 Shaver Street, Brantford, ON N3T 5
(519) 756-4800
- Sodium Hydroxide Reagent System, Relief Valves

Farwest Corrosion Control Comp
4640 Campus Place, Suite 105, Mukilteo, WA 98275
(425) 290-8832
- Ops Bof Cronos Controller And Relay, Testing Services, Equipment

Fastenal
404 N Oregon Ave, Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 545-4241
- Barcode 49361 Saw 12 Inch Compound Miter

Fastenal Company
2001 Theurer Blvd, Winona, MN 55987
(507) 453-8339
- Bolts, Fasteners - Mechanical Equipment (lvp-skid-00001, Lfh Doors\trays)
- Small Operating Tools, Inspection Mirror, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Cold Chisel/socket Ext/unv Jnt, min/max
- Consumables - Smartstraps - Special Order For Mark Peterson
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc
- Safety Consumables, 45 Gal Flammable Cabinets W/ Self Closing Doors
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous, Gate Openers
- Small Operating Tools, Hand Dispenser, Min|max
- Parts - Club Car - Consumables - Min/max
- Shop Supplies
- Ops - Water Key / Facility Services
- Ops Filters, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Ops - Pressure Relief Valve / T-43 Fire Protection System (fps)
- Small Operating Tools, Impact Drill, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, taper Tap, min/max
- Tools, Small, Fiber Optic Cleaver Replacement Blades
- Battery Tender For Mhf
- *** Ops - Radiant Heaters / Backflow Preventer Corrective Maintenance
- *** Small Operating Tools, Automotive Cooling System Pressure Tester, Oe Shop***
- Ezgo Parts For Jo-06-032
- *** Safety Consumables, Swagelock Real Cool Snoop, Peterson***
- Consumables - 3m Spray Adhesive - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Various Consumables, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Paint Markers, Min|max [bpo 04497]
- Small Operating Tools, gasket Scraper/sockets, min/max
- Testing Services, Equipment (torque Screwdriver-weidmuller
- Small Operating Tools, impact Wrench, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, ratcheting Wrench, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Casters, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Deadblow Hammer, Min|max
- *** Ops - Snubbers / Water Flow Test / Fire Pump A / Bldg. 84a / Fsw System
- *** Safety Consumables, Low Temp Snoop, Peterson

Msds | Please Expedite
- Consumables - Paint Marker - Paint Marker Min/max
- Consumables - 50' Extension Cord - Electrical Cord Min/max
- Consumables - Pipe Tap, Inspection Mirror, Etc. - General Tool Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, flagging Tape\taps, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Carb Tip Bit, Min|max
- Safety Consumables, wht Glvs/wldr Glv/wk Glv, min/max
- Consumables - Hole Saw Blades - Hole Saw Min/max
- Consumables - Paint Marker - Paint Marker Min/max
- Environmental Consumables- 2 Absorbents, Traps And Battery Bags
- Consumables, Sockets, Wrench, Min|max
- Office Supplies, Sharpies, Min\max
- Equipment
- Small Operating Tools, Hand Dispensor, min/max
- Consumables - Socket & Punch Pin - Williams Min/max
- Consumables, Float Switch Sump Pump, Min\max
- Consumables, Drill Bits, Min\max
- Reducing Coupling 2\" X 1\" Ss Fnpt X Fnpt
- Ops - Engine Starter Solenoid / Fire Pump Engines / Fire Service Water (fsw)
- Lab - Hoists, Trolley
- Small Operating Tools, Various Tools For T41/shane Johnston, Art Moreno
- Consumables - Socket, Ratchet's, Etc. - Williams Min/max
- Consumables - Sockets, Wrenches, Etc. - Williams Min/max
- Parts - Club Car - Repairs - Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Protractor, Min\max
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Small Operating Tools, brick-rub-patching Stones-flat, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Sockets And Chisels Min/max
- Stihl Parts For Jo-55-634 And Stock.
- Small Operating Tools, 6\-inch Grinder\halogen Lmp\insp. Mirrors, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Sheetmetal Tools For Drew Boston/rory Homes
- Small Operating Tools, Clamps, Min\max
- Small Operating Tools, 36-inch T-style Handle Manhole Cover Hooks
- Small Operating Tools, 7/8-inch Bi-metal Hole Saws, min/max
- Consumables - White Paint Marker - Paint Marker Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Ig Driver Glvs\med Welding Glvs, min/max
- Consumables - Tongue & Grove Pliers - Tools Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Folding Rule, Min\max
- Small Operating Tools, Chisels And Sockets Min/max (joe H.)
- Consumables - Yellow Paint Markers - Paint Marker Min/max
- Testing And Inspection
- Small Operating Tools, 3/4-inch & 1-inch Cleaning Brushes
- Small Operating Tools, Levels, Magnetic Tools, Min\max
- Bulk/consum. - Caulking Gun, Painting Knife, Etc. - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous,
- Small Operating Tools, Andy Snips, Davison
- Small Operating Tools, Engineer's Rulers, Min\max
- Small Operating Tools, Fiberglass Hammer, Min\max
- Small Operating Tools, 2
- Small Operating Tools, Tap, Min\max
- Small Operating Tools, Steel Stamps Min/max
- Bolts, Fasteners Lvp-adbr-00001a/b
- Small Operating Tools, metric Crwft Wrench Set And Hex Bit Set\drill Bit Gauge
- Ops - Filters, Etc. / Robinair Refrigerant Recovery Machine / Facility Services
- Ops - Fan Motor / Equipment Tag: T15 Fc-03 / Facility Services Support
- Welding, Consumables, Nozzles, Min\max
- ***consumables - Zinc Alloy Nail-in Anchor's For Floor Repair
- Ops - Air Pressure Gauge / Dry Pipe Valve System
- (ops), Hose, Air Assembly (includes Key No. 15)
- Np Class 150 Fittings
- ****ops Fsw Nuts And Bolt, Pumps, Water Distribution
- Parts - Caterpillar - Consumable - Min/max
- Consumables - Threadlocking - Loctite/laco Min/max
- Consumables - Rebar Eater, Hammer, T Square, Etc. - Special Order Min/max
- Office Supplies, Markers Min/max (joe H.)
- ***small Operating Tools, White Setfast Traffic Marking Paint***
- Consumables - Hole Saw - Hole Saw Min/max
- Equipment, Rigging Hardware
- Pump Float Switch, Automatic
- Parts - Lawson - Consumable
- Safety Consumables, Gloves, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Brass Stencils, Scott Mathews
- Small Operating Tools, milwaukee 1/8 Hex Shank Bit, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, pelican 2400 Flashlight, min/max
- Consumables - Degreaser, Flashlight, Putty Knife - Special Order Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, sockets & Socket Sets, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, thick Cushioned Wrap-on Grips (trial)
- (ops) Supply Lines, Water, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, vehicle Fire Extinguisher Bracket
- ***small Operating Tools, Owens, Greg Laine***
- Ops - Misc. Hvac Equipment / Facility Services / Restock
- Testing And Inspection
- Consumables - Paint Markers - Paint Marker Min/max
- Consumables - 48” Grease Gun Replacement Hose - Oe Shop
- Instrument Tube And Pipe Fittings And Accessories Cdg Law
- Mirror, Inspection, Indoor/outdoor, 12 Dia
- Studs, Rod Coupling, Nuts, And Springs For Melter Jackbolt Temporary Support
- Suction And Lay Flat Hoses.
- Consumables - Threading Paste - Loctite/laco Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 130v 75w Tuff Skin Light Bulb, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, pelican Flashlight 2400, min/max
- Lof - Consumable - Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, jigsaw Blade\pilot Drill Bit, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, imperial Flaring Tool
- Small Operating Tools, Drill Press Vises, Art Moreno
- Replacement Jack For Barcode 21590 Rol-a-lift
- Parts - Dyna-pac - Repairs
- Parts - Club Car - Repairs
- Urinal/toilet Repair Parts For T-23a Comfort Station
- Environmental Consumables
- Parts - Club Car - Consumable - Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 14-24 Bottoming Tap, pick Up Mag, min/max
- Lithonia E-light Replacement Batteries 6v, 4.5ah
- R-134a
- Consumables - Ice Scraper - Consumables General Min/max
- *** Ops - Copper Pipe, Etc. / T23a-tk (waste Water Holding Tank)
- Consumables - Bandsaw Blade - Special Order Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 6-foot Folding Rule, min/max
- Pumps, Centrifugal; Replacement Parts. == Nld-pmp-00043a/b
- Small Operating Tools, socket Adptr\bushing Tool\min/max
- Small Operating Tools, various Size Sockets\adj.wrench, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Carb Tip Bits, Min|max
- Duplex Nails
- Small Operating Tools, task Lights And Flood Lights, min/max
- Carp. Shop Supplies - Nails, Door Handles, Etc.
- Stihl Part For Jo-55-634
- Small Operating Tools, 1-7/8in X 3in Annular Cutter, min/max
- Lof - Consumable - Min/max
- Parts - Napa - Consumable - Min/max
- Office Supplies, Sharpie Marker, Min|max
- Ops - Keys For Fireking File Cabinet
- Small Operating Tools, micro-therm Heat Guns And Cartridges
- Crane Cdr Material - Wtp-cdr-09-0074 & 09-0076
- Ops - Casing Drain Plugs / Chilled Water System (chw)
- Small Operating Tools, Threadlocker, Min|max
- Consumables - 20” Box Fans - Special Order Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Deadblow Hammer, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Various Consumables, Min|max
- Parts - Lincoln - Lube - Consumable
- Parts For Mhf Water Tower Jo-20-004
- Ops Fittings, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, Williams Blanket Consumables, Min|max
- Bolts, Fasteners For Gfr Equipment
- Small Operating Tools, Nutsetter, Min|max
- Bomag Parts For Jo-13-005
- Equipment, Oem Part For Hoist Annual's
- Clear Extruded Plexiglass Acrylic Sheet For Carbon Dioxide Gas Blowers
- Parts For General International Drill Press Model #75-500
- Small Operating Tools, Disc Flange
- Testing And Inspection
- Consumables, Punches, Sockets, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Special Order Tools, Min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, spray Paint For Painters***
- Small Operating Tools, Oe Shop Items, Shane Johnston
- Consumables - Tec Sharpie Markers - Craft Office Supplies Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Stellie, Wave li Hand Wash Station Parts
- Small Operating Tools, Various Consumables, Min|max
- Bulk Materials, O-rings For Lx Components
- Carpenter / Painter Supplies / 28 Jan 14
- Lawson Consumables For Shop
- Small Operating Tools, carbide Tipp Cutter Kit, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Sump Pump, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Gloves, Min/max
- Industrial Hygiene/safety - Premium Vinyl Labels For Sign Makers
- Small Operating Tools, Nutsetters, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Threadlocker, Min/max
- Ops Air Filters, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Small Operating Tools, Saw Chain, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Sump Pump, Replacement
- Small Operating Tools, 5/16 Standard Staples, min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, diteq C52  Bit Diameter 4-1/2
- Small Operating Tools, Socket Set, Min/max
- Consumables - Filter Cartridge - Ridge Min/max
- Equipment, creepers
- Consumables - Socket’s - Williams Min/max
- Equipment, Small Fans For Individual Use
- Distributables
- Consumables/bulk - Hazard Tape, Knee Pads, Etc. - Safety Supply Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Sharpie Marker, Min/max
- Ops - Fire Hydrant Valve
- Consumables - Sockets & Wrenches - Williams Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Pallet Jacks For Hlw
- Consumables - Ramset Cartridge - Power Actuated Tool Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, threadlocking Sealant, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, sds Bit, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, snap-on Creeper For Oe Shop
- Small Operating Tools, deadblow Hammers, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, circuit Test Light
- Small Operating Tools, gauge/hldr/hook/rake/skt Set/sqre/vsr, min/max
- *** Ops - Contactor / Facility Services
- Carp. Shop Supplies / Screws, Door Closures, Tek Screws
- Fittings For Hose Room Oe Shop
- Fasteners - For Law Wesp And Asx Systems
- Equipment-turning Point
- Electrical Ppe Accessories
- Consumables - Warehouse Pipe Caps, Plugs, & Flange Protectors
- Club Cadet Parts For Jo-55-325
- Ops Wire And Clampslabeling And Reading Devices
- ***small Operating Tools, Delta Band Saw Table Insert, Aluminum***
- Small Operating Tools, 10
- Parts - Parker - Consumable - Min/max
- Order Bearings For Jet Table Saw And Table Insert For Delta Table Saw.
- Ops Pipe And Tape, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Consumables - Painting Knife’s - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- Consumables - Bit Holder, Scraper, Etc. - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- Carpenter Shop Mat'l
- ****ops Sheaves****, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Testing Services, Equipment (torque Screwdriver-weidmuller)
- 50lb Bagged Sand
- Small Operating Tools, punch & 3/8 Socket, min/max
- Tek5 Self Drilling Screws - Carpenter Shop Mat'l
- Small Operating Tools, 4oz Tapping Oil, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 3/8-inch Drive Hand Ratchet, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 2-7/8 X 3-in Annular Cutter, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 1/4 X 12-in Drill Bit\magn Pick Up Tool, Min/max
- Ops Hydrant Maintenance Kits, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Napa Parts For Bo-01-001, Consumables For Construction Equipment
- Golf Cart Parts
- Trojan Batteries For Manlifts
- Swivel Caster With Locking Brake
- Small Operating Tools, blades/hole Saw, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Socket Drv, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Screwdriver & Sockets, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Cordless Band Saw & Blades
- Small Operating Tools, Cord And Lead Hook, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Bn Spray Paint, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 50' Power Cord, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 12 Inch Circular Saw Blade, min/max
- ***taps And Dies***
- Consumables - Tec Sharpies & Nissen Lc Paint Markers - Office Supplies Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Sockets, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Bolt Cutter Head
- Eye Bolts For Law Finishing Line Maintenance Shield Doors
- Small Operating Tools, Abrasives (standalone), min/max
- Shop Supplies Contact Cleaner
- Shop Supplies
- Testing And Inspection
- Small Operating Tools, Snap-on Creepers
- ***small Operating Tools, Paint, Spray Cold Galvinized, min/max***
- Consumerables - Combination Locks Asset Protection
- Consumerables - Paint Markers - Paint Marker Min/max
- Area Ops Inventory Tags, Consumerables
- Ecology Blocks
- Brake Clean
- Consumerables - Inspection Mirror - General Tool Min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, Milwaukee type-1 4-1/2 Inch Grinder Guard***
- Office Supplies, Markers, Min/max
- Ops - Air Deflectors / Facility Services
- Pressure Washer Parts
- Small Operating Tools, C-clamp &sockets, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Moil Point Breaker Bit 1 1/4
- Small Operating Tools, Greenlee Voltage Detector, min/max
- *** Ops - Misc. Hvac Parts / Bldg. T23a / Facility Services
- Murr Elektronik Emc Filter
- Testing And Inspection
- Small Operating Tools, High Carbon Taper Tap, min/max
- Gaskets For Rld- vsl-00005 And Rld-agt-00002
- Small Operating Tools, Slot Tip Screwdriver, 3/8-inch Sockets, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 3/8-inch Female Air Fitting, Min/max
- Parts - Ingersol-rand - Repairs
- Small Operating Tools, wet/dry Vac, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous Power Bits
- Small Operating Tools, Rivet, Sockets, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Rethreading Tools, Owens, Tony Mcpherson
- Small Operating Tools, Metal Socket Rail Clips For Oe Shop
- Small Operating Tools, silver Streak Pencils, min/max
- Ops - Wire Connectors / Install Additional Receptacles / T-52 Warehouse
- Distributables, Screws For Carpenter
- Parts - Sullair - Consumable - Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Milwaukee 12-inch Miter Saw
- Heavy Duty Ziplock Bags
- Parts For Concrete Trucks
- Small Operating Tools, chisel/sockets, min/max
- Lawson Consumables For Construction Equipment
- Small Operating Tools, 1/4in Hex Bit Hldr/syn Brush, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Hole Saw, Band Saw, Bit, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Drv Sockets\adj Wrench, min/max
- Consumables - Tapping Oil - Loctite/laco Min|max
- Consumables - Socket's - Williams Tool Min|max
- Testing And Inspection
- Stainless Steel Swivel Pads For Melter Temporary Jackbolts
- Ops Hydrometers, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Small Operating Tools, Stud Finders, Q2u
- Small Operating Tools, Drywall Tools, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, engine Turnover Tool
- Small Operating Tools, Hand Dispenser, Min|max
- Parts - Cat Pump - Repairs
- Brake Clean For Shop
- Small Operating Tools, Masonry Blades\wire Brush, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Taps, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, sockets/wrench, min/max
- ***equipment, 18-inch Industrial Floor Fans***
- Small Operating Tools, Socket Adapters, Min|max
- Consumables, Sockets And Ratchets, Min|max
- Ops - Radiant Heater, Etc. / Backflow Preventer Corrective Maint.
- Small Operating Tools, Sheetmetal Tools, Owens, Tony Mcpherson
- Warren Parts For Lube Air Pumps.
- Small Operating Tools, Teflon Tape, Min|max
- Equipment, Brake Clean And Lube For Hoist's
- Small Operating Tools, Blades & Saws, Min/max
- Parts - Advance - Repairs
- Small Operating Tools, Tool Chest And Cabinet
- Testing And Inspection
- Small Operating Tools, 3/8 Rtc\1/4 & 3/8 Sckt\1/4 Unv Joint, Min/max
- Consumables, Hex Shank Bits, Min|max
- Parts - Club Car - Consumable - Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Sds Max Drill Adaptor, Min/max
- Anchors, Concrete, Post-pour
- Line Volt Mechanical Thermostat / Speed Control Switches
- Carpenter Shop Supplies - Flat Washers / Fender Washer / Lag Bolts
- Carpenter Shop Mat'l For July 2015
- Testing Services, Equipment
- Consumables - Black Paint Markers - Paint Marker Min/max
- Shop Supplies
- Consumables - Bottom & Starter Taps For Oe Shop - Special Order/moses Torrescano
- Parker Hydraulic Fittings For Jo-14-016
- Consumables - 96" Level - Sands Level Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 1/2
- Small Operating Tools, High Viz Orange 10 X 10 Canopy
- Parts - Club Car - Repairs - Min/max
- Remote Through Barrier Handling Or Driving Device (Iph-ttlbl-00001/2/3/4 Items)
- #11 & #9 Bundling Wire, 50 Lb.
- Ops Grease Fittings, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Club Car Parts For Stock
- Small Operating Tools, 3-in Feeler Guage Set\sump Pump Flt Switch, min/max
- Parts - Accuform - Consumable - Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, General Tools, Min/max
- Office Supplies, Sharpie Markers, Min|max
- Parts - Odyssey - Repairs
- Ops - Bolts / Fsw-tk-00002 / 5-yr. Tank Inspection
- Consumables - Degreaser & Trimmer Head Eyelets - Special Order Min/max
- Consumables, Crowsfoot Wrench, For Drew Boston
- Small Operating Tools, Magnetic Pick Up Tool, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Bits/chaps/crwft Wrench, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Folding Rule, Min/max
- Fittings
- Trash Cans / Laborer Supplies
- Consumables, Deadblow Hammer, Min|max
- Ops - Gaskets / Fsw-tk-00002 / 5-yr. Tank Inspection
- Consumables, Staples, Min|max
- Valves
- Small Operating Tools, 1/8 Step Drill Bit, min/max
- Parts - Club Car - Repairs
- Small Operating Tools, bit Hldr/head Lmp/paint Tape

FAUSKE & ASSOCIATES, INC.
16 W 070 W 83rd, Hinsdale, IL 60521
(630) 323-8750

- Facility, Flow, Aerosol, Thermal, And Explosion Model (fate) Software
- Pipe, Bulk / Law- Cdg
- Pvc/abs Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav
- Vacuum Breakers And Conservation Vents
- Ops Gate Valve Restock / Pumps, Water Distribution
- ***ops, Dfo-b-01 Kroy List
- Pipe, Bulk / Bof Steam Plant
- Er316l Welding Filler Material
- Fabricated, Machined, Cast Or Assembled Components For Melter
- Ops Contactor, Allegro Battery / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Pipe, Bulk / Law Pdsa Changes To Lvp Piping System.

- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc
- Ops Su Restock, Nibco Butterfly Valves, Valves Boa Release
- W-19-4 (2 X 3/16) Serrated Grating Panel, Galvanized
- **ops, Bof Bladder For Bldg. 82, Chillers, Centrifugal, Aprox. 2,000-5,000+ Tons
- **ops Fsw-v-01153 Repair Sleeve, Restraint, Pvc Pipe / Pumps, Water Distribution
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc
- Orifice Plate
- Shaft Coupling (rla-agt-00002)
- Ops, Engineering Spares, Consumables 24590-bof-spr-pcw-0004
- Ops Filters, Valve Repair Kit Restock Pumps, Water Distribution
- *** Hose Coupling Assembly Quick Disconnects
- ***ops Su Valve Handles For Bldg 83 Consumables
- Valves For Bof B85 Scw
- Pipe, Bulk
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Solenoid Valves
- Solenoid Valves
- Solenoid Valves
- ***ops Su Bldg 86 Diw Valve Positioners Repair Operational And Startup Spare
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Gaskets, Wesp, Lower Bond
- Piping Specialty Items To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Pipe, Fittings And Flanges - Carbon Steel / Bof Amr B23
- Law Tubing Restriction Orifice
- Q Carbon Steel To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Ss Pipe & Fittings - Law
- Bulk Pipe And Fittings For Bof_b85 Steamplant And Bof Rework
- Law Melter Components (tubing, Fittings, And Bolting)
- Electrostatic Precipitators (plate For Lop-wesp-00001/2)
- ***Pipe, Fittings - Carbon Steel ** Hot Fmr
- Pipe, Bulk For Pdsa Upgrades In Law
- Pipe, Fittings And Flanges - Carbon Steel / Bof Amr B23
- Pipe, Bulk - Law
- Pipe, Bulk Emf Shorts
- Q Carbon Steel To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Insulation For Cdg-vpr-00001
- Pipe, Bulk / Lab Lps/scw-a-01 (d.kohler)
- ***ops Su Solenoid Valve For Diw, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Su PcW Plug Valve Internals / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Ops Su-dow-v-11970, Valve Wedge, Bronze, 3-in, Pwo-cmnt-18-1957
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Piping Specialty Items
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Valves And Assemblies
- Piping Specialty Items To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Fluoroseal, Bulk Valve Soft Goods Replacement Kits
- Plumbing Fixtures-holding Tank And Pipe For Comfort Stations (d flaw)
- Valves And Valve Parts
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- ** Ql Pipe And Fittings, Per New Field Fab Spool Requirements
- Pumps, Condensate - Boby Gaskets
- Instrument Stands
- Metering / Proving Systems
- **bulk Pipe And Fittings Per Engineered Takeoff Requirements
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Pipe, Fittings And Flanges

*** Non-permanent Plant ***
- Pipe And Fittings Per Law-lvp And C2v Engineered Takeoff Requirements
- Ss Pipe Fittings, Bulk - Per Engineered Takeoff Requirements
- Pipe, Bulk For Dow-pcv-8105/8106
- Bof/dflaw Pressure Gauges & Thermometers
- *** Small Operating Tools, Gas Detector Tester Equipment ***
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Stainless Bulk Pipe Fittings - Per Engineered Takeoff Requirements
- Valves - Bronze Ball, For Startup Testing
- Computer Room Air-conditioning Units - Fastener 1/4 Turn Spring Bar
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Pipe, Bulk For Emf/coupons Field Fab Spools (d.roach)
- Q Carbon Steel To Cover Engineered Requirements
- Fittings
- Piping Specialty Items To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Fittings
- Flowmeter, Magnetic: Replace Vender Furnished Cable

Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. (formerly FNW)
1130 W. Washington Street, Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 545-2111
- Pipe, Bulk
- Pipe, Bulk
- Carbon Steel/copper Pipe & Fittings
- Pipe, Bulk
- Valves / Bof Diw-b-01
- ***su B86 Chem Addition System Check Valve / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Pipe, Bulk
- ***ops Su Bldg 86 Diw Ftp-1, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- *** Ops - Pipe / Fsw Jockey Pump B

FIBEROPTIC RESALE CORP.
21 TECHNOLOGY WAY STE 4E5, NASHUA, NH 03060

- Testing Services, Equipment
- Repair Service, Equipment Corning Opti-splice Fusion Splicer. Fiber Misalignment
- Fujikura Fusion Splicer Repair. S/n 29kages4r5ncnd1y
- Testing Services, Equipment, Fusion Splicers

FIREHAWK PRODUCTS AND SERVICES INC.
795 OAK RIDGE TPKE STE 101, OAK RIDGE, TN 37830
(865) 483-6600
- Ops Fluke Thermometers For Loto / Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous

Flanders CSC Corporation
350 Page Road, WASHINGTON, NC 27889
(252) 946-8081
- Hepa Door Latches, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
FLIR COMMERCIAL SYSTEMS, INC
9 Townsend W, Nashua, NH 03063
(603) 324-7600
- Industrial Hygiene - Calibrate/repair Extec Easyview 33 Light Meters
- Industrial Hygiene Extec Light Meters Calibration.
- Industrial Hygiene - Annual Calibration Of Extech Light Meters (bc 5198 & 5199)
- Industrial Hygiene-repair And Calibrate Extech Light Meters
- Industrial Hygiene - Annual Calibration Of Extech Light Meter Serial # Z308020
- Industrial Hygiene - Annual Calibration Of Extech Light Meter
- Industrial Hygiene-annual Calibration Of Extech Light Meter Barcode 5201
- Industrial Hygiene - Replace Light Sensor Cable And Re-calibrate Light Meter
- Industrial Hygiene - Annual Calibration Of Extech Light Meters
- Industrial Hygiene-annual Calibration Of Extech Light Meters Bc5199 & 5202
- Industrial Hygiene- Repair Extech Light Meter Serial #z308019
- Industrial Hygiene - Annual Calibration Of Light Meter Barcode 5202
- Industrial Hygiene - Annual Calibration Of Extech Light Meter S#130708692

FLOWSERVE CORPORATION
1480 Valley Center Parkway, BETHLEHEM, PA 18017
- Services Of Flowserve Representative (plantwide Components)

FLUID CONTROLS & COMPONENTS
3095 KINGSGATE WAY, RICHLAND, WA 99354
(509) 375-0774
- **hot, Bolts, Fasteners (law Melter Jackbolts)
- Order The Diesel Pumps Parts (elbow, Bush, Union, And Nipple Pipes).
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav
- Testing And Inspection
- Fire-rated, Safety-rated Glass Ceramic And Glazing Tape, Lab Wg-17551
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Law Melters(abb Kits For Bus)
- Cementitious Grout - Field Critical To Oai 5480
- Cdg-yv-0335 And Cdg-yv-0345 Valve/actuator Adaptors And Mating Shafts
- Foreign Material Exclusion (fme) Qdp-18 Line Items
- Refractory(insulation And Anchor For Law Lmp-mps-00001)
- Piping Specialty Items
- Gaskets
- Piping Specialty Items - Misc. For Dow-pcv-8105/8106
- ***ops Su Strainer For Pcw-pmp-00016a Pcw-pmp-00016b Startup Spare Parts
- Structural Steel, Misc. Steel, Joists, Furnishing
- *** Su Diw Gauge Assembly, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Valves
- ***bldg 87, 91 Fire Sys Valve Spares For Pm /operational And Startup Spare Parts
**FLUID CONTROLS AND COMPONENTS, INC.**
5912 15TH ST E, Fife, WA 98424
(253) 922-3226

- Fittings
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Pipe And Fittings(dow-htr-00004)
- Pipe, Bulk For Cooling Tower Expansion Joints Modifications
- Instrument Tube And Pipe Fittings And Accessories
- Lighting Equipment Law Pour Cave Light Connectors (lte-ltg-20001 - 20008)
- Electrode Exhaust Tubes For Lmp-mltr-00001/00002
- Ops Repair Kits, Valves - Gate, Globe And Check
- Testing And Inspection
- Bulk Materials Yoke Clamps
- Valves, Ball - Soft Seated
- *** Ops - Sheave, Etc. / HVAC Maint. / Simulator Bldg.
- Fittings (3/4” Half Couplings, Spray Nozzles) Al-6x
- Blast Resistant, Shielded, Access Door Buffer Storage Crane Replace Sensors
- *** Ops - Gaskets / Equip Id: Dfo-tk-00004 / Stanby Diesel Generator Day Tank
- Ops Wo Maintenance Consumable, Pipe Cement Fuels And Lubricants
- Pressure Regulator
- Ops - Freon Valves, Stem Caps / Ac Window Units / Facility Services
- Ops Packing, Valves
- *** Ops - Bladders / Misc. Shield Window Maintenance
- Durablanket For Law Melters, Lmp-mltr-00001/00002
- Testing And Inspection
- Ops Meter, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc
- Pipe, Bulk
- Bof Nld Gaskets For Vault - Replacement Parts
- Ops - Copper A/c Tubing / Bldg. T-28 / Facility Services
- Bolts*****
- Ops - Copper Tubing & Fittings / HVAC Maintenance
- Pipe, Bulk
- Ops Maint. Spares, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ammonia Gas Monitors
- Pipe, Bulk
- Pipe, Fittings And Flanges - Carbon Steel
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Testing And Inspection
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Fittings
- Ops - Backflow Preventer Maint. / Bldg. T-17 / Batch Plant Facility
- Switch, Speed
- *** Ops - Shell & Roof Manway Gaskets / Fsw-tk-00001&2 / Tank Re-coating Repairs
- Ops Bellows, Blast Resistant, Shielded, Window Or Porthole
- Valves, Hand Wheel Replacement
- Fasteners - Self-drilling Screws
- Ops Ball Screw Lube, Fuels And Lubricants
- Testing And Inspection
- Piping Specialty Items - Misc.
- Piping Specialty Items - Misc.
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous - Milling Machine Maintenance
- Bolts, Fasteners (lop-scb-00001/2)
- Bolts, Fasteners
- Flooring, Access - Tate Panels
- Bolts, Fasteners
- Control Valve Filter Regulator
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc
- *** Jackbolt Replacement Fasteners
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc
- Valve Seal Kit, Ball - Soft Seated
- Valves - Butterfly - Resilient-seated, Utilities
- Testing And Inspection
- Valves - Gate, Globe, Check - Cast Carbon Steel
- Ops Clapper Assy, Fire Detection System
- Pipe, Bulk
- Pumps, Rotary Vane Rebuild Kit
- B21- Liebert Mini-mate 2 Thermostat/display Module, Part # 153210g1s
- 2-1/2" Globe Valve
- Piping Specialty Items - Misc.
- *** Ops - Sheaves / C1v-acu-00005 / Simulator Bldg.
- Hex-head Plugs 3/8" Npt 316 Ss
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc
- Instrument Tube And Fittings
- Insulation Components For Cdg-vsl-00001 And Small Catalog Components For C2v-ahu
- Flow (limiting) Control Valve
- Plumbing Specialties
- Output Pressure Gauge For Nld-fv-8007
- Flow (limiting) Control Valve
- Pipe, Bulk
- Fasteners - Flat Head Countersunk & Set Screws
- Ops - Installation Of Coupon Test Stations / Cathodic Protection (cpe) System
- Testing And Inspection
- Stationary Through Wall Pressure Retaining Fixture (law Bulge Gauges)
- Piping Specialty Items To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav
- Testing And Inspection
- Ops - Pressure Gauges / Facility Services Support
- Testing And Inspection
- Ops Gaskets, Valves
- Valves
- Pressure Instrument
- Ops Solenoid Valves For Septic Systems
- Mechanical/process (lfh-smplr-00001/3/5/8)
- Bolts, Fasteners (bsa-rk-00001 And Lfh-door-00015/19/16)
- Ops Eng Spare - Bldg 54 Nld Switchgear Parts And Consumables.
- Brazing Wire: Asme Sfa 5.8 Type Bcup-5
- Er316l- (5/32 And 1/16)
- *** Ops - Fittings / 84b Jockey Pump / Fsw
- Gasket, Valve, Ball - Soft Seated
- Gauge, Pressure / Differential Pressure
- Bolts
- Electrical Specialty Equipment
- Cdg-yv-0335 And Cdg-yv-0345 Valve Adapters And Mating Shafts
- Consumables (tyvek Tape For Law Melter)
- Ops - Ops - Intelligent Interface Modules / Fde-pnl-58001 / Simulator Bldg.
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Refractory Anchors For Melter Gas Barrier Lid, Lmp-mltr-00001
- Ops, Filters For Fire Pumps, Pumps, Water Distribution
- Ops Motors For Simulator, Metal Building Systems
- Ops Backflow Preventer Repai R Kits, Valves
- Pipe, Bulk
- Ops Fsw Fire Pump B, Pumps, Water Distribution
- Bolts, Fasteners (bolts For Law Equipment)
- Pipe, Bulk-hydrant Fittings For Construction Activities
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav
- Ops - Capacitors / Equipment Id: Mob 250 / Facility Services
- Ops - Misc. Hvac Parts / Facility Services
- New End Plate Gasket For For Duff Norton Actuator
- Lfp-vsl-00004: Reducing Coupling
- Instrument Hoses, Flexible, Metal
- Ops - Misc. Pvc Fittings / Equipment Tag: T28-tk / Facility Services
- *** ops Copper Tubing***, Compressors, Screw, Special Purpose Or Api
- *** Ops - Misc. Fittings / Facility Services
- *** Excess Flow Checks
- Ops, Engineering Spares, Consumables
- Pvc/abs Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Ops - Sitewide Fire Hydrant Maint. / Restock
- *** Ops - Fire Sprinkler System Inspection / Firewater Pump House Facilities
- ****ops Fittings****compressors, Screw, Special Purpose Or Api
- Backflow Preventers
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Backflow Preventers
- Valves, Ball, (su-qdp16)
- Pressure Instrument
- Bolts, Fasteners (lph Door Roller)
Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc
Anchors, Concrete, Post-pour
*** Instrument Hoses, Flexible, Metal
Ops Reliable Parts, Pumps, Water Distribution
Testing And Inspection
Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc
*** Ops - Fire Sprinkler System / Firewater Pump House Facilities
Valves, Ball - Soft Seated
Cylinder Bottle, Pressurized Pressure Switch
Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements.
Bolts, Fasteners 8-thread Series - 8un
Parts - Godwin - Repairs
Piping Specialty Items To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
Gtaw Weld Wire Er-nicrfe-7 (inco-152 Trade Name)
Pipe, Bulk
Cs Spec Blinds And Strainers To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav
Piping Specialty Items - Misc.
Valves, Ball - Soft Seated
Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements.
Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements.
Valves - Gate, Globe, Check And Needle - Forged Carbon Steel
Bolts/washers
Valves
Ops - Copper Fittings / Hvac Maintenance
Steel Plate
Valve Positioner
Pipe, Bulk
Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
Cs Spec Blinds And Strainers To Cover Engineered Requirements.
Pipe, Bulk
Valves, Instrument
Pipe, Bulk
Ops - Elastomeric Expansion Joint / Nld-vsl-00008a & Nld-vsl-00008b / 5 Yr. Pm
Bof Galvanized Corrugated Steel Pipe For Winterization Efforts (cmp)

FLUKE CORPORATION
6920 Seaway Blvd, Everett, WA 98203
(425) 446-5400
Testing Services, Equipment, Repair Fluke Megohmmeter And T5-100
FLUKE ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
6920 Seaway Blvd., Everett, WA 98203
18009035853
- Testing Services, Equipment Calibration On Fluke Dsx 5000 Modules
- Testing Services, Equipment; Fluke Calibration Services, Start-up Dsx 5000 Kit 3
- Testing Services, Equipment; Fluke Calibration Services, Start-up Dsx 5000 Kit 1
- Testing Services, Equipment; Fluke Calibration Services, Start-up Dsx 5000 Kit 1
- Ops Fluke 5080a Calibration, Testing Services, Equipment
- Testing Services, Equipment Calibration Of Fluke Dsx 5000 Modules, Sut-kit 2
- Testing Services, Equipment Calibration On Fluke Dsx 5000 Modules
- Testing Services, Equipment; Fluke Network Dsx2-5000qi/gld
- Testing Services, Equipment Calibration Of Fluke Dsx 5000 Modules
- Testing Services, Equipment Calibration Of Start Up's Fluke Dsx 5000 Modules
- Testing Services, Equipment Calibration On Fluke Dsx 5000 Modules
- Testing Services, Equipment Repair And Calibrate Fluke Dsx5000
- Testing Services, Equipment Calibration Of Dsx 5000 Modules
- Testing Services, Equipment: Fluke Calibration Services, Kit #3
- Testing Services, Equipment Repair Fluke Pressure Module
- Testing Services, Equipment Calibration Of Dsx 5000 Modules
- Testing Services, Equipment Calibration Of Fluke Battery Analyzer
- Testing Services, Equipment
- Testing Services, Equipment Calibration Of Dsx 5000 Modules
- Testing Services, Equipment Calibration On Fluke Dsx 5000 Modules

FRANCIS PITARD SAMPLING CONSULTANTS, LLC
14800 TEJON ST, BROOMFIELD, CO 80023
(303) 451-7893
- Technical Services

FRANKLIN ENGINEERING GROUP, INC.
381 RIVERSIDE DR STE 200, FRANKLIN, TN 37064
(615) 591-0058
- Technical Services For Dynamic Air Gfr System

FUJIKURA AMERICA, INC.
2121 NEWMARKET PARKWAY, MARIETTA, GA 30067

- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous

G E INSPECTION TECHNOLOGIES, LP
721 Visions Dr, Skaneateles, NY 13152
(315) 554-2000
- Ops - Boroscope Replacement Lens
G.W.Y. INC.
217 Forest Road, Greenfield, NH
(888) 838-6500
- Repair/refurbishment Of Tone Shear Wrench - 32859, 14090, 14105
- Repair Of Shear Wrench 16651

G.W.Y., Inc
217 Forest Road, Greenfield, NH
(888) 838-6500
- Repair Barcode 26914 - Tone Shear Wrench Model S-80eza
- Repair B/c 32858, Bolt Tone Shear Wrench

GARRATT CALLAHAN CO
50 INGOLD RD, BURLINGAME, CA 94010
(650) 697-5811
- ***diw System Operation-chemicals Liquid Gallons

GAUMER PROCESS
13616 HEMPSTEAD RD., HOUSTON, TX 77040
(713) 460-5200
- Dvp Hepa Filter Preheater

GC MICRO CORPORATION
3910 Cypress Drive, Petaluma, CA 94954
(800) 426-4276
- Spaceclaim For Attila
- Treesize Professional Annual Renewal
- Adobe Design Web Premium
- Video Equipment
- Electrical Specialty Equipment
- Adobe Premiere Elements Plus (version 9)
- Ops Camera, Equipment
- Computer Software Licences, Fees, And Hardware Maintenance
- Vmware Host Server
- Fiber Optic Fusion Splicer
- Parrot Ar Uav
- *** Ops - Flash Drives / Fsw Jockey Pump A Controller
- Office Supplies
- Testing Services, Equipment Tinker & Rasor Mdl Ap/w Kit
- Ops Flash Drives, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Sunflower Scanners
- Pipe Inspection Cameras And Boroscope For Nondestructive Examination
- Ipdas
- Network Color Printers - Job Site
- Ipdas Project Management
- Project Management Ipad Airs
- Testing Services, Equipment, Temperature/humidity Loggers
- Network Printers
- Equipment - Video Editing Software
- Bartender Professional Edition
- Vtc Monitor Replacements
- Capacity For Racktop System
- Procuring Microsoft Office For Intermach
- Computer Hardware, Project Purchased
Hp 8600 All In One Printers
- Computer Hardware, Project Purchased
- Testing Services, Equipment Tinker & Rasor Model M/1 Low Voltage Holiday Detect.
- Ops - Digital Camera / Test Completion Team Support
- Ops Projectors For Training, Cameras, Cctv
- Audio Visual Equipment For Po1005
- Mac Mini Deskside Support
- Ipdas For Pdq
- Ipdas With Retina Display And Accessories
- Mhf Tape Library - Capacity Uplift
- Electrical - Fiber Optic Fusion Splicers For Lbl
GEARY PACIFIC CORPORATION  
4286 NE 185TH DR, Portland, OR 97230  
(503) 262-8202  
- Ops - Misc. Bard Hvac Parts / Equip. Id: C1v-acu-00020 / Law

GeoLine Positioning Systems, Inc.  
13218 N.E. 20th, Suite 400, Bellevue, WA 98005  
(800) 523-6408  
- Testing Services, Equipment Repair Trimble Sn98110418.  
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous  
- Trimble Software  
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Trimble Dini (digital) Level Service  
- Trimble

Geophysical Survey Systems Inc  
40 Simon Street, Nashua, NH 03079  
(603) 893-1109  
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY SYSTEMS, INC.  
40 Simon Street, Nashua, NH 03079  
(603) 893-1109  
- Gssi Survey Items, Invoice 49952  
  Ratification Included

GETGO INC  
333 Summer Street, Boston, MA 02210  
- Remotely Anywere Software Maintenance And Support

GLOBAL DISTRIBUTORS, INC  
4901 Fairmont Ave Ste 202, Bethesda, MD 20814  
(301) 657-3557  
- Furniture For Op80  
- Replacement Task And Conference Room Chairs  
- Conference Room Chairs  
- Furniture For Various Office Buildings.

GLOBAL QUALITY ASSURANCE, INC.  
11602 LAKE UNDERHILL RD STE 106, ORLANDO, FL 32825  
(888) 322-3330  
- Technical Services For Qa Program Development
GOVERNMENT SCIENTIFIC SOURCE, INC.
12351 Sunrise Valley Dr, Reston, VA 20191
(703) 734-1805

- Offsite Lab Chemicals 12-05-2018 / Chemicals, Laboratory
- Ops Conductivity / Buffer Solutions Restock Consumables
- *** Restock Nld Abb Transmitter Pm Conductivity Standards 10/100/147/consumables
- Offsite Lab Chemicals 09-19-2018 / Chemicals, Laboratory
- Offsite Lab Supplies 12-06-2018 / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Xylem / Chemicals, Laboratory
- Ops/maintenance - Sticky Mats / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Bof General Portable Instrument Support Roger Walquist
- Ops Water Lab - 250 Ml Sample Bottles / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Ops Expedite Chemicals For Offsite Lab Chemicals, Laboratory
- Offsite Lab Msof 11-28-2018 / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Offsite Lab Msof 11-24-2018 / Chemicals, Laboratory
- Offsite Lab Chemical - Msof 12-12-2018 / Chemicals, Laboratory
- Ops Offsite Lab Versa Star Measurement Module
- Ops Offsite Lab Chemicals 11.9.18, 11.13.18, 11.14.18 Chemicals, Laboratory
- Ops Offsite Lab - Supplies 10-10-2018 / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Digestion Cup - 50 Ml / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Ops Nld-ct-8006 500 Us/cm Conductivity Standard P-18-1964 Consumables
- Offsite Lab - Msof 11-27-2018 / Chemicals, Laboratory
- Offsite Lab - Msof 09/18/2018 / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Chemicals, Laboratory (offsite Lab Msof-18-01418)
- Ops Water Lab - 250 Ml Sample Bottles - Case / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory (off Site Lab Mosf-18-01422)
- Ops Offsite Lab - Msof Dated 05-21-2018 / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Offsite Lab - Supplies 12-12-2018 / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Chemicals, Laboratory (for Off Site Lab Msof-18-01437)
- Lab Equipment - Mercury Analyzer
- Ops Offsite Lab - Msof Dated 05-24-2018 / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- For Off Site Lab Msof-18-01416 (glassware, Supplies, Laboratory)
- Priority A ; Restock Buffer Solution And Conductivity Standards / Consumables
- Ops Offsite Lab - Msof 05-03-2018 / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Reflux Caps - Msof Dated 06-20-2018 / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory (for Off Site Lab Msof-18-01435)
- Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory (for Off Site Lab Msof-18-01421
- Ops Buffer Solution Ph 5.0 / Ph 8.0 For Calibration Consumables
- Ops Offsite Lab Supply List E Mixer Mill / Equipment, Laboratory
- Ops Chemicals For Offsite Lab Part B /chemicals, Laboratory
- Ops Offsite Lab Chemicals Part C / Chemicals, Laboratory
- Ops Offsite Laboratory / Chemicals, Laboratory
- Ops Offsite Lab - Msof Dated 05/23/2018 - Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Ops Offsite Lab - Msof Dated 04/19/2018 - Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Ops Offsite Lab - Msof 092718 Ultrapure Polisher Cartridge
- Offsite Lab 250 mL Standards 10-31-2018 / Chemicals, Laboratory
- Water Quality Control - Replacement Solutions
- Offsite Lab - Pipette 100 - 1,000 L 10-31-18 / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Ops Offsite Lab, Cesium Iodide, 10g, 09-17-2018 / Chemicals, Laboratory
- Bof Bldg 86 Lab, Test Solutions Replenishments
- Water Quality Control For Dow In Law
- Ops Offsite Lab Regulators Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Ops Offsite Lab Msof 100118 Chemicals, Laboratory
- Ops Offsite Lab Analytical Mill / Equipment, Laboratory
- Electrode Cleaning Solution / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Ops Water Testing Buffer Solution Ph 7.0 - Yellow / Chemicals, Laboratory
- Ops Lab Supplies 08-30-2018 / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Ops Offsite Lab - Toc Standard - 08-21-2018 / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Ops Offsite Lab - Supplies 07/31/2018 / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Ops Offsite Lab - 0823-2018 / Chemicals, Laboratory
- Ops Offsite Lab - Chemicals - 08-20-2018 / Chemicals, Laboratory
- Ops Offsite Lab - Msof 08-01-2018 / Chemicals, Laboratory
- Chlorine Strips, Lbl Water Testing & Bldg 86 Lab Supply
- Ops Supplies For Offsite Lab / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- *** Su Ops Buffer Solution For Psw-at-8543, Dow-at-8657
- Ops Offsite Lab/chemicals, Laboratory
- Small Operating Tools, Pocket Penetrometer
- Establish A Boa For Lab Supplies
- ***ops T01/t52 Fps Syr Pm Bart Testers / Consumables
- Ops Chemicals For Offsite Lab / Chemicals, Laboratory
- Ops Offsite Lab - Msof 07-17-2018 / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Ops Equipment For Offsite Lab / Equipment, Laboratory
- Water Test Strips, Chlorine For Bof Dow System
- Ops Offsite Lab -temperature Probe / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Ops Offsite Lab - Drying Rack / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory

GOVSMART, INC.
706 C Forest Street, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22903
(434) 326-5656
- Programming Cable, Software Proficaptain Profibus, & Rack-mount Switch 28 Ports

GRANT THORNTON LLP
333 JOHN CARLYLE ST STE 500, ALEXANDRIA, VA 22314

- Audit Services

Great American Industrial Supply Inc.
3606 N SWALLOW AVE STE 600, PASCO, WA 99301
(509) 736-1513
- Valves, Ball - Soft Seated -- Viton O-ring For Apollo Brass Union X Fpt Valve.
GREENBEE TECHNOLOGIES LLC
9912 S Trumbull Ave, EVERGREEN PARK, IL 60805
(312) 476-9428
- Testing Services, Equipment; Omicron Parts
- Racktop Maintenance Hardware And Software Support
- Turning Point Hardware/software
- Crystal Ball Application, Perpetual User Latest Version

GREENBERRY INDUSTRIAL LLC
5330 NE Elliott Circle, Corvallis, OR 97339
(541) 757-8458
- Silver Alloy Brazing Wire, Aws Class 5.8 Type Bag-7
- Restriction Orifice Unions
- Restriction Orifice Unions

GROVE SOFTWARE, INC
4925 BOONSBORO RD SUITE 257, LYNCHBURG, VA 24503
(434) 386-8080
- Microshield Annual Support

H&N Electric, Inc., Pasco
4224 E B St, Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 547-1691
- Motor Heaters For Nld-mtr-00043a/b, Pcw-mtr-00016a/b And Pcw-mtr-00029-34

H. D. FOWLER CO., INC.
13440 SE 30TH STREET, Bellevue, WA 98009
(425) 746-8400
- Cooling Towers, Mechanical Draft, Replacement Pump For Pcw-pmp-00019 - Bldg. 83s
H.J. Arnett Industries, LLC
20460 SW Avery Ct, Tualatin, OR 97062
(503) 692-4600
- Electrical
- Electrical-testing Of Ppe Hot Sticks
- Electrical-rescue Hook & Ground Set Testing
- Electrical - Testing/certification Of Grounding Cable
- Electrical - Voltage Rated Gloves
- Voltage Rated Gloves For Electrical Work
- Electrical - Voltage Rated Glove Testing
- New Phase Tester And Body Rescue Hook
- Electrical - Arc Flash Insulating Blanket
- Electrical - certification/testing Of Grounding Cables & Body Hook
- Electrical
- Ops Compressors, Centrif., General Purpose Or Air
- Electrical - Voltage Rated Glove Inflators
- Electrical - Dielectric Overshoes
- Electrical - Voltage Rated Glove Testing
- Electrical - Testing Of Rescue Hooks, Hot Sticks, Shorting Stick, & Blankets

H2 Pre-cast Inc.
4919 Contractors Drive, Wenatchee, WA 98802
(509) 884-6644
- Precast Concrete Dow Isolation Valve Vault

HARNISH GROUP INC (NC POWER SYSTEMS)
17025 West Valley Highway, Tukwila, WA 98188
(425) 251-5877
- Rent A Sullair 750h Af Trailer Mounted Air Compressor

Harrington Industrial Plastics, Inc.
14480 Yorba Avenue, Chino, CA 91710
(909) 597-8641
- Tanks, Non-metallic

HARRIS THERMAL TRANSFER PRODUCTS
615 South Springbrook Road, Newberg, OR 97132
(503) 538-1260
- Dflaw Effluent Management Facility Steam Generator

HASKINS STEEL COMPANY, INC.
3613 E. Main Ave, Spokane, WA 99202
(509) 535-0657
- Structural And Misc. Steel(law Lmp-mltrs)
- Ops Office Panels, Components / Office Furniture And Equipment
- Ops Bof Panels, Office Furniture And Equipment
- ****ops Modular Offices****office Furniture And Equipment
HD Fowler Company, Inc.
1320 North Oregon Street, Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 545-0255

- Ops Eng Spares, Fire Detection System
- Pipe And Fittings, Ductile Iron
- Pvc/abs Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Ops Eng Spare -- Bof Fsw Spare Parts And Consumables 24590-bof-spr-fsw-0003
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc; 2015 For Storm Water Completi
- Ops T52 Fps Fire Hose / Standpipes,hoses, Reels (fire Protection)
- Ops Valve Repair Kits For Pcw-pcv-8029, Valves - Gate, Globe And Check
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc
- Start Up Nld-repair Refurb Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc
- Spare Parts Rs3 Law-pv-chw-hv/ Valves Boa Release
- Ops Piping For Bof, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Coupling, Cs To Pvc, For Pcw-b-01 Flushing
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc (lav Shortages 5-14-14)
- Pipe Restraints (couplers) For Psw-b-01
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc / Pcw Bof
- Strainers, Conical, Basket And Flat
- Pipe Flanges For Emf Test Material
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc, (from Lav Shrt Rpt 3-24-14)
- Ops Fsw-v-34065 Replacement P-17-1566 / Consumables
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc / Pcw
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc
- Piping Specialty Items, Cryogenic Adapters
- Hold Down Bolts For Electric Motors
- ***ops Su Gasket Kits For Chw, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Ops Lexan Windows, Standpipes,hoses, Reels (fire Protection)
- Ops Fsw-v-00034 Globe Valve P-18-1076 Valves
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc
- Pipe And Fittings - Lerf Vault Nld, Diw Repairs, Dow Vacb, Fsw Parking Lot Cdr
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc
- Ops, Mt Con, Test Balls Inflatable, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Fittings
- Macropoxy 646***
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc(law South Gutter)
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic/pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc - Bof/emf Underground Utilities
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc
- Pvc/abs Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- PVC/ABS fittings to cover engineered requirements defined in the Lav.
- Pipe fittings and materials for PCW-I-05
- Pipe and fittings - Plastic - PVC, ABS, PVC, CPVC
- PVC/ABS fittings to cover engineered requirements defined in the Lav.
- Ops, gaskets, valves
- Ops flow switch pumps, water distribution
- PVC/ABS fittings to cover engineered requirements defined in the Lav
- OPS Su Air Release valves for PCW, valves and assemblies
- Gaskets
- Pipe and fittings - Plastic - PVC, ABS, PVC, CPVC
- PVC/ABS fittings to cover engineered requirements defined in the Lav.
- PVC/ABS fittings to cover engineered requirements defined in the Lav.
- OPS Su Rego/Argo Lab PSV/Valve, relief
- Valves and assemblies
- Valves and valve parts
- PVC/ABS fittings to cover engineered requirements defined in the Lav.
- Slip-on flange
- ***OPS Hydrant repair kits, standpipes, hoses, reels (fire protection)
- Pipe and fittings - Plastic - PVC, ABS, PVC, CPVC / spare gaskets
- PVC/ABS pipe and fittings (class 200 AWWA C900)
- Pipe and fittings - Plastic - PVC, ABS, PVC, CPVC
- Valve box extensions and lids for BOF
- *** Pipe and fittings - Plastic - PVC, ABS, PVC, CPVC
- Pipe and fittings - Plastic - PVC, ABS, PVC, CPVC for Dow-PCV-8105/8106
- Cast iron road boxes and ductile repair coupling
- Pipe and fittings - Plastic - PVC, ABS, PVC, CPVC
- PVC/ABS fittings to cover engineered requirements defined in the Lav.
- ***OPS FSW Fire Pump**** pumps, water distribution
- Distributables
- Fittings required for DFLaw undergrounds

Headed Reinforcement Corp.
11200 Condor Ave., Fountain Valley, CA 92708
(714) 557-1455
- Mechanical couplers for reinforcing steel

Herc Rentals Inc.
United States, Park Ridge, AK 07656
(201) 307-2000
- Rent trailer mounted trash pump

HexArmor
2000 Oak Industrial Dr NE, Grand Rapids, MI 49505
(616) 459-4144
- Safety consumables - return for exchange defective hexarmor gloves
HiLine Engineering & Fabrication, Inc.
2105 Aviator Drive, Richland, WA 99354
(509) 943-9043
- Pipe Supports - Test Jumper Assemblies Plates

HILINECO INC
1695 CAMBRIDGE DR, ELGIN, IL 60123
- Ops Grounding Clusters Electrical

HILLDRUP COMPANIES, INC
4022 Jefferson Davis Hwy, Stafford, VA 22555
(703) 221-7155
- Relocation Services Frederick Wtp

Hilti
411 N. Meridian, Oklahoma City, OK 74146
(918) 252-6000
- Repair Of Hilti Power Tools - 44419, 53344, 44481

Hilti, Inc
12330 E 60th St, Tulsa, OKLAHOMA 74146
(800) 879-8000
- Barcode 36872 Hilti Scanner P/n 377649
- Tools, $1,000 And Greater, Hilti Ps 200 Ferroscan System
- Repair Of Barcode 53343, Hilti Grinder Dg 150 Hepa, Hilti 3439311
- Repair Of Barcode 53429, Hilti Rebar Scanner
- Repair Barcode 53343, Hilti, Dg 150 Hepa, Hilti #3439311

Hilti, Inc.
7250 Dallas Pkwy Ste 1000, Plano, TEXAS 74146
(800) 879-8000
- Repair Barcode 44481, 44482, Hilti Demolition Hammer
- Repair Of Barcode 53344, Hilti Grinder Dg 150 Hepa #3439311

Hipotronics, Inc
1650 Route 22, Brewster, NY 10509
(845) 279-8091
- Testing Services, Equipment Repair Of Hipotronics Sn-hp0665

Hirschfeld Steel Co., Inc.
112 West 29th St, San Angelo, TX 76903
(325) 486-4201
- Structural Steel C Of C's
HJ3 COMPOSITE TECHNOLOGIES, LLC  
2440 W Majestic Park Way, TUCSON, AZ 85705  
(520) 322-0010  
- Frp Repair-piping Specialty Items - Misc.

HOFFER FLOW CONTROLS, INC.  
107 KITTY HAWK Ln, Elizabeth City, NC 27909  
(252) 331-1997  
- Flowmeter, Turbine  
- Turbine Flow Meters

HOISTS DIRECT INC  
123 CHARTER ST, ALBEMARLE, NC 28001  
(704) 985-1110  
- Ops Plugs For Crane 8, Cranes, Bridge Or Gantry  
- Equipment, Oem Parts For Hoist's

HOLLAENDER MFG CO  
10285 Wayne Ave, Cincinnati, OH 45215  
(513) 772-8800  
- Misc. Steel - Holleander Railing Fittings

HOLLAND NAMEPLATE INC.  
1300 BURLINGTON ST, NORTH KANSAS CITY, MO 64116  
(816) 394-7988  
- Ops - Cable Ties / Permanent Plant Labeling Evaluation  
- Ops - Labels / Permanent Plant Labeling Evaluation  
- *** Ops - Cable Ties / Permanent Plant Labeling  
- *** Ops - Component Labels (note: Samples Only !!!!!) / Area Operations (urs)  
- *** Ops - Backing Plates, Component Label / Permanent Plant Labeling

HOLMANS USA LLC  
6201 JEFFERSON ST NE, Albuquerque, NM 87109  
- 1012 G2 Tablets

HOOVER FENCE CO.  
5531 MCCLINTOCKSBURG RD., NEWTON FALLS, OH 44444  
(800) 355-2335  
- Gate Posts-hoover Fence Co.  
- T-47 Temp Fence Parts
HORIZON DISTRIBUTION, INC
811 SUMMITVIEW AVE, Yakima, WA 98902
15094533181

- Area Ops Heat Pumps And Parts, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops, Maintenance Identified Spare, Consumables
- Gaskets, Rubber (su-qdp16)
- Area Ops Battery For Skf Microlog Analyzer Consumables
- Mini Blinds For Trailers
- Pumps, Centrifugal, For Dow Tests And Disinfection
- Ops Air Cleaner Element Restock / Pumps, Water Distribution
- Bulk Pressure Washer Hose For Construction Equipment
- Ice Slicer, 12/16
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Ops--fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Blade, Plunge, Scraper, Bosch, Min/max
- ***ops Lab Pressure Switches, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ezgo Parts For Jo-06-055, Stock
- Small Operating Tools, Operations Tools Request
- Fire Detection System - Transient Protection - Building 87 / 87s
- Caterpillar Parts For Stock
- Toxicity (refrigerant) Monitor
- Small Operating Tools, tape, Fish, Steel, Measuring Conduit 3/16" X 3000, Min/max
- Parker Fitting Stock For Construction Equipment.
- Structural - Silicone Sealant For Law Roof Hatch
- Small Operating Tools, Vaccum, Brush, 14" Wood Brush Roll For Sanitaire Sc5845b
- Ops Misc Fsw Maint Restock / Consumables
- Space Heaters
- Ops Liquid Line Drier / Consumables
- Ops Snd-tk-00001 Additives / Septic Systems
- Ops Motoman Batteries Decontamination, Radiological
- Chain And Binder For Cylinder Racks
- Plumbing Fixtures-comfort Station
- Ops Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Aurora O-ring, Seals / Pumps, Centrifugal
- Ops Poly Hose Restock / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Facility Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Mesh Screen
- ***safety Consumables,overshoe,cleats,ice,neos Explorer,snow Removal,min/max***
- Small Operating Tools, Worklight, Portable, Led, 800 Lumen, Rechargable, Min/max
- Ops Filters Restock / Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- ***ops Bldg 91 Bus Bar***, Switchgear
- Ice Slicer
- Ops Entry Seal, Cat5e Cable Restock / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- ***small Operating Tools, Valve, Check, 3/4", 180-200 Scfm, Dixv Scvh6***
- Ops Contactor, Allegro Battery / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Gaskets For Law Melter Shield Lid Covers
- Ops, Compressor Parts, Consumables
- Services, Janitorial, Toilet Paper Dispenser, Steel, 1ecj9
- ***safety Consumables, liner, Fleece/spandex, Winter, Long Length, N-ferno***
- Safety Consumables, Overshoe, Cleats, Ice, Neos, For Snow Removal, #vns1
- Concrete Cure
- ***safety Consumables, Hard Hat, winter Liner, spandex, Ice, Neos, shoes Min/max***
- ***small Operating Tools, Undercut 1/2" Heavy Gauge, Pivot Pin, Min/max***
- Seal-n-pee1, Blue Wrap
- ***small Operating Tools, Murs Multi-mile, Two-way Radio, Motorola Battery***
- Purchase Additional Led Film Viewer
- Consumables-supplies For Environmental
- Finish Mud And Drywall
- ***ops Bof Bldg 82 V-belts, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Ops, Air Filters, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Ops Oil Lubricants Restock / Fuels And Lubricants
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc
- Safety Consumables, Tag,"danger Defective Tool", Information Only, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, battery, light, clipmate, spotlight, Nemo Min/max
- Washers (lop-wesp-00001/2 Electrode Washers)
- Ops Union For Pcw-fan-00001, Consumables
- Charger For Hdk Carts.
- 3 Door Slider Rope
- Briggs And Stratton Part For Jo-55-055.
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Slotted, Hook, tape Measure, Min/max
- ***ops Su Gasket For Bldg 54 Nld-lt-8312, Screen For Nld-str-00006 / Consumables
- ***ops T15 Fps Swing Check Valves / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Electrode Restock / Cathodic Protection
- Small Operating Tools, Wrench Adapter, Crowsfoot, 3/8" Drive, Charger, Min/max
- ***ops Su Dow-b-01 B86 Thread Lubricant For Bldg 86 / Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Drill, Step, Level, Offset, Topredo, Bit Holder, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Cutter, Heat Gun, Cordless Vacuum, Grinder, Min/max
- ***testing And Inspection, Hydrostatic Testing Equipment***
- Services, Janitorial, Floor Mats For 5 Wides
- ***ops Thread Sealant For T52 Fps / Fuels And Lubricants
- Fire Detection System 12 Amp/hr Battery For B86, P/n Ps-12120f2.
- Small Operating Tools, Bur, Tungsten Carbide, File, Half Round, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Tape, Teflon 3/4' And 1/2", Tape Measure, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Brush, Paint 2", Bur, Tungsten Carbide, Min/max
- Ops Heat Strip For Mob100-16 / Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- ***ops Su Bldg 83 Sump Pumpconstruction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Safety Consumables, sign, Danger No Smoking Propane, Tag Danger, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Tape, painters Masking, Bag Burlap, Scraper Min/max
- Bulletin Boards And Recycle Bins
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Tool, Bevel, tri-tool Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Socket, Std, 1" Drv, 1/4" Drv, Socket Set, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Oil, Wd-40, Oil, Tapping, Detector, Leak, Min/max
- Cutting Edges For Caterpillar 140m Rental Grader
- Small Operating Tools, Bur, Point, Drill, Step, Wheel, Flap, Min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, Chiller, Shaft, Brush, For The Ram-pro-xl***
- Parker Filling For Stock
- Environmental Consumables
- *** Small Operating Tools, Wobblelight 36” 80w Led Work Light ***
- ***ops Cimco High Temp Switch / Transformers, Power And Distribution
- Shrink Wrap For T-52 Warehouse
- Ops Eng Spare - Bldg 82 Chw Spare Parts And Consumables
- Ops Corrosion Inhibitors, Consumables
- Distributables-crosswalk Signs
- Small Operating Tools, Lock, Combination,4-dial Bottom, 1-inch Shackle, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Kit, Head, Tri Tool Bevelmaster, Min/max
- Countersink Drill Set
- Flags
- Fittings, To Support Pcw-b-01 Turnover

*** Non-permanent Plant ***
- Ops Fan Motors Restock / Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Welding, Consumables,3m Speedglas, Helmet, Clamp, Alligator,torch, Tig, Min/max
- Ops Additives For Septic Systems
- Ops Law Disconnect Switch, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops, Silicone, Fuels And Lubricants
- Safety Consumables, Fence, Plastic Safety 4’x50’ Grainger# 33l955 , Min/max
- Pipe, Bulk (vac Truck Spray Wand)
- Ops Power Hub Restock / Testing Services, Equipment
- Ops Misc Facility Services Restock / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, Pneumatic 18 Ga Narrow Crown Stapler, Staples
- Ops Lubricants Restock / Fuels And Lubricants
- Ops Sanitary Drainfield Consumables
- Replace Circuit Board With Damaged Capacitors
- Small Operating Tools, Set, Socket, Bit, Counter Sink,gauge, Screw, Min/max
- Services, Janitorial, Clear 56 Gallon Trash Bags, Trash Dolly For Ken Tucker
- Briggs And Stratton Parts For Jo-55-150
- Small Operating Tools, Label, Barcode, Bender, Tube, Blades, Punchdown, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Insert, Torx, Drill, Step, Die, Tap, Min/max
- Ops Fsw Maint Spares, Pumps, Water Distribution
- Testing And Inspection
- Black Seam Tape
- Small Operating Tools, Label, Inspection Record, Scaffold Tag, Cylinder Status
- Small Operating Tools, Bushing Adapters, Adjustable Swivel Seat, Oe Shop
- ***ops Pvc Cement, Primer For Site Plumbing Maint / Consumables
- ***safety Consumables, Cabinet, Flam, 12 Gal, 2 Doors, Self Close, Justrite***
- ***cutter, Gasket, B17 Blade, B25 Blade***
- Electrical - Cabinet Doors
- Decontamination, Radiological(hose Clamps For Lfh-manips)
- Pipe, Bulk
- Ops Sn Fr Blowes Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, Bur, Tungsten, Drill Step, Tap, Min/Max
- Dresser/komatsu Parts For Jo-11-018, Road Grader.
- Caterpillar Filters Bulk Consumables.
- Uline Zip Lock Bags For Warehouse
- Ops Filters Restock / Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Coatings And Painting, Piping Cathodic Protection Coatings, Scotchkote 323
- Ops Lubricant Restock / Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools - Rolling Step Ladder, Retracting Casters, 11/14/18
- Ops Electrical, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools - 3/8" Drive Torque Adapter Sets, 12pt
- Tank Level Gauges For Satellite Fuel Tanks.
- Fuels And Lubricants (ops Su Psw-vacb-00029,00030,00031,00032)
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Janitorial - Bag's For Site Recycling - Janitorial Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Su-wo: Pwo-18-0849, O-rings, Release Against Gaskets Boa
- Small Operating Tools - Shovels, Min/max (11/13/18)
- Emergency "break Glass" Key Box
- Ops Su Relay For Scw-pnl-00004, Electrical
- Special Purpose Transport Vehicle.  Lph-rcvy-00001 And Lph-rcvy-00002
- Offsite Lab - Msop Dated 10/24/2018 / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Testing Services, Equipment; Defelsko Probes (fnts) For Existing Deflesko's
- Priority-a Start Up Restraint Fuels And Lubricants
- Ops Filters, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Testing Services, Equipment; Adapters For Cable Analyzers (sut-27ws)
- Priority-1 Su Restraint Rel On Fuels And Lubricants Boa Uc41-00001
- Temperature Instrument
- Services, Janitorial - Janitorial Supplies (not On Bpo)
- Valves
- Testing Services, Equipment: 3" Vortex Flowmeter (start-up)
- Expansion Joints - Void Cap For Concrete Expansion Joints
- Glass Former Reagent Bulk Materials
- Polishing Buffer / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Polaris Parts For Jo-04-0912
- Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Small Operating Tools, Snoop Detector, Min/max
- Ops Su Bof-psw-psv-8132 & 8133/valve, Relief
- Small Operating Tools, Sockets, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Std Sockets, Min/max
- Hinges, Barrel Bolts & Hasps For Construction Aid Tasks
- Mechanical Drive Equipment (belts)
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 11/15/18 Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Ul Listed Heat Guns, For Heat Shrink
- Insulation, Equipment (foam For Covering C5v-hxs In The Pour Caves)
- Ops Law Scw Mobilux Ep 2 P-18-0698 Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Various Consumables, Min/max
- Ops Emergency Lights, Buildings, Prefabricated
- Small Operating Tools, Wheelbarrow, Rake
- Small Operating Tools, Reversible Puller
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 2 For 11/29/18 Min/max
- Area Ops Testers, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Classroom, Self Locking Door Locksets
- Ops Su Law-pv-psw Valves Grease/fuels And Lubricants, Boa Release
- ***small Operating Tools,inverted White & Pink Spray Paint,min/max***
- Safety Equipment Low Level Light Meter
- ***small Operating Tools,55 Gal Vacuum Drums***
- Services, Janitorial, 3m Brown Pad Trial, T-52
- Services, Janitorial, Brown Pads For Oreck Orbiter, T-52
- Architectural Specialties - Ceiling Acoustic Tiles And Rubber Wall Base
- Bulk/consumables - Blades, Cordless Drill, Etc. - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, Insulator Tools
- Analysis, Monitoring And Testing
- Ops Restock, Mobil Polyrex Em, 14oz Cartridge, Cm Lubricants Boa Release
- Consumables - Acetone - Loctite/laco Min/max
- Ops Law Hps Nuts, Bolts For Armstrong Steam Traps Boa Release Fasteners
- Club Car Parts For Stock
- ***(nrtl) Small Operating Tools, Float Switch
- ***small Operating Tools,15/31-inch Door Springs***
- Consumables - Rubber Washer - Hose Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, General Tools, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Coding Tapes & Sealing Tape,min/max
- (sds) Small Operating Tools, Inspired Energy Battery For Survey Equip
- ****heat Shrink Wrap
- ***small Operating Tools, Blades, Degreaser, Min|max***
- (nrtl) Small Operating Tools, Nrtl Consumables 11/15/18
- Rel On Electrical, Boa E000 (selector Switch For Cv1-mstr-00118,00119 & 00120)
- Small Operating Tools,18inch Paint Roller Covers
- Testing Services, Equipment (ashcroft Carrying Case)
- Western / Tornado Parts For Ice Melt Spreader.
- Consumables - Whip Hose - Hose Min/max
- Ops Pressure Gauge For Fsw, Pumps, Water Distribution
- Ops Consumables Restock, Release Against Fasteners Boa
- Electrical- Mitsubishi Fr-pu07 Parameter Units
- Pressure Instrument -- Optional Gauge For E-p Tranducer (replacements).
- Plexi-glass- 1/8 & 1/4" 4' X 8' Sheets
- Small Operating Tools, Bit Holder, Min|max
- ***small Operating Tools, Band Saw Blades, 11'3" 4tpi
- Ops Duralabel Tape Restock / Consumables
- Testing And Inspection
- Druck - Genii Advanced Modular Calibrator / Testing Services, Equipment
- Services, Janitorial - Oreck Brown Scrub Pad, 11/27/2018
- Consumables - Degreaser & Ratchet Wrench - Special Order Min/max
- ***propane Manifold (tee, Nipple, Bushing, Gas Valve Etc.)
- Static Discharge Cable Reel.
- Ops Su Law Lfh/lph Winch Recovery Equipment Refurb Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools,silver Streak Pencils,min/max
- Consumables - Painters Tape (for Delicate Surface) - Lbl Wall Crew Special Order
- Ops - Floor Labels / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Valves And Assemblies
- Water Bottles With Spigot
- Small Operating Tools, Adhesive, floor Tile, 4-gallon, s-750, armstrong# 00750418
- Club Car Parts For Stock.
- Caterpillar Parts For Jo-15-036.
- Repair Kits For Pressure Washer Nozzles.
- Replacement Windows For Innov-x Ds-2000
- Safety Consumables Vest, Mesh, Safety, Min/max
- Replace Missing Allen Bradley Indicating Lights For Lsh-pnl-00012
- Bolts, Nuts, Washers
- Bolts, Fasteners (Imp-mltr And C1v-flth Components)
- 48x48 Pallets
- Services, Janitorial Vacuum, Wet/dry, 8 Amps, Commercial
- **ops Su Valve Handles For Pcw, Operational And Startup Spare Parts**
- Piping Specialty Items - Hoses & Flexible Connections
- Small Operating Tools, Acetone Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Small Operating Tools, Bag, Dust, Vacuum, Style Ls, For Sanitaire Sc5713, Filter
- **ops Su Conductivity Standard For Diw, Operational And Startup Spare Parts**
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Ham Sds Plus Min/max
- **ops Law Cdg-vsl-00001 2yr Vessel Maint P-17-1341/ Consumables**
- Radiator For Genset Jo-53-072 Mhf
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc
- Parts For Bo-02-010
- Small Operating Tools, Bushing Tool, Carbide. Sds Max, Min/max
- ****su Psa-dry-00001a/b Gasket P-17-1593 / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- ****deck Screws & Siding
- Small Operating Tools, Cutter Carbide Tipp Kit Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Cutter Circle Drywall Bon Tool Min/max
- Shop And Maintenance Equipment - Dolphin 75e Scanner, Charger, Screen Protector
- Janitorial - Field
- Coatings And Painting, Piping / Scotchkote
- Compressors, Recip., Drain Plugs - Atlas Copco Compressor
- Ice Slicer Rs, 2016
- Instrument Tube And Pipe Fittings And Accessories
- Electrical - Nrtl Listed Beacons And 24v Power Supply For Toxicity Monitoring
- Hose, Fittings And Pump, For Law C1v-ftp-00001
- Fasteners
- Handheld Broadcast Spreader
- Fiberfrax Durablanket S
- Fittings
- ***Small Operating Tools, gloss White Spr-paint\caulking\safety Yel Spr-paint***
- Radiator For Generator Jo-53-072 At The Mhf.
- Gaskets (lop-wesp-00002 New Gasket)
- Small Operating Tools, Piggyback, Diaphragm Switch, Little Giant, Rs-5 #599009
- Fittings
- Melter Pipe Thread Sealant
- Durablanket For Lmp-mltr-00001/00002
- Oils And Lubricants For Equipment Maintenance,
- Distributables-pallet, 40 In. X 48 In., Four-way
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 11/29/18 Min/max
- Parts For Kawasaki Mules.
- Small Operating Tools, Mask, Dust, Respirator, Pump, sump Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, light Bulb & String Light, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, electrical Tape[bpo 05957], min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 16 Gal Shop-vac Bags
- Piping / Real-tuff
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 11/29/18 Min/max
- Parts For Kawasaki Mules.
- Small Operating Tools, Mask, Dust, Respirator, Pump, sump Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, light Bulb & String Light, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, electrical Tape[bpo 05957], min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 16 Gal Shop-vac Bags
- Piping / Real-tuff
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 11/29/18 Min/max
- Parts For Kawasaki Mules.
- Small Operating Tools, Mask, Dust, Respirator, Pump, sump Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, light Bulb & String Light, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, electrical Tape[bpo 05957], min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 16 Gal Shop-vac Bags
- Piping / Real-tuff
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 11/29/18 Min/max
- Parts For Kawasaki Mules.
- Small Operating Tools, Mask, Dust, Respirator, Pump, sump Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, light Bulb & String Light, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, electrical Tape[bpo 05957], min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 16 Gal Shop-vac Bags
- Piping / Real-tuff
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 11/29/18 Min/max
- Parts For Kawasaki Mules.
- Small Operating Tools, Mask, Dust, Respirator, Pump, sump Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, light Bulb & String Light, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, electrical Tape[bpo 05957], min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 16 Gal Shop-vac Bags
- Piping / Real-tuff
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 11/29/18 Min/max
- Parts For Kawasaki Mules.
- Small Operating Tools, Mask, Dust, Respirator, Pump, sump Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, light Bulb & String Light, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, electrical Tape[bpo 05957], min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 16 Gal Shop-vac Bags
- Piping / Real-tuff
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 11/29/18 Min/max
- Parts For Kawasaki Mules.
- Small Operating Tools, Mask, Dust, Respirator, Pump, sump Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, light Bulb & String Light, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, electrical Tape[bpo 05957], min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 16 Gal Shop-vac Bags
- Piping / Real-tuff
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 11/29/18 Min/max
- Parts For Kawasaki Mules.
- Small Operating Tools, Mask, Dust, Respirator, Pump, sump Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, light Bulb & String Light, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, electrical Tape[bpo 05957], min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 16 Gal Shop-vac Bags
- Piping / Real-tuff
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 11/29/18 Min/max
- Parts For Kawasaki Mules.
- Small Operating Tools, Mask, Dust, Respirator, Pump, sump Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, light Bulb & String Light, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, electrical Tape[bpo 05957], min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 16 Gal Shop-vac Bags
- Piping / Real-tuff
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 11/29/18 Min/max
- Parts For Kawasaki Mules.
- Small Operating Tools, Mask, Dust, Respirator, Pump, sump Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, light Bulb & String Light, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, electrical Tape[bpo 05957], min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 16 Gal Shop-vac Bags
- Piping / Real-tuff
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 11/29/18 Min/max
- Parts For Kawasaki Mules.
- Small Operating Tools, Mask, Dust, Respirator, Pump, sump Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, light Bulb & String Light, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, electrical Tape[bpo 05957], min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 16 Gal Shop-vac Bags
- Piping / Real-tuff
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 11/29/18 Min/max
- Parts For Kawasaki Mules.
- Small Operating Tools, Mask, Dust, Respirator, Pump, sump Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, light Bulb & String Light, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, electrical Tape[bpo 05957], min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 16 Gal Shop-vac Bags
- Piping / Real-tuff
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 11/29/18 Min/max
- Parts For Kawasaki Mules.
- Small Operating Tools, Mask, Dust, Respirator, Pump, sump Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, light Bulb & String Light, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, electrical Tape[bpo 05957], min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 16 Gal Shop-vac Bags
- Piping / Real-tuff
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 11/29/18 Min/max
- Parts For Kawasaki Mules.
- Small Operating Tools, Mask, Dust, Respirator, Pump, sump Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, light Bulb & String Light, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, electrical Tape[bpo 05957], min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 16 Gal Shop-vac Bags
- Piping / Real-tuff
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 11/29/18 Min/max
- Parts For Kawasaki Mules.
- Small Operating Tools, Mask, Dust, Respirator, Pump, sump Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, light Bulb & String Light, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, electrical Tape[bpo 05957], min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 16 Gal Shop-vac Bags
- Piping / Real-tuff
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 11/29/18 Min/max
- Parts For Kawasaki Mules.
- Small Operating Tools, Mask, Dust, Respirator, Pump, sump Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, light Bulb & String Light, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, electrical Tape[bpo 05957], min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 16 Gal Shop-vac Bags
- Piping / Real-tuff
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 11/29/18 Min/max
- Parts For Kawasaki Mules.
- Small Operating Tools, Mask, Dust, Respirator, Pump, sump Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, light Bulb & String Light, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, electrical Tape[bpo 05957], min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 16 Gal Shop-vac Bags
- Piping / Real-tuff
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 11/29/18 Min/max
- Parts For Kawasaki Mules.
- Small Operating Tools, Mask, Dust, Respirator, Pump, sump Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, light Bulb & String Light, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, electrical Tape[bpo 05957], min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 16 Gal Shop-vac Bags
- Piping / Real-tuff
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 11/29/18 Min/max
- Parts For Kawasaki Mules.
- Small Operating Tools, Mask, Dust, Respirator, Pump, sump Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, light Bulb & String Light, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, electrical Tape[bpo 05957], min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 16 Gal Shop-vac Bags
- Piping / Real-tuff
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 11/29/18 Min/max
- Parts For Kawasaki Mules.
- Small Operating Tools, Mask, Dust, Respirator, Pump, sump Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, light Bulb & String Light, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, electrical Tape[bpo 05957], min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 16 Gal Shop-vac Bags
- Piping / Real-tuff
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 11/29/18 Min/max
- Parts For Kawasaki Mules.
- Small Operating Tools, Mask, Dust, Respirator, Pump, sump Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, light Bulb & String Light, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, electrical Tape[bpo 05957], min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 16 Gal Shop-vac Bags
- Piping / Real-tuff
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 11/29/18 Min/max
- Parts For Kawasaki Mules.
- Small Operating Tools, Mask, Dust, Respirator, Pump, sump Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, light Bulb & String Light, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, electrical Tape[bpo 05957], min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 16 Gal Shop-vac Bags
- Piping / Real-tuff
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 11/29/18 Min/max
- Parts For Kawasaki Mules.
- Small Operating Tools, Mask, Dust, Respirator, Pump, sump Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, light Bulb & String Light, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, electrical Tape[bpo 05957], min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 16 Gal Shop-vac Bags
- Piping / Real-tuff
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 11/29/18 Min/max
- Parts For Kawasaki Mules.
- Small Operating Tools, Screwdriver, Set, Wiha Tools #26190
- Chain Connecting Link For Lvp-skid-00001 Platform Access Chains
- Calibration Density Strip; testing Services, Equipment
- Small Operating Tools, Socket, Hex Bit 3/8" Drv 7/32" Min/max***
- Small Operating Tools, Staple, Std 3/8", T50 Arrow Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Tap, Taper, High Carbon Steel, 1/2" Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Wheel, Grinding, Camel, Z3 Trimappable Disc, 5/8"-11***
- Small Operating Tools, Brush, Paint 4", File, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Buckets, Min/max
- Exchangers, Shell And Tube Plugs
- Small Operating Tools, Screwdriver, Set, Weidmuller #9009740000
- Safety Vinyl Sign Material
- 20" Copper Pigtail, ?" Inverted Flare On One End, X Male Pol On Other.
- Valve Repair Kit
- Valves And Assemblies / Law Lfp
- *** Ops - Test Melter Offgas Exhauster Mockup / Equipment Id Lvp-exhr-00001a
- Water Stop Penetration Seals For Nld Vault Piping
- Consumables - Carpenter Pencil Sharpener - Irwin Min/max
- Consumables - Cutting Oil - Kool Mist Cutting Fluid Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Flare Nut Set For Injectors, Todd Fricke, Johnston
- Consumables - Lubricant & Threadlock - Loctite/laco Min/max
- Consumables - Putty Knife - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- Consumables - Scribe, Pick-up Tool, Etc. - General Tool Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous, picker, Trash, 36", Grainger #3up49
- Small Operating Tools, Screwdriver, Set, Insulated, Multi Bit, 6-in-1,
- Ops T35 Flapper Facility Services / Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Ops Chw-b-01 Kroy List Non-stockcoded Valves
- Sleeve, Kevlar, 18" Hemmed Cuff, Yellow, #3czk8
- Small Operating Tools, Standard Portable 15w 125vac Hand Lamp W/25-ft Cord
- Small Operating Tools, Absorbent, Granular, Floor-dry, Solid-a-sorb, Min/max
- Bolts, Fasteners (Ish Ccbs Spring Loaded Fasteners)
- ***ops-startup Pcj-"kroy" List
Includes Pcj-03 Thru Pcj-08 Peng Jeff H.
- Small Operating Tools, Tamper Resistant Combo Torx Set For Oe Shop
- Small Operating Tools, 4-in Long Nose Vise Grip Pliers, min/max
- Ops Su Nyogel For Motor Starters P-17-0846 / Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, Bin, Storage Akrobin #30230
- Ops, Air Filters, Hvac Or Air Filter/ treating
- Ops Restock Loto Supplies / Consumables
- Microwave
- Caterpillar Parts For Jo-15-036.
- ***ops Su Gasket 24590-bof-pv-dfo-v-90673 Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Ops Lamps For Bldg 85, Consumables
- Polaris Parts For Jo-04-911.
- Ops Boiler Lizard, heating/power Boilers/steam Generator Packages And Accessories
- Daewoo Parts For Jo-15-006.
- Battery Watering Gravity Tank For Construction Equipment.
- ***ops Shaft, Rotary Disconnect, Nld- pnl-00001
- Club Car Part For Golf Carts.
- ***ops Su Law C1v Heat Pump, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- ***ops Su Relief Valve For Bldg 54 Temp Mod
- ***ops Tygon Tubing And Nipples / Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, Inverted Bright White Spray Paint[bpo 04121], min/max
- Sealants, Wall Compounds
- Small Operating Tools, white 5-gal Bucket W/screw Top Lid, min/max
- ***asphalt Rolled Roofing
- Fittings
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-090.
- Small Operating Tools, Lens, Radnor, 2"x4, 1/4" 1.75 Diopter, Glass, Magnifying
- Ops Chw-b-01 Kroy List-circuit Balancing Valves / Piping Specialty Items - Misc.
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-049, Stock.
- Joint Sealants
- Small Operating Tools, File, Flat, 14" X 1-11/32" X 5/16" Grobet # 32.307
- Caterpillar Grease For Hydraulic Hammer.
- Caterpillar Filters For Construction Equipment.
- Small Operating Tools, Blade, Plunge, 1-1/4 Inch, Bi-metal, Min/max
- Glass Pour Seal Head Bellows Bolts
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-051.
- Buckets And Lids
- Small Operating Tools, Cart, Utility, Heavy Duty Wide, 500 Lb Cap., rubbermaid
- Daewoo Parts For Jo-15-006.
- Melter Leak Detection Components
- ***ops Bof C1v Exhaust Fan Clips P-17-0815 / Consumables
- Ops Digital Thermometers, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Fill-rite Hose For Satellite Fuel Tanks.
- !!!!law/ Annex Fire Detection Equipment
- ***ops Fpw-av-13582 Rubber Facing P-17-1740 / operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Cranes, Bridge Or Gantry(lfh-hst-00005/10 Bearings)
- Electrical: Temperature Element (rtd)
- ***ops Su Butterfly Valve For Dow-yv-8104, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Small Operating Tools, Brick, Rub, Patching Stones, Flat Min/max
- Equipment - Brake Clean And Grease For Hoist's
- Small Operating Tools, Bucket 2-1/2 Gal With Lid Min/max
- Purchase A Ingersoll-rand Hla Heatless Desiccant Dryer
- Small Operating Tools, Detector, Leak, Snoop 8 Oz Min/max
- Barracuda Concrete Stripper For Construction Equipment, 55 Gallon Drum.
- Consumables - Socket's & Punch - Williams Min/max
- Ops Threaded Clips For Bldg 81 Fans / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Distributables, Shrink Wrap
- Ops T-01 Fps Maint Spares T-17-0080 / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Parts - Landa - Repairs
- ***ops Su Bldg. 83s Aif Filter For C1v-lvr-00006, Consumables
- Ops T-04b Key Cabinets For Operations / Tools
- Small Operating Tools, Drill, Bit, Step, 1/4 - 1-3/8 Morse Min/max
- Consumables- Tie Wire 15 Guage And #9
- ***ops Su Orings For Bldg 82 Chiller.operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Chicago Pins (gfr-tk-00026/27)
- Club Car Parts For Golf Carts.
- Purchase 2 Allen Engineering Track Buggy
- Ops Restock Movincool Duct Assembly/temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Parts - Landa - Consumable - Min/max
- Fasteners
- Bof Storage Cabinets / Office Furniture And Equipment
- Parts - Kochek - Repairs ***
- Parts - Ezgo - Consumable - Min/max
- Parts - Daewoo - Repairs
- Hdk Parts For Jo-06-058, Jo-06-059, Stock.
- Ops Su Lab-mc-pva-cmp-00002a/b/c Cover Gaskets For Compressors Vacuum Equip.
- Rel On Boa Jv00-00006 Valves And Assemblies Biffi Icon 200 Electric Actuator
- Small Operating Tools, Saw Band,tire Pulley,milw, Ratchet, Wlms M-52eha Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Lens Cleaner/anti-fog (for Trial) - "cat Crap" 12/26/18
- Small Operating Tools, Tape,painters,rule, Folding, Scribe, Carbide, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Various Sized Drill Bits, Handle, Die,(bpo 03327) Min/max
- Ops Hvac Fin Comb Kit / Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Small Operating Tools, Various Sockets, 3/8" Dr, Unv Joint, Wms B-140a, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Wheel,diamond Cup,segmented,5-in,makita#a-95009, Min/max
- Garmin Etrex Legend Gps
- Consumables - Folding Rule - Cooper Tool Min/max
- Small Operating Tools,primus Cable Ratcheting Cable Crimper
- Small Operating Tools,sockets, Socket Wrench Adapter, Hex Bit, Min/max
- Rel On Gasket Boa Mxsm Su Gaskets For Sdx-pdt, Seals, Mechanical
- Pvc Pipe Cement
- Small Operating Tools, Socket, 7 Pc 3/8" Drive Extra Long Min/max
- Hdk Parts For Stock.
- *** M&te For Chw Dp Meter Cbdm 135/60 / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- *** Ops Su Blfg 83s Belts For C1v Fans, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Su Fittings For Bldg 82 Chillers, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Expansion Joints - Thorburn
- Pvc Slip Tee, Bushing, Slip Coupling
- Ops Su Filter Mats For Sdj-pnl, Filters, Pressure
- ***ops Su Bldg 82 Chillers Chw-chu-00001, 00001 Chillers,
- Ops Su Tem Trans For Pcw-tt-8008/pcw-mt-8008 Temperature Instrument
- ***ops Su Gaskets For Bldg 81 Dfo Strainer Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Consumables - Leak Detector - Loctite/laco Min/max
- ***ops Su Mve Fittings, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Kao-seal Refractory Sealant
- ***ops T-52 Fan Motors F-16-0063 / Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Bur, Tungsten Carbide, Cone Min/max
- Boa Scr mxsm-00001 Gaskets For Steam Traps Lab, Law, Bof
- Wacker Parts For Jo-13-030.
- Roof Seal Tape
- Ops T-52 Door Weather Strip T-18-0136 F-18-0177 Consumables
- Parts For Bag-pcv Pressure Reducing Valves
- Pro-tect Traffic Guard Floor Covering
- Small Operating Tools, Bucket, Plastic, 1 Gallon, White Min/max
- Construction Adhesive
- Testing Services, Equipment, Ashcroft 0-30 Psi Gauges
- Ops - Sheaves, Etc. / Hvac Maintenance
- Priority-a Ops Diw-b-01 R3 List Msf Valves.
- Ops Su Wo: Pwo-18-1342, Humidity Transmitter For Gfr's, Priority-0
- Welding, Consumables Collet, 3/32", For Wp-9fv, Min/max
- Club Car Parts Foe Stock.
- Welding, Consumables, Lens, Clear, Min/max
- Ops - Fusible Plug / Bldg. T-06 / Hlw Lunch Room, Etc.
- Ops Su Wo: Pwo-18-2438 & 2388, Eaton Circuit Breaker, Elct Boa Rel, Pri-1 Su-rl
- Equipment Purchase Of A Electric Rammer
- Small Operating Tools, Cutter, Annular, 2" X 3", Lens, Wide View Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Diamond, Bar, Wheel Dresser, 4-5/8", 1/2" #70m50.03
- Small Operating Tools, Drill, Step 3/16, Wheel, Flap, Mirror Min/max
- Pipe, Bulk, Sealant
- Small Operating Tools, Filter, Hepa, Green Material, Craftsman 17912
- Equipment, 100% Angle Super Clamps
- Small Operating Tools, Socket Set, Driver, Hex, Tape, Teflon Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Socket, Std 1, Wrench, Crowsfoot Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Blade, Masonry Min/max
- Fan Motors For C1v-acu-00018
- Ops Lubricants, Fuels And Lubricants
- Joint Sealants
- Small Operating Tools, saw, Hole Bi-metal 1-1/2" - 38mm Min/max
- Parts - Concut - Consumable ***
- ***small Operating Tools, Nitrogen, Flow***
- Small Operating Tools, Blade, Scraper, Multi-tool Hcs Min/max
- Area Ops T33 Warehouse, Equipment
- Gauge, Pressure, For Air Blows Spool
- ***small Operating Tools, Pavement Breaker, Bits
- Parker Fitting
- ***ops/su Connector For Lab-py-mxg-rk-00004 Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Ops Material & Service Order Form, Roger Wahlquist
- Ops Toilet Spud - F- 18-0183 /consumables
- Ops Restock / Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, Adhesive, Spray, 3m Super 77 Min/max
- Ops Offsite Lab - Supply List C / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Small Operating Tools, Broom, Head 24 X 3” Advance 89223 Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 4 Tine Long Handle Pitchforks
- Ecology Blocks
- Ops WO: Pwo-18-2619; Valves & Assemblies Boa Release; Su-rl Priority-1
- Ops Su Replacement Breaker Door Spares Electrical
- Ops Su Valve Controller For Rld, Valves And Assemblies
- Small Operating Tools, Replacement Parts, Saw, Bni 11923, Jet 12-inch Xacta
- St-up Transmitter/temperature For Pcw-mt-8008/pcw-tt-80 Temperature Instrument
- Aluminum Moving Ramps
- Ops Filters, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Doors And Locksets For T-77,78,79. May 2017
- ***ops Su Thermocouple For Mve-xfmr-60001 Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Electrical - Purchase Of Voltage Rated Gloves
- Promar 200 Interior Latex Eg-shel Enamel, Extra White
- Small Operating Tools, Burnishing Machine Set For Hlw Subcontracts
- Small Operating Tools, Plug Min/max (joe H.)
- Establish A Boa For Industrial Supplies
- Su Ops Bof-psa Screw Compressor Psa-cmp-00002/compressors, Vacuum Equipment
- Su Ops- Gear Oil, Grease- Release On Scr-uc41-00001 Boa/ Fuels And Lubricants
- Bulk - Sump Pump - Pump Min/max
- Equipment Parts For Jo-15-035 & Jo-15-037
- Small Operating Tools, Milwaukee Flange, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Tapping Oil Min/max
- Su Wo: Wpo-cmnt-18-2425, Conductivity Element
- Su/ Mod Bus Data Signal Converter/electrical Boa- Release On E000-00002
- T33 Cabinet / Office Furniture And Equipment
- Small Operating Tools, Taps Min/max
- Mega Parts For Jo-20-001, Water Tank Trailer.
- Small Operating Tools, Pumps, Taylor
- Small Operating Tools, Wrench, Impeller, For Ltx, Xltx #a05107a
- Water Cooler Parts 5/1/13
- Small Operating Tools, Wrench, Allen, Fold Min/max
- Consumables - Bits, Degreaser, Etc. - Special Order Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Wrench, Crowsfoot,3/8" Drive, 9/16 Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Band Saw Blades
- Consum - Replacement Battery For Lincoln Power Luber - Special Order (oe Shop)
- Small Operating Tools, 6 X 15/32-inch Grad 4r Stainless Rule, min/max
- St-up Wo: Pwo-17-1708, P1- Su Restraints - Red Items, Lubricants Boa Release
- Hps Boiler Fan Housing Seal Gasket
- Small Operating Tools, Hammers Min/max (joe H.)
- Hdk Front End And Battery Parts For Jo-06-079
- Golf Cart Parts For Jo-06-086
- Gfr Hopper Vent Parts
- Safety Consumables: mat, ergo, 4x6, blk & Yellow, 9/16in Thick, u-line# H-902
- Ops Vacuum Grease, Fuels And Lubricants
- Perforated Drain Pipe
- Black Roll Roofing & Steel Drip Edge
- Additional #10 X 3/4" Screws As Previous Order Within 24590-cm-fmr-g000-00001
- Analysis, Monitoring And Testing, Hvac, Qdp-18 Items
- Washers
- Area Ops T33 Warehouse Supplies, Equipment
- Welding, Consumables 12/12/18 Min/max
- Welding, Consumables 12/20/18 Min/max
- *** Ops T43 Module, Distributed Power Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Rope Gasket For Melter Plugs
- Club Car Golf Cart Parts
- Welding, Consumables 12/27/18 Min/max
- Caterpillar Heater Valve
- Welding, Consumables Air Cooled Dinse Min/max
- Welding, Consumables Leather Weld Jackets
- Bulk Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- C1v Filters HVAC Or Air Filter/treating
- Caterpillar Parts For Jo-11-024. Equipment Is Out Of Service Without This Part.
- Purchase Wacker Neuson Bs60-4s Rammers
- Ops Poly Plugs, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Duralabel Tape For Decal Maker.
- Bulk - Air Compressor - Special Order For Don Allen
- ***ops Su C2v-ahu Partsoperational And Startup Spare Parts
- Testing Services, Equipment; Hytorc Stealth 2
- Distributables (fender Washer For Sheet Metal Vent)
- ***interior Paint/floor Tile/cove Base/adhesives***
- Testing Services, Equipment; Torque Screwdriver
- Black Plastic Storage Bins & Lids
- ***small Operating Tools, Backpack Spayer
- Consumable
- Valves And Assemblies
- ***small Operating Tools, Tri-tool Bits, Min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, holland Compression Tool
- Coatings And Painting, Piping
- Small Operating Tools, kool Mist Formula 77 Cutting Oil, min/max
- Blast Resistant, Shielded, Machinery Access Door (lph-door-00025 Bumpers)
- Godwin Pump Parts For Jo-55-013, Stock
- Small Operating Tools - 3m Scotchlok Hand Crimping Tool
- Ops Restock Fsw Fire Pump Fuel Filters, Air Cleaner / Consumables
- Screws
- Ops Pcw-valves Misc "rs3" List
- Small Operating Tools - Bit Jobber
- Closed Cell Insulation Sheets
- Services, Janitorial-brown, Scrub, Pad For Oreck.
- Small Operating Tools - Bolt Cutter Head
- Small Operating Tools - 1" Brass Stencils
- Ops Wireless Thermometers / Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Small Operating Tools - Paint And Paint Supplies, Min/max 12/11/18 (07296)
- Small Operating Tools - Sds Orders, Min/max, 12/19/18
- Janitorial, Paper Towel Dispenser, Mhf, Sawicki
- Small Operating Tools - Tape Blanket Min/max 12.13.18 (05957)
- Small Operating Tools, hose Nozzle\tape Measure\offset Level\stud Finder, min/max
- Ops P-18-0439 Bldg 84a Fsw-v-01475/34075 Joint Sealant
- Ops, Bellows, Blast Resistant, Shielded, Window Or Porthole
- Safety Consumables 12/19/18 Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Sets, Socket, 7 Pc, Hex Bit, Driver, Hex, Extra-long
- Safety Consumables Deleneators Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Gloves - Glove Min/max
- Safety Consumables Mini Flam Cab 1 Door
- Parker Consumables For Vac Trucks And Stock
- Sanitary Level Float Switches
- Services, Janitorial - 17" Stripping/polishing Pad, 11/14/2018
- Seals, Mechanical
- Scw-pmp-00028a/b
- Scw-pmp-00074
- Ops, Janitorial - Janitorial Supplies, Min/max, 12/20/18
- Ops Maint Spares Bf Assy., Valves - Gate, Globe And Check
- Consumables - Floor Sweep - Janitorial Supply Min/max
- Services, Janitorial, Herringbone Mats
- Restock Hvac Filters, Alligator Clips, Ribbon / Consumables
- Ops Restock Rwh-crn-00008 2 Year Pm / Consumables
- Ops Epoxy Adhesive For Labeling / Consumables
- Ops Su Binoculars, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Netbotz Room Monitor 355 (with120/240v Poe Injector)/testing Services, Equipment
- Ops Air Filters, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Ops B82 Fpw-cmp-00005 Qtrly Oil/filters P-18-0002 Consumables
- Ops - Camlocks / Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, Label, Inspection Record- Min/max
- Smartside 48"x 96" Strand Panel Siding
- Office Supplies, Including Reproduction - Tool Room Barcode Labels
- Small Operating Tools - Tape Blanket, Min/max, 12/6/18 (05957)
- Small Operating Tools, Oil, filter, Proto, Wrench, 2-7/8-3-1/4"
- Ops Bldg 84a Fsw-v-01475/34075 Replacement Valves
- Safety Consumables-vest, Mesh, Safety, Orng, 2-in Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Socket Wrench, Saw Band, Socket, Std Min/max
- Pcw Motor Starter Cib Ct Interface Board
- Small Operating Tools, papr Batt. Pack\papr Hood Lens Cvr, min/max
- Consumables - Bottom Taps & Carts - Special Order For Brad Chitty
- Start Up Restraint- Rel On Electrical Boa E000-00002
- Parts - Advance - Consumable - Min/max
- Architectural - Siding Penn Seal Caulk
- Small Operating Tools, rectangular Telescoping Inspection Mirrors
- Ops - Pipefitter Tools
- Small Operating Tools, Krylon Inv Flr-Orng & Inv Bright Blue Spray Paint, min/max
- Ops Maint. Spares, Compressors, Screw, Special Purpose Or Api
- Small Operating Tools, Set, Socket, Bit, 14 Pc, 1/4" Drive, Slotted, & Philips,
- Ops, Mt Con, Electrical Supplies, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Electric To Steam Humidifier For Law Room L-0214
- Services, Janitorial - 55 Gal. Drums
- Ops, Mt Con, Humidity Card, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Concrete Specialties
- Services, Janitorial, Entry Way Floor Mats
- Small Operating Tools, Mask, Dust, Respirator Min/max
- Bulk Materials, Vortex Cooler For Ptj Camera
- Small Operating Tools, drill, Step 3/16 - 7/8 Morse Esd03 Min/max
- Ops - Misc. Equipment / Training And Procedures Support
- Warehousing And Tool Cribs, 24x12x10 Cardboard Boxes
- Small Operating Tools, Radiator, Condenser, Fin Comb, Tool, Napa, #781110
- Consumables - Painting Knife, Masking Tape, Etc. - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- Ingersoll Rand Indicator Replacement Air Filter
- Consumables - Magnetic Pick-up Tools, Steel Rule, Etc. - General Tool Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Measuring Tape, Eng, 25-ft,1-in Blade Width, Min/max
- Tru Supply Company-tie Wire
- Valve, Solenoids For Gfr-b-01
- Small Operating Tools, Paint, Spray, Inverted, pink, white, Fluorescent, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Neiko Clip Removal/ Install Kit
- Consumables - 2" Painters Tape For Delicate Surfaces - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- Consumables - Termination Bits - Special Order Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Pencil, welders, silver Streak Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, B & L Magnifiers\25 Drwr Storage Box
- Welding, Consumables - Replacement Lens, Jacket, Throat Protector Min/max
- Bulk - Sump Pump - Pump Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- **ops - Fire Service Water (fsw) System / Gerard Flow Meter (process Instrument)
- Bulk - Hilti Grinder & Accessories - Hilti Tools Min/max
- Brady Printer And Accessories
- Guunebo Johnson 22 Ton J Latch
- Small Operating Tools, Punch, Center 3/8" Williams P-40 Min/max***
- Ops Backflow Preventer, Valves
- Small Operating Tools, Lens Cover For Papr Hood, 3m # Min/max
- Parts - Polaris - Repairs
- Small Operating Tools, Sealant, Thread, Loctite, 567
- Small Operating Tools, Tool Bins For Warehouse Stock
- Safety Consumables, Gloves, Purple Nitrile, Pwd Free, XI, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Vertical Band Saw Blades Min/max
- Ops Zerol 150, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, keson Rolling Spray Paint Applicator, Min/max
- Ops Victaulic Parts, Valves
- Small Operating Tools, Blade, Plunge, 1-1/2" X 1-1/4" Hcs, wood, Bosch, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, hs Cplr\lght Blbs\cps\cbl-ctr\flt Swt\skt\pbar\sqr, min/max
- Consumables - Taper Taps - American Tool Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Ops - Pvc Pipe, Etc. / Sanitary Drainfield Corrective Maint.
- Ops - Gasket Cutting Accessories
- Ops - Copper Tubing & Fittings / Hvac Maintenance
- Small Operating Tools, Rule, Stainless Steel, 6" X 15/32", Min/max
- Testing And Inspection
- Electrical Clips And Insulated Boots For Motor Control Centers
- Electrical - Replacement Batteries For Exit Lights
- Stihl Part For Weed Eaters.
- Small Operating Tools, Orange Fencing, Min/max
- Ops Tools, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Document Containers
- Caps For Law Bsa Testing
- Honda Parts For Jo-13-030
- ***double-tier Chair Storage Rack
- ****welding, Consumables, Super Flex Power Cable, Wireless Foot Control
- ***small Operating Tools, krylon Inverted Brilliant Red Spray Paint***
- ***small Operating Tools, various Spray Paints, Min/max***
- Corbin Russwin Cl3110
- (sds) Small Operating Tools - Setfast White, 11/27/18 (07296)
- Ax47 Notch Belts  ***
- Boxes 9" X 9" X7"
- Ops Su Bussmann Fuses Electrical
- Ops Su C1v-acu-00033 Dow Heat Transfer Fluid P-17-1504
- Ops Su C2v/c3v Asd Yakasawa Capacitors Electrical
- Ops - Recovery Fittings / Facility Services Maintenance Support
- ***welding, Consumables Weld Hoods Min/max
- Ops Su Gfr-cmp-00001/2/3 Sullair Insulation, Weather Seal, Lubricant P-18-0716
- Ops Su Grease Meters For Startup. Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- (sds) Small Operating Tools - Yellow Paint Marker, Min/max 11/28/18
- Architectural - Screw Caps
- Ops, Filter, Pleated 20 In X 25 In X 2 , Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- **spare Dica Pads For Outrigger
- Small Operating Tools, facing Tool Bit, min/max
- Lab Lps Rs3 Steam Traps, Seals, Mechanical
- Ops B81 E-light Lead Calcium P-18-0448 Batteries
- Small Operating Tools, Filter, cartridge, vacuum, vf5000, Min-max
- Nails, Screws & Bolts
- 29 Piece Cobalt Drill Bit Set M42 Hss Made In The Usa By Drill Hog
- 3 Gallon Pails W/lids
- ***law Annex / Lab - Office Furniture And Equipment
- Bolt Cutter, Compact, 8", Knipex Min/max
- Cable Seals
- #10 X 6 Inch Screws
- Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- **ops Control Room - Sign Holder For Stanchions / Consumables
- **welding, Consumables, Flange, Pin Ss Sumner 780429
- **small Operating Tools - Rakes For Final Grading
- Offsite Lab Supplies 12-01-2018 / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Ops Su Maintenance Tools, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Blank Engraver Labels
- Gates For Brass Alley ****
- Small Operating Tools, Lbl Consumables, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Grinding Discs For Testing, Nickerson
- Small Operating Tools,unitec 1-3/4 X 3" Annular Cutter,min/max
- Maintenance -t-33 Warehouse / Office Furniture And Equipment
- Small Operating Tools, Drill, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Degreaser, Filters, Min|max
- Fender Washers, Hast. C-276 (lop-wesp-00001/2)
- Lve-b-06 "rs3" Switchgear
- Small Operating Tools, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Knife, Scabbard, Up Tp 9" Bblade, Min/max
- Welding, Consumables-stripper, Coaxial, Paladin, Cst, Level .327/,146, Orange
- Tool Box Drawer Units For Oe Service Truck.
- Lubricants For Lab Annual Mobile Floor Crance/24590-wtp-pwo-cmnt-19-01
- Eyewash Test Kits
- Ops Krytox 240 Ac For C5v Fans, Fuels And Lubricants
- Maxforce Insect Bait
- Testing And Inspection
- Small Operating Tools, Label, Barcode,thermal Z-ultimate 3000t,zebra 10011701-r
- Fire Damper Tool, Pitot Tube, And Weatherproof Tape
- Small Operating Tools,stanley 3/4-in X 16-ft Tape Measure,min/max
- **small Operating Tools, Greenlee Stix Kits And Bitkit
- Multimedia Draft Paper For Hsh-crn's/consumables
- (sds) Small Operating Tools - Paint Blanket, Min/max, 12/12/18 (07296)
- Ops Su Transfer Pump, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Emergency Hazard Warning Strobe Light
- Yellow Paint
- Small Operating Tools, Lbl Crew Consumables, Min|max
- (nrtl) Small Operating Tools, 11/28/2018 Min/max
- Ops Su Oring For Amr-Issh-8023seals, Mechanical
- Small Operating Tools, Handle, Broom, 5 X 1/8" Advance Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Filter, Vacuum, Dust Cup, For Sanitaire Sc5845b
- Small Operating Tools, Thermal Transfer Ribbon, Tool Room
- Small Operating Tools, Tape Min/max [bpo 01704] (joe H.)
- Small Operating Tools, Sockets, Wrenches, Min|max
- (sds) Small Operating Tools - Bernzomatic 14.1 Oz Propane Cylinder, Min/max
- Gfr - Clevis And Cotter Pins For 3 Way Valve Actuator
- ***su Psw-fcv-8117 Valve Rebuild P-18-0425 / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- ***ops Su Pcw Seals, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Law Melter Electrical Connections
- Parker Hydraulic Hose For Construction Equipment.
- Club Car Parts For Stock.
- Hdk Parts For Jo-06-073.
- ***su Psa-mtr-00002a/b/c Oil/filter Replacement/ P-17-1347 Consumables
- Gfr Silo Door Hardware (handles, Latches, Springs, Misc Installation Hardware)
- ***ops Su Pressure Reg And Gauge, Psw-pcv-8134 Startup Spare Parts
- Gauge, Pressure / Bof B85 / Scw (r.espinoza)
- Instrument Tubing And Tube Bundles(lfh-manip Hose Connections)
- ***su Bldg 86 Diw Stroke Plate / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- ***su Ops Packing For Pcw-tv-8028 Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Mechanical Seals, O-rings, Bearings, And Gaskets
- ***ops/su Adapter Kit Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Nails, Wingnuts & Lag Bolt
- Ops Hindle Hand Cart For Battery Chargers / Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Oil Only Heavy Weight Maxx Enhanced Absorbent Rolls, 38" X 144' (spc150, Spc-150
- ***ops T15, T52 V-belts / Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-051, Stock.
- Ops Delta Gooseneck Faucets / Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Hose, Fittings & Filters For Law Ps & Isa
- Formwork Release Agent - Dayton Superior Clean Strip J1ef
- General Supplies For Startup, Qdp-18 Items
- Joint Sealants/closed Cell Backer Rod
- Ops Misc Consumables For Travis Matthews
- Armstrong Tile Floor Adhesive
- Small Operating Tools - Visqueen Min/max
- Compressors, Recip., Compensator O-ring/consumable Parts - Atlas Copco Compress
- Small Operating Tools,cbl-ctr\pliers\screwdriver\wrench,min/max
- Volvo Parts For Jo-11-010.
- Valves / Bof B85 Hps (r.espinoza)
- Safety - Vinyl For Sign Makers
- Testing Services, Equipment Snap On Torque Wrenches For Start Up
- Small Operating Tools, Tape, Teflon, Thread Sealant Min/max
- Su Never Seez Nuclear Grade / Lubricants
- Consumables - Bit Holder & Gloves - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- Standard Acoustical Ceiling Tile 24" X 48" X 5/8", White In Color?
- Speed Bumps
- Services, Janitorial - Janitorial Supplies For Jobsite - Janitorial Min/max
- Small Operating Tools,water Key 4-way ****hot
- Small Operating Tools,blade, Plunge, 3/4" --min/max
- Small Operating Tools,bit, Tool, 37.5 Degree, Tri Tool #99-0727
- Fittings (c3v-acu-00002 Pin Hole)
- Safety Consumables - Gloves - Glove Min/max
- Electrical (trolley Encoder Lfh-trly-00006)
- Ops Loto Locking Devices Safety Consumables
- Ops Corrosion Inhibitor Mechanical/process
- Restock T01 Hvac Belts / Consumables
Priority C
- Jet Hvbs-7mw Bandsaw Part
- Hvac Filters 4/3/2012
- Hvac Filters
- Small Operating Tools, Bur, Tungsten Carbide - Mim/max
- *** Ops - Sealant/adhesive_simulator Bldg. Maintenance
- Electrical (lop-wesp-00001/2 Interlock)
- Coatings And Painting, Piping
- Conduit Box (motor Terminal Box) Lid
- Drain Fittings
- Door Hardware - Bof Building 82
- Restock Motor Oil / Consumables
Priority C
- Consumables - Taper Tap - American Tool Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Consumables - Quick Link & Bandsaw Blade - Special Order Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Tape, Teflon  3/4' Min/max
- Electrical (lfh-ttbl-00001/2/5/6, C2v-cond-00032, Lfh-trly-00015)
- ***chw-msof l.mendoza
- Services, Purell Hand Sanitizer, Soap Disp, Cormatic
- Services, Janitorial,dust Mop Frame
- Small Operating Tools - Tri-tool Bits Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, General Tools Min/max
- Safety Consumables,drvr Glvs/hyflx Glvs,min/max
- Control Systems, Instrumentation
- Well Saw And Dayton Band Saw Parts
- Equipment, Ladders For Vessel Entry, Jeff Peterson
- Flow Instrument
- Safety Rail For T-15 Sheet Metal Area
- Release On Electrical Boa 24590-cm-scr-e000-00002
- Reinforcing -welded Wire Fabric
- Ratchet Cargo Srtaps For Ice Melt Spreaders.
- Ford Parts For The Engine In Jo-54-056.
- Printer Ribbon
- Shop Consumables
- Services, Janitorial, Black Stripping Floor Pad 13-in Min/max
- Ops Smoke Check Safety Consumables
- Fire Detection Equipment
- Small Operating Tools, Sockets, Crowfoot Set  Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Socket, Chisel, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Socket, 1/4" Dr, Shallow, 6 Pt, 3/8", Williams Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Saw, Hole Arbor 1-1/4" Min/max
- Replace Damaged Laser Cable Cdr: 24590-wtp-cdr-con-06-0115
- Small Operating Tools, Paint Markers - Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Adhesive, Spray, 3m Super 77 -min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Magnet, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Bag, Dust, High-efficiency, --min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, Pitchforks For Tumbleweed Removal***
- Small Operating Tools, Cutter, Wheel Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Cutter, Tube -min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Butane, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Blade, Masonry, Diamond, Misc. Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Bits, Sockets, Min/max
- ***ops Su Gaskets For Su Scw-b-01, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Ops Vpci-308 For Chw-chu-00001a /chillers
- Small Operating Tools, Picker, Trash, 42" Garbage Grabber
- Consumables, Other (Lvp-skid-00002 Caulking)
- Couplings, Mechanical(cdg-pmp-00001a/1b/2a/2b)
- Distributables-t-35 Pex
- Doors and Handles For T-5a **
- Small Operating Tools, Hole Saw Blanket, Min|max
- Fsw Sys M&te (monarch Digital Strobe / Restock / Testing Services, Equipment
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Heaters, Electric Impedance(resin For Melter Probe)
- Liquid Penetrant Testing Materials
- Purchase Hydraulic Oil Cooler For Jo-15-036
- ***small Operating Tools, Norton 2" X .035" X 3/8" Cutoff Wheels,min/max***
- Caterpillar Part For Jo-15-037.
- Ops A/c Unit Restock Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, Lbl Wall Crew, Min|max
- Parts For Wacker Compactors.
- Small Operating Tools, Air Filters, Dave Leeper
- Small Operating Tools, Aaa Batteries, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Aa Batteries, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, 1/4in Hex Shank, Blade Nibbler Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Blade, Saw, Blade, Bandsaw
- Small Operating Tools, Bucket, Plastic, Caps, Round Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, #3 Philips Inserts, Head Bits 1" Long
- Prowise Pro Line Interactice Panel Bundles
- Small Operating Tools, Filter, cartridge, Filter, Hepa, Wrench
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Piping Specialty Items Strainers
- Insulation **
- Mechanical/process(lfh-smplr-00006/7/9/10 Interlock Component)
- Bulk - 7-drawer Roller Storage Cabinet - Special Order For Drew Boston
- Shrink Wrap Tape
- Consumables - Putty Knife, Trowel, Etc. - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 5-gallon White Plastic Buckets,min/max
- ***safety Consumables,miller Fusion Standing Seam Roof Safety Anchor Post***
- Small Operating Tools, Data Clean Floor Puller W/37” Long Handle For Law & Lab
- Insulator Supplies
- Horizon Distribution, Inc., B/c 40603, 40601, 44906
- Fuels And Lubricants -- O-ring Lube, Parker Super O Lube
- Small Operating Tools,extra-long Hex Driver Socket Sets, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools,lufkin 6-ft Extension Folding Rule,min/max
- Small Operating Tools,spry-pnt Applicator\inv Wht & Red Spray Paints,min/max
- Restock Facsv Np Filters Consumables
- Caterpillar Parts For Jo-15-034.
- Terminal Boxes
- Small Operating Tools, Reamer, Hand, Adjustable, 1-13/16 To 2-7/32, M Diameter
- Small Operating Tools, Sockets, Punches, Min|max
- Consumables - Taper Tap - American Tool Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Release On Mxsm-00001 Boa Mechanical Seal, O-rings, Gaskets And Bearings.
- Bulk - Accessories (nose Pieces) For Powder Actuated Gun - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- *** Ops T52 Replacement Cartridge F-16-0266 / Temporary Buildings
- ***ops Bldg 84 Backflow Preventer Rww-bfp-00008 / Consumables
- ***ops Oe Shop Pvc Fitting F-16-0266/temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Pvc P-traps, Garden & Brass Hose
- ***ops Su Bldg 91 Molykote Grease Fuels And Lubricants
- **hot Structural And Misc. Steel (temporary Duct Material)
- Bulk - Grinder - Milwaukee Min/max
- Bolts, Fasteners( Jackbolt Additional Washer, Nuts And Bolts)
- Bulk - Man Lift Tool Boxes - Special Order For Oe Shop (art Moreno)
- Consumables/bulk - Gloves, Level, Etc. - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- Ops Boiler Lizard,heating/power Boilers/steam Generator Packages And Accessories
- Steel Door Frame
- Club Car Parts For Bulk Consumables.
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-090, Stock.
- Distributables - Strap, Steel, Paint And Waxed 3/4
- Environmental Consumables- Insect Control, Pads, Buckets, Drum Lids
- Ops Duct Seal, Cathodic Protection
- Fde System Fiber Panel And Adaptor Plates
- Fittings, Hose (lop-htr-00001 Thermocouple)
- Ford/ Delphi Parts For Bo-02-012.
- Gaskets, Msrm
- Gate Remote
- Ops Troubleshoot And Repair Sanitary Drain Field Valves/consumables
- Caterpillar Parts For Construction Forklifts
- Ops Su Psa-pnl-00001 Allen-bradley/prosoft Programmable Logic Controller
- Caterpillar Hydraulic Oil Cooler For Jo-15-037
- Ops Watts Kits. Valves
- Janitorial - 5-caster Trash Dolly
- Ops Su Hps Gauges P-17-1663, P-17-1717 Pressure Instrument
- Ops Su Fittings For Bldg. 82 Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Loto Ops - Actuators / Consumables
- Ops Su Fiber Optic Converters / Electrical
- Ops - Backflow Preventer Repair Kits / Facility Services
- Momentive Rtv106 Adhesive/sealant Red Paste 10.1 Fl Oz Cartridges Rtv106 Red 12c
- Napa Bulk Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Tools, Small, Soldering
- Ops - Vacuum Pump Oil - Black Gold / Consumables
- Ops Chw-skid-00001 Filter Drier Element P-18-1272 Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Ops Law Melter Embeds Plastic Caps, Plugs P-18-0597 / Consumables
- Headlight Switch Knob For Bo-01-001.
- ***ops Su Strainer For Dfo-str-00065, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Pipe. Fittings, Hoses,  PVC & Carbon, For Law Chw-l-02
- Consumables - Socket, Drill, Degreaser, Etc. - Special Order Min/max
- Safety Consumables, 20" Step Ladder, For T-52, Ganwich
- Consumables - Sander Backup Pad - Special Order Min/max
- Ops -wtp-pwo-cmnt-17-0417 - Vacuum Pump
- Suspended Ceiling Parts
- Testing Services, Equipment, Burndy Mr22 Hand Crimpers
- Ops Tygon Tubing And Nipples / Consumables
- Yale Manual Hydraulic Yale 1101-series Door Closer, Heavy Duty Interior And Exte
- Pressure Instrument For Scw
- ** Kerosene
- *** Fittings
- Caterpillar Parts For Jo-11-028 Motor Grader.
- Consumables - Bevel & Taper - American Tool Min/max (not On Bpo)
- ***small Operating Tools,5-inch Concrete Planers W/out Guard***
- ***ops Su Thermometer For Scw Startup Spare Parts
- ***propane Regulator
- Parts - Parker - Consumable - Min/max
- Consumables - Filters, Flashlights, Etc. - Special Order Min/max
- ***services, Janitorial,- Bag, Trash, Clear
- ***small Operating Tools, Max Jax #1 Kit With Casters And Roller Head
- ***small Operating Tools, Rope, Polypropylene, Cobalt Blue- Min/max
- 3 Gallon Steel Buckets W/log Covers
- Consumables - Grease Gun - Special Order For Drew Boston
- Bulk Consumable Lubes For Construction Equipment.
- Bulk Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Bulk Consumables Spray Lube
- Ops O-ring Kits, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- ***ops Cpe Rect-50001 Splice Kit P-17-0411 / Cathodic Protection
- Parts - Parker - Consumable - Min/max
- ***ops**** Fsw, Pumps, Water Distribution
- Parts - Club Car - Consumable - Min/max
- Ops Testing Equipment, Testing Services, Equipment
- Ops - Misc. Equipment For Hvac Maintenance / Non-permanent Plant Assets
- Ops Moly Dry Lube, Fuels And Lubricants
- Ops Lubricant, Consumables
- Parts - Foley - Repairs
- Small Operating Tools, Tap And Die, Gasket Cutter, Punch
- Ops Compressor Key, Compressors, Centrif., General Purpose Or Air
- Small Operating Tools, Thermometer, Magnetic-back Surface
- Ops - Ac Window Units / Facility Services Maint. Support
- Ops Boiler Lizard, heating/power Boilers/steam Generator Packages And Accessories
- Ops, Mt Con, Brady, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops - Storage Cabinets
- Dfo Fill Basin Adaptor
- Ops, Boxes And Tags, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops - Filters
- Part For Welder Jo-52-022
- Parts For Floor Scrubber Wtp15205
- Parts For Lincoln Mobiflex 200-m Fume Extractor
- Polaris Parts For Jo-04-910/912
- Consumables: Rtv, Dow Corning 732 For Lop Wesp Vessels
- Consumables, Other(adhesives And Lubricants For Tco)
- American Reeling Part For The Fuel Truck Hose Reels
- ***small Operating Tools, multi-tool Scraper Blade, min/max***
- ***small Operating Tools, inv Bright Wht & Flrsnt Pink Spr-pnt\face-shld\, min/max***
- Small Operating Tools, 16oz Tool Saver Lubricant For Bud Maple-law
- Markal, Valve Actuated Paint Marker (blue)
- Mikasa Parts For Jo-16-034
- Small Operating Tools, 5-gal White Plastic Buckets, min/max
- Ops Media Filter, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Parts - Advance - Repairs
- Ops Electrical, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Ax-83 Belts, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Parts - Parker - Consumable - Min/max
- Sheet Metal For Construction Aide
- Small Operating Tools, Bags, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Conduit Measuring Tape, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Gfci Nema Extn. Cord, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, irwin 3-in & 6-in Bit Holders\circ-saw Bld, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Ratchet, Socket, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, 5ds Bit, Min|max
- E-light Batteries
- Small Operating Tools, bit Buddie\bnd-saw Bld\cble-cttr\isprpl Alc, min/max
- Rupture Disks, Explosion Vents -- For Glass Former Sucrose Silo
- Small Operating Tools, 3m Super 77 Adhesive Spray, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous, Sanding Discs
- Small Operating Tools, Krylon Inverted Orange Spray Paint, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Jet Tablesaw Guard
- Yellow Paint
- Ops V-belt, Buildings, Prefabricated
- Small Operating Tools, violet Coding Tape, sealing Tape, min/max
- Spare Parts For Lincoln Miniflex Portable Fume Extractor
- Ops - Fan Pulleys / C1v-fan-00091, Etc. / Water Treatment Bldg. 86 Hvac
- T-molding For Trailer
- Electrical Arc Hoods And Lens
- Small Operating Tools, nuc Grade Duct Tape, min/max
- Testing Services, Equipment Extech Digital Force Gauge Mdl# 475044
- ***small Operating Tools, whlbrw\scisrs\shovels For Bud Maple-law***
- Small Operating Tools, abrasives\paint Brushes, min/max
- Consumables - Chisel, Ratchet, Socket, Etc. - Williams Tool Min/max
- Consumables - Burlap Bags - Consumables Min/max
- Closed Cell Foam Pads
- Small Operating Tools, crpntr Pencil Sharpner, min/max
- Welding, Consumables, lens, Replacement, Autodrkng, Min/max
- Bulk - Multi-cutter - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- Concrete Specialties, Effluent Management Facility Waterstop
- Safety Consumables 11/6/18 Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 11/1/18 Min/max
- Filters, Pressure
- Fuel Hand Primer For Construction Equipment.
- Safety Consumables 10/15/18 Min/max
- Ops Portable Heaters, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Replacement Coalescing Filter For Law-isa
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools - 6 Ft And 8 Ft Ladders, Min/max
- Ops Su Lsh-crn-00016 & 00017 Grease/Lubricants
- Seals, Mechanical
- Ops Law Lve Feeder Breakers-swbd, Feeder Breakers, Electrical Boa Release
- Safety Consumables 9/10/18 Min/max
- Ops Duck Ponds For Spill Kits / Consumables
- Safety Consumables-9/18/18, Gloves, Tyvek, Min/max
- Ops Su Lab C2v Air Handling Units, Fans, Blowers
- Safety Consumables Papr Parts Min/max
- Safety Consumables 9/25/18, Min/max
- Onan Parts For Stock.
- Safety Consumables, tyvec Boot Cover, min/max
- Ops Su Flow Switch For Dow-fsh-8299, Electrical
- Safety Consumables 9/20/18 Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 40grit Roll, Min/max
- Ops Su Lfh-door-00021 Lubricant P-18-1320 Boa Release
- Heaters, Electric Impedance (gaskets For Lmp-mltr-00001/2)
- Small Operating Tools, 1 Gal. Cutting Oil, min/max
- Ops Su Lubriplate Gear Oil For Lph-hst-00007, Fuels And Lubricants
- Safety Consumables - Tyvek, Knee Pad, Flagging Tape Min/max
- Ops Su Pcw-filt-00001 Filter Bags Pressure Vessel Filters
- Signs - Ansi Radiation Symbols
- Instrument Tube And Pipe Fittings And Accessories
- Mouse Traps
- Ops Su Pwo-cmnt-18-2219, Ss Worm Gear Hose Clamps
- Breaker Cassette Bracket
- Small Operating Tools, 75w Light Bulb, min/max
- Priority-a Start Up Restraint Rel On Fuels And Lubricants Boa
- Advance Parts For # Wtp36999.
- *** Ops - Cpvc Pipe Cement / Facility Services
- Out Of Stock Battery Charger For Textron
- Bulk Materials For Law Construction Complete
- Ops/su Psa-cmp Seals, Mechanical
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-044, Stock.
- Ops Zerk Fittings For 24590-lab-ma-c5v-fan-00011-a, Consumables
- Ops/su Lfh-ttbl-00001 Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Air Compressor, Miter Saw
- Ops Su Wo-pwo-cmnt-18-1833, Pleated Air Filters
- ***ops Su Louvres For Bldg 82 Blowers, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Small Operating Tools, Caulking & Spray Paint, min/max
- ***ops Su Gauges For 24590-bof-jp-psa-pi-810 Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- ***ops Su Bldg 86 Dow, Diw, Psw Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- ***su Bldg 86 Reverse Osmosis Seals / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Countersink Drill Bit Set
- Ops Su Pwo-cmnt-18-1102 & 2378 Battery Temperature Sensors For Monitoring System
- Parts For Shop Lube Dispensers
- Safety Consumables - Tyvek Ty122s And Td127s
- ***ops Su Belts For C1v Fans, Consumables
- Ecology Block Concrete
- Dap-27510, Adhesive
- Ops Su Sealant/grease For Rld-agt-00001, Rld-agt-00002 For Startup.
- Priority-a Start Up Restraint Rel On Electrical Boa
- Danfoss / Dynapac Parts For Jo-13-001.
- Small Operating Tools, Deadblow Hammer, min/max
- Roof Seal Tape
- Landa Steam Cleaner Pressure Washer For Oe Shop
- "Kroy" Pcw-b-01components For 4", 6", 8", 10" And 12" Ms G. Pomiak Valves
- ***ops Nld-blwr-00002 Acrylic Coating P-17-1065 / Consumables
- Ops, Contactor/relay For T15, Construction Equipment, tools, Supplies
- ***ops Snd Snubbers, Brackets / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Ops Su Thread Sealant "hercules" For Chw, Fuels And Lubricants
- Club Car Parts For Stock.
- Ops Su Upe-ups-60041,-60042, -87001 Gutor Replacement Fuses Electrical
- Parts - Pacific Cargo - Consumable - Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Purell Hand Sanitizer, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Socket, bit, 3/8in Drive, slotted & Philips, long ***
- Ops - Battery Hydrometers / Equip Id: Fsw-sp-00002 / Fsw Diesel Fire Pump Engine
- Small Operating Tools, Vacuum, Upright, Bagless, Commercial
- ***stop For Pedestrian Signs. Safetysign.com Item # 5651
- Small Operating Tools, Socket, bit, 3/8in Drive, slotted & Philips, long
- Consumables - Cutting Oil - Kool Mist Cutting Fluid Min/max
- Services, Janitorial - T52 Warehouse Supply For Use On Jobsite
- Consumables - Heat Shrink Tape - Tape Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Daewoo Forklift Parts For Jo-15-006
- Consumables - Hex Key For Ss Plugs - Special Order For Brian Merkel
- Parts - Heatwagon - Min-max
- ***small Operating Tools, Low Jack Stands
- Stainless Bolts, Fasteners
- Small Operating Tools, bur, Tungsten Carbide, Tree, File, Half Round Min/max
- Weatherstrip And Test Leads
- Small Operating Tools, Knife, Wide Boning, 7" Buckaroo Min/max
- *environmental Consumables - Buckets, Insect Traps, Drum Vent
- ***small Operating Tools, Torque Wrench Bits***
- ***small Operating Tools, Switch Box For Etl Listed Dust Extractor***
- ***small Operating Tools, Super 77 Adh. Spray***
- Consumables - 6' Folding Rule - Cooper Tool Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Mat, Outdoor, finger Top 32" X 39", Black Rubber, Cactus M
- Thermometer
- Wheel Chocks For Trailers.
- Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, Oil, Tapping, 4 Oz, Pro Tap, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Saw, Wallboard, Wood Handle, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Socket Wrench Adapter Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Socket, Std 1/4' Drv 1/2' Min/max
- Ops - Cpvc Unions / Facility Services
- (nrtl) Small Operating Tools, Ground Penetrating Radar
- Consumables - Carpenter Pencil Sharpener - Irwin Min/max
- Environmental Consumables
- ** Folding Chairs
- Door Hardware, Door Seal
- (nrtl) Small Operating Tools, Float Switch, Flood Light, Heater Min/max
- Bolts, Fasteners. Lfp-door And Lph-door Misc. Nuts/bolts
- Cranes, Bridge Or Gantry - Replace Damage Cable To Laser
- Ice Slicer Rs
- (nrtl) Small Operating Tools, Trimble Controller
- Consumables - Scribe - General Tool Min/max
- Hydraulic Cylinder Rebuild Table
- Instrument Hoses, Flexible, Polyethylene
- (sds) Small Operating Tools, Consumables Min/max 10/9/2018
- (sds) Small Operating Tools, Wd-40, Dewalt Battery Min/max
- (sds) Small Operating Tools - Paint And Paint Supplies
- Ops - Shut-off Valve, Hose, Etc. / Php-5 Hvac / Roof Mounted Heat Pump / T-52
- Ops - High Pressure Switch / T23a Hvac / Facility Services
- Bulk - Sump Pump - Pump Min/max
- Bulk/consumables - Belt Sander & Belts - Special Order For Drew Boston
- Ops Insul 8, Fuels And Lubricants
- ***(nrtl)small Operating Tools, Wobble Lights
- Vct Floor Tile
- (nrtl) Small Operating Tools, 100ft Ext Cord Min/max
- Ops - Test Probes, Etc.
- Gfr Relief Valves
- Ops - Contactors / Hvac Maintenance / Simulator Bldg.
- Consumables - Black Spray Paint - Paint Spray Min/max
- Ops - Batteries / Fire Control Panel / Fcps-pnl-52203 / Bldg. T-52
- Distributables
- Joint Sealants -- 3m Dp-100ns Adhesive, & Pliobond
- Consumables - Orange Spray Paint - Spray Paint Min/max
- Consumables - Threading Paste - Loctite/laco Min/max
- Small Operating Tools,(nrtl/sds) Grinder, Driver Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables Files, Buckets, Wire Brush, Taps, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Folding Rule,min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables, Sockets, Mag Pu Tool,rope, 8/22/18
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous - Milling Machine Parts/tools
- Small Operating Tools, Pallet Jacks
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 10/8/18 Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Valve Wrench, Channellocks
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 9/25/2018 Min/max
- Ops Pcj Startup Spare Parts
- Ops Restock Facility Movincool Duct \temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Shop Supplies
- Ops Strap Wrenches, Battery Charger / Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Ops W211 Temp Switches / Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Air Proving Switches For Frost Fighters
- Small Operating Tools, Trash Pu Sticks Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 9/18 Consumables Min/max
- Stop Lamp For Winterization T-01
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 10/24/18
- Shrink Wrap
- Small Operating Tools - 2" X 110 Yds 3m 371 Sealing Tape - Warehouse Stock
- Small Operating Tools - 36" Trash Grabbers
- Small Operating Tools - Fringe Retaining Ring For Hilti Dg 150
- Small Operating Tools, Hex Bit Socket
- Small Operating Tools - Gas-powered T-post Drivers
- Ops Mini Circuit Breaker Lockouts For Loto / Safety Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, Oil/lube/inhibitor,min/max
- Lof - Consumable - Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 10/2/2018 Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Magnetic Pick Up Tool,min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 9/11/18 Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Cylinder Cart Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Square Point Shovel, min/max
- Testing Services, Equipment; Rolling Step Stools
- Small Operating Tools, Canopy, Hi-visibility, Orange, 10ft Min/max

- Parts For Golf Carts
  - Small Operating Tools, Brush, Tube 5/8" X 2" X .022, Grit 320, Min/max
  - Small Operating Tools, Cart, Utility, Heavy Duty Wide, 500 Lb Cap., rubbermaid
  - Small Operating Tools, Crimping, Hand, Tool, 3m, Scotchlok, E-9y
- Pins
- Ops - Mobil Polyrex Em Lubricant / Equip. Id: C5v-fcu-00001&2; Etc.
- Parts For Roller Vibrator
- Coatings And Painting
  - ***coatings And Painting, Piping Cathodic Protection Coatings, Scotchkote 323
- Small Operating Tools, Dewalt, O-ring, #633044-00
- Small Operating Tools, Die, 1-1/16" #001761
- Small Operating Tools, Filter, Vacumm, Washable Hepa, For Sanitaire
- Ops Loto Equipment / Safety Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, Cutter, Annular 1/2" X 1", 1-3/4" X 1" Min/max
- Safety Consumables-glove, Mitt, Arctic, Hexarmor, 4050***
- Tools For Mechanics
- Safety Consumables-cone, Traffic, 18-inch, Standard, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Tri-tool Bits Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Wall Thermometer
- Services, Janitorial Supplies For Jobsite
- Valves And Valve Parts
- Small Operating Tools- Floor Sign, Caution Forklift Traffic Anti-slip
- Ops - Install Additional Receptacles / T-52 Warehouse
- Weatherstrip And Test Leads
- Office Supplies, Marker, Sharpie, Tec, Med Point Black, min/max
- Safety Consumables - Glove Clip Guard - Glove Min/max
- Testing Services, Equipment; Ashcroft Test Pressure Gauges
- Ice Melt 9/14
- Heaters For T-29 Shop (patriot)
- Small Operating Tools, H, Pin 1/8', Williams, Ratchet, Hand Min/max
- Ops - Misc. Bard Hvac Parts / Equip. Id: C1v-acu-00020 / Law
- Caterpillar Part For Grader.
- Safety Consumables, Glove, Mechanic, Hexarmor 2000 Series, Oe Shop
- ***ops Lbl Operations Loto Equipment / Safety Consumables
- ***ops Lbl Operations Loto Equipment Part C / Safety Consumables
- ***ops Lock Lubricant For Loto / Safety Consumables
- ***ops Su Pcw Fans, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- ***ops Su Pcw Plug For Diw-filt-00005/6/7/8/9/10/11/12/13/14/15/16
- ***ops W-211 Chem Storage Relays / Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Small Operating Tools, 12 X 3/4-in Reciprocating Saw Blade, min/max
- Safety Consumables, Replacement Mask Filter Cartridge, Min/max
- Auto Shut Off Faucet For T-35
- ops Gear Oil For Hlw Cranes Gearbox / Fuels And Lubricants
- Brush Set For Skid Steer Broom.
- ops Diw/psw Startup Testing Seat Cups / Startup Spare Parts
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-026, Stock
- Safety Consumables, Mechanix Gloves For Oe Shop
- Retractable Cord Reel
- Duster For Stock
- Ductwork And Dampers (enviroduct)
- Ratchet Straps Anf Vacuum Cleaner
- Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Distribbs Safety Electrical Equipment/ Safety Equipment
- Pipe And Fittings
- Fasteners
- Fluid Pumps And Meter Products For Maintenance Shop
- Ball Valves- Aluminum 2 1/2" Nh Inlet X
- Filters For Stock Order
- Small Operating Tools, Bag, Burlap 18" X 24", Min/max
- Water Filter Bowl Wrench To Fit
- Wheel For Little Giant Cart
- Hoods
- Small Operating Tools,white Coding Tape,min/max
- Small Operating Tools,scrt Set\dvr Set\wrenches\pinch Pliers For O.e. Shop
- Small Operating Tools, Tester,battery, Electric Systems, Enhanced, Eecs350, Oe
- Small Operating Tools,7-3/4 X 1-1/2 Wire Tooth Brush, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, W.f. Wells L-10 Bandsaw, Replacement Parts
- Hand Pump For Fluid
- ops Hoffman Enclosure For Snd/operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Fuels And Lubricants, Rust Remover & Battery Cleaner
- Industrial Hygiene- Purchase Replacement Isc Li-ion Battery Pack
- Trash And Recycle Bins
- Small Operating Tools, Inv Wht-orng-clr\cld Glv\safety Orng Spr Paints,min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Industrial Canless Air System O2 Hurricane For Trial
- Wheeled Workbench
- "kroy" Lve-b-05
- Aging Components Mechanical G.pomiak
- Equipment - K-spec Slings
- Small Operating Tools, Brown Spray Paint,min/max
- Su Bldg 91 Red Varnish For Temp Indicator
- kroy-pcw
- ops C1v-acu-00007 Motormaster P-17-1209 / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Gypsum Board Assemblies
- Small Operating Tools, Watchman, Iv, Lock, System, #7286-1pk
- Small Operating Tools, Caps,round,flx-vnyl, 3/4"-inch Inside Height, 1/2 Inch
- Small Operating Tools, Cart, Rubbermaid, 30" X 18", Rubbermaid
- Small Operating Tools, Connector,hose,"y",brass, Protractor, Bevel Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Electrical, Contact Cleaner, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, staple, min/max
- *** (sds) Small Operating Tools - Survey Equipment
- ** Fostoria 240v 30amp Heaters
- (sds/nrtl) Small Operating Tools, Consumables 10/1/2018 Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Shovel, Snow, Ergonomic, Alum-handle, 20-in Alum/poly Bla
- Small Operating Tools, Socket, Std, 1/4" Adapter, Drive,
- Olympian Parts For Jo-14-019a, Generator For Pt Tower Crane.
- Small Operating Tools, Tags, Cylinder Status, 3 1/4" X 6", Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Drill, High Speed, Steel, Extra Long, 15/64"***
- Small Operating Tools, Wrench, Ratcheting, Wrench, Ratcheting Min/max
- (sds) Security Tape, Wd-40, Red Markers Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, socket, Std 3/4" Drv 2" Min/max
- Small Operating Tools-tape Measure, 3/4" X 16', Stanley 33-116***
- (nrtl/sds) Small Operating Tools, Soldering Gun, Snoop Leak Detector
- (nrtl/sds) Pumps, Heaters, Alcohol, Consumables 9/5/18 Min/max
- (nrtl) Wet And Dry Vac, consumables 8/15/18 Min/max
- Traps, Steam, Air(rld-pmp-00197 Sight Glass)
- (electrical) Small Operating Tools - Heated Concrete Cure Blankets
- Wood Screw, Lag Screws, Nails
- Western Parts For Salt Spreader.
- (sds) Small Operating Tools, Pink Paint Marker,
- ***safety Consumables, 4-ft X 50-ft Roll Plastic Safety Fence,min/max***
- ***ops Su Seal Repair Kits For Psa-dry-00001a, Psa-dry-00001b
- Golf Cart Parts For Stock
- Consumable Lubes For Construction Equipment
- Ops Lbl Operations Loto Equipment Part B / Safety Consumables
- Ops Oreck Scrub Pads / Services, Janitorial
- Brushes For Orbiter & Pacesetter Multi-floor Machine.
- Ops Spare Part Recommendation For Bof Pcw-kroy
- Ops Su Psa-b-01 Filter Kits Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Fluke Networks Single Mode Adaptors For Dtx-xfm2 Power Meter Port.
- Owens Corning Foamula 150
- Quick Attach Parts For Jo-11-011b, Broom For Skid Steer.
- Small Operating Tools, Box, Job Replacement, Gas Spring, Suspa, C16-03474***
- Advance Parts For Wtp15205 Floor Scrubber
- Small Operating Tools, Blade, Replacement Diamond
- Safety Consumables-baton,4 Function,5 Led,13.3-inch X 1.5-inch,part# Xg-411tw
- Heater For Mds Building.
- ***chamfer Nail
- Safety Consumables-liner, Fleece/spandex, Winter, Min/max
- Safety Consumables-winter, Liners, Msa, V-gard, #10118417
- Service Manual For Kawasaki Mule.
- Small Operating Tools Heater, Electric
- Small Operating Tools, Tape, Teflon 3/4' Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Adhesive, Spray, 3m Super 77 Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Battery, Rechargable, Cutter, Annular,
- Ice Slicer Rs For Mhf
- Asco Solenoid Valve Series 8300 For Lcp-rk-00001
- Ops Restock Consumables, Corrosion Inhibitor, Pwo-cmnt-18-1746
- Ops Diw-pfr-00008 Uv Lamps
- Little Giant Ladders
- Drum Dolly For For 55 Gallon Def Fluid Drum At Oe Shop
- Small Operating Tools, Snow Shovels & Sump Pump,min/max
- Godwin Pump Parts For Jo-55-013
- Ops Filters Diw-filt-00002a/2b, Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, Steel Quick Link,min/max
- Briggs And Stratton Parts For Jo-55-055
- Caterpillar Parts For Jo-15-034
- Ops Battery Protector Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Ir 2190ti-6 Impactool 1-inch-drive Impact Wrench
- Ops Su BoF-jv-nld-fv-8007 Fieldbus Cable Electrical
- Ops Su Bolts And Fasteners Nld Motor End Bell Cover Bolt Replacement
- Consumable Lubes For Construction Equipment
- Small Operating Tools, Wrenches-sockets-picks-testlight-flashlight
- Mve-sw-89015 Pwo-18-2184 Electrical Grease
- Small Operating Tools, Hepa Filter,min/max
- Ops PcW Eng Spares, Cooling Towers, Mechanical Draft
- ***ops Cable Assembly For 24590-bof-mve-mhan-87001
- Switchgear
- Small Operating Tools, Metal Cutting Blade\step Drill, Min/max
- ***Small Operating Tools, 1.25" Pipe Die 3.75" ***
- Moen Faucet Restock / Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Electrical Cable Extenders For Rpr-2 Remote Racking Device
- Ops Hvac Refrigerant Restock / Consumables
- Ops Hvac Filter Restock Consumables
- Small Operating Tools - Gundlach 344 Scoring Cutter
- Small Operating Tools - Half Round File, Socket Adapter, Double Jacket Fire Hose
- Ilsco, Anti-turn Mech Lug One Conductor - Cond. Range #250 - #6 Awg.
- Instrument Cable For Psw-ae-8543a
- Compressor Scroll Restock / Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, Level, Magnetic, Saw, Hole Arbor Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Oil, Cutting, 1 Gal., Kool Mist Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Hook, Manhole Cover, 36-inch, 4-inch Hook, Steel T-style
- Testing Services, Equipment; Greenlee Hand Crimpers (hdtv, Pa1302)
- PcW-pmp-000013b Pump Guard And Washer
- Testing And Inspection
- Small Operating Tools - Maco Andy Snips, Min/max
- Testing Services, Equipment; Emerson Machinery Health Analyzer Battery Packs
- Janitorial - Field
- Joint Sealants For Law Roof Hatch
- Motor Control Centers - Terminal Blocks
- Ops Su Hanging Scale For Chillersoperative And Startup Spare Parts
- Safety Consumables, Falcon Air Signal Horn
- Polaris Parts For Jo-04-911
- Pipe, Fittings And Flanges

*** Non-permanent Plant ***
- Small Operating Tools, bar, Pry, Gad, Screwdriver, Pliers
- Floor Protector
- (rev 1 Created) Small Operating Tools, Carts, organizer -su
- Honda Parts For Jo-55-641.
- Services, Janitorial- Broom, Whisk Common, Towels, Paper, 2ply, White
- Ops Lockout Devices For Loto / Safety Consumables
- Ops Submersible Adapters For Cpe / Testing Services, Equipment
- Ops Pump Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, Box, Job, Replacement, Greenlee #8060, Gas Spring, C16-03
- Laser Engraver Spray
- Ezgo Parts For Jo-06-033.
- Microwave
- Miscellaneous Construction Services
- Small Operating Tools, Degreaser, Cleaner, 16.9 Oz/500ml, Blade, Bandsaw Min/max
- Restock Thermometer Digital / Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Ice Slicer 8/2017
- Small Operating Tools - Bur, Sockets, Screw Gauge, Mirror, Putty Knife, Min/max
- Maintenance - Two-cmnt-18-0155 / Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, hudson, Bit, 37.5 Degree Min/max
- ***ops Chain Bars For 24590-bof-fh-snd-tool-00001 Consumables
- (electrical) Small Operating Tools - Analog Soldering Gun Station
- Dillon Edxtreme Dynamometer
- Distribs Laminator
- Safety Consumables delineator Tube Base Only, Hex, 12 Lb
- Testing Services, Equipment Startup Fluke M&te
- Safety Consumables, Gloves, Min/max
- Flow Transmitters And Couplings, Pcwl-05
- Safety Consumables Papr Min/max
- Ops/su Knob, Rubber Strip Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Safety Consumables Insect Repellent Min/max
- ***ops Fps Water Test Kit T-17-0080 /temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Safety Consumables - Gloves, Tool Lanyard, Lens Towelette Min/max
- Sdj Bundle Pulling Grips
- Safety Consumables Gloves 8/15/2018 Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Vacuum, Shop Vac, 16-gal, Craftsman 12007, Min/max
- Safety Consumables Csw Knee Pad, Min/max
- Safety Consumables 8/7/18-- Min/max
- Ops Fpw-psl-8205 Pressure Switches P-18-0372
- Ops Lab Arl Fume Hood Receptacles P-18-1564 / Electrical
- Ops Loto - Gate Valve Lockout / Consumables
- Ops Su Chw-hx-00003a/b Gaskets P-18-0538
- Screws (lmp-mltr-00001/2 Glass Pour Seal Head)
- Safety Consumables, ppe Hexarmor Gloves, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Filter, Vacuum, stripper, Wire, bit, Insert, Min/max
- Ops Su Mechanical/process Belts For C3v Law/refurb/startup/and C2v
- Light Meters (extech)
- (sds) Rev1 Small Operating Tools, Consumables 8/7/18 Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, magnetic, Pick, Adapter, socket, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, stubby, Bit, Hss, jacket, Welding Min/max
- Stihl Part For Weed Eaters
- Coatings And Painting, Piping - Dow And Diw
- Switchgear
- Red Lights For Winterization
- Tools, Small, Tweaker Sets, Insulated
- Small Operating Tools, 18v Ratchet
- ***ops Su Upe-batt-91001 Bolt And Washers Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Chillers, Centrifugal, Approx. 2,000-5,000+ Tons - Hx Gaskets
- Small Operating Tools - Tensioner, Bur, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools,Caps, round, flx-vnyl, 3/4"-inch Inside Height, 1/2 Inch
- Safety Consumables, Glove, Work, Pip, G-tek 3gx, 13 Gauge, 19-d330
- (sds) Small Operating Tools - Tungsten Carbide Bur, File, Cutoff Wheel, Min/max
- Caterpillar Filters For Construction Equipment
- Buildings, 3m Safety Tapes And Sealing Compound
- ***ops Rubber Facing, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Small Operating Tools, Fiber Optic Cutters And Connection Cleanner
- (electrical) Small Operating Tools - Die Grinder, Rotary Hammer, Min/max
- ***welding, Consumables Welding Umbrellas Min/max
- ***safety Consumables, fence, Plastic Safety 4'x50'"  
- *** environmental Hazmat Buckets
- ***distributables Insulation
- (sds/nrtl) Grinder, Dewalt Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 7/30/18 Min/max
- Batteries For Small Equipment
- Small Operating Tools, 3/4 X 60 Friction Tape, min/max
- Consumables
- Club Car Parts For Stock
- Small Operating Tools, Gen Tool Blnkt, Min/max
- Fittings (lmp-hose Components)
- Voltage Transformers, Weather Shield, Lve-xfmr-23002
- Small Operating Tools, Tap, Min/max
- Ball Knobs For Melter Power Supply Breaker Handles
- ***safety Consumables, hexarmor 4081 Leather Glove Trial***
- Small Operating Tools, Grease Gun
- *** Ops - Turbine Oil / Mobil Dte Light / Hop-fan-00001a Mth (monthly Pm)
- Small Operating Tools, 28v Wet/dry Vac, Min/max
- Ops Plugs, Safety Consumables
- Ops Filters, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- *** Ops - Horn Strobes & Pull Stations / T-43 Fire Protection System (fps)
- ***small Operating Tools, tie Wire/cable Tie Gun***
- Small Operating Tools, air Compressors & Akro Platform Cart
- Parts - Advance Floor Scrubber Repairs
- Safety Consumables, bellman Safety Vests
- Small Operating Tools, duct, \ heat Shrink, teflon Tape, min/max
- Metal Tags For Key Box
- Safety Consumables, scaffold Tag Inserts & Holder
- Ops - Tp1-40 Pressure Pump Accessory Kit
- Tool - Hilti Rebar Scanner, Charger & Battery - Special Order Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Carpenter Pecil, Min/max
- Parts For Wellsaw Model 58bw
- Equipment
- Safety Consumables, vinyl Blk & Yel Hazard Tape, min/max
- Ice Slicer Rs 2014-15
- Lawson Shop Supplies
- Ops - Ac Window Units / Hvac Maint. / Facility Services Maintenance Support
- Office Supplies, Including Reproduction
- Ops - Digital Thermometers / Hvac Maintenance Support
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous Critical To Equipment Installation
- Ops Eyewash Parts, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Testing And Inspection
- Small Operating Tools, 0-35 Lbs Door Pressure Guage
- Parts For Small Engines
- Flush Modifications
- Body Filler/hardener Kit (3m Bondo 262)
- Small Operating Tools, Lbl Wall Crew, Min/max
- Hdk Parts For Jo-06-073, Stock.
- *** air Dancers - Birds Be Gone***
- Hdk Parts For Golf Carts.
- General: Intake And Outlet, Air Vent Cover Modifications For Gfr Compressor(s)
- Jlg Parts For Jo-15-034.
- Gaskets (lop-spool-00002/4/6/8 New Gaskets)
- Lfh Glovebox Connectors
- Ops TS2 Cubicle Extensions, Sign Holders / Office Furniture And Equipment
- Fittings For Law Chw Testing
- Engine For Jo-55-150.
- *** Ops - Fusible Plug / Bldg. T-06 / Hlw Lunch Room
- Batteries
- Consumables - Bandsaw Blades For Carpenter Shop - Special Order Min/max
- *** small Operating Tools, Gasket Cutter Items For Jeff Peterson***
- Ops Nld-v-10271/10276/10217/10218 Gaskets P-18-0723
- Rectangular External Push Nuts - For Cpe-b-04
- Ratchet Strap Assemblies
- Distributables - comfort Station Auto Shut-off Valves
- Distributables - crosswalk Signs
- Ecology Blocks
- Ops Restock Hvac Units / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- True Refrigerator Parts For Model # Gdm-69
- Ops Restock Distilled Water / Consumables
- Consumables, Vitrogritt, Media Blast Material
- Ops Evaluation Of Sanitary Drain Field Dosing Chamber - Consumables
- Ops B91 E-light Batteries P-17-1223 / Consumables
- Parts - Wacker - Repairs
- Ops Plumbing For Maintenance / Consumables
- Fittings
- Lfh Local Control Stations Labels, Switches, Cable Connectors
- Small Operating Tools, Rules, Screwdriver, Min|max [bpo 01917]
- ***ops Su Filter Element And Gaskets For Lab Startup Spare Parts
- Small Operating Tools, Wedge, Stock 1/4
- Fasteners
- **small Operating Tools, Little Giant Ladders, Law**
- **profibus, Fastconnect, Strippping, Tool, Siemens #6gk1905-6aa00, *hot**
- ***valves / Actuator For Bof / B21 (m.wasemiller)***
- ***ops Su Vbelts, Sealant For C1v-fan-00055, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Documentation Containers
- ***ops Su Filters For Lab C1v Ahu's, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Edc (extreme Dust Control)
- ***ops Su Chain Connection For Lab-py-mxg-rk-00004 Startup Spare Parts
- ***ops Su Belt For C1v-fan-00056, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Small Operating Tools, Drill Co Tooling, Min|max
- ***ops "rs3" Pcw-spare Parts Recommendation For Start Up Bof-pcw Misc
- *** Misc. Hastelloy
- Small Operating Tools, General Tool Consumables, Min|max
- ***ops Su Tape For Bldg 82 Blowers Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Caterpillar Parts For Jo-11-028.
- Parts - Mikasa - Compactor - Repairs
- Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Consumables - Lite Wire Strippers & Stripper Blade's - Special Order Min/max
- Coatings And Painting, Piping
- Club Car Parts For Stock.
- Safety Consumables-aerial Safety Cage, Little Giant, 18503 ***expedite Order***
- Small Operating Tools, Rule, Scribe, Nozzle Min/max
- Cbc Lab Science Equipment / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Small Operating Tools, Mirror, Pliers, Toungue And Groove, Wheel Flap, Min/max
- Bulk Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Bof B85 Scw, Tcv Replacement Part
- Consumables - Scribe - General Tool Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Gun Staple Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Jack, Stand, Roller Ball, Transfer Head, Bth-9,
- Consumables - Sprayer Parts - Special Order For Lbl Wall Crew
- Diesel Fuel Nozzles For Bulk Consumables.
- Small Operating Tools, Bag, Burlap 18" X 24'
- Consumables - Fish Stix - Greenlee Min/max
- (ops), Capacitor, Compressor, 35/5 Mfd, 370v, Round, Mfg Bard, Mfg # 8552-048
- Janitorial Supplies - Jobsite Janitorial Supplies - Janitorial Min/max
- Fittings
- Equipment, Chain For Locking Up Items On Site
- Consumables - Taper Tap - American Tool Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Consumables - Tap - American Tool Min/max
- Services, Janitorial, waterhog 3-ft X 5-ft Indoor Entry Floor Mats For Ken Tucker
- Consumables - Lumber Crayon - Marker Min/max
- (ops), Gasket, Buna; For Model 70p High Pressure Indicator
- Consumables - Drywall Saw - Lbl Min/max
- Consumables - Carbide Magnetic Scribe - General Tool Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 6
- Ops, Facsv, Inflator, Battery, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Bulk Materials For Glass Former Reagent
- Caterpillar Parts For Jo-15-037.
- Consumables - Pliers - Klein Tool Min/max (not On Bpo)
- *****door Thresholds, Sweep & Zip-it*****
- Safety Consumables, Glove Hangers, Min/max
- Parts - Polaris - Repairs
- Parts - Nilfisk Advance - Sweeper - Repairs
- Parts - Grote Hopper - Repairs***
- Parts - Berkeley Pump - Consumable - Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, thermal Barcode Labels\3/4-14 Bottom Tap,min/max
- Labelmark 5 Software For Brady Labeler
- Safety Consumables, Gloves For Oe Shop
- Electrical - Hoffman Enclosures
- Ops - Spring Module Kit / 10 In. Model 880v Backflow Preventer / Rww-bfp-00007
- Ops - Corrugated Cardboard / Area Operations (urs) Maint. Support
- ****ops Maint.consumables
- ***small Operating Tools, krylon Inverted Pink Spray Paint,min/max***
- Bulk Materials, Electrical
- Caterpillar Parts For Construction Equipment
- 3m Flowable Finishing Putty (05824) And Creme Hardener (05830)
- Ops Brady Labels, Labeling And Reading Devices
- Small Operating Tools, Blade, Plunge, 1-1/4" Bim -min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous, Degreaser, Cleaner, Min/max
- ***ops Fsw Pump Loctite 603 / Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous Yellow Rope **hot
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- ***ops Su Valve For Bldg 82 Fps. Consumables
- Parts - Daewoo - Repairs
- Seametics Flowmeter, Inline, 52 Gpm, 1 In.
- Small Operating Tools, Cutter, Annular, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Sockets, Hammer, Min/max
- Bulk Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Small Operating Tools, 6 In 1 Screwdriver
- Small Operating Tools - Socket - Min/max
- Cardboard Shipping Boxes.
- Parts - Ezgo - Consumable - Min/max
- Services, Janitorial - Jobsite Janitorial Supplies - Janitorial Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Filter, cartridge, vacuum, Min/max
- Tail Light For Jo-52-003.
- Small Operating Tools, Dewalt 1/4-in To 3/8-in Socket Adapter, min/max
- ***trailer Maint. Parts (flashing Tape, Strapping, Etc...)***
- ***consumables - dust Collectors For Chipping Gun - Special Order For Drew Boston***
- Small Operating Tools, Krylon Orange Inverted Spray Paint, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Boxes For Rich Chapin
- Small Operating Tools, ext-cord Susp-brackets\mask Clean Rinse Agent, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Pumps, Levels, Rope, - Min/max
- Testing Services, Equipment, Water Weights 35 Ton Load Cell, Model Le35ta
- Small Operating Tools, Various Sockets And Consumables, Min/max
- Su Scw-st-00227 Overflow Trap / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Su Bldg 86 Clpt Fuses Chw-mstr-00001a / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Snap Action Switch And Limit Switch
- Small Operating Tools, Valve Wheel Wrenches **hot**
- Small Operating Tools, Vacuum Attachments, Ridgid, **hot**
- Small Operating Tools, Tamper Tape, Min/max
- Parts - Parker - Consumable - Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Kilz Latex Primer & 4-inch Roller Frames For Painters
- Safety Consumables, 7/2/18 Min/max
- Stihl Parts For Bulk Consumables.
- Small Operating Tools, dayton V-belt For Band Saws
- Small Operating Tools, Blank Tags Laminating White
- ***safety Consumables, Papr Organic Filter***
- Small Operating Tools, lthr Bot Bag\bits\vnyl Caps, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools - Paint, Graco Tsl, Easy Turn, Pole Gun Extension Min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, - Rudedog Sleever Bar & Erection Wrench Holder Min/max***
- Small Operating Tools - Inert Gas Coupling, Welding Jacket, Gas Lens, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 22oz Estwing And Vaughan Anti-vibe Hammers
- Small Operating Tools, snap-on 30-pc Hex Bit Socket Sets For Oe Shop
- Small Operating Tools, std Staples, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Greenlee Shearing Set And Dies
- ***small Operating Tools, Crowfoot Wrench, 3-1/8"***
- Small Operating Tools, Wobblelight 36" 80w Led Work Light, For Field Trial
- 10 - 50 Lb/in Torque Wrench
- Small Operating Tools, Screwdriver Set, Hex Key, Wrench, Adapters, Test
- Small Operating Tools, Putty Knife 1 1/2" Flex Ss, Collet, Die Grinder, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Paint, Spray, Inverted, red, Blu, Grn, wht, Pink, orange
- Small Operating Tools, Paint, Spray, Inverted Wht, Blu, Pink, Roller, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Mechanic Gloves, Oe Shop
- Architectural Specialties
- Bolts, Fasteners, M18
- Small Operating Tools - Hand Spin Drain Cleaner Min/max
- Supplies For T33 Warehouse, Equipment
- ***ops Su Oring Seal For Bldg 82 Chillers, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- ***ops Su Gaskets Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- T.mcperson Tools Wrench, Ground Valve, Carrier, Tool, Multi Pocket
- Testing And Inspection
- *** Testing Services, Equipment; Hyytorc Parts
- ***ops Su Bldg 83 Pcw-b-01 Tape, Consumables
- Testing Services, Equipment Crimpfox Centrus 6h
- ***ops Copper Tubing For Law / Consumables
- Carpenter Shop Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, Cert Yellow Marker, Thread Lube Min/max
- *** W-211 Maintenance Storage / Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Resbond 907ts - Blue, Lop-sp-00003/8. Lop-l-01/2
- *** Ops*** Compressor 24590-wtp-facsv-17-cmnt-17-0139 Michael Cuellar
- *** Aging Parts For Pcw-cooling Tower
- Strainers For Startup Lmp-tk-00001/2.
- !!!!!fasteners For Law Wesp (hot!)
- Valve Chain Operators
- Welding, Cadweld, Erico, Plus Control, Unit, #pluscu15l
- Testing Services, Equipment Water Testing Supplies.
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Ziploc Bags
- Small Operating Tools, Tri-tool 606sb, W/parts And Bits
- ***equipment****oem Parts Vinyle Tape For Max Bepop Label System
- Ops Su Krytox Grease For C5v Fans, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Pipe, Fittings And Flanges - Carbon Steel
- Gauge, Pressure / Differential Pressure
- Distributables
- Parts For Stock And RI-11-102
- Ops/su Gfr-flth Fasteners
- Ops Su Packing For Diw-pmp-00002a/b, Seals, Mechanical
- Ops Su Lsh-hitch Fuels And Lubricants
- Heating/power Boilers/steam Generator Packages And Accessories - Injection Quill
- Exterior Primed Panels, Composite T1-11
- Small Operating Tools,tape[bpo 01704],min/max
- Insulating Tarps, Fasteners, And Grommets. For Cooling Panel Protection.
- Pipe, Fittings And Flanges For Law Pcw-l-02
- Fittings, Firehose, (su-quad17)
- Polaris Parts For Jo-04-910, Jo-04-912
- Phoxbond Refractory Mortar
- Osus For Yakima Warehouse
- Husqvarna Part For Jo-55-641
- Lfh Glovebox Np Gloves For Startup Testing
- M16 X 2.0 X 65mm  Grade 8.8 Bolts And Lock Nuts
- Metal Plate, ASTM A572 Gr 50 Or ASTM A529 Gr 50
- Ops Fde-pnl-84001 Spares P-18-0462 Fire Detection System
- Led Lighted Film Viewer
- HVAC Or Air Filter/treating
- Pressure Regulator HPS Startup Restraint
- Small Operating Tools, retaining Ring Socket, Min/Max
- ***ops*** Sink Supplies, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, Milwaukee Cordless Grease Gun For OE Shop
- Small Operating Tools, Wire Tooth Brush, Min/Max
- ***small Operating Tools, Duct Tape For Mold Remediation [bpo 01704]***
- ***small Operating Tools, Cart, Utility, Heavy Duty Wide, Rubbermaid #4520-88***
- ***small Operating Tools, VHT High Temp Spray Paint***
- Purchased 4 New Rammer Style Compactors
- Small Operating Tools, Grinder, Electric, Wrench, Impact, Kit, Min/Max
- Small Operating Tools, Die, Hexagon, Chain, Extension, Tap, Taper, Min/Max
- Law - Factory Foam Insulated Metal Wall Panels & Accessories
- Felt Filter Bag, Polypropylene Material, 25 GPM Max. Flow, 100 Microns
- Consumables, Other (lfh-door-00022 Motor Rework)
- Casters And Bolts For A Construction Aid For The Melters
- Caterpillar Parts For Stock
- Small Operating Tools, Bits, Drill, Step, Tap, Holder, Wedge, Min/Max
- Caterpillar Parts For Jo-15-036, Stock
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Drill, Rebar Eater, 3/8" Dia Maxibolt, Min/Max
- File Cabinet, Fire Resistant, For Startup.
- Position Switch (includes Proximity, Trip Limit And Photocell), Reflector
- Computer Room Air-conditioning Units
- Concrete Specialties - Law Effluent Management Facility Waterstop
- Safety Consumables - Face Shield, High-dex Glove, Welders Glove Min/Max
- Small Operating Tools, Cutter, Cable, Ratchet, Greenlee 45206, Min/Max
- Consumables, Replacement Blades, Min/Max
- Msolf Valve Cap, Inflating Connector-robert Humphreys
- Consumables, Wd-40, Min/Max
- Services, Janitorial-paper Towel Dispenser. For Cormatic Paper Towels. Model # H
- Small Operating Tools, Barrier, "hold For Inspection", Yellow &black 3" x 1000'
- ***small Operating Tools, Valve Keys, Curb, Main Valve, Startup***
- Lock Sets For Mhf
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Counter Sink, Ns-5818-c Nozzle Min/Max
- Lincoln Part For Jo-52-016, Stock.
- Small Operating Tools, Elec-scotch Tape/coding Tape [bpo 01704], Min/Max
- Consumables, Rulers Scribes, Min/Max
- Ops - Wrenches, Etc. / Facility Services
- Law - Flashing Fasteners
- Small Operating Tools, Lock, Combination, 4-dial Bottom, Min/Max***
- Small Operating Tools, Milwaukee Replacement, Vertical Deflector
- Small Operating Tools, Mirror, Replm, Bur, Tungsten Min/Max
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Small Operating Tools, Misdetector, Leak, Snoop 8 Oz, Min Max
- Small Operating Tools, Paint, Exterior, Acrylic, Latex, Gloss, Extra White, 5-ga
- Equipment, 20 Inch Floor Machine-scrubber-polisher
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Ham Sds Carb Tip 3/4 X 10x12, Min/max
- Ops Pvc Cement, Primer For Site Plumbing Restock / Consumables
- Restock Mob Unit Motors Mob100-8 / Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Welding, Consumables, Yel. Canvas Umbrella, Min/max
- Polaris Parts For Jo-04-910, Jo-04-912.
- Parker Parts For Bulk Consumables.
- Ops Screen Protectors, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Ops Restock Lubricant Various Equipment / Consumables
- Safety Consumables Shroud, Inner, Grip, Beam, Tape, Barricade Min/max
- Ops Restock Distilled Water Fsw Battery Checks / Consumables
- Cove Base / Floor Tile / Dec 13
- Ops Restock Chw-pmp-00007 O-ring, Seals / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Murr Elektronik Emc Filter Part#10415
- Ops Tape And Driver, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Roto-z, Compressors, Centrif., General Purpose Or Air
- Safety Consumables, Earplug, Tri-flange, Insect, Wipes Min/max
- Ops Nld Stripper Blower Qtr Pm P-17-0966 / Consumables
- Ops Kluber Lubricant For Psa Screw Compressor Motors / Consumables
- Ops Emergency Light Battery Restock / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Ops B85 Fan Belts, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Ops 24590-b86-lve-0002 Spare Parts Recommendation
- Small Operating Tools, Alcohol, Isopropyl, Bit, Insert, Gripper Min/max
- Parts - Club Car - Consumable - Min/max
- Consumables, Bits Blades Drivers Nibblers, Min | max
- Detectable Marking Tape
- Consumables, Fire Blanket, Vacuum Bags, Min | max
- Consumables, Drywall Rasp Blade, Min | max
- Consumables, Drill Bits, Min | max
- Consumables, Drill Bits, Bit Jobber Min | max
- Dana Spicer Parts For Stock.
- Consumables, Drill Bit, Min | max
- Curt Safety Chain For Trailers.
- Small Operating Tools, bucket, Plastic, 1 Gallon, White, 5 Gal Min | max
- Concrete Specialties - Concrete Cure & Evaporation Reducer
- Compressors, Recip., General Purpose, Or Air, Locknuts - Atlas Copco Compressor
- Small Operating Tools, wrench, Pipe 10, Min/max
- ***su Bldg 86 Fuses For Startup Turnover / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Small Operating Tools, orbiter Plastic Pad Holder
- Cmms Min/max Switchgear
- Club Car Parts For Stock.
- Endress-hauser Bnc Connector
HORIZON DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
4004 E Francis, spokane, WASHINGTON 99217
(509) 467-6601
- Small Operating Tools, Vacuums, Charger, Sockets, Min/max

HOSKINS, C M COMPANY
7353 15TH AVE NW, SEATTLE, WA 98117
(206) 789-1600
- Rods

HRS Systems, Inc.
208 Southside Square, Petersburg, TN 37144
(931) 659-9760
- Hass (hydraulic Analyzer Sprinkler System)

HUBBS MACHINE & MANUFACTURING
6282 ROCKY RDG, CEDAR HILL, MO 63016
(636) 285-4388
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous

HUGUENOT LABORATORIES INC
101 RIVERDALE RD, Port Jervis, NY 12771
- Water Quality Control, Mic Kit And Testing

HukariAscendent, Inc.
4251 Kipling St Ste 400, Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
(303) 384-9079
- Professional/technical Services For Effectiveness Review Of Wtp Documents

Humphreys & Associates
9910 Research Dr, Irvine, CA 92618
(714) 685-1730
- General Services

Hyster Sales Company dba Pape Material Handling
1224 North California Avenue, Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 545-1958
- Equipment Rental, Forklift For Receiving @ Mhf

HYTORC WEST LLC
1944 LUND RD, BANCROFT, ID 83217
(208) 648-0897
- Testing Services, Equipment Hytorc Pump Repair Sn-70324 & 506431
I SQUARED R ELEMENT COMPANY, INC.
12600 CLARENCE CENTER RD, AKRON, NY 14001
(716) 542-5511
- Heaters, Electric Impedance

IBBS CONSULTING GROUP, THE
5932 CONTRA COSTA RD, OAKLAND, CA 94618
(510) 420-8625
- Professional Services To Provide Analysis, Advice, And Counsel To The Wtp Projec
- Professional/technical Services For Effectiveness Review Of Wtp Documents

ID ME PROMOTIONS LLC
18401 BURBANK BLVD, SUITE 116, TARZANA, CA 91356
(818) 774-9500
- Safety Consumables, Knee Pads With Seto Logo, Min|max
- Awards, Safety - 3-piece Bbq Set - Special Order
- Employee Recognition Awards
- Safety Consumables,knee Pad W/seto Logo,min/max

IDEAL INDUSTRIES, INC
1375 Park Ave, Sycamore, IL 60178
(815) 895-5181
- Testing Services, Ideal Lantek Cable Certifier Kit 1 & Kit 2, Lantek .mdl 33-992
- Testing Services, Equipment Ideal Lantek Cable Certifier Kit, Lantek .mdl 33-992
- Testing Services,ideal Lantek Cable Certifier Kit Ii, Lantek .mdl 33-992
- Testing Services, Equipment Repair & Calibration Of Ideal Lantek

IHS INC
15 Inverness Way E, Englewood, CO 80112
(303) 790-0600
- ***msds Computer Software License Renewal***

IMADA, INC.
3100 DUNDEE RD STE 707, NORTHBROOK, IL 60062

- Testind Services, Omada Push Pull Scale Sn-227767e Repair

IMAGINE MARKETING LLC
N88W16752 MAIN ST, MENOMONEE FALLS, WI 53051
(262) 255-5050
- Employee Recognition Awards
IMAGINE MARKETING, LLC  
N88W16752 MAIN ST, MENOMONEE FALLS, WI 53051  
(262) 255-5050  
- Small Operating Tools, Neoprene, Water Bottle, Drawstring, Insul, Q2u Logo

IMMIX TECHNOLOGY, INC.  
8444 Westpark Dr Ste 200, McLean, VA 22102  
(703) 752-0610  
- Mathcad Professional Software Assurance

IMR TEST LABS - PORTLAND  
131 WOODSEDGE DR, LANSING, NY 14882  
(607) 533-7000  
- Testing Services, Materials Failure Analysis

INDEECO  
200 Commerce Dr, Cuba, MO 63144  
(573) 885-7855  
- Dflaw Effluent Management Facility In-line Electric Chemical Solution Heaters  
- Dflaw Effluent Management Facility In-line Electric Chemical Solution Heaters

Indian Eyes LLC  
2815 St. Andrews Loop, Ste B, Pasco, WA 99301  
(509) 542-1114  
- Parts - Ezgo - Repairs  
- Rental Of A Dca70 Generator For Mhf***  
- Hyster S120 Forklift  
- Parts - Ezgo - Consumable - Min/max  
- Parts - Ezgo - Consumable - Min/max  
- Equipment Rental, Jlg 1250ajp Articulating Boom Lift  
- Golf Cart Parts For Jo-06-049, Stock  
- Rent Generator For Mhf***  
- Generator Rental For Law Power Outage***

INDIAN EYES, LLC  
2815 St. Andrews Loop, Ste B, Pasco, WA 99301  
(509) 542-1114  
- Rent Excavtor For Dflaw  
- Hydraulic Hammer Rental For 2001 Volvo Ec210 Track Excavator  
- Rent 6 Generators For Outage  
- Rent Steel Trench Shields  
- Purchase A Used Hydraulic Hammer For Jo-11-001
INDUSTRIAL HEAT TECHNOLOGIES, INC
2950 Airway Avenue, Costa Mesa, CA 92626
(714) 549-0555
- Steam Plant Heat Exchanger And Temperature Control Valve

INDUSTRIAL MAGNETICS INC.
1385 M 75 S, Boyne City, MI 49712
(231) 582-3100
- Equipment, Oem Part For Magnet
- Equipment, Magnet For Embed Use

Industrial Scientific Corporation
1 Life Way, PITTSBURGH, PA 15071
(412) 788-4353
- Safety Equipment - Ventis Mx4 Gas Detection Devise Repair/service
- Safety Equipment

Industrial Scientific Corporation
1 Life Way, PITTSBURGH, PA 15071
(412) 788-4353
- Industrial Hygiene - Repair Isc Ventis Mx4 Meter Serial # 11050hw-020 Bc5187
- Industrial Hygiene-repair Industrial Scientific Meter Under Warranty
- Industrial Hygiene - Repair Isc Mx4 Multi-gas Meters- Bc 5181& Bc 5183
- Industrial Hygiene - Repair Of Isc Mx4 Gas Meter Bc5241 Under 2 Year Warranty
- Industrial Hygiene - Repair Of Isc Ventis Gas Meter Serial #14030ld-001
- Industrial Hygiene-isc Ventis Mx4 Gas Meter Bc5234 For Repair
- Industrial Hygiene-repair Isc Ventis Mx4 Meter Bc5232
- Industrial Hygiene-repair Isc Ventis Mx4 Gas Meter Bc5205 W/serial #14030lf-001
- Safety Equipment - Isc Meters
- Industrial Hygiene-industrial Scientific Ventis Mx4 Meter Barcode 5187 Repair
- Safety Equipment Isc Mx4 Repair
- Industrial Hygiene-repair Isc Ventis Mx4 Meter Bc5230

INFASTECH DECORAH, LLC
1304 Kerr Dr, Decorah, IA 52101
(563) 382-4216
- Al Column Cover Bolts, Fasteners

INFONARUS, LLC
3242 NE 3RD AVE STE 1015, CAMAS, WA 98607

- Archibus On Site Training
Inland Ice & Fuel Inc dba Artic Land Ice
125 N Washington St, Kennewick, WA 99336
(509) 582-5808
- *** Ice For July 11th All Hands

Inland Tarp & Cover
4172 N FRONTAGE RD E, MOSES LAKE, WA 98837
(509) 766-7024
- Tarp For Law
- 20' X 20' / 10' X 10' Tents Site Wide
Welding, Consumables, Jacket, Welding, Nozzles 1/2" 18c , Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Welders Glove, Min/max
- Welding, Lens, Replacement, Autodrking, Min/max
- Consumables - Weed Burners, Weld Screen's, Etc. - Welding Supplies Min/max
- Welding - Jackets, Lens, Hoods Etc. Welding Supply Min/max
- Ps Compressor Dryer Parts 12/5/12
- Welding, Consumables - Pipe Tape, Cutting Tip, Etc. - Welding Supply Min/max
- Welding, Consumables - Purge Dam's - Welding (purge Dam) Min/max
- Small Operating Tools,pol Plugs & Caps For Propane Tank Valve
- Welding, Consumables,hood, Helmet,lens, Replacement, Auto Dark, Min/max
- Repairs Of Welders 41599, 41597, 42299, 45392
- Welding, Consumables, Jackets, Medium, Sleeves, Min/max
- Ops Nitrogen (99.999%) Cylinder Bottle, Pressurized
- Repair Barcode 12385, Miller 200str Welder
- Welding, Consumables - Jackets, Umbrella, Etc. - Welding Supplies Min/max
- Parts - Miller Welder - Consumable - Min/max
- Repair Of Stud, Gun, Nelweld Ns 20n Hd, #751-693-000
- Repair Of Welder, Wire Feed, Lincoln Ln-25, #k449
- Repair B/c 21887 - Miller 200str Welder
- Welding, Consumables Min/max
- Welding, Consumables, Collet, Min/max
- Repair Barcode #13833 - Lincoln Welder
- Welding, Consumables - Tungsten - Welding Supply Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Tig Gloves - Glove Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Parts - Miller - Repairs
- Welding, Consumables - Jacket, Lens Protector, Etc. - Welding Supplies Min/max
- Repair Of Diesel Welder, Trailblazer Pro 350
- Welding, Consumables
- Welding, Collet, 1/8" Dia, Body, Lens, Gas, Weldcraft, Tungsten, Min/max
- Welding, Hood, Helmet, Speedglas Super Light, 3m 05-0013-41, Min/max
- Welding, Consumables - Weed Burner & Weld Screen - Welding Consumables Min/max
- ***welding, Consumables, Mig Gun Q300, Miller 12rc,bernard Center Tip .045" ***
- Welding, Consumables - 1/2" Nozzles - Weldcraft Min/max
- Welding, Consumables 10/15/18  Min/max
- Repair Of Barcode (15768) Lincoln Welder Wire Feed
- Welding, Consumables 10/10/18 Min/max
- Welding, Consumables - Connectors, Gauges, Jackets, Nozzles, Lens, Min/max
- Welding, Consumables-lens, Repacement, Autodrking, Arcone Min/max
- Welding, Consumables,weld Hldr\med-weld Jckt\weld-sleeve,min/max
- Welding, Consumables - Nozzles - Welding Supplies Min/max
- Welding, Consumables Fire Blanket
- Welding, Consumables Nozzels, Sleeves, Lens, Min/max
- Welding, Consumables, mig Gun, Q30 15-ft Cbl, O-series Sm Crv Hndl, Qt3-45
- Safety Consumables, Gloves, Min|max
- Welding, Consumables - Jacket - Welding Supplies Min/max
- Welding, Consumables, lens, Replacement, Autodrkng, Weld Hoods, Min/max
- Welding, consumables, hardhat Adpt/clr Safe Lens/jackets, min/max
- Safety Consumables, Welders Gloves, Min|max
- Repair Of Lincoln Welder Hepa Filters 32052, 32049
- Repair Of Welders 42176, 42308, 42309, 42314, 12401, 12435, 13835, 14306, 17617
- Welding, Consumables, Replacement Lens, Min|max
- Welding, Consumables, hood, Speedglas Superlight, 3m 05-0013-41, torch Tig, Min|max
- Welding, Consumables, Jacket, Welding Large, 940-l Frc Min|max
- Welding, Consumables, Lens, Min|max
- Welding, Consumables, Welding Hard Hat, Min|max

Inland Welding Supply, Inc., dba A-L Compressed Gases
1020 N. Oregon Ave., Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 546-2470
- Saline Solution / Emergency Eyewash Stations
- Repair Of Welder, Wire Feed, Lincoln Ln-25, #k449, Barcodes 13845, 15764
- Repair Of Miller Welder Barcode 23472
- Consumables, Special Orders, Min|max
- Repair Of Lincoln Wire Feed Welder, Barcode # 15772
- Welding, Consumables, Replacement Lens, Min|max
- Welding, Consumables, Gas Lens, cutting Tip And Welding Jackets Min/max (joe H.)
- Repair Barcode # 32722, Filter, Welder, Hepa, 115v Lincoln
- Repair Of Miller 200str Welders 14430, 21890
- Repair Of Lincoln Welders 21238, 13823
- Repair Of Lincoln 115v Welder Hepa Filter Barcode 32714
- Welding - Repair Of 4 Miller Welders
- Welding, Consumables, Welding Jacket, Min|max
- Send Miller Trailblazer Pro Welder For Repair/refurbishment/estimate
- Repair Of Miller Welder Barcode 12435
- Repair Of Lincoln 115v Welder Hepa Filter, Barcode 32722
- Welding, Consumables, Nozzles, Min|max

INSIGHT INTERACTIVE, LLC
178 W GREYWING CIR, THE WOODLANDS, TX 77382
- Audio-visual Production

INSTRUMENTS DIRECT, INC.
2130 Barrett Park Dr NW Ste 103, Kennesaw, GA 30144
(678) 445-7675
- Testing Services, Equipment; Repair Of Sut-84td
Intergraph Corporation
305 INTERGRAPH WAY, MADISON, AL 35758
(256) 730-3664
- Smartplant P&ID Virtual Training
- Smartplant 3D Modeling Virtual Training
- Smart Plant Interop And Isogen Publisher

International Association of Electrical Inspectors
901 Waterfall W, Richardson, TX 75080
(972) 235-1455
- NFPA 70 (2014) (NEC) On-site Training

International Belt & Rubber Supply, Inc.
423 North Oregon Street, Pasco, Washington 99301
(509) 543-3692
- Parts - Parker - Repairs
- Parts - Goodyear - Consumable - Min/max
- Consumables - Coupler’s, Fitting’s, Etc.- Hose Min/max
- FSW Hoses Pumps, Water Distribution
- Testing And Inspection
- Hoses - Rubber
- Ops - Hose Assembly / Unit Php-5 / T-52 Hvac Maintenance
- Ops Hoses For Fsw, Pumps, Water Distribution
- Consumables - Tire Chuck - Hose Min/max
- Testing And Inspection
- Parts - Parker - Consumables - Min/max
- Ops Belts, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies

IONEX RESEARCH CORPORATION
1301 Eastwind Drive, Lafayette, CO 80026
(303) 666-5550
- Hepa Filter Housings
- Oxidizers, Thermal Catalytic Law
- Oxidizers, Thermal Catalytic Law
- Oxidizers, Thermal Catalytic Law
- Oxidizers, Thermal Catalytic Law
- Oxidizers, Thermal Catalytic Law

ITHACA MATERIALS RESEARCH & TESTING, INC.
131 WOODSEdge DR, LANSING, NY 14882
(607) 533-7000
- Testing Services, Chemical Content Confirmation Testing In Aluminum Tape
- Services, Janitorial, Green Sweep
- **Ops - Gasket Sheets / Fire Water Pumphouse Check Valve Maint. / Bldg. 84a&b**
- **Ops - Eyewash Station Parts/equipment Id Eye-wash-01, Etc/facility Services**
- Bearings For Dehumidifiers / Lpg Gauges
- Ops V-belts, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- **door Hardware / Structural Adhesive**
- Ops Filter Drier, Consumables
- Parts - Ingersol-rand - Repairs
- Ops Activated Charcoal Septic Systems
- Ops - Misc. Hvac Parts / Mitsubishi Model Pug30ayb / Unit Ac-04 / Bldg. T-52
- Testing Services, Equipment Triplett Mdl 360 Series Test Leads
- ***consumables - J-type Halogen Bulb - General Tool Min/max**
- Electrical
- Consumables - Taps - Hlw Melter Bus Work - Special Order (nick Chapin)
- Gauge, Refrigeration -- For Ccp Portable Refrig Unit. (yellowjacket Gauge)
- ***Ops - Bladders / Misc. Shield Window Maintenance (i.e. 20-swin-00004, Etc.)**
- Parts - Miller - Repairs
- Door Hardware - Bof Building 82
- Services, Janitorial, Janitorial Consumables Request, T-52
- Consumables - Interlocking Brass Stencil Set - Special Order Randy Reinisch
- Consumables, Kimwipes For Fiber Optic Splices
- Office Supplies, Oem Parts Vinyl Tape And Ribbon For Max Bepop Label System
- Services, Janitorial - T52 Warehouse Supply For Use On Jobsite
- Replace Broken Shutter Assembly For Lve-swbd-20102
- Bulk Solids -- Quik Vent Vacuum/press Rlf Vlv
- Parts - Grainger - Consumable - Min/max
- Ops Lithium Grease, Fuels And Lubricants
- Ops Filter Driers, Consumables
- Ops - Wrenches / Misc. Hvac Maintenance
- Ops - Indoor Fan Motor / C1v-acu-00007 / Hvac Maintenance / Simulator Bldg.
- Consumables - Vapor Barrier For T52 Warehouse Use - Special Order Randy Reinisch
- ***Ops - Misc. Fire Sprinkler System Maintenance**
- Consumables - Tongue & Groove Pliers - Klein Tool Min/max
- Replace Door Gaskets To Lph-pnl-00001 - Lph-pnl-00004
- Consumables - Leather Bag & Fleece Vacuum Bags - Special Order Min/max
- Ops Lexan Windows, Standpipes, hoses, Reels (fire Protection)
- Ops - Bio-tube Filter Bundle / Sanitary Drainfield Maintenance
J & K ELECTRONICS
58 Sawgrass Dr., Bellport, NY 11713
(631) 205-0005
- ****ops Control Board For Mob100-6****, Consumables
- Testing Services, Equipment Supco Cr4 Temp, Humidity Recoeder
- Ops Maint. Consumables, Lab Gauges, Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, Worklight, Portable, Led, 800 Lumen, Rechargable, Min/max
- ****ops Eng Spare - Bldgs. 87 & 91 Dce Switchgear Parts And Consumables
- Replacement Parts For Dce Battery Chargers
- Ops Eng Spare - Lab Hvac Spare Parts

J AND D SALES, INC.
1629 COLUMBIA PARK TRL, RICHLAND, WA 99352
(509) 735-3716
- Terminations And Connections
- Small Operating Tools, Belt, Vacuum ,for Sanitaire, Bit, Insert, Min/,max
- Small Operating Tools, Saw, Blade, High Performance, 68mm, X 2.677" #790 042 058
- Small Operating Tools, Saw, 12-inch Compound Miter, Dual-bevel, Sliding, Milwaukee
- Gutters For Temporary Trailers
- Ops Chw-b-01 Kroy List Water Heater
- Ops C1v-acu-00006 P-17-1614 / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Trailer Installation Parts
- Electrical Componets For Control Panel Pust To Test / Pilot Lights
- Small Operating Tools, Kit, Band Saw, Cordless, Saw, Batt, Charger
- Testing Services, Equipment; Start-up M&te

J AND L HYDRAULICS
1120 W LEWIS ST, Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 545-9032
- Repair Of Barcode 26848, Scotchman 6509-24 Iron Worker

J. PURCELL CO. INC.
819 DRIFTWOOD LN, EDMONDS, WA 98020
(425) 778-6048
- Consultant - Business Strategy

J.L. Darling
2614 Pacific Highway East, Tacoma, WA 98424
(253) 922-5000
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous

Jack Doheny Companies, Inc.
777 Doheny Dr, Northville, MICHIGAN 48167
(248) 349-0904
- Rental Of 2 Hxx Vactor Excavation Trucks
JANEICE PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC.
1084 Williston RoadSuite-B, Aiken, SC 29803
(803) 652-3025
- Consumables - Impact Driver, Head Lamp, Gloves - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- Ops - Motors, Contactors, Etc. / Hvac Maint. / Simulator Bldg.
- Lab Architectural - Ceilings, Acoustical Tile & Grid
- Ops Air Conditioners, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Air Filters Air Handling Units, Hvac
- Small Operating Tools, Orbiter Flr Machine Pad Holder
- Consumables - Bit Holder, Gloves, Etc. - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- Services, Janitorial - Drive Pad Holder For Oreck Orbiter Floor Scrubber

JANSSEN PUMP & EQUIPMENT, INC
2875 W OXFORD AVE UNIT 2, ENGLEWOOD, CO 80110
(303) 761-9989
- Ops Fsw Fire Pump Certification, Pumps, Water Distribution

Janssen Pump & Equipment, Inc.
2875 W OXFORD AVE UNIT 2, ENGLEWOOD, CO 80110
(303) 761-9989
- Ops - Technical Services To Field Test And Baseline The Firewater Pump Equipment

JLR The Engineering Solutions Company DBA SimuTech Group
11611 Airport Way, Everett, WA 98204
42535380891740
- Ansys Extended Meshing

Jmh Enterprises dba Jmh Promotions
127 Meadow Hills Dr, Richland, WA 99352
(509) 628-2192
- Office Equipment,vinyl Badge Hldr/strap Clip/neck Straps/cardclips

John Post
John Post, Livermore, CA 94550
- Professional Services

Johnstone Supply
6502 W Deschutes Ave A, Kennewick, WA 99336
(509) 783-5200
- Ops - Hvac Electrical Connectors, Acid Flush, Etc.
- Ops Electrical Connectors, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
JONES & CO PROFESSIONAL CORPOR
1243 South Olive, Unit 438, Los Angeles, CA 90015
- Audit Services

Joseph Oat Corp.
2500 Broadway/Drawer #10, Camden, NJ 08104
(856) 541-2900
- Er-nicrfe-7 Spooled Weld Wire

Kathy Eyman
1116 Laurel Bluff Rd, Kingston, TN 33763
- Consultant - Legal

KBL, INC dba ABADAN TRI CITIES
619 the Parkway, Richland, WA 99352
(509) 946-7693
- Office Furniture And Equipment
- Office Furniture And Equipment
- Office Equipment, Other
- 4 B&w Copiers

KELLEHER, HELMURICH & ASSOCIATES, INC.
6920 HOHMAN AVE, HAMMOND, IN 46324
- Industrial Hygiene

KELLY GROUP INC
P.O. BOX 1058, FREMONT, NE 68026
(402) 727-1344
- Mds Modular Building

KLB ENTERPRISES CORP
6018 PAHRMANN PL NW, BREMERTON, WA 98311
- Joint Sealants
- Bolts

L&J TECHNOLOGIES CO./SHAND & JURS DIV.
5911 BUTTERFIELD RD., HILLCIDE, IL 60162
- Vacuum Breakers And Conservation Vents
LABLITE LLC
8 S Main St, New Milford, CT 06776
(860) 355-8817
- Computer Software - Mini Laboratory Information Management System, Cots

LANI EKO & COMPANY CPAS PLLC
110 S UNION ST STE 101, ALEXANDRIA, VA 22314
(703) 647-7444
- Audit Services

Lanner Group Inc.
10777 Westheimer Road, Houston, TX 77042
(713) 532-8008
- Witness Software 4-year Maintenance Service Agreement

Larson Davis
1681 W 820 N, Provo, UTAH 84601
(707) 265-7885
- Industrial Hygiene - Calibration Of Larson Davis Sound Equipment
  - Industrial Hygiene - Larson Davis Sound Level Meter And Calibrator Calibration
  - Industrial Hygiene - Annual Calibration Of Larson Davis Sound Instruments

Larson Davis, Inc
1681 W 820 N, Provo, UTAH 84601
(707) 265-7885
- Industrial Hygiene - Annual Calibration Of Larson Davis Sound Level Equipment
Lawson Products, Inc.
5220 W. Sagemoor Rd, Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 266-4399
- Parts - Lawson - Consumable - Min/max
- Parts - Lawson - Consumable - Min/max
- Parts - Lawson - Consumable - Min/max
- Parts - Lawson - Consumables - Min/max
- Parts - Lawson - Consumable - Min/max
- Lawson Shop Supplies
- Parts - Lawson - Consumables - Min/max
- Lawson Consumables For Construction Equipment
- Shop Supplies
- Parts - Lawson - Consumable - Min/max
- Lawson Parts For Stock
- Lawson Parts For Jo-04-911/912
- Lawson Consumables For Stock For Construction Equipment.
- Lawson Consumables Parts
- Lawson Skid Tape For Lifts
- Parts - Lawson - Consumable - Min/max
- Parts - Lawson - Consumable - Min/max

LEACH, WILLIAM
9795 High Alpine Street, Las Vegas, NV 89178
(406) 581-5554
- Professional Services

Leica Geosystems GIS & Mapping LLC
5051 Peachtree Corners Cir Ste 100, Norcross, GA 30092
(770) 416-9049
- Leica Cyclone Software

LEICA GEOSYSTEMS INC
4550 Norris Canyon Rd, San Ramos, CA 94583
(725) 790-2325
- Testing Services, Equipment Leica P20 Sn-1840171
- Testing Services, Equipment Leica P20

LEICA GEOSYSTEMS, INC.
5051 Peachtree Cors Cir Ste 250, Norcross, GA 30092
(770) 776-3400
- Testing Services, Equipment Equipment Leica P20 Sn-1840171
- Testing Services, Equipment Calibration For Leica P20 Sn Ss-p20 (1840171)
Leidos, Inc  
491L Blue Eagle Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17112  
(717) 901-8891  
- ***ops Cpe Imaging System

LESLIE ENTERPRISES, INC.  
Dupree Building Specialties, Spokane, WA 99202  
(509) 484-2000  
- Lab Interior Signs, Wg-07081

LEVERAGE INFORMATION SYSTEMS, INC.  
17280 WOOD-RED RD NE, WOODINVILLE, WA 98072  
(425) 481-6300  
- Cisco Power Supplies  
- Fiber Modules 10gtx  
- Mse Virtual Appliance  
Mse Virtual Appliance For Replacing Eol Equipment  
- Voice Gateway Refresh yakima Warehouse Spare Router  
- Fiber Modules

LIBERTY HOSE & SUPPLY INC  
743 ALLEGHENY AVE, OAKMONT, PA 15139

- Protection, Preservation Of Equipment And Materials

LIFTING TECHNOLOGIES INC  
7406 Racetrack Drive, Missoula, MT 59808  
(406) 728-3950  
- Equipment,ome Part For Lifting Technologies Inc. , Covers For Man Baskets

Lift-Mate, LLC  
80383 Craig Road, Hermiston, OR 97838  
(509) 520-0975  
- Consumables, Lift Caddies, Min max

LIGHT BRIGADE, INC., THE  
837 Industry Dr Bldg 21, Tukwila, WASHINGTON 98138  
(206) 575-0404  
- Small Operating Tools, Fiber-optic Cable Splicer

LIGHTING ANALYSTS, INC  
10268 W. Centennial Rd, LITTLETON, CO 80127  
(303) 972-8852  
- Agi32 Multi-user License Annual Subscription Renewal
LINCOLN STRUCTURAL SOLUTIONS
8930 S 137th Cir Ste 3, Omaha, NEBRASKA 68138
(402) 505-9771
- Stainless Steel Plate For Melter Modifications, Lmp-mltr-00001/00002
- Structural And Misc. Steel For Law Melter Base Modifications
- Stainless Steel Plate For Melter Base Modifications, Lmp-mltr-00001/00002
- ***bulk Materials; 2 Valve Manifold

LINCOLN STRUCTURAL SOLUTIONS LLC
8930 S 137th Circle, OMAHA, NE 68138
(402) 505-9771
- Pcw-"kroy" 24590-wtp-msof-cmnt-17-00074 Pumps, Water Distribution

LINCOLN STRUCTURAL SOLUTIONS, LLC
8930 S 137th Circle, Omaha, NE 68138
(402) 505-9771
- Distributables(temp. Hvac)
- Structural And Misc. Steel, Emf Additional Steel

LINTECH COMPONENTS CO. INC.
710 UNION PKWY STE 8, RONKONKOMA, NY 11779
(631) 580-9500
- Ops - Auto Limit Switch / Bldg. T-08 Hvac / Facility Services

LOGMEIN USA, INC.
320 SUMMER ST, Boston, MA 02210

- Remotely Anywhere Software Maintenance And Support

LONGENECKER & ASSOCIATES, INC.
2514 RED ARROW DRIVE, LAS VEGAS, NV 89135
(702) 493-5363
- Professional/technical Services For Effectiveness Review Of Wtp Documents

LUDECA, INC.
1425 NW 88th Ave, Doral, FL 33172
(305) 591-8935
- Hot - Testing Services, Equipment; Calibration/repair Damalini Ab
- Testing Services, Calibration Of Damalini Ab Laser Shaft Alignment Kits

LYME COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC.
ONE LYME COMMON, LYME, NH 03768
(603) 795-4000
- Rave Alert Software - Emergency Preparedness Support
M & M BOLT COMPANY  
1315 N Oregon Ave., Pasco, WA 99301  
(509) 545-9555  
- Fasteners Boa

M W BEVINS  
9903 E. 54th, TULSA, OK 74146  
(918) 627-1273  
- Electrical

M3 TECHNOLOGY  
58 Sawgrass Dr., Bellport, NY 11713  
(631) 205-0005  
- Ops Sheaves And Filters, HVAC Or Air Filter/treating  
- Testing Services, Equipment Supco Temp/rh Recorder, Warranty Repair/replace  
- Filter Regulator With Gauge For Control Valves.  
- Nondestructive Examination And Other Testing  
- Consumables: Resbond Sealant  
- Small Operating Tools - Two Wire Surveillance Kit  
- ***ops Su Bldg 83s Pressure Gauges / Operational And Startup Spare Parts  
- ***ops B84a Fsw Jockey Pump A Replacement/ Pumps, Water Distribution  
- ***ops Su Bldg 82 Batteries, Operational And Startup Spare Parts

Macon Supply  
4000 East Boone, Spokane, WA 99202  
(509) 535-8888  
- Hilti Firestop Sealant (cp 606)  
- Day-chem Rez Cure  
- Ops Sealants, Pumps, Water Distribution  
- Liquid Membrane Curing Compound - Clear Resin Cure J11w  
- Bulk - Hilti Circular Saw, Blade, Etc. - Special Order For Jason Jansky  
- Small Operating Tools, Wheel, dry Diamond Cup, min/max

MADGETECH, INC.  
6 Warner Road, Warner, NH 03278  
(603) 456-2011  
- Ops Transceiver Repair Work Under Warranty For Offsite Lab
MADISON FASTENERS 449
3408 State Rd 56, Hanover, IN 47243
(888) 567-1883
- Bolts, Fasteners 8-thread Series - 8un
- Bolts: Blast Resistant, Shielded, Machinery Access Door (lph-door-00010 & 00025)
- Bolts, Fasteners, Socket Head Capscrews
- Remote Through Barrier Handling Or Driving Device (lph M20 Jam Nut/asx Bolting)
- *** Ops - Swagelok Gaskets, Etc. / Liquid Nitrogen Vessel / Lab
- Testing And Inspection
- Small Operating Tools, Lbl Wall Tools,min/max
- Bof Cm Fasteners
- Fire Detection System
- Steel Stud Framing Screws
- Hex-head Plugs 3/8" Npt 316 Ss
- Distributables,exit Signs
- Drywall Screws #8-18 X 1 7/8 In.
- Western Part For Snow Plow Mhf

MADISON FASTENERS, LLC
3408 State Rd 56, Hanover, IN 47243
(888) 567-1883
- Ops Fasteners For Training / Training

MAHAffEY TENT & AWNING CO., INC.
4161 DELP ST, MEMPHIS, TN 38118
(901) 541-6961
- On-site Technical Representative
- Safety Consumables - Gloves - Glove Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Safety Consumables, self-laminating Danger Defective Tool Tag
- Safety Consumables - Cylinder Tags - Sign/tag Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Safety Consumables - Whistle, Rainsuits, Etc - Safety Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Glasses - Safety Glasses Min/max
- Safety Consumables, hexarmor Thin Lizzie Gloves, min/max
- Safety Consumables, hexarmor Chrome Gloves, min/max
- Industrial Hygiene - buy Only Isc Hydrogen Sulfide Cal Gas With Electronic Cards
- Safety Consumables - Ear Plugs, Nitrile Gloves, Etc - Safety Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Sun Blocks & Insect Repellent, min/max
- Safety Consumables - Safety Glasses - Safety Min/max
- Equipment-first Aid Kits For Securitous
- Safety Consumables, Slip-resistant Shoe Covers, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Glove, Elec Switching, Superior 378gttf
- Set-up For Custom Logo, Two Colors, Wtcc
- Small Operating Tools, Filter, Hepa, For Papr, 3m#gvp-440, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Orange High-vis Mesh Safety Vests, Min/max
- Consumables, Concrete Knee Pads, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, pelican Flashlights, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, pelican Flashlight-hard Hat Lamp, min/max
- Safety Consumables, 10 X 14 Blank Danger Sign, Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Safety Glasses - Safety Glasses Min/max
- Industrial Hygiene - rae Part #025-2000-010 Zeroing Tubes For Pid
- Safety Consumables, Glove, hexarmor, leather, Liner, Welders, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, universal Size Tyvek Boot Covers, Min/max
- Consumables - Tyvek Coverall, Hand Sanitizer, Etc. - Consumables Min/max
- Safety Consumables, glove, Elec Switching, Size Med, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, t-flex Glove Liners, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, self Retracting Yoyo Fall Protection, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, knee-pads\putty-knives\joint Knives, min/max
- Saline Solution / Emergency Eyewash Stations
- Safety Consumables - glove, Elec Switching, Size Med, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, blank Danger Sign, min/max
- Voltage Rated Gloves For Electrical Work
- Safety Consumables, glove, Welders, Leather, Large Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Knee Pads, Jess Hinman
- Safety Consumables, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Various Safety Items, Min/max
- Testing Services, Equipment, Speakman #se-950 Shower/eyewash Test Kit
- Small Operating Tools, 1 & 3/4-in Sealed Rtch Heads W/handles & Extension
- Safety Consumables, info Tags & Danger Floor Opening Signs, min/max
- Safety Consumables, Various Safety Consumables, Min/max
- Safety Consumables-glove, Elec Switching, Size Lrg, Min/max
- Safety Consumables,42-in Traffic Delineators W/18-lb Base For Bof
- Safety Consumables, Hyflex Glove, Min|max
- Safety Consumables, Safety Glasses, Min|max
- Safety Consumables, x-small Glove Liners, min/max
- Safety Consumables,10 X 14 Notice Signs, min/max
- Safety Consumables, hexarmor Chrome Leather Gloves, min/max
- Safety Consumables, ear-plugs\liners\overshoes\fire Ext-seals\vests, min/max
- Equipment-custom Fit Harness
- Safety Consumables, Gloves, Min|max
- Safety Consumables-lanyard, Tool Holder, Miller  Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Sunscreen Towelette, Min|max
- Safety Consumables, Sunscreen  Min/max
- ***small Operating Tools,swan 16oz Isopropyl Alcohol For Mhf***
- Safety Consumables, Min|max
- Consumables, Other
- Safety Consumables,tag, Danger Defective Tool/equip. Do Not Use, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Gloves Min/max
- Safety Consumables, hexarmor Chrmes\weld Gvls\glv-hangers, min/max
- Welding, Consumables,xxl Welding Jacket, min/max
- Safety Consumables,lnyrds\earplgs\lc-stn\shlds\flgtape\vests\exit-signs
- Small Operating Tools,kneepad, Gel-flex, Conc, Dead On# Hdp223155, Min/max
- Safety Consumables-winter, Liners, Msa, V-gard, Min/max
- Dot Placards For Diesel Fuel Tanks
- Small Operating Tools,torx Sckt Set\metric Gearwrench Set\sckt Rails
- Safety Consumables, Wearables, Min|max
- Safety Consumables - Foam Lined Bifocal Safety Glasses - Safety Glasses Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Sockets, Various, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools,pelican Flashlights, min/max
- Safety Consumables,ultra Flex Iii Kneepad, vest, Mesh, Sfty, Orng, Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Sweat Bands, Ear Plugs, Etc. - Safety Min/max
- Small Operating Tools,hanger And Ratchet Suspensions
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Field Drug Pentest For Security
- ***safety Consumables, Wearables, Min|max [bpo 01281]***
- Services, Janitorial,lysol Disinfectant Spray
- Industrial Hygiene-purchase Replacement Isc Sensors & Filters For Mx4 Gas Meters
- Safety Consumables - Gloves - Glove Min/max
- ***safety Consumables, Python Tape Measure Slv/holster & D-ring Cord Attch.***
- ***safety Consumables,hard Hats And Hard Hat Suspensions***
- Safety Consumables,10x14 Safety Sign\dbl Side Info Tag, min/max
- Safety Consumables - Goggles - Safety Glasses Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Ppe-large White Ox Long Cuff Gloves, min/max
- ***safety Consumables, Glove, Elec Switching, Size Xxl, Superior 378gktfg
- Safety Consumables Glasses, Safety Min/max
- Consumables, Other
- **Oversize Load Banners**
- Small Operating Tools, gel Knee Pads, min/max
- Consumables - Mesh Tarp Tan
- Safety Consumables, Sign, Safety, Shield, Face, Uvex Face,
- Gravity Eye Wash And Parts
- Leather Protectors For Voltage Rated Rubber Gloves.
- Safety Consumables, Face Shields, Vests, tape, Caution, Ear Plugs, Wipes, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Coveralls And Whistles Min/max [bpo 01281] (joe H.)
- Safety Consumables, Lanyard, Tool Holder, Miller 9077, Min/max
- Safety Consumables-glove, Winter, Superior, Kevlar Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Coverall, Tvek With Zipper Front Min/max
- Medical Consumables, Feild Drug Test Kits, Security, Hinton
- Safety Consumables, uvex +2.5 Diopter Magnifying Safety Glasses, min/max
- Safety Consumables, sign, notice, blank 10' X 14', tags, cylinder Status, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Gloves, welders, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, go-specs Bifocal Safety Glasses, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Black Bottown Safety Vests (su-qdp17)
- Small Operating Tools, 16oz Isopropyl Alcohol, min/max
- Ops Do Not Operate Tags, Safety Consumables
- Safety Consumables, Cleats Overshoe, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Lifeline, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, glove, Elec Switching, Lrg, Glove, Leather W/ Cuff, Min/max
- Industrial Hygiene - Rae Voc Zeroing Tubes
- ***crosswalk Flags
- Safety Consumables, Gloves, Delineators, Vest
- Safety Consumables, Trial Gloves For Wash Station, Ganwich
- Ops Eyewash Concentrate, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Safety Consumables, Ear, Plug, Uncorded, overshoe, tape, Glasses, Wipes Min/max
- Safety Consumables, un-crd Ear Plug\ knee Pd\ no Smk Sgn, min/max
- Safety Consumables - Gloves - Glove Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Rubber Boots, Ear Plugs, Etc. - Safety Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Safety Vests - Safety Min/max
- Safety Consumables, ppe Gloves, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, streamlight Clipmate Lights For Hard Hats
- Industrial Hygiene - Industrial Scientific Items For Gas Meters
- Safety Consumables, eyewash Station Inspection Tags, min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, pelican Stealthlite 2410 Led Flashlight, min/max***
- ***safety Consumables,full Body Tyvek Coveralls***
- Safety Consumables Sign, Notice, Blank Min/max
- Safety Consumables--placards For Propane Storage Area
- Safety Consumables, sun Skeeter Insect Repellent, min/max
- Safety Consumables, Wearables, Min/max
- Industrial Hygiene - Purchase Replacement Isc Multi-cal Gas
- Blinker Paddle Staff. Adjustable From 54
- Industrial Hygiene - Purchase Hydrogen Sulfide Cal Gas
- Safety Consumables- Anti-bacterial Hand Wipes - Safety Min/max
- Safety Consumables, danger Sign\danger Def. tool Tags, min/max
- Safety Consumables, +1.5 Bifocal Safety Glasses, min/max
- Safety Consumables, Gloh013, Glove, Welders, Pip, glove Min/max

- Safety Consumables - Glove Liner - Glove Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Gloves, Min | max
- Safety Consumables - Ear Plugs, Ice Boots, Etc. - Safety Min/max
- Welding, Consumables - Jacket, Welding, Large, 940-l Frc Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Respirator, Min | max
- Industrial Hygiene-purchase Replacement Larson Davis Windscreens
- Safety Consumables - Hard Hat Head Lamp - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- Consumables - Knee Pads & Eye Saline - Safety Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Consumables - Cylinder Tags - Sign/tag Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Safety Consumables, yoyo Lifeline, min/max
- ***safety Consumables, sunscreens And Insect Repellents, min/max***
- Safety Consumables, safety Vests
- Safety Consumables, non-bpo Safety Supplies, min/max
- Parts - Accuform - Consumables - Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Gloves - Glove Min/max
- Ops Authorized By Tags, Safety Consumables
- ***safety Consumables, ppe Gloves, min/max***
- Consumables/bulk - Safety Glasses & Lifeline's - Safety Min/max
- Medical Consumables, feild Drug Test Kits, Security
- Ops - Labels / Misc. Facility Services Support / Area Operations Maintenance
- Safety Consumables, Ninja Ice Gloves, Hinman
- Safety Consumables, blast Blasting Hood Respirator W/cape, min/max
- Safety Consumables, mig 42 Welding Glvs
- Safety Consumables - Scaffold Tag Inserts And Holder
- Small Operating Tools, gasket Scraper\3/8-in Socket, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Gel-flex Kneepads & 6-in Joint Knife, Min/max
- ***safety Consumables, Tyvek Boot Cover Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Ppe Xxl Leather Driver Gloves, min/max
- Electrical Ppe - Vr Glove Leather Protectors, Bags, Liners, Talc
- Safety Consumables, Ppe Welding And General Purpose Gloves, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Ppe Leather-nitrile-welding Gloves, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, bits/htr/sckts/st-fndr/tap/vsr, min/max
- Spray, disinfectant, lysol# 19200-79329-2
- Industrial Hygiene-industrial Scientific Supplies - Sensors Etc
- Safety Consumables, Ultra Flex Knee Pad\face Shield, Min/max
- Safety Consumables-lifeline, Self Retracting, Min/max
- ***safety Consumables, Rubber Overboot
- Safety Consumables - Gloves, Purple Nitrile, Pwd Free Min/max
- Safety Consumables - wx Echo Removable Facial, Glasses, Safety Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Cutters & Imp. Drill, min/max
- Safety Consumables, Disposable Lens Cleaning Station, Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Glasses - Safety Glasses Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Glasses, Gloves, Etc. - Safety Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Consumables, Other - Pressure Testing Caution Tags
- Small Operating Tools, pelican Flashlight, min/max
- Safety Consumables - Lens Wipes & Anti-bacterial Wipes - Safety Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Papr Cleaner - Fk260
- Safety Consumables, hexarmor Chrome Series Leather Gloves
- ***safety Consumables Rubber Overboot
- Ops, Eye Wash Concentrate, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Consumables - Gel Flex Kneepads - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- ***safety Consumables, safety Items, Min/max***
- Safety Consumables - Glasses - Safety Glasses Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Orange Reflective Vests - Safety Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Self Retracting Lifeline - Fall Protection Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, knee Pads/tape Measure, min/max
- Safety Consumables, Ppe Leather-white Ox-welding Gloves, Min/max
- Ops Loto Mounting Pads, Shackles, Lockwraps / Safety Consumables
- Ops Dow Safety Shower And Eyewash Test Kits / Consumables
- Safety Consumables - glasses, Safety, Bolle, Contour, Gunmetal Frame
- Safety Consumables - tape, Barricade Red & Black, min/max
- Industrial Hygiene - industrial Scientific Corp. Sensors And Internal Filters
- Safety Consumables - safety Vest, Black Series, Ansi, Class 2, Black Bottom, Lime
- Safety Consumables - glove, hexarmor, leather, chrome Min/max
- Safety Consumables, uvex Face Shield Frame Pt # S8505, Min/max
- Safety Consumables - eyewear, Retainer, Standard, Chums, #12115100
- Safety Consumables, safety & Notice Signs, min/max
- Welding, Consumables, 3xl Welding Jackets, min/max
- Safety Consumables, gloves, min/max
- Safety Consumables, nitrile Gloves, min/max
- Safety Consumables, med. Driver Gloves, min/max
- Safety Consumables, welding Glove-hyflex Glove, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Insert, Torx, Nutsetter, tap, Kneepad, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Ice/snow Cleat Overshoe For Snow Removal, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Boot, Tyvek, Cover, vest, Mesh, Safety, Orng, Liner, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Gloves, work, Youngstown, anti-vib, Med # 03-3200-78, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Ppe Majestic Gloves For Winter Months, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools - Standard Creeper - Startup
- Safety Consumables, Twin Turbo Fall Protection, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Mask, Dust, Respirator Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Ppe Gloves, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Glasses, Safety, Bifocal +2.0, Min/max
- Industrial Hygiene - gastec Detector Tubes Order
- Safety Consumables - harness, Safety, Green, Model Min/max
- Safety Consumables, 38mm Pvc Coated Apron, min/max
- Labels For Flammable Safety Cabinets From Cp Lab Safety
- Safety Consumables Glove, Elec Switching, Size Med, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Blasting Respirator, Min/max
- Safety Consumables Vest, 2xl Min/max - Hot**
- Industrial Hygiene - Industrial Scientific Corp. Multi-cal Gas For Isc Meters
- Safety Consumables, xl Ice Cleat Overshoe, min/max
- Shackles, Padlock, American Lock Series A1106 / Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, Lens Cover Papr Hood, 3m #I-133-100, 100 Per Pack, Min/max
- Industrial Hygiene - Various Detector Tubes, Sensors, And O-rings.
- Life Vests And Rescue Pole
- Safety Consumables, Tape, Flagging, lime, Vest, Mesh Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, snap-on Clutch Adjusting Wrench For Oe Shop
- Spray Can/bottle Holster
- Safety Consumables, Lens Wipes, Tape, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Tape, Barricade Red & Black, "danger", 3" X 1000' >=3 Mil***
- Electrical Ppe
- Safety Consumables, wx Echo Removable Facial, glasses, safety, bifocal +2.5, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, station, Lens, Cleaning, Vest, Mesh, Safety, min/max
- Safety Consumables, pad, Knee-pro, shield, Face, insect Repellent +, vest, min/max
- Safety Consumables, Lens Clean, Pads, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, glove, hexarmor, leather, chrome, Welders, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, glove, Linded Winter Glove Md #2152tw, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Lens Clean Station/knee Pads, min/max
- Safety Consumables, MI Kishigo High Vis Safety Vests For Security
- ops Su Cal Gases, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Safety Consumables, Shoes, Pads, Wire, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, janitorial Keys
- *** small Operating Tools, 39-in X 50-yd Fire Blankets, Min/max***
- Safety Consumables, bulk - Earplugs & Beam Grip - Safety Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Wiley X Frames - Safety Glasses Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Anchor Sling - Fall Protection Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Safety Consumables, Gloves, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, ppe Tig-stick-hyflex Gloves, Min/max
- *** safety Consumables, Superior Glove Works Endura Driver Gloves***
- Safety Consumables, Anti-fog Wipes\lens Cleaning Station, min/max
- Eye Wash / Safety Shower, Expansion Tank, Water Heater Package
- Ops Loto Tags, Safety Consumables
- Safety Consumables, insect Repellent Wipes
- Safety Consumables, Safety Vests For The Mhf
- Safety Consumables, vests And Batons For Security
- *** safety Consumables, Tyvek Universal Size Boot Cover, Min/max***
- Safety Consumables, Muffs, Saline, Cleats, Min/max
- *** safety Consumables, python Items***
- Safety Consumables, Mechanix Gloves
- Safety Consumables, Hard Hat Suspension, Chris Ganwich
- Safety Consumables, Gloves, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, python Safety Items Needed For Python Trailer
- Consumables, Hand Sanitizer, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Cleats, Min/max
MALLORY SAFETY AND SUPPLY, LLC
1040 INDUSTRIAL WAY, LONGVIEW, WA 98632
(800) 426-6830
- Safety Consumables, Glove, Linded Winter Glove, Majestic, Min/max
- Flammable Liquid Signs For Diesel Tanks
- Ops Loto Locking Devices, Tags / Safety Consumables
- Safety Consumables, Glove, Hexarmor, Leather, Welders, Hyflex, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Superior Gloves For Future Matrix, Initial Order
- ***Safety Consumables, Glove, Hi-viz, Waterproof, Thermal, For Trial***
- Return Glove Liners To Vendor
- Small Operating Tools, Filter, Hepa, For Papr, Mask, Dust, Min/max

Mario F. Trujillo
6129 Dominion Drive, Madison, WI 53718
(814) 321-6690
- Dr. Mario Trujillo - Fluid Dynamics EET Member

Marking Services, Inc.
8265 N. Faulkner Rd., MILWAUKEE, WI 53224
(800) 234-0135
- Pipe, Spool Labels For The Mhf
- Pipe Labels
- Pipe Spool Label
- Labels For Sc PpcoB00g0w0m
- Stock Coded Pipe Labels
- Pipe Spool Labels

Marks Brothers, Inc.
12265 S.E. 282nd Ave., Boring, OR 97009
(503) 663-0211
- Specialty Paddle Spacers For Bof Pcw Cooling Tower Piping
- Pipe - High Alloy Steel (lvp-tk-00001 Modifications)
- Restriction Orifices
- Lining And Liners: Law Pour Cave Liner Plate Angles
- Fabricated, Machined, Cast Or Assembled Components (lop-wesp-00001/2)

MARKS BROTHERS, INCORPORATED
12265 S.E. 282nd Ave., Boring, OR 97009
(503) 663-0211
- Glass Pour Seal Head Air Knife Assembly
Marlo
6060 HIGHWAY PP, HIGH RIDGE, MO 63049
16366776600
- Fan-coil Units (replacement Coils)

Mason's Supply
6018 234th Street SE # A, Woodinville, WA 98072
(425) 487-6161
- ***symon's Drive Rivits - Feb 2013***
- Symons Thrift Kote Water Based Form Release 55 Gal Drum
- Consumables - Patching Stone - Concrete Tool Min/max
- Cement-based Underlayment
- Five Star Structural Concrete- Es; Cementitious Repair Material
- Anchors, Concrete, Post-pour
- Five Star Special Grout 100 (fluid Grout)
- Five Star Fluid 100 Grout
- Five Star Structural Concrete Es
- Reinforcing, 6 X 6 W4xw4 Wire Mesh
- Commercial Grade Dedicated, Five Star Grout, Non-shrink Per Astm C 1107 Grade B
- Five Star Special Grout 100 (fluid Grout)
- Five Star Structural Concrete Es
- Anchors, Concrete, Post-pour
- Concrete Specialties - Curing Compound
- Concrete Specialties- Curing Compound
- Cement-based Underlayment - Five Star Fluid Grout 100 & Structural Concrete V/o
- Concrete Specialty- Expansion Joint Material
- Cement-based Underlayment - Five Star Fluid Grout 100
- Concrete Specialties Aztec Strongback Slab/beam Bolster - Psbb. Dayton Superior
- Cement-based Underlayment
- Five Star Fluid Grout 100
- Bedding Material - Perlite For Piping Insulation
- Five Star Construction Grout, General Purpose, Non-shrink Grout

Mason's Supply Company, Inc.
13123 NE DAVID CIRCLE, PORTLAND, OR 97230
(503) 254-8818
- ***small Operating Tools,1/2-inch Closed Coil Couplers For Concrete Forming***

MATH WORKS, INC.
3 APPLE HILL DRIVE, NATICK, MA 01760
(508) 647-7121
- Matlab Renewal
Matheus Lumber Co. Inc.
103 E 4th st, Suite 208, Ellensburg, WA 98926
(509) 962-5422

- Distributables, Dunnage And Lumber For The Mhf.
- Distributables - 4x6x16 Fir (01438)
- 6x6x8' Dunnage
- 3/4 Cdx Plywood
- 6" X 6" X 8' Fir Dunnage
- *** Distributables - Fire Treated 1x6x16, Min/max
- Law Steel Doors, Frames, And Hardware
- 8 Inch X 8 Inch X 8 Foot Fir Dunnage
- Distributables
- Distributables, 6x6 And Cdx Lumber
- Distributables, #8 X 3 Screws And Wood Products
- *** Distributables - Pallet, 40 In. X 48 In., Four-way
- Dunnage For S-40
- 6x6 Dunnage
- Exterior Trim Board
- Distributables, 4x4x16 Fir #2
- Site Lumber / 16 Sept 13
- Distributables
- Lumber - February 2015
- 6" X 6" Douglas Fir Wood For Law Crane Support
- 40" X 48" 4 Way Pallets
- 3/4 Cdx Plywood
- 6 Inch X 6 Inch X 8 Feet, Dunnage
- Formwork, Temporary
- 6"x6"x8' Dunnage And 4x4x16
- Lumber, 2x4, 1x6, 2x6
- Pallets For T52 Warehouse
- Dunnage And Building Materials
- Distributables. Lumber, 2x4, Plywood
- Distributables
- Pallets And Screws
- Dunnage And Lumber, 6x6x8, 4x4x8, 1/2" Cdx Plywood
- 48 Inch X 48 Inch Pallets
- Order Woods
- 1/2" Mdo Plyform

MATHEUS LUMBER COMPANY, INC.
103 E 4th st, Suite 208, Ellensburg, WA 98926
(509) 962-5422

- Distributables - 3/4in Plywood, Fire Treated, Min/max 1/14/19
Mc Kinney Vehicle Services
8400 E. SLAUSON AVE, PICO RIVERA, CA 90660
(253) 859-0900
- 40 Ft Connex For Asset Mgt

MCCALL INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY CO. LLC
6372 W CONTRACTORS ST, BOISE, ID 83709
(208) 672-7879
- ***ops Su Tee Assembly For Pcw-lv-8027/ Pcw-v-12277startup Spare Parts
- Hvac Or Air Filter/treating (filters For Site)

MCMAHAN, JOHN TERRY
P.O. BOX 41, IVA, SC 29655

- Direct Feed To Low Activity Waste Procurement And Construction Proposal

Megaresistors Corp
2430 Lucknow Dr Unit 15, Mississauga, ON L5S 1
(905) 908-2376
- Neutral Ground Resister For Standby Diesel Generator

MESA LABORATORIES, INC.
10 PARK PL, Butler, NJ 07405

- Industrial Hygiene-annual Calibration Of Bios Calibrators (bc5056, 5057, 5075)
- Industrial Hygiene-annual Calibration Of Bios Calibrators
- Industrial Hygiene-annual Calibration Of Bios Calibrators
- Industrial Hygiene-annual Calibration Of Bios Calibrators

Metalfab Inc.
5302 W Van Giesen St, West Richland, WA 99353
(509) 967-2946
- Structural And Misc. Steel

Metron Technology
1401 Walnut, Suite 060, Boulder, CO 80302
(303) 449-8000
- Bof Pcw-fe-8007 (averaging Pitot Tube)

MICONTROLS, INC
MICONTROLS, INC, Seattle, WA 98108
(206) 767-0140
- Dflaw Effluent Management Facility (emf) Cartridge Filters
MICRO WORLD
326 Maple Avenue, Torrance, CA 90503
(310) 533-1177
- Projector For Design Authority Organization
- Infocus In114 Portable 2700 Projector For Plant Engineering
- Canon Imageformula Dr-g1100 Color Production Scanner
- Hp Elitedisplay E231 Monitors
- Mhf Tape Library
- Hp Officejet Pro 8600 Plus E All-in-one Printer
- Head End Swtich Upgrade
- Infocus Projector For P&s Organization
- Plant Simulators
- Connectivity Parts For Latest Server And Storage Orders
- Dflaw Mobilization
- T70 - T52 Hardware Network Upgrade
- Cameras, Ri&t Equipment
- Imageformula Dr-g1130 Production Document Scanner
- Scanners For Pdc
- Ram Kits, Solid State Hard Drives & Mounts
- T64-b Hardware

MICRO WORLD / F A SYSTEMS, INC.
326 Maple Avenue, Torrance, CA 90503
(310) 533-1177
- Canon Scanners Imageformula Dr-g1130
- Orgpublisher Software Renewal
- Rjl Cbc Anaytical Lab

MID COLUMBIA ENGINEERING, INC.
2155 Robertson Drive, Richland, WA 99354
(509) 943-6706
- Emf Breathing Service Air Bottle Rack
- Modify Law Melter Jacking Bolts

Mid Columbia Forklift
2605 N. Commercial Ave., Pasco, WA 99310
(509) 547-7413
- Parts - Daewoo - Repairs

MID COLUMBIA FORKLIFT, INC
1007 N 16TH AVE, YAKIMA, WA 98902
- Repair Barcodes, 41243, 41244, Jack, Pallet, 27
MID COLUMBIA FORKLIFT, INC.
1007 N 16TH AVE, YAKIMA, WA 98902

- Radiator Repair For Jo-15-006 Daewoo Forklift

MINA TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION, INC.
600 ERICKSEN AVE NE STE 395, BAINBRIDGE ISLAND, WA 98110
(206) 842-4044
- Professional Services - Precision Alignment Training

MindJet, LLC
1160 Battery Street, San Francisco, CA 94111
(415) 229-4200
- MindManager Pro, Multiuser Licenses Plus Maintenance And Support

Mine Safety Appliances Co.
1000 CRANBERRY WOODS DR, Cranberry Township, PA 16066
107247768600
- Ammonia Duct Monitor

MIRION TECHNOLOGIES (IMAGING), LLC
315 Daniel Zenker Dr., 200 IST Cent, Horseheads, NY 14845
16075624300
- Technical Services For Cctv Systems

ML Technologies, Inc.
545 Yellowstone, Idaho Falls, ID 83402
(208) 522-8784
- Office Supplies, Including Reproduction

Monarch Machine & Tool Co., Inc.
410 S Oregon Ave, Pasco, WASHINGTON 99301
(509) 547-7753
- Pipe And Tube Railings
- Bof Bldg 87s Sdg Steel Platforms & Misc Steel
- Law Pump Trap Platform Steel & Law Guardrails

MOODY, FREDERICK
2125 N OLIVE AVE APT D33, TURLOCK, CA 95382
(209) 667-5190
- Professional Services - Review Of Iert Comment Resolutions Related To Pjm Loads
MOTION AND FLOW CONTROL PRODUCTS, INC.
7941 SHAFFER PKWY, Littleton, CO 80127
13037628012
- Ops - Misc. Pipefitter Hardware / Facility Services

Motion Industries
116 West Bonneville St, Pasco, WA WA 99301
- Ops - Eyewash Station Parts / Equipment Id Eye-wash-01, Etc / Facility Services
- Ops V-belts, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies

MOUNTAIN STATES TRANSFORMER SERVICE INC
14207 W HIGHWAY 30, POCATELLO, ID 83202
- Transformer Leak Repair

Mukang Labs, Inc.
2526 E. Saint Helens Street, Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 544-2159
- Analysis And Testing, Water Quality Analysis
National Safety, Inc.
6910 S 196th Street, Kent, WA 98032
(253) 872-7471

- Safety Consumables, Safety Glasses, Min|max
- ***safety Consumables, Safety Vests For John Peek's Crew***
- Crosswalk Flags
- Safety Consumables, Safety Signs, Min|max
- Safety Consumables, Seto Vests Sans Logo, Surveyor Vests With Zipper
- Safety Consumables, Sockets & Sign, Min|max
- Safety Consumables, tig Glvs/hyflex Glvs, min/max
- Safety Consumables - Rubber Aprons - Safety Min/max
- Equipment Glasses With Cheater Lenses
- Safety Consumables, Danger Defective Tool/equipment Tags, Min/max
- Bulk - 9' Self Retracting Lifeline - Fall Protection Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Small Operating Tools, papr Hood Lens Cover, min/max
- Safety Consumables, Gloves, Vest, Min|max
- Safety Consumables, Gloves, Min|max
- Safety Consumables, Danger Defective Tag, Min|max
- Safety Consumables - Sign's - Sign/tag Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Safety Consumables, Traffic, Declineator Post, Overshoe, Min/max***
- Safety Consumables, Gloves, Min|max
- Safety Consumables - Glasses - Safety Glasses Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Glove, Winter, Superior, Kevlar Lined, Goat Grain, Endura**
- Safety Consumables, Xs-med-lg Winter Gloves, Min/max
- Industrial Hygiene - Industrial Scientific Mx6 Ibrid Soft Carrying Cases
- Safety Consumables - Flagging Tape & Ferrules - Safety Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Glasses, Min|max
- Industrial Hygiene - Industrial Scientific MX6 Ibrid Soft Carrying Cases
- Safety Consumables - Glasses - Safety Glasses Min/max
- Industrial Hygiene-industrial Scientific Sensors And Mx6 Internal Filters
- Industrial Hygiene-gastec Part 3dl Detector Tube (ammonia)
- Safety Consumables/bulks - Lanyard, Lens Wipes, Etc. - Safety Min/max
- Monitoring, Health And Safety Isc Parts
- Small Operating Tools, hard Hat Lamps/stealthlight 2410, min/max
- Safety Consumables - Glasses - Safety Glasses Min/max
- Health And Safety, Ergokneel Standing Mats, Moore/foster
- Safety Consumables Glove, Rubber, Butyl, 25 Mil, Glove, Work Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Wipes, Pads, And Vests Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Danger Sign - Sign/tag Min/max
- Safety Consumables-shield, Face, Window, 0.060 X 19-in Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Glasses - Safety Glasses Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Safety Glasses - Safety Glasses Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Sign & Tags - Sign/tag Min/max
- Safety Consumables, emergency Exit Signs, min/max
- Safety Consumables, Lenses, Lens Covers, Kutzke
- Safety Consumables, Danger Sign, Min|max
- Safety Consumables, Danger Tape, Min|max
- Safety Consumables, Glove Hangers, Min|max
- ***safety Consumables - Miller Fall Protection Anchors
- Safety Consumables, Gloves Min/max (joe H.)
- Safety Consumables, Caution Signs, Min|max
- Safety Consumables - Ear Plugs, Vest's, Etc. - Safety Min/max
- ***industrial Hygiene - Sampling Media, Cal Gas, And Equipment Supplies
- Industrial Hygiene - Replacement Sensors For Isc Mx4 Ventis Mx4 Meters
- Small Operating Tools, Tags, Min|max
- Safety Consumables, Work Gloves Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Sign, Notice, Tag, Safety Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Safety Glasses - Safety Glasses Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Notice Sign - Sign/tag Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Eye Saline, Vest, Hardhats - Safety Min/max
- Consumables - Hose & Chin Piece - Papr Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Gloves, work, Youngstown, Anti-vib Lrg #03-3200-78, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Lens Cover, Papr Hd, 3 #l-133-100, 100/pk, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Eyewash Caps (zac Taylor)
- Safety Consumables, ultra Flex Knee Pad, min/max
- Consumables - Tarp - Tarp Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Sign, Safety
- Safety Consumables, sign, Safety, ‘caution’ Blank 10’, Blank, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, glasses, Sideshield, B-52, Safety Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 3m Lens Cover For Papr Hood, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Lens Cover For Papr Hood, L-133-25, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, radians Hi-viz Orange Uv Protection Neck Shade
- Safety Consumables, 10 X 14 Plastic Notice Sign, min/max
- Safety Consumables, 35 X 48 Safety Apron, min/max
- Safety Consumables, Glasses/goggles, Min|max
- Industrial Hygiene-rae Remote Teflon Sample Draw Kit For Pid
- Safety Consumables, ppe Safety Vests For Tool Cribs, min/max
- Industrial Hygiene-purchase Isc Cal Gas With Isc Electronic Card Reader
- Industrial Hygiene-purchase Industrial Scientific Dsx Docking Stations
- Industrial Hygiene-isc Replacement Supplies (tubing, Cases, Filters)
- Small Operating Tools, papr 3m Mask Filters For Mask Fit, min/max
- Industrial Hygiene-tube Adapter For Rae 7-mm Od Tubes
- Safety Consumables, danger-safety Tag, min/max
- ***safety Consumables, Barricade Danger Tape, Please Expedite***
- Safety Consumables, notice Sign\info Only Tags, min/max
- Consumables - Safety Glasses - Safety Glasses Min/max
- Safety Consumables, 48 X 150 Perim Fencing & Rebar Caps, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Lens Cover For Papr Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Hard Hat Suspension, Ganwich
- Safety Consumables - Bifocal Safety Glasses - Safety Glasses Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Anti-fog Wipes, Min|max
- Ops Breaker Lockouts, Safety Consumables
- Safety Consumables, Class 2 Safety Vests For Night Shift/new Hires
- Labeling And Reading Devices, Startup System Green Tags
- Safety Consumables, Gloves, Min|max
- ***safety Consumables,10 X 14 Blank Notice Sign***
- Safety Consumables, Safety Tags, Min|max
- Safety Consumables - Eyewash Inspection Tags - Sign/tag Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Glasses - Safety Glasses Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Shield, Face, Window, Min/max

- Equipment-custom Fit Harness
- Safety Consumables - Gloves & Clip Guard - Gloves Min/max
- Consumables - Nitrile Gloves, Barricade Tape, Etc. - Safety Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Safety Consumables, Gloves, Kneepads, Min|max
- Mcr Safety Ninja Gloves
- Industrial Hygiene-replacement Of Co, Lel, And Oxy Sensors For Isc Gas Meters.
- Safety Consumables, Glove, Elec Switching, Superior Glove Works# 378gkft
- Small Operating Tools, Mesh Black Tarp, Min/max
- Ops Offsite Lab Supplies Part E / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Small Operating Tools, Lens Covers For Papr Hood, Min/max
- Industrial Hygiene-rae Charcoal Zeroing Tubes
- Safety Consumables, xs Weld Glv/hyflex Size 11,min/max
- ***safety Consumables, Various Ppe Gloves, Min/max***
- Safety Consumables-winter, Liners, Msa, V-gard, #10118417
- Safety Consumables - Blank Danger Sign’s - Sign/tag Min/max
- Safety Consumables-ear, Plug, Uncorded, Yellow Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Glasses, Safety, Bifocal, Glasses Min/max
- Testing Services, Equipment, Carrying Cases For New Construction M&te
- Safety Consumables - lockjaw & Nitrile Gloves - Safety Min/max
- Safety Consumables, gloves,min/max
- Industrial Hygiene-purchase Isc Cal Gas With Isc Electronic Card
- Safety Consumables - Lens Wipes - Safety Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Information Only Blank Tags - Sign/tag Min/max
- Industrial Hygiene- Industrial Scientific Is Dust Filters
- Small Operating Tools, Hard Hat Head Lamp & Light Clip\flashlight
- Safety Consumables - Safety Vests - Special Order For John Peek
- Industrial Hygiene-purchase Replacement Isc Multi-cal Gas With Electronic Cards
- Ops Tyvek Suits, Safety Consumables
- Safety Consumables - Danger Tags - Sign/tag Min/max
- Safety Consumables, mechanix Gloves For Oe
- Safety Consumables-vest, Mesh, Safety, Orng, 2-in W Rfclt Stripes,ansi Class-2,
- Safety Consumables-glasses, Sideshield, B-52, Safety Min/max
- Industrial Hygiene-3m Particulate Respirators (dust Masks) For Distribution
- Hazmat Labels
- Safety Consumables, Blank White Dbl Sided Information Tag, Min/max
- Safety Consumables 10/30/18 Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Lockjaw Beam Grip - Safety Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Gloves - Glove Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Glasses - Safety Glasses Min/max
- Industrial Hygiene - purchase Replacement Isc Hydrogen Sulfide Cal Gas Cylinders
- Safety Consumables - Gloves - Glove Min/max
- Safety Consumables, danger Tags With Grommets, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Face Shield Frame\red & Black Bracade Tape, min/max
- Safety Consumables, harness, Safety , Green, Model #e650-58, small/medium, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Ultra Flex Iii Kneepads, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, winter & Hyflex Gloves, min/max
- Safety Consumables - Blank Danger Sign - Sign/tag Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Lined Winter Glove, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Glasses, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Glove, Work, Pip, G-tek 3gx, 13 Gauge, 19-d330
- Consumables - Safety Glasses - Safety Glasses Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Glasses - Safety Glasses Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Tags, Min/max
- Consumables, Signs, Tags, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Info Tags, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Miscellaneous Tags, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Sign/tags, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Vests, Air Resp., Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Safety Tags, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Safety Signs, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Fire Extinguisher Stands, Ganwich/hlw
- Arc Rated Rain Gear
- Safety Consumables, Safety Vests For Bof/john Peek
- Safety Consumables, Welders Glove, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Sign, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Goggle Gaskets For Glas087
- Safety Consumables, Gloves, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, 3m Respirators, Scott Nikerson
- Small Operating Tools, Filters For Painters, Ganwich
- Safety Consumables, Safety Glasses, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Safety Items, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, sign, Safety, Danger, blank 10' X14', Plastic D-1rb, Min/max
- ***Safety Consumables, Winter Hard Hat Liners And Ice Cleats, Min/max***
- Industrial Hygiene - ammonia Gas Sensor And Ammonia Calibration Gas
- Safety Consumables Gloves, Purple Nitrile, Glove, Work, Pip Min/max
- Safety Consumables, sign, Notice, Blank 10' X 14' Plastic, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, glove, Elec Switching, Superior Glove Works# 378gktf
- Safety Consumables, ear Plug, Corded, Ylw Neons, tri Flange, Tape, Flag Min/max
NDT Supply
PO Box 7350, Shawnee Mission, KS 66207
(913) 685-0675
- Repair Led Film Viewer Under Warranty Serial # 101497

NETWORK PROTOCOL SPECIALISTS, LLC
23706 SE 225TH ST, MAPLE VALLEY, WA 98038
(425) 433-0777
- 3 Day Training Course On Fluke Dsx5000 Fiber-optic Cable Analyzer For Cctt Cert

New Hermes Incorporated
2200 Northmont Pkwy, Duluth, GA 30096
(770) 623-0331
- Return Laser Label Feeder Arm For Repair / Labeling And Reading Devices
- ***fmr To Repair Or Replace Ops Technifor Label Feeder For Start-up
- Laser Engraver Exhauster - Repair

New York Blower Company
7660 Quincy St., Willowbrook, IL
(630) 794-5700
- Air Handling Units, Hvac, Vibration Isolator Neoprene Channels

NFS Radiation Protection Systems, Inc.
60 Leonard Drive, Groton, CT 06340
(860) 445-0334
- Record Air Smplr, Paper Fltr Holder, Delrin Constr, Hinged Lid, 1/4 In Fnpt Conn

NOAH TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION OF TEXAS
1 NOAH PARK, San Antonio, TX 78249
12106912000
- Testing Services, Materials - Simulant

NORIA CORPORATION
1328 E. 43RD COURT, TULSA, OK 74105
- Professional Services - Machinery Lubrication I Training

NORTH AMERICAN REFRACTORIES COMPANY
1305 Cherrington Pkwy Ste 100, Coraopolis, PA 15108
- Versaflow Refractory Castable For Melter Gas Barrier Lid
- Versaflow Refractory Castable For Melter Gas Barrier Lid
NORTH COAST ELECTRIC COMPANY
2450 8th Avenue South, Seattle, WA 98134
(509) 547-9514
- Services For Ge Technical Representative
- Electrical-ground Fault Testing/repair Of Ge Sub Switchboards

NORTHWEST ANALYTICS, INC.
111 SW 5TH AVE STE 800, PORTLAND, OR 97204
- Nwa Quality Analyst Software Licenses, Fees, And Hardware Maintenance.

NORTHWEST FLUID SYSTEM TECHNOLOGIES INC.
3315 S 116th St Ste 109, Tukwila, WASHINGTON 99354
(509) 946-9099
- Testing And Inspection
- Testing And Inspection
- Testing And Inspection
- Valves, Instrument
- Flow Instrument
- Testing Services, Equipment - Pressure Testing Fittings
- Testing Services, Equipment, Ss Swagelok Fittings
- Bulk Materials
- Instrument Tube And Pipe Fittings And Accessories
- ***ops Fittings***compressors, Screw, Special Purpose Or Api
- Testing Services, Equipment Swagelok.
- Instrument Tube And Pipe Fittings And Accessories

NORTHWEST SCIENTIFIC, INC.
725 Lohwest Lane, Billings, MT 59106
(406) 252-3269
- *** Ops - Deionized Water / Dow Water System Flushing

Norton Corrosion Limited
8820 222nd Street SE, Woodinville, WA 98077
(425) 483-1616
- Ops - Anodes / Fsw Tank Re-coating Repairs / Fsw-tk-00001 & Fsw-tk-00002
Nova Machine Products Corp
18001 Sheldon Rd, Cleveland, OH 44130
(216) 267-3200
- Q Fasteners To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Fasteners (lav Shortages)
- Q Fasteners
- Fasteners
- Q Fasteners
- Q Fasteners To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav
- Q Fasteners To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Fasteners
- Q Fasteners To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Fasteners

Nova Machine Products Corp.
18001 Sheldon Rd, Cleveland, OH 44130
(216) 267-3200
- Fasteners
- Fasteners
- Q Fasteners To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Fasteners
- Fasteners
NOVA MACHINE PRODUCTS, INC
18001 SHELDON RD, Middleburg Heights, OH 44130
(216) 267-3200
- Fasteners
- ** Q Fasteners For Law C2v Piping (and Bulk Stock)
- Q Fasteners To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Fasteners For Construction (m. Hart)
- Bolts, Bof B82 Pcw
- Q Fasteners To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Fasteners
- Q Fasteners
- ***hot Fasteners - Replacements For Bof Building 85 - Expedited Order Requested.
- Q Fasteners To Cover Engineered Requirements
- Fasteners
- Bolts
- Q Fasteners - Machine Bolts For Butterfly Valves And Stud Bolt
- Fasteners / Bof Psa Flush Mods
- Bolts For Emf (t.wright)
- Fasteners
- Stud Bolts - Emf
- Fasteners
- Q Fasteners To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Fasteners
- Q Fasteners To Cover Engineered Requirement
- Fasteners / Law Tco Bolt Replacement
- Fasteners - Law Q Instrument Tubing Support Hardware
- Q Fasteners To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Fasteners For Law Manway Covers
- Fasteners / Law Rld
- Fasteners For Law C2v Piping
- Fasteners For Start-up (j.perales)
- Bolts, Fasteners
- Fasteners

Nuclear Logistics Inc
7410 Pebble Drive, Fort Worth, TX 76118
(817) 284-0077
- Safety Load Isolation Contactor Panel
- Direct Expansion Refrigeration Piping Flexible Hose Assemblies
- Direct Expansion Refrigeration Piping Flexible Hose Assemblies

NUWELD, INC
2600 Reach Road, Williamsport, PA 17701
(570) 505-1500
- Material Returned By Nuweld
NW CONSTRUCTION SUPPLY, INC.
6503 W OKANOGAN AVE STE E, KENNEWICK, WA 99336
(509) 783-6000
- Small Operating Tools, 4" Topcat Grinders, Thom Nash
- ***small Operating Tools, Hilti Parts, Glen Davison***

O.I. CORPORATION
151 GRAHAM RD, COLLEGE STATION, TX 77845
(979) 690-1711
- Offsite Lab Carbon Analyzer Service Agreement / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory

OCV CONTROL VALVES
7400 E 42nd Pl, Tulsa, OK 74145
19186271942
- Flow Limiting Control Valves

OIL PRICE INFORMATION SERVICE, LLC
9737 WASHINGTONIAN BLVD STE 200, Gaithersburg, MD 20878
- Equipment- Opis Wholesale Rack Report For August 12, 2018 To August 11, 2019

OLD CASTLE PRECAST INC.
2808 A Stree SE, Auburn, WA 98002
(253) 939-8500
- Catch Basins

OLYMPUS AMERICA INC.
5764 Pacific Center Blvd., San Diego, CA 92121
- Evaluate And Identify Any Needed Repairs To Pmi Anylyzer Serial Number: 5104
- Repair / Refurbish Pmi Analyzer

OLYMPUS NDT NE, INC.
421 N Quay, Kennewick, WA 99336
(509) 735-7550
- Weld Mask Kit For The Delta Pmi Test Unit
OMICRON ELECTRONICS CORP. USA
12 Greenway Plaza, Houston, TX 77046
713830460
- Testing Services, Equipment; Calibration Omicron Instruments
- Testing Services, Equipment Omicron Franeo 800, And Driana Calibration.
- Testing Services, Equipment; Calibration Services; Omicron Sut-868z
- Testing Services, Equipment
  Calibration Of Omicron Circuit Breaker Testers
- Testing Services, Equipment; Calibration Services (sut-296t)
- Testing Services, Equipment  Sut-328y
- Testing Services, Equipment  Equipment  Sut-328y
- Testing Services, Equipment Omicron Instrument Calibration.
- Testing Services, Equipment, Dmag Activation Omicron Cpc-100

Omicron Electronics Corp., USA
12 Greenway Plaza, Houston, TX 77046
713830460
- Supplier Training Services

OMICRON ELECTRONICS GMBH
3550 Willowbend Blvd, Houston, TX 77054
(713) 830-4660
- Testing Services, Equipment Loaner Instruments From Omicron
- Testing Services, Equipment Startup Omincron Td-1 & Cpc100 Loaner

One World Telecommunications,
415 N QUAY ST STE B, Kennewick, WA 99336
(509) 735-0408
- Fiber Circuit / Internet Service For Rj Lee Cbc Analytical Lab

OPERATION TECHNOLOGY, INC.
17 Goodyear Ste 100, Irvine, CA 92618
(949) 462-0100
- Etap Law Automation Of Systems

OPIS Supply Summit
11300 Rockville Pike, Ste 1100, Rockville, MD 20852
(888) 301-2645
- Equipment - Opis Wholesale Rack Report For August 12, 2017 To August 11, 2018
- Opis Wholesale Rack Report For August 12, 2013 To August 12, 2014
- Opis Wholesale Rack Report For August 12, 2014 To August 11, 2015
- Equipment, Opis Wholesale Rack Report For August 12, 2016 To August 11, 2017
- Equipment, Opis Wholesale Rack Report For August 12, 2015 To August 11, 2016
ORACLE AMERICA, INC.
500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94965

- Oracle Management Pack

Orgo-Thermit, Inc.
3500 Colonial Dr N, Manchester, NJ 08759
(732) 657-5781

- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous, Orgo Thermit Equipment Parts
- Thermite Welding Training
Oxarc, Inc
716 S Oregon Ave, Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 547-2494

- Safety Receptical Covers On Miller Welders
- Welding, Consumables, Torch Parts, For Smaller Set Up
- Small Operating Tools, 10lb Fire Extinguisher Wall Mount Bracket
- Consumables - Replacement Lens & Hand Protector - Welding Supply Min/max
- Welding, Consumables, Burner/Coupling/Nozzles, Min/max
- Ops Nitrogen Regulator, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Welding - Jackets, Lens, Hoods Etc. Welding Supply Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Calibration Gas
- Repair Tungsten Grinder, B/c 13210 - Small Operating Tools, Misc
- Welding, Consumables, Weld Jkts\q-gun\insulating Boot Qck-cnct, Min/max
- Welding, Consumables 11/1/18 Min/max
- Welding, Consumables-nozzles, Alumina Lens, Gas, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Gloves, Min/max
- Ops - Regulators, Etc. / Hvac Maintenance
- Consumables - Extraction Hose - Welding Consumables Min/max
- Welding, Consumables, Tweco-Tong Elect-Hldr\pipe Wrap Tape, Min/max
- Welding, Consumables, Lens, Min/max
- Welding, Consumables, Lens, Nozzles, Min/max
- Welding, Consumables, Nozzles, Min/max
- Welding Consumables, Fmnl-Nznl\cbl-cnct\gas-cplng\wld-lns\wld-slv, Min/max
- Welding, Consumables, Mkiv Purge Bladder For 8-in Pipe, Min/max
- Repair Of Barcode 32732, Lincoln Hepa-filter
- Welding, Coupling, Inert Gas, Regulator, Holder, Tape Pipe Wrap, Min/max
- Welding, Consumables 11/6/18 Min/max
- Welding, Consumables, Weld Gauge, Min/max
- Classifying Devices And Screens -- Welded Wire Mesh For Pipe
- Welding Department Weld Inspection Tools
- Welding, Consumables-lens, Replacement, Weld, 2" X 4-1/4" Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Gloves Min/max (Joe H.)
- Repair Of Miller 12 Rc Suitcase Welders
- Welding, Consumables-nozzle, Alumina, #5, Weldcraft Min/max
- Welding, Consumables - Backcap, Nozzles, Etc. - Weldcraft Min/max
- Welding, Nozzles, Jackets, And Lens Min/max
- Welding, New Purge Monitors
- Welding, Consumables - Welding Jacket - Welding Supply Min/max
- Welding, Consumables, New Purge Monitor Sensor
- Repair Of Welders, 120-460 Vac, 50/60hz Miller 200str
- Bulk Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Welding, Consumables Jacket, Welding, Tape, Pipe Wrap, Min/max
- ***Welding, Consumables, Bernard T035 Tips, Min/max
- Welding, Consumables-nozzle, Nozzles, Alumina Min/max
- Welding, Consumables, Large Welding Jacket Min/max
- Law Su Refrigerant For Law-cdg-rfu-00001
- ***welding, Consumables- Foot Pedals, Super Flex Cables
- Welding, Consumables, medium & Xxl Welding Jackets, min/max
- Carbon Steel Backing Ring For Handrail Modifications
- Ops R22 Freon, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Welding, Consumables, hood, speedglas, W/9002x, jacket, Welding, Xxl, Min/max
- Ops Victor Torch Tips, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Small Operating Tools, Purge Bladder, Min/max
- Repair Barcode 15796, Lincoln V-350 Welder Power Source
- Welding, Consumables- lens, Replacement, Weld, 2" X 4-1/4" Min/max
- Welding, Consumables, Weld Jackets & Sleeves, min/max
- Welding, Consumables, 23-inch Welding Sleeve, min/max
- Welding, Consumables, Bernard Btb Mig Guns, Min/max
- Welding, Consumables, 9oz Welding Sleeve, Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Gloves - Glove Min/max
- Repair Of Lincoln Welder Hepa Filters 115v.
- Welding, Consumables, Torch Head, Min/max
- ***welding, Consumables - Super Flex Power Cable
- Welding, Consumables, weld Holder, weld Jackets, min/max
- Ops Lab Nitrogen Regulator, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops - 5 Yr. Hydrostatic Pressure Tests / Hvac Recovery Cylinders
- Safety Consumables, Safety Gloves, Min/max
- Welding, Consumables, Lens, Regulator, Min/max
- Repair Lincoln Welders - B/c 13840, 13842
- Su Refrigerant And Tanks For Chiller Charging
- Welding, Consumables, Lens, Replacement, Jacket, Welding Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Welders Gloves, Min/max
- Welding, Consumables, Rods & Lenses, Min/max
- Cylinder Bottle, Pressurized 75% Argon-25% Helium
- Ops Nitrogen Cylinder Bottle, Pressurized
- Ops Calibration System, Testing Services, Equipment
- 20 Lb Fire Extinguishers Core Charge Credit
- Bulk - Lockjaw Beam Grip - Safety Min/max
- Welding, Consumables - purgelite Purge Bladder - Welding Supplies Min/max
- Welding, Collet, 3/32", Min/max
- Welding, Consumables, lens, Replacement, Autodrking, Min/max
- Welding, Consumables, weld-jkt\rpl-lenses\lincoln Drv Roll Kit, min/max
- Welding, Consumables, argweld Purge Bldr\yel Cnvs Umbrella, min/max
- Welding, Nozzle Lincoln Funnel W/ Magnet, Adapter, Nozzle, Min/max
- 10 # Non-electric Rod Caddies
- Welding, Consumables, Lens, Clear, Jacket, Nozzle, Heating J-nozzle, Min/max
- Welding, Consumables - Jacket - Welding Supplies Min/max
- Welding, Consumables, hand Prot/rglutr/tape/antispltr, min/max
- ***welding, Consumables, Argweld Purgeye 100, Purge Monitor Sensor***
- Welding, Consumables-lens, Replacement, Weld, 2" X 4-1/4"
- Welding, Consumables, Repair Of Miller 12rc Suitcase Welders 45393, 50557
- Welding, Consumables-crackon, Temp Indicating 350 Min/max
- Welding, Consumables- Nozzles, Alumina Lens, Gas, #6 Min/max
- Welding, Consumables - Jacket & Filters - Welding Supplies Min/max
- Welding, Consumables,welding Jacket, Min/max
- Welding, Consumables,hose, Weld Grade , 3/16" X 25', Type T, Oxy/gas, Propane
- Welding, Consumables, Gauge, Weld, Fillet, Jacket,lens, Replacement, Min/max
- Welding, Consumables Nozzles, Alumina Lens, Gas, #8, Jacket, Welding, Min/max
- Welding, Consumables, nozzle And Backcap, Min/max
- Welding, Consumables, Jacket, Welders Xxx-l, flame Retardent, Adapter, Min/max
- Welding, Consumables-grinder, Tungsten, Sharpshooter, Tss-2, Etl Listed***
- Welding, Consumables, med.welding Jacket, min/max
- Welding, Consumables,purge Bldr, min/max
- Repair Of Lincoln Ln-25 Wire Feed Welders
- Welding, Consumables Backcap Medium, For Wp-9fv, Lens, Replacement Min/max
- Welding, Consumables, Replacement Weld Lens, Min/max
- Ops - Shut-off Valve, Hose, Etc. / Php-5 Hvac / Roof Mounted Heat Pump / T-52
- Welding, Consumables - Jacket, Umbrella, Etc. - Welding Supplies Min/max
- Welding, Consumables, Repair Of Lincoln Mobile Welding Fume Extractor
- Welding, Consumables, weld Holder, min/max
- Ops Nitrogen, Cylinder Bottle, Pressurized
- Welding, Consumables,lincoln Funnel Nozzle\weld Guage, min/max
- Welding, Consumables Collet, 1/8" Dia, Collet, 3/32 Min/max
- Welding, Consumables Welding, Anti-splatter, Plasma, Drag Min/max
- Welding, Lens, Gas, 3/32 Dia, Sleeve, Welding Min/max
- Calibration Gas Lab Law / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Welding, Consumables, 1/8-in Dia Weldcraft Collet, Min/max
- Repair/repurbrishment Of Fire Extinguishers
- Safety Consumables, Welding Gloves, Min/max
- Welding, Consumables, Hand Protector, Min|max
- Safety Consumables, Org. Vapor Cartridge, Min/max
- Welding, Consumables,1/8 Collet/pig Tail/weld Screen, min/max
- Safety Consumables, Welding Gloves, Min|max
- Welding, Consumables, Min|max
- ***safety Consumables,sun Skeeter Insect Repellent, Bpo# 01281,min/max***
- Welding, Consumables White Brazing Flux That Meets Aws Fb3a Requirements
- Small Operating Tools, Pipe Clamp, Min|max
- **welding, Consumables, Contact Tips, Part Min/max - Hot**
- Safety Consumables, Gloves, Min|max
- Welding, Consumables, Nozzle Small, Lens, Replacement Min/max
- Test Coupons, Welder Qualification
- Welding, Consumables, Repair Of Lincoln Hepa Filters
- Welding, Consumables, Backcap Medium, Collet, 1/8" Dia, nozzles, Min/max
- Welding, Consumables, gauge, Weld, Fillet, lens, Replacement, Weld, Min/max
- **welding, Consumables, Power Pin Tip For Bernard Mig Gun
- Small Operating Tools,putty Knife/q-gun/hex Bit Socket Set, min/max
- Safety Consumables, PPE Gloves, Min/Max
- Ops Nitrogen 99.999%, Cylinder Bottle, Pressurized
- Safety Consumables - Tig Welding Glove - Glove Min/Max
- ***Safety Consumables, Blasting Hoods, ***Hot
- ***Welding, Consumables, STL Wire Cond Liner For Bernard Mig Weld Guns, Min/Max***
- Welding Backing Rings For Test Shop Use Only
- Welding, Consumables Gas Lens, Nozzles, Min/Max
- Safety Consumables, Papr Cartridges, Min/Max
- Ops - R22 Freon / Misc. Sitewide HVAC Maintenance / Re-stock

Oxarc, Inc.
E 4003 Broadway Ave, Spokane, WA 99202
(509) 547-2494

- Small Operating Tools, Wrench, Gauges, Blades, Min/Max
- Welding, Consumables, Cutting Tip, Min/Max
- Repair Lincoln Hepa Filter Welder - B/c 16131
- Welding, Consumables, Jackets, Min/Max
- Welding, Consumables, Welding Screen, Min/Max
- Repair Barcode 13824, Lincoln Welder
- Small Operating Tools, Anchor Pliers, Min/Max
- Small Operating Tools, LBL Wall Crew, Min/Max
- Small Operating Tools, High Temp Tape, Min/Max
- Welding, Consumables, Torch, Tig, Weldcraft WP-17v-25r, Min/Max
- Equipment, Miller XMT 350 MPA Welders For Law
- Repair Barcode 32041, Lincoln Hepa Filter
- Ops Freon R22, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Repair Lincoln Hepa Filter Welders, B/c 16118, 32749
- Repair Barcode 16129, Lincoln Hepa Filter Welder
- Repair B/c 32741, Lincoln Hepa Filter
- Welding, Consumables, Hand Protector, Min/Max
- Consumables - Head Lamp, Painter Tape, Etc. - LBL Wall Crew Min/Max
- Lab Compressed Gas
- Small Operating Tools, High Temp Tape, Min/Max
- Repair Barcode 33699 Drill Press (Rigid) 15" Cat #14658
- Repair Of Miller And Lincoln Welders 19340, 31097
- Welding, Consumables, Miller Wireless Foot Controller,
- Ops Batteries For Hobo, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Repair Barcode #50084 Filter, Hepa, Portable, Base Unit, Lincoln K1741-1/400ms
- Repair Of Cob Industries Weld Purge Monitors - 40927, 40930, 40934
- Welding, Consumables, Liner, Conduit, Steel Wire, For Bnrd Mig Guns, Min/Max
- Repair Of Desco Hepa Vacuum Barcodes 50046, 50050
- Safety Consumables-gloves, Purple Nitrile Pwd Free Min/max
- Electrical Specialty Equipment, Insulated Tool Kit
- Services, Janitorial-bag, Trash, Clear, 1.2 Mil, 43-in X 47-in, 56 Gal
- Small Operating Tools, drill, Cordless 18 Volt, Router, Electric, Filter, Min/max
- ****small Operating Tools, Tester, Electrical, Fluke T+, ***
- ***small Operating Tools, Lens, Wide View, 3m, L-131 (for Papr) Min/max***
- Safety Consumables, Python Order, Paul Arnold
- Small Operating Tools, pttv-kn\clear-clk\rtv-clk\inv Red Spr-paint, min/max
- ***safety Consumables, Various Size Winter Gloves, Min/max***
- Safety Consumables, Gloves, Purple, Nitrile Pwd Free Min/max
- Liquid Penetrant Testing Material; Cleaner And Developer
- Tachometer For Multiquip Jo-53-072
- ***safety Consumables,python Safety Products For Stop The Drop***
- Safety Consumables Glove, Go Finder Clip Guard, G-tek 3gx, 13 Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, hepa Filters For Papr, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, type-27 Grinding Wheels, min/max
- Order Magnaflux Cleaner
- Equipment - Universal Plate Clamp
- Safety Consumables, Fibremetal 19-in Clear Face Shields
- Welding, Consumables - Inside And Outside Protection Plate Welding Hood(min/max)
- Safety Consumables-pad, Knee-pro, Ultra Flex Iii Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, hougen Eject Pins\cutters, min/max
- Safety Consumables, tillman Med Tig Wld Glvs\gray Hyflex Gloves, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Stripper, Fiber Optic, Snip, Kevlar, High-leverage, Blade
- Small Operating Tools, Camel 4-1/2" Type-27 Flap Wheel, min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, hougen Annular Cutting Bits, min/max***
- Small Operating Tools, Wheel, Flap, Type 27-, min/max
- ***safety Consumables Lens, Wide View, 3m, L-131 (for Papr)***
- Small Operating Tools, Camel 80g 4-1/2 X 5/8-11 Type 27 Flap Wheel, min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, Er, Hepa, papr, 3m#gvp-440, battery, Lithium, Min/max***
- Small Operating Tools, Level, Laser, Utility Pls 180 System Min/max
- Consumables - Sleeve & Rubber Bumper For Rivet Buster - Sullair Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Glove, hexarmor, leather, Rig Lizard, Min/max
- Grating Penetration Collars & Hardware - Structural And Misc. Steel
- Welding, Consumables Hood, Helmet, Lens, Replacement Min/max
- Area Ops Hot Sticks, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Small Operating Tools, Wheel, Flap, Type 27, 40 & 60 Grit, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Gun, Tie Wire/cable Tie, Panduit Gth
- ***small Operating Tools, hougen 1-1/8 X 3 & 1-1/4 X 3 Annular Cutters, min/max***
- Small Operating Tools, Bur, Tungsten Carbide, Taper, Cylindrical Min/max
- Services, Janitorial, Bag, Trash, Clear 1.2 Mil 43in-47-in 56 Gal
- Small Operating Tools, Level, Laser, Utility Pls 180 W/ Target, Min/max

P AND I SUPPLY CO
2220 N Fares Ave, Evansville, IN 47711
(812) 423-6256
- Small Operating Tools, Detector, Voltage, Non-contact-min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Bender, Pvc, Blanket 3.5” - 4” Current 443
- Welding, Welder, Remote, Foot Pedal For Xmt & Maxstar 200, Min/max
- Welding, Consumables, Torch, Tig, Weldcraft Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous, Cutter Carbide Tipp Min/max
- Safety Consumables Vest, Incident, Command, Red, Dark Blue, Forest Green, Gray
- Safety Consumables, Maskfit, Glasses, Gloves, Harness-- Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Extension, Boot, Hard Hat, Respirator Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Blade, masonry, Brush, Paint, Bur, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Lanyard, Tool, Twin Turbo Fall Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Pin, Reamer, Ridgid, #47155
- Small Operating Tools, Drill, Impact, Cordless, Filter, Milwaukee, Min/max
- Welding, Consumables-jacket, Welding Xxl, Lens Replacement, Quick-slide Min/max
- Safety Consumables Cone, Traffic, 18-inch, Standard, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Hard, Hat, Premium, Flame, Resistant, Shoulder, Length, Two
- Welding, Consumables- Papr Weld Sheilds And Auto Darkening Lenses

P C B Piezotronics Inc
3425 Walden Ave, Depew, NY 14043
(716) 684-0001
- Safety Equipment
- Industrial Hygiene - Annual Calibration Of Larson Davis Slm And Calibrator
- Computer Software Licences, Fees, And Hardware Maintainanc

P&I Supply Co
2220 N FARES AVE, Evansville, IN 47711
108124236256
- Small Operating Tools, ratcheting Cable-cutters, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Worklight, Replacement Blade, Greenlee #1903 Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 7 Drawer Roller Cabinet
- Small Operating Tools, wide View Papr Lens, min/max
- Spacers For Polaris
- Safety Consumables, glove Hangers And Lg Purple Nitrile Gloves, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, kool Mist Cutting Oil, min/max
- Welding, Consumables, med & Xxx-lg Welding Jackets, min/max
- *** safety Consumables, T-flex Level 3 Cut Resistant Glove Liners, Min/max ***
- Small Operating Tools, 1 Gallon Kool Mist Cutting Oil, Min/max
- *** safety Consumables, harness/tyvek Boot Cvr, min/max ***
- Safety Consumables, Purple Nitrile Gloves \sm & Lg Winter Gloves, min/max
- Safety Consumables, Python Reorder, Paul Arnold, Jacob Bailey
- Equipment, mat, Anti Fatigue, 38 X 64 In, black/orange
- *** equipment, Multidirectional Machine Dollies & 10 Ton Toe Jacks For Law ***
- Small Operating Tools, rigid Green Material Hepa Filter, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Rigid Vacuum Filter Cartridge, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, ppe Gloves, min/max
- Ops Battery Charger, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Dust Mops For Janitors
- Small Operating Tools, high Leverage Pliers, min/max
- Safety Consumables, Mask Filter Replacement Cartridge, Min/max
- Plug For Melter Winch Alignment Pin Hole
- Small Operating Tools, portable Bandsaw Blades 100/pk
- Small Operating Tools, Camel 40 And 60 Grit Flap Wheels, min/max
- Safety Consumables, glv Hngrs/wldr Glvs/winter Glv, min/max
- Safety Consumables, medium Mechanix Gloves
- Welding, Consumables, welding/fire Blankets
- Small Operating Tools, hepa Filter For Papr, min/max
- Pest Control, Granular Ant Bait For Mhf, Sawicki
- Small Operating Tools, hmr Hldr\ndl Nose Pliers\rule\wire Srpr, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, clear Silicone Caulking, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Pipe Fitter Tools, Mcpherson
- Ops - Pressure Switch And Connectors / Facility Services Maint. Support
- Ops - Diffuser / Sprinklerfitter Tools
- Small Operating Tools, sockets\unv Joint, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 3/8 Ratchet\sockets, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Coupler Hoses, Min|max
- Ops Temp. Controller, Fire Detection System
- Testing Services, Equipment
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous Greenlee Tools, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous Sockets, Min/max
- Parts - Polaris - Repairs
- Small Operating Tools, Various Consumables, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Pipe Wrench, Min\max
- Small Operating Tools, Various Tools, Min\max
- Small Operating Tools, Plastic Bags, Min\max
- Ops T43 Fpw, Fire Detection System
- Ops Mob Filters, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Ops Desiccant, Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, Cutter, Vacuum, Min\max
- Small Operating Tools, Canvas Bag Min/max (joe H.)
- Ops Belts, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, Little Giant Carts, Dodson
- Small Operating Tools, Magnetic Clamps, Charvat
- Small Operating Tools, Cutting Oil Min/max
- ***safety Consumables, 18-inch Lime Green Traffic Cones***
- Propane Pressure Gauges (steel-case Gauges/single Scale 1 1/2
- Small Operating Tools, Mirrors, Min\max
- Small Operating Tools, Grinding Wheels (requested By Zac Taylor)
- Small Operating Tools, Replacement Blades, Glen Davison/larry Brewer
- Small Operating Tools, Tools For Oe Shop, Moreno
- Small Operating Tools, Ridge Tools, Min/max
- Safety Equipment, Custom Harness For Susan/jess Hinman
- Small Operating Tools,wall Crew Tools, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Support Rollers (requested By Zac Taylor)
- Small Operating Tools, Tools For Wall Crew, Dodson
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Min\max
- Small Operating Tools, Threadlock Min/max (joe H.)
- Distributables
- ***small Operating Tools, Caulking Guns, Chapin***
- Tools, Small
- Small Operating Tools,milwaukee 18v Cordless Impact Drill,min/max
- Compressors, Vacuum Equipment
- Small Operating Tools,vac Cartridge Filter,min/max
- Safety Consumables,ppe Gloves,min/max
- Small Operating Tools,12 X 3/4-inch Recip. Blade,min/max
- Small Operating Tools,12-foot X 1/2-inch Stanley Tape Measure,min/max
- Small Operating Tools,nuclear Grade Duct Tape\yel Plastic Flagging Tape,min/max
- Small Operating Tools,14-24 Taper Tap & Util.knife, Min/max
- Installation And Testing Of Instrumentation
- Parts - Sullair - Consumable - Min/max
- *****super Hot Order*****

Bullard Inlet Filter
- Small Operating Tools,recip Blades\step Drill Bit,min/max
- Safety Consumables, Python Items, Trial Items
- Small Operating Tools,paladin Coax Stripper Pa3240
- Small Operating Tools,rigid Hepa Filter,min/max
- Safety Consumables,lg Purple Nitrile Gloves\rubber Chem. Apron,min/max
- Safety Consumables,portable Fire Extinguisher Stand
- Safety Consumables, Elvex Tinted Safety Glasses, Hinman
- Small Operating Tools, fld Rule[bpo 01917], min/max
- Batteries For Equipment
- Batteries For Golf Carts And Manlifts
- Small Operating Tools, vacuum Cartridge Filter, min/max
- Ops - Garlock #7986 Gasket Sheets / Nld-vsl-00008a&b / 5 Yr. Pm
- Safety Consumables, bt Cvr/face Shlds/magtape/wire, min/max
- Distributables
- Safety Consumables, xxxl Neos Overshoe
- Small Operating Tools, 4 Step Trucker
- Small Operating Tools, 1-1/2 inch Hole Saw, min/max
- Ops Belts, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Yellow Rigid Barricades
- Small Operating Tools, Led Stealthlite Flashlight 2410, Juhnke, Frey, Davison
- Small Operating Tools, Sockets, Min|max
- Testing Services, Equipment Repair Dc Hipot Sn-hp-0665
- Safety Consumables, 500ml Eye Wash With Portable Case
- Small Operating Tools, advance Timing Light
- Safety Consumables, ppe Gloves & Glove Clips, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, cordless Rechargeable Led Flashlight
- Small Operating Tools, diag. high Leverage Cutter Pliers[bpo 01917], min/max
- Small Operating Tools, hepa Filter, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, silicone Caulking, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Parts For Mag. Drill, Zac Taylor
- Safety Consumables, leather Driver Gloves, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 3m Gvp-110 Power Cord, Ganwich
- Urgent Requested Order!!! portable Infrared Electric Heater
- Safety Consumables, Web Sling, Min|max
- Safety Consumables, Self-retracting Lifeline, Min|max
- Fuel Reel For Jo-03-028
- Safety Consumables, Respirators, Wearables, Min|max
- ***ops**** Power Supply, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- ***safety Consumables, python Safety Tool Holsters***
- Small Operating Tools, reciprocating Blades, min/max
- Repair Latches For Crane And Forklift Hooks
- Small Operating Tools, high Leverage Diagonal Cutting Pliers, min/max
- ***bell's Welding Tents***
- Distributibles
- ***safety Consumables - Python Safety Items - Python Min/max
- Bulk - Impact Wrench - Milwaukee Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Small Operating Tools, Gangboxes
- Small Operating Tools, taps, min/max
- Equipment, 20kip Twin Paths
- Small Operating Tools, hoover Vac Parts, min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, 1
- Testing Service, Equipment Dc Hipot Tester
- Small Operating Tools, Wht. Lith. Grease 30530, min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, Carbis Fiberglass 16’ 500lb Ladder Model Ind-f-410-16
- Small Operating Tools, Stihl 14
- ***small Operating Tools, Hole Drilling Pilot Clamp Fp200***
- Small Operating Tools, General Tools, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, isopropyl Alcohol 16oz 99%, min/max
- Welding, Consumables, burnr/jckts/lens, min/max
- Crc Wire Rope Lube
- Small Operating Tools, 16-inch Tongue & Groove Pliers, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, lens Cvr/lens [bpo 01677], min/max
- Small Operating Tools, carb. Cutter, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Protractor-reciprocating Blade, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Stihl 14
- ***small Operating Tools, Hole Drilling Pilot Clamp Fp200***
- Small Operating Tools, carb. Cutter, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Protractor-reciprocating Blade, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, milwaukee Grease Guns & Strap Wrenches For Oe Shop & Mhf
- Small Operating Tools, Scaffold 7/8 Socket Wrench, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Sds Ham Bit, min/max
- Landa Pressure Washer Parts
- Small Operating Tools, Sockets/ratchets/wrenches, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 4oz Tapping Oil, min/max
- Parts For Pressure Washer
- Parts For Pumps On Oil Skid & Fuses For Vac Trucks
- Small Operating Tools, Ultraflex Knee Pads, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Threading Lubricant, min/max
- Electrical Ppe
- Ops - Filter Pump Motors
- Safety Consumables, safety Harness/twin Turbo Fall Protection, min/max
- Ops - Fan Motors / Hvac Maint. / Facility Services
- ***safety Consumables, python Retractors & Hammer Holsters.***
- ***safety Consumables, nitrile Gloves, min/max***
- Safety Consumables, grv-clip/sm Weld Grv/med Weld Grv, min/max
- Safety Consumables, Python Safety Items
- *** Ops - Power Supply / Energize B91 Switchgear Protective Relays
- ***safety Consumables, Python Hammer Holsters***
- Couplings & Ratchet Load Binders For Cylinder Racks
- Small Operating Tools, Special Order Items, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 3/8 Tube Cutter, min/max
- Part For Compressor Wtp-50169
- Small Operating Tools, Sds Ham Bit, min/max
- Landa Pressure Washer Parts
- Small Operating Tools, Sockets/ratchets/wrenches, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, clr Face Shield, min/max
- Safety Consumables, Fall Protection D-rings \ anchor Slings \ twin Turbo's, min/max
- Safety Equipment
- Ops - Circuit Breakers / Equip Id: Cpe-rect-50004a-tmod / Cathodic Protection
- ***safety Consumables. Red And Black Danger Barricade Tape, Min/max***
- Small Operating Tools, orange Metal Marker Lcorm 00269, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 4oz Tapping Oil, min/max
- Parts For Pressure Washer
- Parts For Pumps On Oil Skid & Fuses For Vac Trucks
- Small Operating Tools, Ultraflex Knee Pads, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Threading Lubricant, min/max
- Consumables - Wire Stripper & Pelican Flashlight - Special Order Min/max
- Consumables - Self-retracting Lifeline - Fall Protection Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Anti-vibration Grip Tape Kits
- Small Operating Tools, 6-in Magn Scribe\bit Hldr\plng-blade\putt-knv, min/max
- Ops Manipulator Batteries, Decontamination, Radiological
- Safety Consumables, winter Gloves, min/max
- Safety Consumables, Python Tool Cinch's For Python Trailer
- Safety Consumables, glove Hangers\size 10 Hyflex, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 1/8 To 1-1/8-inch Tube Cutter, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 4-dial Bottom Combination Locks
- Small Operating Tools, 4-1/2 X 5/8-11 T27 Z-stainless Camel Grinding Discs
- Small Operating Tools, sink Bit\vynl Caps\18-in Fan\ratcheting Wrench, min/max
- Safety Consumables, Safety Harness\yoyo Lifeline, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Python Request
- Small Operating Tools, 12-inch Tongue & Groove Pliers, min/max
- Testing And Inspection
- ***safety Consumables, Python Extensions, Safety Testing
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Tool Room Barcode Labels
- Safety Consumables, Mask Filters, Ganwich
- Parts For Compactors
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Small Operating Tools, Heat Shrink Tape, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Sweeper, Zac Taylor
- Small Operating Tools, Lbl Wall Crew Consumables, Min|max
- Parts - Advance - Repairs
- ***small Operating Tools, L-10.003 Band Saw Dapshot Replacement Parts***
- Equipment, battery Load Tester
- Small Operating Tools, Impact Wrench, Min|max
- Safety Consumables, glv Liners/weld Glvs/winter Glvs, min/max
- Parts - Carmanah - Mhf Cranes
- Welding, Consumables, Replacement Lens, Min|max
- Ops - Misc. HVAC Equipment / Facility Services
- Ops - Hand Tap
- Safety Consumables, Python Reorder
- Nondestructive Examination And Other Testing
- Analysis And Monitoring, Hazardous Materials.
- Safety Consumables, Splash Goggles. Min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, 6ft-8ft-10ft Ladders, Min/max***
- Parts For Wackers
- Small Operating Tools, mag Pick Up\fld Rule\mag Scribe, min/max
- Ops - Poster Tubes / For Anti-static Grounding Mats
- Small Operating Tools, knaack Mdl# 40 Boxes
- Safety Consumables, Danger-blank Safety Tag, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Parts For Art Moreno
- Small Operating Tools, Wrench Sets,
- Safety Consumables, ppe Gloves, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, red Rtv Caulking
- Fluid Pumps For Shop
- Safety Consumables, python Equipment
- Small Operating Tools, Taps Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Combination Locks, sesamee K436
- Construction Equipment, Tools, Paralleling Reels\headset Adpt Clip\headset
- *** Ops - Misc. Hvac Parts / Equip Id: Hvac-mhf-t-48 / Facility Services
- Ops Nitrile Gloves, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- *** Ops - Ac Window Units / Hvac Maint. / Facility Services Maintenance Support
- Small Operating Tools, Cutters, Sockets, Batteries, And Led Clamps (craig Moore)
- Safety Consumables, liquid Leak Detector, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Pliers, Strippers, Min|max
- Welding, Gloves Min/max
- Ops - Tires / Robinair Refrigerant Recovery Machine / Facility Services
- Small Operating Tools, Various Sockets, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Hole Saws Min/max
- Safety Consumables, 20 Ft Yoyo & Scaffold Anchorage Sling, min/max
- Equipment, Anti-static For Instrumentation Work, Tibbs/brown
- Equipment
- Filters For Equipment
- Batteries For Equipment
- Ops Filters, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating

Pac Van dba Container King
9155 Harrison Park Court, Indianapolis, IN 46216
(317) 791-2020

- Rental Of 2 Conex Containers
Pace Systems
2040 CORPORATE LANE, Naperville, IL 60563
(630) 395-2200
- Hp Elitebook Folio 9480m
- Hp Elitedisplay E231 23-inch Led Backlit Monitor
- Hp Designjet Z5200 Photo Printer
- All In One Printer For Wtp Test Completion Team - Full Scale Testing Operations
- Hp Officejet Pro 8600 Plus E-all-in-one Printer, Copier, Scanner, Fax
- Hp Z820 Computers For Radiological Safety
- Brother? Mfc-j5910dw Wireless Ledger-size Inkjet All-in-one Printer, Copier, Sca
- Hp T310 Terminals
- Vmware Host Server
- Crucial Mx200 250 Sata 2.5-inch 7mm (with 9.5mm Adapter) Internal Solid State D
- Hp Laserjet Pro 400 M401dne Monochrome Laser Printer
- Hp 1012 Ultrabook's
- Elite Book / Surface Books
- Hp 1011 Tablet & Docking Station
- Computer Hardware, Project Purchased
- Hp 9840m Laptops
- Hp Laserjet P2035 Monochrome Laser Printer

Pace Systems Inc
2040 Corporate Land, Naperville, IL 60563

- Labeled Media Tapes
- Standalone Server Refresh

PACE SYSTEMS, INC.
2040 CORPORATE LANE, Naperville, IL 60563
(630) 395-2200
- Labeled Media Tapes
- Hp Elite 1013 G3 Tablets
- Hp Z440 Wtcc Innovation Center Workstation
- Cp5225dn Color Laserjet Professional Printer Series
- Hp Elite X2 1012 G1
- Surface Hub
- Replacement Servers For Domain Controllers
- Hp Z840 Modeling Station
- Is&t Elitebook 1012 Tablet/ultra Books
- External Tapes Drvie Expansion

Pacific Coast Air Tool & Suppl
3630 PLACENTIA CT, CHINO, CA 91710
(909) 627-0948
- Consumables - Bung Kits For Flammable Cabinets
PACIFIC DETROIT DIESEL-ALLISON COMPANY  
600 S 56TH PL, RIDGEFIELD, WA 98642

- Ops Fuel Filters, Pumps, Water Distribution

PACIFIC MOBILE STRUCTURES, INC.
3300-C East A Street, Pasco, WA 99301
(800) 660-7174

- ** Vinyl Wrapped Sheetrock
- Honda Parts For Wtp 16091, Stock
- Safety Consumables, ear-plg\ns-wp\ns-st\ice-bt\beam-grp\kn-pd\fc-shld,min/max
- Ops Emergency Exit Sign Facilities, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, Yellow And White Setfast Traffic Marking Paint
- ***safety Consumables, Xxs-xs-xxxl Hexarmor Chrome Gloves,min/max***
- Hex Lag Screws
- Small Operating Tools, hand Sanitizer, min/max
- E-light Replacement Batteries
- Office Furniture And Equipment
- Ops Flashlight Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Safety Consumables, xxs And Xxl Hexarmor Thin Lizzies, min/max
- Safety Consumables, hexarmor Gauntlet Gloves, min/max
- Carton Stapler And Stapes
- Small Operating Tools, aa-batts\rechrg Aa-batts\flsh-lights,min/max
- ***safety Consumables, Hexarmor Thin Lizzie 2090 Gloves For Field Testing***
- Office Supplies
- ***small Operating Tools, Tape, Coding, Purple, 3/4in X 60ft., model S-13516***
- Danger/warning Signs
- Office Furniture And Equipment
- Safety Consumables, ppe Gloves, min/max
- Health And Safety
- Consumable Supplies For Construction Equipment.
- Ops, Eyewash, Concentrate, Saline, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Office Supplies, black Markers, min/max
- Ops - Digital Stopwatch, Manufacturer Extech, Mfg Part No. 365515
- Small Operating Tools, bosch 1-3/8 Plunge Blade, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 20 X 100 Clear 6mil Nylon Reinforced Visqueen, min/max
- Environmental Consumables
- Ops File Cabinet Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, lufkin Contractor Measuring Wheels, min/max
- Office Supplies, dust-off Canned Air, min/max
- ****ops Loto Hasps****, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- ***safety Consumables, temporary Safety Fencing, min/max***
- ***medical Consumables, field Drug Test Kits, Security***
- Small Operating Tools, Visqueen, 20' X 100', Clr 6 Mil, Fire Ret, Nylon Rnfrcd
- Small Operating Tools, Aa-batts\led Flashlights, Min/max
- Storage Bins For Warehouse
- Small Operating Tools, 20oz Purrell Hand Sanitizer, Min/max
- Ops Sdhc Memory Card Office Equipment, Other
- Small Operating Tools, Wheel, Cutoff, 2" X 0.035" X 3/8", Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Mats, Outdoor, Finger Top, Black Rubber
- Small Operating Tools, Bag, Dust, Shop-vac, 16-20 Gal, Min/max
- ***services, Janitorial, Carpet Spot Remover For Mhf***
- Shelf Life Labels For Warehouse Operations
- ***safety Consumables,+2.5 Full Magnifying Reader Lens Safety Glasses,min/max***
- Office Supplies,dust-off Canned Air,min/max
- Small Operating Tools,clark Cj55 5,500lb Cap.standard Pallet Jack
- Small Operating Tools, Gauge,mirror,inspectionwrap, Anti-vibration, Kit, Min/max
- ***safety Consumables,3m Tri-flange Earplug W/cord (nrr 26),min/max***
- Ops Instrument Parts, Consumables
- ***small Operating Tools,baush And Lomb 5x Packette Magnifier***
- Safety Consumables, Glove Hangers, Gloves, Chrome, Rubber, Min/max
- Start Up Restraint Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Shop Supplies
- ***shelf Life Labels For Warehouse Operations
- Hand Sanitizer Gel Refill Cartridge, Doodlebug Scrub Strip Pads.
- Ops Barska Safe Master Key, Manual / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Testing Services, Equipment Carrying Case For Dlro10/dlro10 X
- Small Operating Tools, vacuum, Upright
- Dry Erase Boards
- (sds) Small Operating Tools, 3m Super 77, Min/max
- Ford Part For Bo-02-014.
- (sds/nrtl) Small Operating Tools, Hand Sanitizer, Batery Charger Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Stubby, Bit, Hss Twist Hex Drive, Min/max
- Ops Guest Chairs / Office Furniture And Equipment
- Small Operating Tools, Collet, Die Grinder, Flange, Vacuum Min/max
- Ops Dow 832 Sealant For Portable Eyewash Stations Consumables
- ***services, Janitorial, Clear Trash Bags
- Parts For Bo-01-003
- Office Supplies, White Board With Wtp Plot Plan
- Wrap Dispenser, Shrink Handy Wrapper
- Shelf Life Labels For Warehouse Operations
- Small Operating Tools, Megaphone Min/max And Ero
- Shelf Life Labels For Warehouse Operations
- Small Operating Tools, Bag, Dust, High-efficiency, 12 To 16 Min/max
- ***please Expedite** Stock Filter For Caterpillar
- On-the Spot Awards
- Small Operating Tools, Ldl-1100 Live Dead Live Verifier
- ***asap Please****
  Caterpillar Egr Vavle Jo-15-034
  - Testing Services, Equipment Batteries For M&te Instruments
  - Testing Services, Equipment Batteries For M&te Starrett Gauges
  - Jumbo Bags (fibc)  3000 Lb Capacity - 100 Count
  - Safety Consumables-belt, Replacement, Leather, For Revolution Harness, #ria-b1
  - Ops Key Cabinet / Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
  - Ops Su Batteries Packs  For Lfp Pmps And Mtrs
  - Small Operating Tools, Oil, Wd-40 -min/max
  - Small Operating Tools, Files,chisels, Flag Tape, Min/max
  - Safety Consumables, Gloves Hexarmor, Min/max
  - Vinyl Wall Trim
  - Ops, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
  - Safety Consumablesglove,hexarmor,  Min/max
  - **small Operating Tools, Tent, Ends For Total Closure Hot**
  - Ops Maint Consumable, Labelmakers And Labeling Material
- Small Operating Tools, Mobile Cabinet Workbench, Trademaster
- Ops Offsite Lab - Msol Dated 04/23/2018 - Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Parts For Jo-04-910
- Small Operating Tools, Kit, Tool, Non-sparking, Insulated, Non-magnetic, 17 Pc,
- Schauer Charger For Trailer Caddy# Jo-55-654.
- Honeywell Bar Codes For Chemical Management
- Services, Janitorial - Paper Towel Dispensers
- Small Operating Tools, Ladder, Rolling, Perforated Step, Tread, 12-step, 162",
- Fence Parts
- Lpg Gas Hose With Male Fitting
- Small Operating Tools, Hand Sanitizer, Purrell 20oz Min/max
- Sevice Parts For Compressor
- *environmental Consumables- Granular Absorbent
- ***ops Su Lubricants For 24590-law-ec-ive-swbd-20101lubricants
- Ops Tamper Tape, Consumables
- Hose Assembly For Catapillar
- Small Operating Tools, Survey, Bmw, Twin, Target, Pole, Nist, Certificate***
- Vct Floor Tile
- 20# Inkjet Bond 36" X 150' 2" Core Plotter Paper
- Buildings, Prefabricated - 3m Safety Tapes And Edge Sealing
- Hvac Window Units - Cmnt-18-0057 / Air Handling Units, Hvac
- Club Car Parts For Stock.
- Air Quick Coupler For Trailers For Stock
- Flag For Pt **
- Ops Stopwatch / Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Throttle Cable For Stock
- Tables & Chairs
- Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies, Plumbing Product For Facsv-cmnt-18-0183
- Equipment
- Tables And Chairs, Lunchrooms
- Caterpillar Parts For Jo-11-028 Road Grader
- Lawson Bulk Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Ceiling Tile
- *environmental Consumables- Lamp Boxes, Buckets, Bucket Liners
- Small Operating Tools, Marker, Paint, Min/max
- Bubble Wrap
- Testing Services, Equipment; Cable Analyzer Batteries
- ***safety Consumables, Tire Pressure Monitoring Valve Cap
- Nails & Screws
- Ops Key Tang Rings For Loto / Consumables
- Utility Cart Tool Transport / Work Bench / Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Refrigerator And Microwave
- ***small Operating Tools, Tarp, Mesh Black 10' X 20'***
- American Flags For Tower Cranes.
- Hlw Lunchroom Tables And Chairs
- Small Operating Tools, Heavy Duty Cart- Clamps
- Ops Esd Mats, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Speed Hump
- Environmental Consumables- Buckets, Fly Strips, Ant Bait
- Ezgo Part For Jo-06-027, Stock.
- ***safety Consumables- Inspection Record Gladtags

PACIFIC OFFICE SOLUTIONS, LLC
2417 Robertson Drive, Richland, WA 99354
(509) 375-5040
- "we Recycle" Blue Poly Waste Basket; 23 Gal, 20"x11"x30" High.
- Polaris Parts For Jo-04-912.
- Small Operating Tools,megaphone, Megaphone, 50 Watt, With Siren #pmp50
- Camera-canon Powershot Sx720 Hs
- Nilfisk-advance Parts For Wtp44140, Floor Scrubber.
- Ezgo Parts For Jo-06-033.
- Ops Mesh Bags For Bldg 82 Chillers / Consumables
- Polaris Parts For Jo-04-911.
- Small Operating Tools, Canopy, Hi-visibility, Cap, Rebar, Tarm001, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous Non-sparking,kit, Oscilating Mult Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Fencing, Net, Perimeter, Orange, Pearlweave, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Level, Magnetic, Trowel, Collet, Cutter, Min/max
- Metal Storage Cabinet
- Small Operating Tools, Chisel, Flat, Tap, Bottoming, 12-28 Nf Hanson Min/max
- Dual Pro Eagle Charger For Hdk Carts
- Small Operating Tools, Marker, Paint, Valve Action, Pink, Markal P/n 096830
- Ops Eyewash Restock / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, Jack, Pallet, 27" X 72", 4500lb, P/n Ml70
- Medical Consumables, Field Drug Test Kits, Security
- Small Operating Tools, Blade, Plunge, Cutter, Annular, Socket, 7 Pc, Min/max
- Ziploc Style Bags
- Eight Storage Containers For In-town Office Furniture And Equipment
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Hex, Cutter, Impact Wrench, Min/max
- Ops Safety Cabinets For Bldg 86 Lab / Safety Equipment
- Small Operating Tools, Laser, Pointer, Class Iiia, Classic Comfort, Mp2703tq

PACIFIC POWER PRODUCTS
6615 East Mallon Ave., Spokane, WA WA
99212
- Ops - Fuel Filters, Etc. / Fsw-sp-00001&2 / Fsw Diesel Fire Pump Engines
Pacific Supply and Safety dba Pacific Office Solutions
2417 Robertson Drive, Richland, WA 99354
(509) 452-1993

- Small Operating Tools, scaffold Inspection Record Labels, min/max
- 360fly 4k Video Camera
- Small Operating Tools, Cabinet, Acid, Steel Safety, Manual Door
- Small Operating Tools, Fencing, Net, Perimeter, Orange Min/max
- ***ops Control Room - Stanchions And Rope / Consumables
- Camera Equipment Wtcc
- Boxes For T-52 Warehouse
- Dolphin Water Bottle Handle
- Dremel Digilab 3d20 3d Printer
- Led Digital Countdown Clock
- Small Operating Tools, 20 X 100 Clear 6 Mil Nylon Reinforced Visqueen, min/max
- Safety Consumables, Gloves, Purple Nitrile, Welders, Winter Lined, Min.max
- Boot Scraper, uline
- Safety Consumables, Cone, traffic, 18-in, Std, Lime Grn, Uline#s-7877lim, Min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, wire Brush, camel Grinding Wheels, min/max***
- Safety Consumables, Glove, hexarmor, Welders, Purple Nitrile, Min/max
- Small Operating Vac, Head, Cover, Replacement For Dayton Sumr0, #gt10003b***
- Office Supplies - Tool Room Barcode Labels
- Dykem Paint Sticks, Blue
- ***small Operating Tools, Marker, Paint, Certified Felt Tip, Red, Black.***
- Small Operating Tools, black & Yellow Haz/warning Tape, min/max
- Ops Filters For Simulator Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Safety Consumables, fence, Plastic Sfty, Grainger# 33l955 (fenn005b) Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Marker, Paint, Valve Action, Pink, Markal P/n 096830
- Small Operating Tools, purrell Hand Sanitizer, min/max
- Ops - Hoses / Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, 20oz Purrell Hand Sanitizer, min/max
- Consumables, Training Materials
- Ipads For Training (15)
- Baumgartens Sicurix Pen Loop Id Badge Holder
- Safety Consumables, Orange Plastic Safety Fence, Min/max
- Logitech Wireless Presenter
- Journal Field Book-
- Wind Socks, Crosswalk & Stakes
- Ops Flashdrives For Fsw, Pumps, Water Distribution
- Plant Engineering Cameras / Cameras, Cctv
- Safety Consumables, Cabinet, Justrite Flammable, 45 Gal, 2 Shelves, Self Close
- ***Safety Consumables, First Aid Supplies For Tranning Room
- Industrial Hygiene - Vnm8 Signmaker 4inch And 6 Inch Premium Vinyl Rolls
- ****drainage Rubber & Turf Door Mats
- Camera, Battery Pack, Pny Elite & Usb Cable Ifc(law)
- Ops Digital Safe Key Cabinet /small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Small Operating Tools, Battery, Lithium, Energizer, 3
- Ops Maintenance Consumables For Materials Group Warehouse Labeling
- Ops Video Equipment, Cameras, Cctv
- Cameras, Cctv
- Safety Consumables, Sunscreen, Single Towelette W/ Insect Repellent, Smartshield
- Trash Bins
- Safety Consumables, hexarmor Chrome Xxl & Youngstown Anti-vibe Lg Gloves, min/max
- ** 360 Camera Accessories **
- Industrial Hygiene/safety - Black Ink Rolls For Sign Maker
- Surface Pro 4 128gb / Intel Core I5 ? 4 Gb Ram
- Small Operating Tools, Hand Sanitizer, Purrell 20oz Bottle, Min/max
- Anti-fatigue Mats, Tee Post Driver & Puller
- Ops Folding Tables, Office Furniture And Equipment

Pacific Survey & Construction Supply
10159 SW Commerce Circle, Suite C, Wilsonville, OR 97070
(503) 570-3232
- Trimble Extended Warranties

Pacific Survey Supply
908 North Riverside, Medford, OR OR 97501
- On-site Land-based Surveying
- Small Operating Tools, Lath Bundles, Carl Wells/bruce Loveman
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous

Pape Machinery
2209 Terrace Heights, Yakima, WA 98901
(509) 248-7910
- Turbo For Jo-53-072

Paragon Pacific Insulation
5228 20th Ave NW, Seattle, WA 98107
(800) 825-6780
- Insulation For T-47 Walls
- Insulation For T-47, 3/17/14
Paramount Supply Company
800 E First Avenue, Kennewick, WA 99336
(509) 586-4116
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc
- Testing Services, Equipment Ashcroft Pressure Gauges 0-200 Psi
- Piping Specialty Items - Misc.
- ***ops Fsw-v-01140, Fsw-v-00026 P-18-0327 / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Testing And Inspection
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc For Hvac Condensate Drains.
- Electric Unit Heater, 24590-law-me-c2v-uh-00013 For Lst-03a - Fire Water Pump Rm
- Ops - Misc. Fittings / Expansion Tank / Chw-vsl-00030

Parkline, Inc.
62 Eleanor Industrial Park, Eleanor, WV 25070
(304) 586-2113
- Bof B84a/b84b Replacement Architectural Doors, Frames And Hardware

PATTON MYHRE SOURCING, L.P.
15002 Boudreaux Rd, Tomball, TX 77377
(281) 256-0467
- Bof Psa Building 82 Double Block And Bleed Valves (dbb)

PCB PIEZOTRONICS INC.
3425 Walden Ave, Depew, NY 14043
(716) 684-0001
- Industrial Hygiene-annual Calibration Of Larson Davis Sound Meter & Calibrators
- Industrial Hygiene - Annual Calibration Of Larson Davis Sound Level Meter & Cali
- Industrial Hygiene-calibration Of Larson Davis Sound Level Meter And Calibrator
- Industrial Hygiene-annual Calibration Of Larson Davis Slm & Cal150 Calibrator
- Industrial Hygiene - Calibration And Repair Of Larson Davis 831 And Calibrator

PDMA CORPORATION
5909 HAMPTON OAKS PKWY, TAMPA, FL 33610
(813) 621-6463
- Testing Services, Equipment

PEOPLE MISTERS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
4255 FRONTAGE RD N, LAKELAND, FL 33810
(863) 686-4558
- Mister Fan Part 5/12/14
Petersen Incorporated
1527 N 2000 W, Ogden, UT 84404
(801) 732-2000
- Rework Damaged Melter Vent Pipe Spools (Imp-spool-00007 Thru -00010)
- Purex O-Ring Retainer (export Control Item - Eci)
- Hlw Vitrification Building Structural Firewater Riser Supports
- East/ West Seismic Restraint Springs And Retainers

PI SUPPLY
2220 N. Fares Avenue, Evansville, IN 47711
- *****testing Services, Equipment Triplett Analog Tester (replacement)
- Tools, Under $1,000

PLATT ELECTRIC SUPPLY INC.
8362 W. Gage Blvd., Kennewick, WA 99336
(509) 783-7451
- Digitrip 310/310+ Replacement

Platt Electric Supply, Inc
8362 W. Gage Blvd., Kennewick, WA 99336
(509) 783-7451
- ***switchgear For B87 Replacement Of Broken Items
- Ops Lamps, Septic Systems

PLESM LLC
2620 LIGHTFOOT TRL, AUSTIN, TX 78745
(512) 800-0315
- Application Consultation For Lms Upgrade

POWELL ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS, INC
515 N RAILROAD AVE, NORTHLAKE, IL 60164
- Electrical Contracts For Nld
Powers Equipment Co. Inc.
616 Road 40 East, Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 947-6152
- Parts - Club Car - Consumable - Repairs
- Parts - Club Car - Repairs
- Parts - Club Car - Consumable - Repairs
- Parts - Heatwagon - Consumable - Min/max
- Parts - Club Car - Repairs
- ***walk Board***
- Repair Barcode 41699, Heavy Duty Platform Cart
- Rental / Lease Of A Multiquip Generator
- Repair Barcode #24364 & #23442 - Sullair Rivet Busters
- Parts - Valla - Consumable - Min/max
- Parts - Club Car - Min/max
- Consumables - Pallets For T-52 Pipefitters
- Parts - Club Car - Consumable - Min/max
- Parts - Club Car - Consumables - Mhf
- Parts - Volvo - Repairs
- Parts - Club Car - Min/max
- Parts - Ezgo - Repairs
- Parts - Valla - Repairs
- Cub Cadet Commercial Zero-turn Mower
- Parts - Club Car - Consumables
- Parts - Heatwagon - Consumable - Min/max
- Parts - Heatwagon - Min/max
- Off Site Annual Maintenance/repair Of Heat Wagon Heaters
- Send Polaris Ranger's In To Be Rebuilt Jo-04-910, & 912
- Parts - Heat Wagon - Consumable - Min/max
- Parts - Daewoo - Repairs

PREMIER TECHNOLOGY, INC.
1858 West Bridge Street, Blackfoot, ID 83221
(208) 785-2274
- Law - Wesp Electrode
- Pressure Vessels, High Alloy Or Clad (nld-vsl-00005 Davit Arm Components)
- Seal Plates, Blast Resistant, Shielded, Personnel Access Door Lph-door-1,2,3,&4

PRESSPAGE, INC.
350 N. ORLEANS STREET, Chicago, IL 60654
- Press Page
PRIEST, VICTORIA
3803 W 9th Ave, KENNEWICK, WA 99336
(509) 528-9432
- Small Operating Tools, Tap Magic Tapping/cutting Oil, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Irw-hanson 6-32 Bottoming Tap, min/max
- Parts For Dake Metal Cutting Bandsaw Model Se-912
- Ops Law Plugs, Consumables
- Labels For Dumping Hoppers & Wright Hoppers.
- Small Operating Tools, multisurface Magnet Sweeper, tool Room
- Electrical Ppe Accessories
- T-bar Dome Security Mirror, 22 In. Dia
- **small Operating Tools, Impact Sockets
- Small Operating Tools, Milwaukee Bi-metal Jigsaw Blades, min/max

Prime Technologies, Inc
16 HAGERTY BLVD, WEST CHESTER, PA 19382
(484) 266-0599
- Procalv5 Support And Maintenance Agreement

PROCEDURE SOLUTIONS MANAGEMENT, LLC
201 W 20th Ave Unit A, North Wildwood, NJ 08206

- Ops - Procedure Writers Training/certification Program

PROCESS IMPROVEMENT INSTITUTE, INC.
1321 Waterside Lane, KNOXVILLE, TN 37922
(865) 675-3458
- Training - Process Hazard Analysis Techniques

PROCTOR SALES, INC.
20715 50th Avenue West, Lynnwood, WA 98036
(425) 774-1441
- Bof/dflaw Pressure Regulators
- Pcv For Deaerator In High Pressure Steam System Steam Plant
- Emf Mechanical Flexible Metal Hoses

Professional Service Industries, Inc. (PSI)
6032 N Cutter Circle #480, Portland, OR 97217
(503) 289-1778
- Testing Of Mechanical Rebar Couplers

Pro-Fusion Technologies, Inc.
1090 Lawrence Drive #104, Newbury Park, CA 91320
(805) 376-8021
- Replacement Dust Extractor For B/c 36838, Sharpshooter Tungsten Grinder
PROTECH SALES INC  
12340 Mead Way, Littleton, CO 80125  
(303) 471-0040  
- Duplex Strainer

Puget Sound Pipe  
5950 W Brinkley Rd, Kennewick, WA 99301  
(509) 783-0474  
- Misc. Steel For Law For 24590-wtp-fc-m-13-0073
- Carbon Steel Pipe And Fittings Per Emf And Bof Takeoff Requirements
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Pipe, Bulk / Bof Steam Plant
- Pipe, Bulk / Law C2v Piping
- Flanges, Cm - Carbon Steel
- Pipe Fittings - Stainless Per Engineered Takeoff Requirements Emf Shorts
- Pipe, Bulk
- Pipe, Bulk / Unions For T.hagood
- Pipe, Bulk / Pcw
- Pipe, Bulk / Law C2v
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Pipe, Bulk - Material For Steam Plant
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Piping Specialty Items / Bof Steam Plant
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Pipe, Bulk
- ** Pipe, Bulk
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineerued Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements
- Testing And Inspection
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Ss Pipe & Fittings - Dflaw
- Ops Sanitary Drainfield Blind Flanges P-17-1495 / Pipe, Bulk
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Pipe, Bulk
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Pipe, Bulk For Law
- Bulk Pipe And Fittings For Bof_b85 Steamplant And Bof Rework
- Piping Specialty Items - Misc.for Bof / Hps System (r.espinoza)
- Pipe, Bulk
- Pipe, Bulk For Bof / Emf
- Pipe Fittings Carbon & Stainless For Nld Law
- Pipe, Bulk
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements
- Pipe, Bulk For Dep System At Emf
- Fittings, Hose, For Psa Air Blows
- Valves And Valve Parts
- Pipe Fittings, Bulk Per Engineered Takeoff Requirements
- Pipe Fittings - Pvc For Nld Law
- Cs Spec Blinds And Strainers To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav
- Pipe, Bulk
- Stainless Pipe And Fittings For Law Melter Power Supply And Emf Testing
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements
- Pipe, Bulk / Law
- Caps For Needle Valves, For Startup Pcw-l-03 And 04
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Pipe, Bulk / Emf- Psa Underground Utility Piping
- ***ops Su Bldg 83 Valve Handles Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Pipe And Fittings Per Law-lvp And C2v Engineered Takeoff Requirements
- Pipe And Fittings For Steam Plant Rework
- Pipe And Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Fittings - Dflaw Steamplant
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Piping Specialty Items - Per Emf Engineeing Requirements
- Pipe, Bulk - For Engineered Takeoff Requirements - Emf
- Pipe, Bulk - Law
- Ss Pipe & Fittings
- Pipe, Bulk For Dow-pcv-8105/8106
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Fittings - Law, Hastelloy Bw Caps

Puget Sound Pipe and Supply Co
7816 S. 202nd St, Kent, WA 98032
(253) 796-9350

- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Structural And Misc. Steel
- Pipe, Fittings And Flanges - Carbon Steel
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Pipe - High Alloy Steel(rld-vsl-00164 Hastelloy Pipe No9)
- *** Ops - Fsw Instrumentation Installation / Pump House Facility / Bldgs. 84a&b
- *** Ops - Fsw Instrumentation Installation / Pump House Facility / Bldgs. 84a&b
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Testing And Inspection
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Welding, Consumables, Pipe Caps
- Pipe, Fittings And Flanges - Carbon Steel*****
- Testing And Inspection
- Pipe, Fittings And Flanges - Carbon Steel
Puget Sound Pipe and Supply Company
7816 SO 202nd Street, Kent, WA 98032
(253) 796-9350

- Pipe, Bulk
- Fittings
- Piping Specialty Items - Bof B82 Pcw
- Pipe, Bulk, Carbon Steel / Copper Pipe & Fittings
- Pipe, Bulk - Flanges For Law-p3-hps
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Fittings
- Pipe, Bulk
- Piping Specialty Items - Misc.
- Piping Specialty Items To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Pipe, Bulk
- Pipe, Bulk - Bof B82 Pcw
- Lav Shortages -- Quick Disconnects Per Dcn 24590-law-p3n-psa-00002 And 00003
- Pipe, Bulk - Bof B82 Pcw
- Pipe, Bulk - Law C2v Piping
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav
- Additional Valves, Piping, And Instrumental Components
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements
- Pipe, Bulk
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Flange Covers & Pipe Caps For Mhf South 40
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Bedding Material - Gilsulate (or Equal) For Piping Insulation
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Pipe, Bulk
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Ql Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav
- Pipe, Bulk
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Testing And Inspection
- Pipe, Bulk
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements
- Testing And Inspection
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- ***small Operating Tools, Reducers For Pumps, Glen Davison***
- Testing And Inspection
- Pipe, Bulk - Bof B82 Pcw
- Pipe, Fittings And Flanges, Diw, B86, *****
- Pipe, Bulk - Law Annex Roof
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Pipe Encasement Spacers And Enclosures
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Ops Belts, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Pipe, Bulk
- Ops Repair Kits, Valves
- Duct For T-47
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered
- Testing And Inspection
- 150# Snap On Flange Protectors (blue) And Protective Plastic Caps Black In Color
- Fan-coil Units(coil Replacements)
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Testing And Inspection
- Fittings
- Piping Specialty Items
- Piping Specialty Items - Misc.
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Pipe, Bulk
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Copper Coupons For Brazer Certifications
- Pipe And Fittings
- Cs Spec Blinds And Strainers To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Pipe, Bulk
- Pipe, Fittings And Flanges - Carbon Steel
- Testing And Inspection
- Pipe, Bulk
- Ops Fsw Valves, Pumps, Water Distribution
- Pipe, Bulk, Cm
- Valves, Instrument
- Cs / Copper Pipe & Fittings -- Lav Shortages Week Of 8-25-14
- Cs / Copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Pipe, Fittings And Flanges - Stainless Steel
- Testing And Inspection
- Pipe, Fittings And Flanges - Carbon Steel
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Fusible Link Fire Safety Valves
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Pipe, Bulk
- Fusible Link Fire Safety Valves
- Pipe, Bulks, Lav (cm)
- Structural And Misc. Steel
- Pipe, Bulk
- Ops Gaskets, Valves
- Pipe, Bulk
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.

PUMP INDUSTRIES, INC.
9320 15th Avenue South - Unit C-A, Seattle, WA 98108
(206) 767-0733
- Pump And Pump Parts
- ***ops Su Aurora Pump Parts For Chw-pmp-00012a And B Startup Spare Parts
- Ops Su Pcw-pmp-00016a/b New Pumps, Vertical Turbine
- Ops Pcw-pmp-00016b Rework Pumps
- Ops Su Chw-pmp-00007a/b/c Retaining Rings
- Release On Boa 24590-cm-scr-mp00-00001 Pump/parts Ops Seal Water Cooler Pcw

PumpTech Inc.
12020 SE 32nd St. Ste # 2, Bellevue, WA 98005
(425) 644-8501
- Services For Peerless Pump Representative (plantwide)

PUMPTECH, INC.
12020 SE 32nd St. Ste # 2, Bellevue, WA 98005
(425) 644-8501
- Pumps
- Pumps (scr Requested Steelflex Couplings )
- Ops Su Pcw-pmp-00005a/b/c Packing Rings P-18-0311 Pumps
- ***ops Pcw Pump Repair, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Ops Su Nld Pump Parts, Pumps

QUALITY DISCOUNT SUPPLIES AND SERVICES
1211 Regents Blvd, Tacoma, WA 98466
(253) 564-7721
- Plotter Paper For The Site
Quality Discount Sups & Svcs  
1211 Regents Blvd, Tacoma, WA 98466  
(253) 564-7721  
- Services, Janitorial, Lambs Wool Floor Polishing Pad For Trial  
- Small Operating Tools, eyebolt Magnet W/25lb Limit  
- Small Operating Tools, 1/2 To 9/16-inch Round Vinyl Caps, min/max  
- Presentation Easels  
- Welding, Consumables, Umbrellas, Min/max  
- Small Operating Tools, milwaukee 4 1/2-inch Grinders & 18v Batteries  
- Ops Solo Parts, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies  
- ***small Operating Tools, 3/8  
- Parts For Mq Power Genset Mhf Jo-53-072  
- Wands For Pressure Washer  
- Small Operating Tools, Hand Dispenser, min/max  
- Ops - Tachometer / Training & Procedures Support  
- Paint- Yellow/white/orange/graysupplies- Roller Covers/spray Tips  
- Small Operating Tools, Flashlight-pelican 2400, min/max  
- Scotts Turf Builder Pro Edge Guard Pro (edgeguard Broadcast Spreader) (75901)  
- Services, Janitorial, dust Mop Frame  
- Ops Esd Materials, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies  
- Dynapac Parts For Jo-13-001  
- Ops - Backflow Preventer Repair Kits / Re-stock  
- Small Operating Tools, Concrete Anchor, min/max  
- Golf Cart Parts For Jo-06-074  
- Labelers  
- Small Operating Tools, 1/4 X 6 X 8-inch Sds Bits, min/max  
- Testing And Inspection  
- Small Operating Tools, Heaters  
- Small Operating Tools, steel Rule, min/max

QUEST INTEGRATION, INC.  
104 S MOYIE ST, Post Falls, ID 83854  
(208) 777-4720  
- Solidworkds Pdm Professional Solution  
- Solidworks Training

R. E. Powell Distributing Co.  
501 E Wine Country Rd, Grandview, WA 98930  
15098822115  
- Ops Shc 630, Fuels And Lubricants  
- Removal Of Propane From 18,000 Gallon Tank To Less Than 5%. Remove Tank Offsite
R.E. POWELL DISTRIBUTING CO.
501 E. Wine Country Road, Grandview, WA 98930
(509) 882-2115
- Chevron Bult Oil 15w40 For "mhf"
- Drain Propane Tank

RACO MANUFACTURING & ENGINEERING CO.
1400 62ND ST, EMERYVILLE, CA 94608
8007226999222
- Ops Two-year Service Plan / Raco Alarmagent Fire Water Pump House Monitor H00943
- ***ops Su Raco 1 Yr Service Contract Communications Equipment
- Ops Two Yr. Service Plan / Raco/alarmagent Model

RACO MANUFACTURING & ENGINEERING CO., INC.
1400 62ND ST, EMERYVILLE, CA 94608
8007226999222
- Ops Ops - Three Yr. Service Plan / Raco/alarmagent Model
- *** Ops - Three Yr. Service Plan / Raco/alarmagent Model No. 800aa-102dc
Radical Parts Merchandise
3803 W 9th Ave, KENNEWICK, WA 99336
(509) 528-9432

- Radiator Repair And Inner Cooler Cleaning
- Ops, Facsv, Hvac Supplies, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops T-bolts For Fsw-v-001153 / Pumps, Water Distribution
- Speed Control Switch For Gfr- Mixer Instrumentation Control
- Soleniod Valve For Jo-11-020
- *** Small Operating Tools, Dewatering Hoses And Fittings ***
- Small Operating Tools, Wheel, Flap, Type 27, 40 & 80 Grit, Min/max
- Magnaflux Liquid Penetrant Material
- Lube Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Small Operating Tools, Magnetic, pick Up Tool, scribe, tip, staple, std 3/8", Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Level, Torpedo, Trowel And Square Tool, Bucket, Min/max
- ***ops Gasket For Pre-startup Nld-str-Ostandpipes, hoses, Reels (fire Protection)
- Isuzu / Mitsubishi Parts For Generator Jo-53-072.
- Ops Seal Washer Restock / Compressors, Screw, Special Purpose Or Api
- Ops Office Furniture And Equipment
- ***small Operating Tools, Tap 1-8 Nc Tap. 1 inch, Starter, Bottom***
- Cable & Memory For Sx720 Hs Digital Camera.
- Small Operating Tools, driver, impact, makita 18v Lithium-ion Cordless Kit, Min/max
- Ops Maintenance Lamps, Consumables
- Rt Density Calibration Step Strip
- Sullair Parts For Compressor Jo-17-001.
- Ops Refrigerant Materials, Consumables
- Ops Maintenance Batteries Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, Hand Pump, Washers, Adapter Ght X Npt, Fire Hose 1-1/2,
- Small Operating Tools, Cutter, Annular, Shovel, Bit Tip #2, Eyebolt, Min/max
- ***ops Clarke Fire Pump Heater, Thermostat / Pumps, Water Distribution
- Door Sweeps / Seals
- Polaris Parts For Jo-04-911
- Repair Compressor Oil Cooler Core For Sullair Compressor
- Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Pumps, For Dow System Disinfection
- Hose's For 6" Water Pump Jo-55-663
- Siding (c2v-ahu-00007b Louver Fasteners)
- Small Operating Tools, Tester, Tool Set, Screwdrivers, Nut Driver, For Ops
- Distributables-propane Pipe-fittings
- Drywall Screws & Bolts
- Ops Fan Motors Restock / Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- 2" Sch 80 Backing Rings
- Caterpillar Parts For Jo-15-035, Stock
- Ops Sheave, Capacitor Restock / Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Replacement Hose For Fuel Caddy.
- Semi Trailer Decking (shiplap)
- Ops Transfer Pumps, Consumables
- Tuff Parts For Jo-55-098 Pressure Washer And Stock
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Ops Pipe, Fittings For T1 Fps
- Daewoo Forklift Parts For Jo-15-006
- Small Operating Tools, Blade, Plunge, Bosch Osc112, Bg,burlap 18"x 24 Min/max
- Advance Parts For Wtp15205
- 50 Lbs. Box Of 60d Bright, Common Nails
- Bomag Parts For Jo-13-005
- **bostitch P50-10b-r Carton Closing Stapling Pliers
- Small Operating Tools, Apron, Rubber, Weed Sprayer - Gal, Plastic Tank, Min/max
- Consumable Part For Pressure Washers And Vac Trucks
- Small Operating Tools, Yellow Impalement Protective Rebar Caps
- Fences And Gates, Chain Link (for Temp Security Fence In T52)
- Volvo Parts For Jo-11-001
- Small Operating Tools, Color Coded Key Tags & Lumidome Magnifiers
- Testing And Inspection
- 18" Pipe Caps
- Small Operating Tools,snap-on Soft Grip Replacement Handle
- Small Operating Tools, Gas,propane, 14.1 Oz Fuel Cylinder Weller #lp1759 Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Wrap, Anti-vibration, Kit, 13 X 5-in, Min/max
- Ppe Hotstick/arc Hoods
- Weco 10" Valve For Water Tower
- ***small Operating Tools, Canopy,orange, 10x10ft W, King Canopy# Fssht10e***
- Small Operating Tools, Belts, Sander , Cloth, 3m, Min/max
- Round-up Weed Killer
- Small Operating Tools, Oil, Cutting, 1 Gal., Kool Mist, Min/max
- ***small Operating Tools,ajax 6-in Double Blade Panel Cutter,tool Room***
- Small Operating Tools, Rule, Stainless Steel, , General 616, Min/max
- Nozzle Tips For Pressure Washers.
- Coat Hooks
- #8 & #10 Wood Screws
- ***small Operating Tools, 9/16" Cobalt Drill Bit ***
- Nails
- Small Operating Tools, Hand Sanitizer, Purrell 20oz, Min/max
- Napa Bulk Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Pipe Fittings - Startup Flush Testing
- Ops Weatherstrip For T52 Roll Up Doors / Temporary Buildings
- Screws And Nails
- Door Hardware-temp Facilities
- Safe Truck Magnets For Cranes
- Safety Consumables, Glove, Elec Switching, Xs, Sm, Md, Clips, Min/max
- Lawson Consumables For Construction Equipment
- ***small Operating Tools, Us26art Burndy U Compression Die #297***
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-051.
- Small Operating Tools, Battery Aaa, Flashlight Led, Min/max
- Parker Split Flange Fittings For Construction Equipment.
- Small Operating Tools, bit, Counter Sink, cutter, heater, Die, Min/max
- Structural And Misc. Steel (c2v Temp Duct Material)
- Caterpillar Part For Jo-15-036.
- Ops Simulator Door Closer / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, level, Magnetic, Cutter, Knife Painting, Min/max
- ***ops 1-1/2 In Pvc Pipe And Fittings / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Lube Bulk Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Small Operating Tools, Oil, Jug, 8 Quart Capacity
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous, Tap Bolts And Nuts
- Small Operating Tools, bucket, 5-gal, screwtop, Magnifier, lumidome, pencil Min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, 4-dial Bottom, 1-inch Shackle, ***
- Small Operating Tools, Mblanket, Fire, 39" X 50 Yd, .032" Thick, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Carbide, Bit, Tungsten, Wheel, Min/max
- Environmental Specialties / Bird Netting
- Filters For Law Temporary Use
- Small Operating Tools, Degreaser, Cleaner Min/max
- ***ops Su Tmod For Nld Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Rt Density Calibration Strip
- Small Operating Tools, detector, Measuring Tape, Cutter, Annular Min/max
- Dresser Parts For Jo-11-018.
- Front Window For A Volvo Ec290b Excavator
- Ops Sloan Urinal Repair Kits / temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Small Operating Tools, battery, M18-18v, chuck, Adaptor Kit, Oil, Cutting, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Battery, Aa, C, Flashlight Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Compass, Base Plate, Timer, Stop Watch, Ops
- Small Operating Tools, Cleaner, Degreaser, Die, Rethreading, Saw Band Min/max
- Yanaha Parts For Jo-53-027.
- Metal Ducts, Hvac (fasteners For C1v-fan-00120)
- Hdk Parts For Golf Carts.
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-026, Stock
- Ops Fuel Filters Pumps, Water Distribution
- ***ops Gw-2006 Cable Assembly Switchgear
- Ops Test Lead Wire / Consumables
- Ops Damper Regulators / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Weather Strip For Roll-up Door / Buildings, Prefabricated
- Pacesetter-advance
- Parker Parts For Hose Crimp Machine
- 3m Epoxy No. Dp-100ns, Non-sag, Translucent Adhesive
- Small Operating Tools, Cutter, Drywall, Socket Set, Acetone 1 Qt, Min/max
- Play Sand
- Small Operating Tools, Goodway, Brushes For Chiller Cleaner
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Holder 1/4", Blade, circular, Pliers, Clamp, Min/max
- Straps
- Small Operating Tools, Filter, Belt, washable Hepa, For Vaccum Sanitaire Sc5845b
- Small Operating Tools, Ops, Bag, Tote, 16" Multi-compartment, Tool Tote, Min/max
- Lawson Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Small Operating Tools, Pump, sump Elec, Adapter, Blade, Bit, Hook, Bin,
- Small Operating Tools, Repair Parts, Drill Press, General 75-500, On/off Switch
- Welding, Collet, Backcap Med, Nozzles, Coupling, Inert Gas, Min/max
- Roof Tape
- Wacker Parts For Jo-13-025, Stock
- Lawson Consumables For Construction Equipment
- Western Tornado Sand Spreader For Winter Ice Control.
- Wacker Parts For Jo-13-048, 13-049
- Small Operating Tools, Wrench Organizers, Cutters, Backpack, Tray, Oe Shop
- Small Operating Tools, Socket, #2 Philips Bit, Snap-on #fp22e, Oe Shop
- Small Operating Tools, Saw, Wallboard, Tape, Powerlock, Plug, Male Qc, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Pliers, Bolt Cutter, Compact, 8", Knipex Cobolt #71 01
- Small Operating Tools, Brush, Wire, Tooth, File, Half Round 10", Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Bag, Leather, Lens, Pliers, Welder, Quick Link, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Bag, Burlap, Pencil, welders, Rule, Fittings Air, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Alcohol, Isopropyl, 99% Pure, 16 Oz (12/bx), Mhf
- Play Sand
- Hdk Parts For Jo-06-069, Stock
- Lawson Consumables For Construction Equipment
- Micrata Insulation Board G-10/fr4 Glass Epoxy
- Ops Cable Assembly Restock / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Equipment - Oem Part For Jung Rollers
- Exit Signs
- Small Operating Tools, Paint, Spray Black, Krylon #rta9202, Min/max
- Heat Wagon Parts For Stock
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous, Jam Nuts
- Small Operating Tools, Ns-5818-c Nozzle, q-gun Welder, contact Tips, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Inserted, Torx, Tap, Taper, Bucket, Blade, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Pump, Sump, Utility, Submersible, 1/6 Hp, 18-in, Min/max
- Wacker Parts For Jo-13-025
- Hdk Part For Stock
- Auto Sampling System E-stop Button
- **ops Pvc Caps Consumables
- Computer Hardware, Project Purchased (su-qdp16)
- Waterloo Lock For Shop Tool Box
- Welding, Consumables, jacket, Welding, Xl Oki 940-xl Frc, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Bits, Inserted, torx. Speedbor, tap, Taper, Staples Min/max
- Washers, Cord Strap, Bundle Wrap
- Hdk Parts For Jo-06-074
- Janitorial, Bag Trash Clear, Vaccum Dust Cup
- Safety Vests
- Parts For The Rebar Shear.
- Small Operating Tools, Filter, cartridge, vacuum, vf5000, 2-stage, Ridgid, Min/max
- Electrical Personal Protective Equipment - Arc Flash Hood W/ Flip Up Face Shield
- Small Operating Tools, Brush, Wire, Stringer, Tooth, Min/max
READY CONTAINMENT, LLC
2300 S Dock St Ste 101, PALMETTO, FL 34221
(941) 739-9486
- Tanks, Non-metallic, Poly And Bladder

RED HAWK FIRE & SECURITY, LLC
21312 30th Drive SE, STE#103, Bothell, WA 98021
(425) 586-2600
- *** Ops - Operations And Maintenance Support/notifier/fire Detection System(fde)

REEDY ENGINEERING INC
3425 S BASCOM AVE STE E, Campbell, CA 95008
- Publications And Standards

Reel-O-Matic Systems, Inc
6408 S Eastern Ave, Oklahoma City, OKLAHOMA 73149
(405) 672-0000
- ***law Cable Pulling Equipment (reel-o-matic Items) - Special Order
- Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies (reel Stand Spindles)

Ree-O-Matic Systems, Inc.
6408 S Eastern Ave, Oklahoma City, OKLAHOMA 73149
(405) 672-0000
- Portable Lifting, Elevating, Stacking, Reclaiming - Cable Racks Bushing For T47

REES CONCRETE PRODUCTS MANUFACTURING INC
1606 S. ELY ST, KENNEWICK, WA 99337
(809) 586-3704
- Pre-cast Concrete Swd Catch Basins And Separators

Reese Concrete Products Mfg. Inc.
1606 South Ely, Kennewick, WA 99337
(509) 586-3704
- Law - Pre-cast Concrete Splash Blocks
- Arch Concrete - Replacement Splash Blocks Previously Provided For Bof Buildings

REFRACTORIES WEST INC
33163 BRANIFF AVE, PUEBLO, CO 81001
- Kaolite For Melter Gas Barrier Lid
- Versaflow Refractory Castable For Melter Gas Barrier Lid
- Kaolite 2500 Li Castable Refractory For Law Melter Gas Barrier Lid
REFRACTORIES WEST, INC.
33163 BRANIFF AVE, PUEBLO, CO 81001

- Pre-cast Refractory (Imp-mltr-00001/2)

RFP MFG
908 W CANAL DR, KENNEWICK, WA 99336
(509) 582-3833
- 1/4
- Plexiglass

RIDENOW POWERSPORTS TRICITIES
3305 W 19TH AVE, KENNEWICK, WA 99338
(509) 735-1117
- Parts - Polaris - Repairs
- Send Polaris Ranger's In To Be Rebuilt Jo-04-910, & 912

RISE MARKETING LLC
N6209 KAY K ROAD, Belgium, WI 53004

- 6mm Carabiner With Travel Water Bottle Holder

RJM Co.
5007 Pacific Hwy. E Suite 19, Fife, WA 98424

- Ops - Current Interrupters / Cathodic Protection (cpe) System

ROBERTSON'S, LLC
2251 E LANARK ST, Meridian, ID 83642
(208) 562-1360
- Law - Drainable Combination Louver

ROGER E DUNN COMPANY INC
1001 4TH AVE STE 4400, SEATTLE, WA 98154
(206) 682-8091
- Consultant - Business Strategy
Rogers Machinery Company, Inc.
E. 16615 Euclid Ave, Spokane, WA 99216
(509) 922-0556
- Area Ops Kobelco Parts Consumables
- Ops - Filters, Etc / Monthly Maint. Of Temp. Air Compressor / Facility Services
- Ops Temp Air, Compressors, Screw, Special Purpose Or Api
- Ops Filters For Kobelco, Compressors, Screw, Special Purpose Or Api
- Ops Zek Parts Compressors, Screw, Special Purpose Or Api
- Ops - Temperature Switch / Kobelco Air Compressor / Equipment Tag: Jo-17-006
- *** Ops - Kobelco Air Compressor Parts / Facility Services
- Ops - On-call Technical Support & Annual Maint. / Construction Air Compressors
- Ops - Parts / Kobelco Air Compressors And Zeks Air Dryer
- Ops - Parts / Kobelco Air Compressors
- Ops - Valve / Kobelco Air Compressor - Model Knw A2-d/h / Facility Services
- ***ops Desiccant Screen***, Compressors, Screw, Special Purpose Or Api
- Ops Zeks Parts, Compressors, Screw, Special Purpose Or Api
- ****ops Compressors****, Screw, Special Purpose Or Api
- Ops - Kobelco&zeks Parts / Air Compressor Maint. / Restock
- ****ops Zeks Filters, Compressors, Screw, Special Purpose Or Api
- *** Ops - Kobelco Air Compressor Parts, Etc./ Facility Services
- **** Kobelco Air Compressor Maintenance
- Ops Element Kit Kobelco Compressors, Screw, Special Purpose Or Api
- Ops - Technical Training For Construction Kobelco Air Compressors & Zeks Dryer

Rowand Machinery Company
6210 W Rowand Rd, Spokane, WASHINGTON 99224
(509) 838-5252
- Rebuild Hydraulic Cylinder
- Repairs To Dresser 850 Road Grader

Rowand Machinery Company, Inc.
1907 E James Fleet 2, Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 547-8813
- Parts - Dresser - Repairs ***
- Ops Thermostat And Gaskets Pumps, Water Distribution

RS Hughes
7031 South 193rd St, Kent, WA 98032
(206) 767-4463
- **electrical Consumables - Melter Electrode Extension Cleaning
- Ops Sealant, Cathodic Protection
- Ops Sealant, Cathodic Protection
- Ops - Anti-static Equipment
RSMEANS
1099 Hingham Street, Rockland, MA 02370
- Rs Means Cost Data Subscription

S AND S SUPPLIES AND SOLUTIONS
2700 MAXWELL WAY, Fairfield, CA 94534

- Safety Consumables 11/12/18 Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Gloves For Field Trial
- Safety Consumables, Emt Casualty Simulation Kit, (moulage Kit)
- Safety Consumables Tag,danger Defective Tool Min/max
- Safety Consumables Maskfit Cartridge
- (sds) Safety Consumables Lens Clean Station, Iso Min/max
- ***Safety Consumables, Rubber Boots For Mold Remediation
- Safety Consumables - Min/max 12/4/2018
- Safety Consumables 12/12/18 Min/max
- (nrtl) Safety Consumables, Papr Upgrade Kit
- Safety Consumables- Eyewash Station And Heated Blankets
- Safety Consumables Signs And Tags Min/max
- Establish A Boa For Safety Supplies

S D MYERS INC
1776 CONSTITUTION AVE, LOUISVILLE, OH 44641
(330) 875-3333
- ***ops Oil Sample Analysis For Law Transformers, Power And Distribution

S K C West Inc
2380 EAST WALNUT AVENUE, Fullerton, CA 92831
(714) 992-2780
- Safety Equipment - Ih Sampling Supplies
- Industrial Hygiene - Purchase Of 3m The Edge 5 (noise) Dosimeter Kit

Safety Storage Inc.
855 N 5TH ST, Charleston, IL 61920
(217) 345-4422
- Ops Hazmat Bldg, Buildings, Prefabricated

Safety-Kleen Systems, Inc.
814 East Ainsworth, Pasco, WA 99301
- Parts Washer Service And Maintenance
Cubicle Parts
Brackets T-01/area 246 Cubicles / Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Consumables - Flash Light - Battery Min/max
- Fasteners - Self Drilling Screws For Grating
- Small Operating Tools, Cutting Oil, Min\max
- Consumables - Sockets - Williams Min/max
- Ops - Screw & Washer Assortments / Misc. Lbl Corrective Maint. Support
- Small Operating Tools, Lbl Wall Crew Consumables, Min|max
- Amr-encl-00001 And Amr-encl-00002 200mm Plinths.
- Small Operating Tools, Rubber Bumper, Min|max
- Electrical-socket Sets For Substation Maintenance
- Small Operating Tools, Cylinder Tags, Min|max
- Ops Thermostats, Consumables
- Ops - O-rings / 24590-bof-mc-psa-cmp-00001-d / Chiller Compressor Plant
- Small Operating Tools, Threading & Tapping Lube, Min|max
- Remote Through Barrier Handling Or Driving Device(lph-ttbls Components)
- Small Operating Tools, Deadblow Hammer, Min|max
- Ops - Cover Hooks / Electrical Vault C14, Etc. / Facility Services
- Ops Fuel Filter Pumps, Water Distribution
- Ops - Gasket / Nld-str-00003 / Nld Pumphouse Sump Pump
- Ops - Air Tank / Eyewash Station Maint.
- Gaskets -- Rubber Manway Gaskets For Field Erected Tanks.
- Ops Nuclear Duct Tape, Cathodic Protection
- Testing And Inspection
- Bolts, Fasteners For Lph-door-00009, 00010, 00016, And 00017
- Bolts, Fasteners -- For Glass Former Explosion Vents
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- ***valves - Post Indicator - U/l
- Parts - Valew - Repairs
- Bolts, Fasteners, Tank Manway Bolts
- ****ductile Iron Fittings - Sdg
- Consumables, Drill Bateries, Min|max
- Fasteners, Steel Studs
- Batteries
- Small Operating Tools, Flashlights, Min|max
- Testing And Inspection
- Tools, Small, Fiber Optics
- Small Operating Tools, Rivit Equipment, Rinear

SAP NATIONAL SECURITY SERVICES, INC.
3809 West Chester Pike, Suite 200, Newton Square, PA 19073

- Infomaker Update Support
- Lab Arl Electronic Balances
- Small Operating Tools, multi-tool Scraper Blade, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Drill 1/4"x12", Metal Cutting, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Box, Chest, 30 X 16 X 12 Knaack 30 (foot Locker)
- Ops Loto Locks And Bags, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Maintenance Lockers, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Transformers, Relays, Consumables
- Fire Service Water Gate Valves And Valve (road) Boxes
- Ops Consumable Np Office Supplies
- Safety Consumables, glv-hngrs\hexarmor Chrome & Thin Lizzies, min/max
- Lawson Consumable Parts For Construction Equipment
- Small Operating Tools, Teflon Tape, Yellow For Propane Service
- Ops Storage Cabinets, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, Small Operating Tools, Rope, Nylon 1/4" X 600', Min/max
- Pro-tect Adhesive Spray
- Small Operating Tools, 2-in Reg. & Delicate Surface Painters Tape, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, milw 1/8-in Hex Shnk Bit & Drill Pin Assy, min/max
- Ops Gauges Mnt. Sp, Pumps, Water Distribution
- Small Operating Tools, little Giant Sump Pump W/ 3/4-in Hose Adpt, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, heavy Bridge Clamp & X-long Hex Socket Driver Set, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous, Laser Engraver
- Small Operating Tools, Painters Canvas Drop Clothes\5-1 Tool\paint Thinners
- Single Sling Backpacks For Climbing Tower Crane
- Ops Electrical Consumables
- Pressure Gauge For Law Argon Storage And Supply Skid (mxg-skid-00001)
- ***ops Bof Consumables, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Knaack Data Vault
- Ops Zeks Filters, Kobelco Parts Restock / Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Datavault Knaack Boxes Construction Site
- Testing Services, Equipment FtB-1
- Electrical - Medium Voltage Proof Tester
- Industrial Hygiene - Equipment Parts For Skc And Isc Items
- Cr123 Batteries
- Industrial Hygiene - Industrial Scientific Hydrogen Sulfide Cal Gas With Card
- ***small Operating Tools, inverted Pink & White Spray Paint, min/max***
- "kroy" Lve-b-05 Switchgear
- Electrical
- Equipment - Adhesive For Rigging Loft
- Ops Daily Use Tools For Mike Pinto / Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Industrial Hygiene - Purchase 10 Ppm Isobutylene Calibration Gas For Pids
- Godwin Parts For Jo-55-013
- Lab Equipment For Bldg 86
- Ge Druck Pressure Module And Power Supply / Testing Services, Equipment
- Fme For Testing And Inspections
- Small Operating Tools, Cable, Cutter, Kit, W/750 Mcm Cu Jaws, M18, Force***
- Ops Seal Kit For Bldg. 87 Fpw-v-34135, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Ops Restock Silicone Lubricant / Fuels And Lubricants
- Ops Boxes, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Miscellaneous- Portable Smoke Generator
- Eagle Performance Parts For Jo-06-065 And Stock.
- ***small Operating Tools,nissen Low Chloride Blue Markers***
- Ops Restock Nld Xfer Pmp Disch Ph Xmtr / Consumables
- Ops Restock Capacitor, Deflectors / Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Small Operating Tools,1/4 Hex Shank Bit Holder\vise Grip Pliers,min/max
- Loctite 1c Hysol Epoxi-patch Adhesive
- Industrial Hygiene - Purchase Replacement Port-a-count Units For Medcor
- Safety
- Electrical - Hoffman Enclosures
- ***safety Consumables,hyflex Gloves,min/max***
- Ops Flow Indicator Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Small Operating Tools,59-inch Double Roll Dispenser Stand
- ***equipment,spectra Laser Levels For Excavation/backfill Grade Requirements***
- Bulk Materials, Electrical, For Dow, Diw & Psw Testing
- Parts - His - Repairs
- Small Operating Tools,1/4-inch Hex Shank Bit Holder,min/max
- Ops - Portable Coolant Refractometer / Battery Checks / Fsw Diesel Pumps
- Small Operating Tools,individual Sockets & Hex Driver Socket Set,min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, Cabinet, Safety Storage "flammable Liquids 45 Gal***
- Safety Consumables, Glasses, Safety, Bifocal Min/max
- Small Operating Tools,power Probe 6-24 Volt Tester Kit
- Small Operating Tools,smooth Face And Waffle Head Hammers,min/max
- Testing Services, Equipment, Versiv Cable Analyzer
- Small Operating Tools, Pump, Sump, 5-asp-ll, Submersible
- Safety Consumables-haws Portable Eye Wash Station Min/max
- Knaack Data Vaults
- Advance Scrubber Parts For Wtp36999
- Advance Parts For Wtp-15205
- Ops/su Emj-as Cylinder Bottle, Pressurized Refrigerant Test Ki
- Ops Duct Assemblies, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Safety Consumables Glasses, Safety, Prescription Min/max
- Ops Portable Eyewash Stations / Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Ops Maintenance Consumable Warehouse Labelmaker Supplies
- Ops Offsite Lab Supply List D / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- ***small Operating Tools,alnor Velometer Thermal Anemometer For Law***
- Small Operating Tools,nibl Bld\head Lmp\paint Tape\shrp Stone,min/max
- Analyzer, Gas; Flue, Stack, Cem System
- ***small Operating Tools,rolling Spray Paint Applicator, Min/max***
- Safety Consumables,miller Tool Holder Lanyard,min/max
- Small Operating Tools, magnetic Base Protractor, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Little Giant Sump Pumps, min/max
- Volvo Parts For Stock
- Testing Services, Equipment Replacement Batteries For M&te Instruments.
- Snap On Lock And Key For Puller Cabinet
- Small Operating Tools, Little Giant Sump Pumps W/ 3/4-in Hose Adpt, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Ideal Ratchet Crimper for Roger Tillenburg
- *environmental Consumables & Bird Netting
- Services, Janitorial, Blue Floor Scrubber Stripping Pad For Mhf
- ***environmental Consumables- Bird Deterrants, Absorb, Recycling Bins, Isopropyl
- Small Operating Tools, Putty Knife 1 1/2” Flex Ss Hyde Min/max
- Ops Supervisory Switch Bldg 84 / Pumps, Water Distribution
- Ops Offsite Lab Supply List E / Equipment, Laboratory
- Safety Consumables, hexarmor Gloves For Oe Shop, min/max
- Ops, Tool, Refrigerent Recovery, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Bof Gauges, Consumables
- Ops Bof Fire Hydrants, Fire Detection System
- Safety Consumables, hyflex Glv Size 9, min/max
- Testing Services, Equipment Ashcroft Gauges
- Part For 1/2 Ton Floor Crane.
- Ops Facility Service, Thermostat, Pro., Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops, Thermometer, Digital, Pocket, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Nondestructive Examination And Other Testing
- Industrial Hygiene- Purchase Replacement Isc Mx4 Hydrogen Sulfide Sensors
- ***small Operating Tools, Irwin 1-1/8-in-7 Nc Bottom Taps And Taper Taps***
- Law, Term Enclosure Door Stops
- Small Operating Tools, hldr Bit/oscl Tool/puttyknife, min/max
- Ops Float Bracket Snubber, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops - Lighting, Emergency / Restock
- Communications Equipment - Ac Unit And Mounting Brackets For Fnj-encl- 54001.
- ****ops Compressors****, Buildings, Prefabricated
- Equipment-ladder Systems
- Safety Consumables, 18-inch Lighted Stop/slow Lighted Paddle Sign
- Druck - Genii Advanced Modular Calibrator And Hart/ Testing Services, Equipment
- Gauge, Pressure / Differential Pressure
- Ops Fittings For Bldg 84 A/b Fire Connection, Pumps, Water Distribution
- Safety Consumables, ms. Miller Female Safety Harness For Trial
- Firehoses And Fittings, (su-qdp16)
- Consumables - Resbond Sealant
- Ops, Magnehelic, Gauge, Pressure / Differential Pressure
- Ops-silicon Oil Fuels And Lubricants
- Parts Bins For Oe Shop
- ***small Operating Tools, Sensor For The Mark Iv Purge Monitor Prong Pms105***
- ***ops Fasteners For Beech Gw-2006 Winch Lift / Consumables
- ***ops Eng Sp Tamper Switch For Fde, Fire Detection System
- Small Operating Tools, Orange Coding Tape\cotton Friction Tape, Min/max
- Testing Services, Equipment, Start Up Instrument Carrying Cases For New M&te
- Small Operating Tools, Sump Pump, Godwin Gsp10, Min/max
- Repair Services, Equipment Exfo / Ftb-1 Repair Scratched Fiber Output Port
- Small Operating Tools, 1-in X 10-ft Magnetic Tape Roll, Min/max
- Ops Wire, Consumables
- Blue Point Tool Bags For Oe Field Technicians
- Safety Consumables, Level 3 Cut Resistant Glove Liners For Trial
- Testing Services, Equipment For Construction M&te
- Testing Services, Equipment For Construction Use
- Testing Services, Equipment Phenix Dc Hipot
- Testing Services, Equipment Replacement Padded Cases
- Electrical - Phoenix Contact Ferrule - Type: Ai 4 - 10 Gy
- Reflectors
- Lawson Consumables For Wtp And Mhf Construction Equipment
- Industrial Hygiene - Industrial Scientific Corporation Calibration Gas
- Fire Detection System (b54,b84a And 84b)
- Small Operating Tools, 2-inch Bi-metal Hole Saw/long Nose Pliers, Min/max
- Testing Services, Equipment Insize Digital 24/600mm Range Calipers Mdl 1133-24
- Small Operating Tools, #33 Electrical Tape & Transparent Pkg Tape,min/max
- Safety Consumables, Papr Respirator Hood Ppe, Min/max
- Water Quality Control, For Wtp Startup Group
- Ops Mob100-1 HVAC Stock / Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Fuses, Low Voltage, <=1kv
- Testing Services, Equipment Replacement Batteries For M&te Instruments.
- Testing Services, Equipment, Portable Ac Hipot Pft-503cm, 50 Kvac @ 3 Kva
- Small Operating Tools, handheld Distance Laser Meter
- Equipment - Plate Clamp To Use In All Positions
- Testing Services, Replacement Charts, Supco Temperature/humidity Chart Recorder,
- Small Operating Tools, sensor/laser Receiver Holder
- Small Operating Tools, thrd Ptcg Gge/blt Szr\talr-tape For Law
- Small Operating Tools, grainger Round Eyebolt Magnet,min/max
- Water Quality Control, Bldg 86 Testing Solutions
- ***ops Abs Glue***, Fuels And Lubricants
- Testing Services, Equipment Paladin 1389 Crimper
- Laboratory Equipment, For Bldg 86 Water Lab
- Small Operating Tools, Blade, Band Saw, Crbn Steel
- Testing Services, Equipment Warranty Repair/replacement Phenix Hipot
- Ops Spill Kits / Consumables
- Polaris Parts For Jo-04-911
- Ops - Intelligent Interface Module / Fde-pnl-58001 / Simulator Bldg.
- ***small Operating Tools,ripley Cable Stripper/parts/case***
- Field Supplies For Dcs Testing
- ***ops Su Pressure Gauges For Hps Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Testing Services, Equipment, Start Up Instrument Padded And Hard Cases.
- Ops Fluke Batteries, Testing Services, Equipment
- Banding, Clamps And Pails
- Analytical Instrument
- Ops Office Furniture And Equipment
- Lab Equipment - Miscellaneous
- Hvac Air Balancing Measuring And Test Instruments
- Industrial Hygiene - Multi-cocktail Calibration Gas For Multi-gas Meters
- Non M&te Tools For Startup Testing
- Nondestructive Examination And Other Testing
- ***safety Consumables, Ppe Hyflex Gloves Sizes 8 Through 11, min/max***
- Ops Offsite Lab Supplies Part C / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Ops Loctite Lubricants, Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Caulking/paint Tape/paint Rlr Frame, min/max
- Ops Chlorine Tester Restock / Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Testing Services, Equipment Fluke.
- Small Operating Tools, 16oz Isopropyl Alcohol, Min/max
- Pumps, Reciprocating, Diaphragm
- Ops Sludge Samplers, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies

SD Myers, Inc
180 South Ave, Tallmadge, OH 44278
(330) 630-7000
- *ops Sampling Of Transformer Fluid transformers, Power And Distribution

SERAPID INC
5400 18 MILE ROAD, STERLING HEIGHTS, MI 48314
- Remote Through Barrier Handling Or Driving Device( lph-ttubs Components)

SET POINT CONTROL
Tri Flo Tech, Los Angeles, CA 90023
(323) 269-7700
- Head Flow Instruments
- Head Flow Instruments
- Head Flow Instruments

SHI INTERNATIONAL CORP.
290 Davidson Ave, Somerset, NJ 08873
(800) 527-6389
- Microsoft Windows Remote Desktop Services

Siemens Building Technologies Inc
8 Fernwood Rd, Florham Park, NEW JERSEY 07932
(973) 593-2600
- Ops - On-demand Fire Detection System (fde) Programming Support
Siemens Industry, Inc
1201 SUMNEYTOWN PIKE, Spring House, PA 19477
(215) 646-7400
- Transmitter, Pressure / Differential Pressure

SIEMENS PRODUCT LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE INC.
PO BOX 2168, Carol Stream, IL 60132
- Star Ccm

Skidmore Wilhelm Mfg Co Inc
30340 Solon Industrial Pkwy, Unit B, Solon, OH 44121
(216) 481-4774
- Skidmore Torque Tester Replacement Part T-1264
- Repair/rebuild The Skidmore Wilhelm Torque Tester.

SMK TRI-CITIES, INC.
1125 E HILLSBORO ST, PASCO, WA 99301
50954704712
- Structural And Misc. Steel (non-permanent Melter Refractory Paddle Material)
- Welding Repairs To Club Car Golf Cart Frame
- Repair Of Alum. Stair Units

SNAP-ON TOOLS COMPANY LLC
3011 STATE ROUTE 176, CRYSTAL LAKE, IL 60014
- Testing Services, Equipment Snap-on Torque Wrench Repair

SOUTHEAST WASHINGTON APPRAISAL GROUP LLP
320 N Johnson St Ste 500, Kennewick, WA 99353
(509) 628-9817
- Survey Of Leased Office Space, Warehouse And Laboratory Space
- Market Appraisal For 2579 Stevens Drive

Southern Fasteners and Supply Inc
2421 West Clemmonsville Road, Winston-Salem, NC 27114
- Ops Fittings, Consumables

SPEX SAMPLE PREP, LLC
65 Liberty Street, Metuchen, NJ 08840
- Lab Arl Fusion Furnace
Spokane House of Hose
5520 E Sprague, Spokane, WA 99212
(509) 535-3638
- Piping Specialty Items - Hoses & Flexible Connections
- Fittings, Hose (Imp Hoses And Lop Hoses)
- Ops - Shut-off Valve, Hose, Etc. / Php-5 Hvac / Roof Mounted Heat Pump / T-52

Spraying Systems Co Inc
200 W NORTH AVE, Glendale Heights, IL 60139
106306655000
- Mechanical Spiral Jet Spray Scruber Nozzle

STAINLESS SPECIALTIES INC
One Greenway Plaza Ste 1000, Houston, TX 77046
(713) 840-0444
- Structural And Misc. Steel(non-permanent Melter Refractory Padle Material)

STAN BONHAM COMPANY, INC.
4225 S 500 W, Salt Lake City, UT 84123
- Purchase Ventrac Tractors For Snow Removal

STANDARD CALIBRATIONS, INC.
908 Ventures Way, Chesapeake, VA 23320
(757) 549-6534
- Lab C2v, C3v, C5v Differential Pressure Gauges
- Small Operating Tools, 6-in Recip Saw-blds\1-3/4 Hole Saw, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Snap-on Tool Sets For Oe Shop
- Trailer Mounting Parts
- small Operating Tools, Pry Bar Set
- Small Operating Tools, dewalt 1/4-in Socket Adapters, min/max
- small Operating Tools, Tamper Proof Torx Screwdriver & Bit Set***
- Tie Downs And Piers For Office Trailers
- Small Operating Tools, Brush, Wire, Tooth, Blade, Plunge, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Stamp, Steel 1/4” Numbers, Letters, Min/max
- Ops - Shim Kits / Misc. Hvac Maintenance
- Valves
- Small Operating Tools, Dewalt E-clutch 4-1/2-in Grinder & Type-1 Guards
- Small Operating Tools, Vaughan Pry Bar, min/max
- Consumables, Grinding Wheel, Min|max
- Parts - Loctite - Consumable - Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Hyd 25t Cylinder, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 11/16 Straight Shank Bridge Reamer, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 12-gal Wet/dry Ridgid Vacuum, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 3/8-in High Carbon Steel Taper Tap, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, tap\mgnt-eyeblt\insp-mir\protcrtr\rule\mgn-tape, Min/max
- Hoffman Backplate, White, P/n Cp1616
- Testing Services, Equipment Crimping Tool M22520/1-01
- Safety Consumables, xxi Fall Protection Safety Harnesses
- Starrett Mdl 811-5cz Dial Test Indicator Swivel Head
- Delco Remy Parts For Compressor Jo-17-017.
- Ops Misc Fsw Spares Restock / Pumps, Water Distribution
- ops Charcoal Restock, Lubricant For Pre-start Up Strainers / Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, pnch-pins\brkr-bar\hnd-rtcht\sckt\adj-wrench, min/max
- Ops Oatey Gray, Fuels And Lubricants
- Misc. Hardware
- Small Operating Tools, Vacuum, Upright, Bagless, Commercial, W/hepa Filter
- Testing Equipment - Apex Discs, Shore Rings, Torque Screwdriver Blades
- Testing Services, Equipment To Support M&te
- Parts For Western Spreader # Jo-66-003
- Small Operating Tools, Arrow Hand Staple Gun, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 3/16-in X 3000-ft Conduit Measuring Tape, min/max
- Ops Shc 629 Oil, Fuels And Lubricants
- Pipe Thread Sealant
- Consumables - Wire Brush - Abrasive Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Holder,chain, Extensionsaw, Hole 2” Bi-metal, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Blade, Plunge,buckets,level, fittings, Air, min/max.
- Safety Consumables- Towelette, Lens, Antifog, Min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, hougen 1-1/4-in X 3-in Annular Cutters, min/max***
- ***ops T52 Fps Fire Hose T-16-0201/ Consumables***
- Small Operating Tools, Dies, Min/max
- Ops Label Printer, Labeling And Reading Devices
- Bulk Materials (su-qdp17)
- Parts - Heat Wagon - Repairs
- Welding, Consumables Replacement Sharp Shooter Grinding Wheels
- ***small Operating Tools, Nederman Filterbox's And Accessories For Law***
- Hdk Parts For Jo-06-063, Jo-06-066.
- Small Operating Tools, Tap, Left-hand, Plug (hss) 3/8"-16 Bm2134
- Ops Electrical Parts For Bldg 84a, Pumps, Water Distribution
- Small Operating Tools, ripley Miller Fiber Optic Trash Cans/milw-scrwdrvrt-kits
- Hdk Parts For Stock.
- Safety Consumables- Petzl, Vertex, Petzl, Vizir, Eye Shield, W/ Electrical Pro
- Safety Consumables Rainsuit, Harness, Safety Min/max
- Environmental Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, Abrasive, Pad, brush, Paint, file Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Blade, Masonry Diamond, Brush, Paint Min/max
- Ops Lockout Devices For Loto / Safety Consumables
- Parts For Fuel Caddy.
- Ops Pipe Nipples, Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, Adapter, socket, 1/4in Hex Shank To 1/4 & 3/8, Min/max
- Alwitco Stock Parts For Sandpots
- Small Operating Tools, Magnetic, Pick Up Tool, Staple, Std 1/2", T50 Min/max
- Ops Hydraulic Swaging Kit Restock / Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Consumables - Filter, Pipe Wrench, Pipe Strap - Ridge Min/max
- Fittings, Hose, Brass (su-qdp16)
- Starrett 196b5 Universal Back Plunger Dial Indicator
- ***small Operating Tools, Pvc Cutters, Reaming Pen***
- Volvo Replacement Parts For Jo-11-010
- Pipe Gasket Screw
- ***flagpoles, Us/wa Replacement Flags, Rush Order, Jonathan Hinton***
- *****vents
- Small Operating Tools, Floor Dry Granular Pellets, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Grabber Construction # 2 Phillips Tip Bit, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Abrasives, Handle, Broom Stainless Steel Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, snap-on Tools And Parts For Oe Shop
- ***ops Bof Orings For Nld, Consumables***
- Small Operating Tools, bur, Tungsten, Carbide, File Min/max
- Consumables - Thickness Gages - Special Order For Drew Boston
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous Rule, Folding, Cutter, Annular
- Small Operating Tools, greenlee Hole Cutr Kit/voltage Detector, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, bosch 1-1/4-in Bimetal Plunge Blade, min/max
- Consumables - Pin Punch & Adj. Wrench - Williams Tool Min/max
- Mobile Home Anchor Machine
- Small Operating Tools, Williams 3/4-in Drv Hand Ratchets, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Marker, Certified Felt Tip, White, (bpo 04497) Min/max
- Caterpillar Parts For Stock
- Testing Services, Equipment
- Small Operating Tools, pliers\prybars\saws\scrs\rcths\torx Sets,for Oe Shop
- ***ops Startup Nld, Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, wrnch-set\bit-set\rctht\scrw-drvrs\prybar\pliers-oe Shop
- Ops Humidity Cards, Consumables
- Hdk Parts For Jo-06-074, Stock.
- Ops Clarke Fire Pump Heater, Thermostat / Pumps, Water Distribution
- Small Operating Tools, Teflon Tape, Min|max
- ***ops Horn Strobes, Fire Detection System
- Testing Services, Equipment, Repair Of Proto Torque Wrenches
- Small Operating Tools, Standard Portable 15w 125vac Hand Lamps W/25-ft Cord
- Testing And Inspection
- Hdk Golf Cart Parts For Bulk Stock.
- Testing Services, Equipment Enerpac Rch 121
- Small Operating Tools, Ridgid Brand Filters For Wet/dry Vacuums, min/max
- Drywall Screws
- Consumables, Hole Saw, Arbor, Blade, Min/max
- Refractory - Mudhog Refractory Mixer (rmh20) For Law
- Safety Consumables, ultra Flex Knee Pads\anti-fog Lens Wipes\face Shields, min/max
- Consumables - Hyflex Gloves & Utility Blade - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- Safety Consumables, face Shields & Safety Vests, min/max
- Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies (cs Shim Stock For Millwrights)
- Baskets For Eaton #53 Btx Duplex Strainer
- #8 Wood Screws
- Pallets For T52 Warehouse
- Small Operating Tools, Bit Insert Security Set Mcm # 5996a3, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Hand Staple Gun And 3/8-in Staples, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Flex-head Ratcheting Wrenches & Toilet Bolt Wrench
- Small Operating Tools, Makita 4 X 24-in Electric Belt Sander, Min/max
- ***law Cable Pulling Equipment - Termination Kits - Special Order
- Small Operating Tools, socket, Adapter, Wrench, Crowsfoot, Screwdriver, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Bit Drill And Taps Kit Greenlee P/n Dtapkitm
- Termination Flag Connectors And Crimp Tool For Bogie Carts
- Small Operating Tools, Tape, Security, Tamper Evident, Blue/wht, Min/max
- ***safety Consumables, tyvek Suits\disp-booties For Mold Rmd***
- ***small Operating Tools, 1" Drive, 3 7/8" Socket, 7" Extension, For Melters ***
- ***frost Fighter Parts****
- Small Operating Tools, Wrench, Strap, Size 1-1/2" X 30", Min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, Milwaukee Compact Blower And Hand Vacuum***
- ***small Operating Tools, 12-inch Wire Twist Pliers***
- Stihl Parts For Stock
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Carb Tip, rule, Folding, sanding Sponge, Min/max
- Starrett 6" Steel Rule
- Ops Shackles And Pins, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Ops Galvanized Pipe / Sprinklers - Fire Protection
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-050, Jo-06-035.
- Small Operating Tools, Brush, Paint 3", Advance 89700. Paint 4, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Cutter, Wire Rope, Knipex #95 62 190, Ops
- Safety Consumables, kneeling Pad, Vest, Mesh, Safety, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Level, Torpedo, Adapter, socket, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Marker, Paint, Certified Felt Tip, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Williams 1-in Drive Hand Ratchet, tool Crib-1
- Small Operating Tools, Bosch 1-3/8 & 1-1/2-in Plunge Blades, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Channellock Pliers, Min/max
- Door Back-set
- Welding, Consumables, Umbrella Yellow Canvas Wilson Ind. Ub750-150, Min/max
- Welding, Consumables, Weld-aid Lube-matic Red Wire Cleaner Pads
- Welding, Consumables Adapter Cable, Umbrella Yellow Min/max***
- Wall Mount Model Key Cabinet 130-300 Key Capacity
- Consumables, Retreading Die, Min/max
- Ops Su Aerokroil For 24590-bof-pv-pcw-v-1 Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Small Operating Tools, Non-spark Insltd 3/8-in Sq-drve Sckt & Ratchets***
- Consumables - Wire Brush - Abrasive Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Parts - Mq Power - Repairs
- ****ops Replacement Board *** Fire Detection System
- Small Operating Tools, Milwaukee Replacement Parts***
- 10 Inch Pressure Test Expansion Plugs, 1 1/4 Inch Shoe For Pipe Bender.
- Welding, Consumables, Cup Gasget & Replacement Lens, min/max
- Equipment, ****asap Swivel Hoist Rings For Law Melter Assy..
- Equipment, *****equipment, Westward 2 Wheel 8 Cu.ft. Poly-tray Wheelbarrow For Law***
- Consumables, Letter Stamps, Min/max
- Shop Supplies, Consumable Lubes For Construction Equipment
- Safety Consumables, danger Defective Tool Tags, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Blade, Plunge, 1-1/4 Inch, Bi-metal, Min/max
- Equipment, Oem Parts For Harrington Hooks & Swivel Hoist Rings
- Small Operating Tools, Kit, Oscilating Multi-tool, kit, Drill, Impact, Guard, grin
- Hoffman Electrical Junction Boxes And Associated Parts
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Band Saw Blades For Mhf***
- Small Operating Tools, Marker, Certified Felt Tip, Norton Crystolon Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Battery, Knife, Grinder, Cut-off, Air Fitting, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Wrench, Crowsfoot, Bit, Chisel Min/max
- Ops Restock Anti Seize / Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, Ultra, Max li 1095/1595, Packing, O-ring, #156633
- Lof - Bio Clean - Consumable - Min/max
- Set Screws For Door Latch And Handle Assy Ordered W/in 24590-cm-fmr-adhd-00014
- Small Operating Tools Brush Acid, Wire, Bur, Wheel Cut Off. Min/max
- Ops Fire Hoses, Standpipes, hoses, Reels (fire Protection)
- Parts - His/wacker - Conversion Kit
- Webbing Strap, Self Cut
- Small Operating Tools, knife, hammer Min/max
- Golf Car Parts For Stock.
- HdK Parts For Jo-06-063, Stock
- Small Operating Tools, Sander, Orbital, Palm Grip, Sand Paper, Sheets, Discs
- Small Operating Tools, Cutter, Tube, Filter, Hepa, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Lubricant, Threading, Paste, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Lubricant, Threading, Paste, Lube 8oz, Flap Wheel, min/max
- Ops Law Lcp Pump Refurbishment / Startup Spare Parts

STELLAR INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY, INC.
711 E 11th Street, Tacoma, WA 98421
(253) 383-2700

- Small Operating Tools, Rope, Nylon 1/4” X 600’, White, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Pad, Knee-pro, Liner, Fleece/spandex, Winter, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Wedge, Stock 1/4 X 1 3 Ajax 881 Min/max
- Caterpillar Ice Cutting Edge For Road Grader.
- Small Operating Tools, saw, Brass, Half, nut, Ellis 4000, #6413
- Small Operating Tools, Adapter, socket, 1/4in Hex Shank Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Abrasives, Belts 4” X 24” Grit 60 Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, set, Screwdriver, Torx, Instinct, Soft Grip, Orange
- Mouse Trap
- Small Operating Tools, Jack, Pallet **hot
- Ops Restock Tools For Bessey Heater/ Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Small Operating Tools, Bur, Tungsten, tape, Magnetic, Stripper, Min/max
- Testing Services, Spare Parts For Equipment Cases
- Small Operating Tools, Marker, Paint, Certified Felt Tip, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Socket, Std, 1/4, 9mm 6 Pt Deep, 12 Mm 6 Pt Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Die, hexagon, re-threading, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Consumables 4.17.18- Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Electrical, Contact Cleaner, Non-flam, Aerosol, Min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, Nut Drivers, Tester, Mat, Tool Bag***
- Ops Recovery Cylinders / Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Small Operating Tools, Cabinet, Flamable, Mini, Cutter, Groove 1/4
- *small Operating Tools, Paint Brushes, 2in, 3in, Hot*
- Small Operating Tools, Pliers, Tongue, Blade, Plunge Min/max
- Law- Siding Joint Sealants
- Ops O-ring Nld-filt-00008, 9, 10 Restock / Consumables
- Web Crete 95
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Ham Sds, Filter, Hepa
STERLING COMPUTERS
1508 Square Turn Blvd., Norfolk, NE 68701
(800) 916-1030
- I&c / Dcs / Fieldbus Testing Equipment And Supplies
- Wan Router
- Backup Media Tapes
- Projector Screens, T-75, T-5a, T-78
- Touch Screen Monitor
- Netbotz Datacenter Alerting Software
- Tape Media Hpe Custom Tapes
- Ram For Esx
- Media Tapes For Backups
- Vmware View Licenses
- Client Software For Corporate Acd Participation
- Equipment - Turning Point Technology
- Hpe Storage Enclosure With Hard Drives
- Graphics For Esx

STERLING COMPUTERS CORP
1508 SQUARE TURN BLVD., NORFOLK, NE 68701
(402) 379-1030
- Computer Hardware, Project Purchased
- Ipads For Training (15)
- Sprd App Server
- Mobile Tablets For Field Engineering
- Testing Services, Equipment - Replacement Netbotz
- Urgent Order!!! Powerlite X17 Xga 3lcd Projector
- Training - Infocus Projector For Site T1 Room 136a
- Testing Services, Equipment

STERLING COMPUTERS CORP.
1508 SQUARE TURN BLVD., NORFOLK, NE 68701
(402) 379-1030
- Htc Vive Business Edition Virtual Reality System
Stoneway Electric Supply
630 Railroad Street, Richland, WA 99352
(509) 943-4664
- Small Operating Tools, Various Klein Consumables, Min|max [bpo 01917]
- Ops Defrost Board, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Small Operating Tools, Wire Strippers, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous Cat6 Termination Tools
- Relay
- *** Ops - Fuses / Equip. Id: Mob100-1, Etc. / Facility Services
- Small Operating Tools, Canvas Bags, Min|max
- Consumables - Canvas Bag & Pliers - Klein Tool Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Blast Resistant, Shielded Access Door: Additional Control Cable
- Ops Su Lve-b-05 Schneider Electric Breakers Rs3 Electrical
- Small Operating Tools, Pliers, Min|max
- Small Operating Tools, Wire Strippers, Min|max
- Ops - Photoelectric Sensors / Switchgear Bldg. 87 Lighting
- Ge Sr750 Feeder Management Relay
- Decontamination, Radiological--junction Box Replacement (hdh-jb-00452)
- ****ops Electrodes***cathodic Protection
- Consumables - Canvas Bag - Klein Tool Min/max
- Ops - Wire / Hvac Maint. / Php-8 Roof Unit / Bldg. T-01
- Consumables - Cable Cutter - Klein Tool Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Ops Hvac Parts, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops - Butt Splice Connectors / Equip: C1v-ahu-00041 / Water Treatment Bldg. 86

Strata-G Environmental, LLC.
2027 Castaic Lane, Knoxville, TN 37932
(865) 934-3400
- Dangerous Waste Management Training

STRICTLY TECHNOLOGY, LLC
5381 NW 33RD AVE STE 101, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309
(954) 606-5440
- Enplug Display Os Subscription
- Cisco Prime Infrastructure (switch And Router Licenses)
- Drbd Software
- Drbd License Support And Maintenance Renewal
STUART C IRBY CO  
815 Irby Dr, Jackson, MS 39201  
(601) 960-7346  
- Electrical Safety Equipment Testing  
- Electrical Ppe Testing  
- Electrical Ppe Testing  
- Electrical Ppe Testing  
- Electrical Hotstick Testing  
- Electrical Testing Of Voltage Rated Blankets  
- Electrical: Repair And Test Grounding Jumpers  
- Electrical Ppe Testing  
- Electrical Ppe Glove Testing

STUART C. IRBY COMPANY  
815 Irby Dr, Jackson, MS 39201  
(601) 960-7346  
- Electrical Ppe Glove Testing  
- Electrical  
- Electrical  
- Electrical

SUCCESSFACTORS, INC.  
1 TOWER PL STE 1100, South San Francisco, CA 94080  
16502121296  
- Learning Management System

SUMMIT HYDRAULICS  
1016 N Oregon Avenue, Pasco, WA 99301  
(509) 547-4100  
- Rebuild Hydraulic Boom Cylinders

SUN RENTAL  
116 N MORAIN ST, KENNEWICK, WA 99336  
(509) 783-8665  
- Rent Gas Powered Brick Saw 14"  
- Rent A Gas Powered Brick Wet Saw

Sunbelt Equipment & Rentals, I  
2341 Deerfield Dr, Fort Mill, SC 29715  
18035785811  
- Rental Of Diesel Generator, 1 Mw, 480v, 3 Phase
SUNBELT RENTALS, INC.
1519 E. Hillsboro St., Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 547-8565
- Rent A Desiccant Air Compressor Dryer

SUPPLYFORCE.COM, LLC
650 PARK AVE, KING OF PRUSSIA, PA 19406
(610) 239-4329
- Electrical Supplies - Bpo
- Ops Su C5v-encl-00028 Hoffman Lamp Replacement / Electrical
- Small Operating Tools, Cat 6 Tools For Law

SYNCHRO (USA) LTD.
27 Craw Ave, Rowayton, CT 06853
(203) 354-4056
- Synchro Pro Training - Onsite Training

Tacoma Screw Products
2001 Center Street, Tacoma, WA 98409
(253) 572-3444
- Pipe And Tube Railings -- Crosswalk Parts For Gfr
- Fasteners
- Gypsum Board Assemblies- Screws 5.07.13
- Blast Resistant, Shielded, Machinery Access Door (lph-door-00025 Misc. Comps)
- Screws- 1.20.14

TACOMA SCREW PRODUCTS, INC.
2001 Center Street, Tacoma, WA 98409
(253) 572-3444
- Fasteners
- Fasteners
- Carriage Bolts With Nuts For Cmp Couplers

Tacoma Steel Supply
701 E. 64th St., Tacoma, WA
(253) 272-2266
- Mechanical/process(shimming For Rld-vsl-00004)
- Gratings - Transformer Pads E Of Bldg 91

TANK DEPOT INC
1627 S Dixie Hwy, Pompano Beach, FL 33060
(954) 783-9668
- Tanks, Non-metallic, Poly And Bladder
TAPCO TRAFFIC AND PARKING CONTROL INC.
800 Wall Street, Elm Grove, WI 53122
(262) 814-7000

- Tapco Solar Sign Replacement Parts
- Ops Chw-b-01 Rs3 List - Mech / Chillers, Centrifugal, Aprox. 2,000-5,000+ Tons
- *** Ops - Pressure Relief Valve / T-06 Fire Protection System (fps)
- Ops Maint. Consumables
- ****ops Lubes For Law Rollup Doors****, Fuels And Lubricants
- Electrical Components For Lph Junction Boxes And Panels
- Motor Break Rectifier
- Lawson Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- *** Emergency Impairment / Backflow Preventer Repair Kits
- ***ops Eng Spare - Switchgear Parts And Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, Cart, Utility, Two Shelf, 500 Lb Cap., Rubbermaid #4500-8
- Blast Resistant, Shielded, Personnel Access Door (law Spad Replacement Seals)
- Bolts, Fasteners
- ****ops Su Wye Strainers / Pumps, Water Distribution
- Hdk Parts For Stock
- Small Operating Tools, vaughn 21oz Waffle Head Fiberglass Hammer, min/max
- HdK Golf Cart Parts For Stock
- Pumps, Centrifugal - Nld-pmp-00026a And Nld-pmp-00026b (vertical Sump Pump)
- Small Operating Tools, ridgid Vacuum Cartridge Filter, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Rollgliss Rescue Ladder, 8ft, Anchor Plate
- Services, Janitorial, Forced Cup Rubber Plungers W/21-in Wood Handle
- Valve, Solenoid Part# 39332333 For Ingersoll Rand Compressor Model H100w
- Thermal Imaging Camera / Testing Services, Equipment
- Testing Services, Equipment, Crimp Dies
- Testing Services, Equipment / Netbotz Room Monitor 355
- Small Operating Tools, 4-dial Bottom Combination Locks, min/max
- ****drywall Screws
- Fasteners
- Stock Parts For The Franklin Electric Pumps On The Heat King Heaters.
- Electrical Specialty Equipment
- ****equipment - Pork Chop For Fencing -hot !!!!
- Small Operating Tools, tmp-ev Tape\2-in Thru 2 3/8-in Sockets\rpl-chrgrs
- Ops Joint Compound, Lubricant Restock / Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Tensioner, Banding, 3/4”x.017-.025 Min/max
- Ops Maint Spares Eyewash Parts, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Welding, Protector Throat And Side 3m Speedglass, Jacket Min/max
- Welding Consumables, various Temperature Indicating Crayons, min/max
- Raychem Kits
- Testing And Inspection
- Site Wide Predictive Maintenance / Consumables
- ****ops O-rings****, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Su Filter Element For Bsa Compressors, Vacuum Equipment
- Polaris Parts For Jo-04-911, Stock
- Ops Su Bolts For C3v Fans, Fasteners
- Ops Hydrant Valve Repair / Standpipes, hoses, Reels (fire Protection)
- Ops Su Air Release Valves For Pcw, Valves And Assemblies
- Loctite For Oe Shop Use
- Distributables - 2” Compression Couplings
- Ops Maint Spares, Consumables
- Bernard .030 T-030 Contact Tips, Bernard .030 L2a-25 Liners, Lincoln .030 Kp653
- Ops Su Lubricants For Lfh-manip-00002/00009, Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, chisel/degreaser/heater/lens/pnch/skt/spry Tnk/str/min/max
- Small Operating Tools - 2” Npt Caps - Warehouse Stock
- Operating Handles
- Small Operating Tools - Painting Supplies
- Wacker Compactor Parts
- Ops Desiccant For Bsa-vs1’s, Packaged Units And Modules
- Ops C1v-ahu-00047 Filters P-19-0138 Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Testing Services, Equipment Imada Zta-220 Digital Force Gauge
- Equipment, commercial Grade Upright Bagless Vacuums W/hepa Filters
- Valves - Handwheel
- Ops, Electrical
- Melter Tubing And Inserts
- Conex Unit, 10ft, For Startup Testing
- Replacement Parts For Ez Go Cart
- Replacement Filters For Dyna Pac
- ***ops W50a Toggle Switch F-17-0240/temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Henderson Part For Mhf Salt Spreader
- Volvo Track Hoe Dipstick
- ***ops Su Filter Elements For Ps1, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Ops Loctite Restock / Fuels And Lubricants
- Pressure Instrument
- ***safety, vacuum Filter Complete Assembly***
- Panels, Distribution, Ac Power - Emf Power Distribution Panels
- Ops Never Seez, Heating/power Boilers/steam Generator Packages And Accessories
- Ops T1 Duct Detectors, Fire Detection System
- Ops Su, Valve Packing/valves And Assemblies
- Ops Su Strainer Parts For Pcw-str-00001 Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Ops Su Semi-ann Roof Fans, Grease/Lubricants
- Ops Startup Nld-dpsh-8002, Nld-dpsh-8003, Consumables
- Ops Simulator Hvac, Or Air Filter/treating
- Ops Su Mobilith Shc 460 For Law Lph Turntables P-17-0674 Fuels And Lubricants
- Pumps, Vacuum (new Pump For C3v-fcu-00015)
- Consumables
- Hdk Parts For Jo-06-063, Stock
- Su Ops/ Release Against Boa-mxsm-00001 Mechanical Seals, O-rings, And Gaskets
- Club Car Parts For Stock
- Su Ops - Gear Oil - Release On Lubricants Boa
- Refractory
- **ops Facilities Tubing, Consumables
- **ops T-52 Fps Fittings / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Piping Specialty Items
- Ops Fluke 754, Testing Services, Equipment
- Pipe And Tube Railings -- Ubolts For Handrail Manuf By Imperial Industries.
- Forward/reverse Switch For Ez-go Cart
- Valves, Ball Valve Seal Kits
- Consumables: Chemax Tracit-600a Heat Transfer Mastic
- Parts For Bo-01-003 And Jo-03-026
- Ops - Metal Building Systems
- Office Supplies, clip Board[bpo 00096], min/max
- Lawson Shop Supplies
- Fire Detection System, Surge Protectors, Bases, Hoffman Enclosures
- Chain For Valve Operators
- Bolts, Fasteners For Law Doors (cap Screws, Set Screws, And Bushing)
- Valve, Solenoid, And Misc. In-line Equipment
- Gaskets, Garlock Blue-gard 3000
- Small Operating Tools, 1/2-in X 260-in Teflon Tape, min/max
- Su Pressure Regulators For Pcw-pcv-2201, 2248, 2301, 2401, Pressure Instrument
- Fire-protection Specialties- Fire Extinguisher Cabinets
- Insulation, Equipment: Foster's 95-50
- Instrument Tube And Pipe Fittings And Accessories
- Gaskets: Blue-gard Style 3000(isa-filt-00001a/b)
- Small Operating Tools, 3-in Gauges \putty Knife\shp-vac Bags, min/max
- Heaters, Electric - Emf
- Small Operating Tools, electric Sump Pump W/ 3/4-in Hose, min/max
- Ops Bof Relay Monitor, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Fittings (lph-crn-00002 Components)
- Small Operating Tools, mgnt-eyebolt\insp-mror\wld Pnc\bnd-tool\mant Swpr, min/max
- Fuels And Lubricants (ptj Cameras)
- Fuels And Lubricants (for Dfo-pmp-00002a & 2b For Pwo-18-2174)
- Fuels And Lubricants (bof-nld-str-1,2-3 &6)
- Fuels And Lubricants ((ltr) Refurbishment Of Law Lop)
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Industrial Hygiene- 3m Acoustical Ac-300 Calibrator And Calibrator Adapter
- Fluke Probe 5627a / 6331 Oil Bath Deep Well / M&te Testing Services, Equipment
- Testing And Inspection
- Lever Arm, Limit Switch, Steel Roller, 1.5 Radius, Allen-bradley Part # 802t-w7a
- Racor Fuel Filter For Stock
- Small Operating Tools, Level, Programmer, Oem, Curtis, Handheld, #1313-4331
- Testing Services, Equipment Start Up Aegis Part #svp-kit-9100mb
- Fire Detection System
- Ops Resistor, Electrical
- Wacker Clutch Part
Model: Bs60-4 Serial: 5490331
- Ops Su Keystone Valve For Pv-pcw-v-12219/valves
- Rel On Boa Mxsm-00001 Seals, Mechanical
- Ops Su Lubes For Lph-doors, Fuels And Lubricants
- Seals, Mechanical (dfo-pmp-00002a & 2b, For Pwo-18-2174)
- Ops Su Pressure Gauges For Lab (rld; Valve, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Caterpillar Radiator & Hydraulic Cooler
Model# TI1055c
Serial# Kde01417
- Cable, Programming Pendant, 8m, Cbl-xr0005-1, Motoman Part # 142313-1
- Material For Completion Of Leh-crn-00003
- Equipment - Bpop Label Machine Vinyle Tape
- Ops Su Orings For Sdj-rx, Seals, Mechanical
- Pcw-"rs3"msof-pcw-b-01 -pcw-b-02 Pumps, Water Distribution
- Priority-1 Ops Bsa-adbr-00001 Catalyst And Activated Carbon P-18-0829
- Small Operating Tools, Set, Socket,bit,3/8in Drive, slotted & Philips, long
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Spot Check Skl-sp1/sp2 For Leak Detection
- Pressure Instrument
- Stock Napa Filters
- Alkaline Wax Stripper Cortec Vpci 414/ Consumables
- Ops-su Wo: Pwo-18-2490 & Pwo-18-2473, Pressure Transmitters
- Ops Wo: Pwo-18-2620; Seat & Seal Kit, Gasket, Gaskets Boa Release, Su-rl Pr-1
- Instrument Tube And Pipe Fittings And Accessories
- Su Ops Law-bsa-filt/hvac Or Air Filter/treatment
- Refrigerant Piping (cdg-rfu-00001)
- Pressure Instrument (pressure Differential Gague For Pwo-18-1346)
- Ops Fittings, Consumables
- Fire Detection System Panel Batteries. See Instructions To Buyer For Details.
- Quincy Parts For Jo-17-009
- Parts For Scotchman Ironworker 6509-24
- Ops Cargo Container, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Pcw Eng Spares, Cooling Towers, Mechanical Draft
- Small Operating Tools, Vaughn Waffle Head Hammer, min/max
- Ops Fittings, Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, Hilti Stand-up Powder Actuated Tool
- Napa Consumables For Construction Equipment
- Hdk Parts For Jo-06-076,06-066, Stock
- Gaskets, Wesp Vessels, Epdm
- Ezgo Parts For Jo-06-031, Stock
- Small Operating Tools, Abrasive, Bristle Disc, Bag, blade, Bandsaw, Min/max
- Del City Fuses, Bulk Consumables For Construction Equipment
- Panel C5v-encl-00064 Has Damaged Air Velocity Transducer.
- Small Operating Tools, snap-on Tools For The Oe Shop
- Small Operating Tools, 3-1/4 X 6-inch Cylinder Status Tags, min/max
- Fittings For Lfp-pmp-00015 Yv-2203a/b
- Ops - Control Station / Door Dm1 @ T-15 / Facility Services
- Equipment - Steel Concrete Washout Pan
- Assorted Cam And Groove Type Fittings For Startup Temporary Use.
- ***welding, Consumables, Yellow Canvas Umbrellas, Min/max***
- Small Operating Tools, bit Buddies\pocket Cbl Strpr\degreaser, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Lens Cover For Papr, Vacuum, Wet Min/max
- Ez-go Parts For Stock
- Environmental Consumables- Battery Buckets
- Fiber Machine Calibration-model # Ofs-920 (precision Rated Optics) Splicer
- Doppler Ultrasonic Flow Meter, Backflow Preventer Test Kit And 5 Gal Bucket
- Distributables, 12 X 12 Cool White Imperial Texture Tile Flooring
- Consumables(general Permanent Plant Use)
- Humidifiers(solenoid Valve And Coil Model)
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-026
- Butterfly Valve 6 Inch Pvc
- Bof Nld Powerhouse Slab 2-step Crossover (erectastep)
- Services, Janitorial, Door Barricade Sign (closed For Cleaning)
- ***ops Hot***drier, Liquid Line, Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, sanitaire Backpack Vac's & Accessories
- Consumables: Chemax Tracit 600a Heat Transfer Mastic
- Water Tank, Hoses & Fittings For Dow Testing In Bldg 86
- Ops Su Pressure Gauge For Gfr-pi-7738a, Gfr-pi-7738b Startup Spare Parts
- Myers Pump For Large Waterpump
- Identification Tag/name Plate For Gfr-tk-00011 Door
- C1v Fuels And Lubricants
- ***small Operating Tools - Dehumidifier
- *** ops - Filters / Hvac Maintenance / Restock
- Ops Camera, Equipment
- Snap On Qd1r50 10-50 In Lbtorque Wrenches
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous Consumables, Min/max
- Test Cylinder Containers
- Small Operating Tools, Tool Tray For Genie Lifts
- Small Operating Tools, Replacement Arbor #70500-75 For Unit 75-500 22"drill Pre
- Small Operating Tools, Undercut Tool, Min/max
- Ops Wall Mounted Heat Pumps Restock, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Ops - Books / Reference Manuals For Backflow Assemblies
- Parker Hydraulic Fittings For Stock
- Wood Lag Bolts & Simpson Strong Ties
- ***ops Su Bldg 82 Chillers, Fuels And Lubricants
- Round-up Weed Killer
- Remediation, Chemical, Oil And Liquid Spills
- Portable Generator, Compressors And Oil Conditioning Unit For Startup.
- ***ops Su Temp Mod Nld-pmp-00029, Consumables
- ***fasteners,0.27 Cal. Hilti Red Booster Shot Strip Cartridge***
- Parts For W.f. Wells Band Saw Model L-10
Ops Cargo Containers, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Movincool Hvac Spares / Operational Spare Parts
- Small Operating Tools, nozzle, Garden Hose Pistol, -min/max
- Cutting Blade For Hose Cutting Machine Hose Room
- Minky Rope Reels For Lube Pit
- Area Ops, For Refrigerant Storge, Storage Shelving, Metal,
- Ops Emerson Field Communicator M&te / Testing Services, Equipment
- Small Operating Tools, Klein, 86125 Measure Tape
- Ops, Fan Motor, Facsv, Metal Building Systems
- Caterpillar Filters For Stock
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Radiation Instrument Cable
- Communications Equipment - Adapter Plate For Cisco Phone Wall-mount Kit
- Advance Floor Scrubber Parts For Wtp 36999
- Safety Consumables, antifog Lens Wipes, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 16oz Tapping Oil, min/max
- Safety Consumables, ergo Mats
- Cox Reels Water Reel For Jo-03-011 Water Truck
- Communications Equipment
- Gaskets For Melter Glass Pour Seal Head
- Inlet Screen, Fans/blowers, Centrifugal, General Purpose And Hvac
- Distributables-boot Brush
- Small Operating Tools, Cold Glv Spray Paint, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, mag Pick-up Tool\Insp Mirror, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, oscillating Tool Kit\Putty Knife, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, nibbler And Plunge Blades, min/max
- Gaskets, Spiral Wound, (su-qdp16)
- Small Operating Tools, milwaukee Die Grinder Collet, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, locking Vise Grip Pliers, min/max
- Equipment - Misc. Endless's And Rigging To Fill Min/max
- Testing Services, Equipment Start Up Replacement/spares For Fuji Flow Meters
- Small Operating Tools, Socket, 7 Pc 3/8" Drive Extra Long, - Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, flexible Vinyl Round Caps
- Small Operating Tools, drill Doctor Bit Sharpening Machines
- Restock Operations Duralabel Arc Flash Warning / Consumables
- ***small Operating Tools, replacement Parts For Esab Pt-38***
- Polaris Parts For Stock.
- ***welding, Consumables, Autodark Replacement Weld Lenses, min/max***
- Tri-tool Bits - Bitt170, Bitt169, Bitt428, Bitt158
- Ops Eng Spare-lab-me, Spare Parts Consumables
- #7 Pipe Thread Sealant, 1 Pt., Black (grainger)
- ***ops Su Pressure Indicator For Scw-pdi-8398 And Startup Spare Parts
- Small Operating Tools, Bender, Tube, Square, Combination, Cutter Pipe
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Tip, #2 Phillips, Grabber -min/max
- Industrial Upright Vacuum, Bagless
- Equipment...min/max Order On Slings

OPSMOVINOOLHVACSPARES/OPERATIONALSPAREPARTS

SMALEQUIPMENT

MEASUREMENTS

COMMUNICATIONS

GASKETS

INLEYSCREENSANDFANS/BLowers

DISTRIBUTABLES

TOOLSSMALL

MISCENDLESSSANDRIGGINGTOFILLMIN/MAX

TESTINGSERVICESANDEQUIPMENTSTARTUPREPLACEMENT/SPARESFORFUJIFLOWMETERS

SMALLEQUIPMENT

WELDINGCONSUMABLES

TRITOOLBITS

PIPETHREADSEALANT

OTHERSMALLPARTSANDMISC
- Ops Lab Chw Eng Spares, Valves
- Instrument Tubing And Tube Bundles
- Ops Hoses For Fire Pumps, Pumps, Water Distribution
- Ops Su Dlg 83 Pcw Sightglass, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Sling Backpack For Crane Mechanics.
- Ops Bof Gaskets, Pumps, Water Distribution
- ***small Operating Tools, Hepa Filter W/ Hardware, Micron Cloth Filter***
- Ops Backflow Test Kits, Testing Services, Equipment
- Electrical High Voltage Danger Signs
- Dresser Parts For Jo-11-018 Road Grader
- Fillet Weld Gage - 9/16" Fillet Weld Size
- Lrh Eyebolts And Gearbox Breathers
- Ops Bof Maint Spares, Valves
- Ops - Pressure Gauge, Gloves, Vise, Etc. / Training And Procedures
- Gaskets(diw-tk-00003, Lmp-mps-00001/2/3/4 And Lmp-lmdb-00001/2)
- High Temperature Wire Markers
- Panels, Distribution, Ac Power - Door Latch Lve-ats-20301
- Dimineralized Water For Testing
- Lube Consumables For Construction Equipment
- Ezgo Parts For Golf Carts Stock
- ***ops Su Relays For Pcw-mstr-00005b, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Bldg 91, 87, T52, T01 Hvac Belts Restock Consumables
- Alimek Hek Parts For Jo-54-206. Pt Material Elevator
- 1" Foam Insulation Sheet, 36" By 48"
- Small Operating Tools, 6 X 1/2-in And 6 X 3/4-in Starrett Steel Rules
- Alimak/hek Part For Jo-54-205/pt Elevator
- ***ops Su Manway Gaskets For Su Bldg 82 Air Dryers
- Small Operating Tools, 3/4-in X 0.17-0.25 Banding Tensioner, Min/max
- Lfh Glove Box Locking Rings
- Club Cart Parts For Jo-06-089
- Consumables-warehouse Pipe Caps, Plugs, Flange Protectors
- Lp Tank Blankets
- Small Operating Tools, 50' Extension Cord,min/max
- Equipment And Large Tools, Platform Carts
- Fasteners (turnbuckle Per Cdr-con-15-0344)
- Equipment,standard Adjustable Creeper For Law Melter Work
- Small Operating Tools, Snow Shovels & Sump Pump,min/max
- Club Car Golf Cart Parts For Stock
- E- Stop And Type 2 Surge Protection Plug
- Hdck Golf Cart Parts For Stock
- Small Operating Tools, Blade, Bandsaw, Bender, Tube, 1/2" Roll Die, Min/max
- Pipe And Fittings - Pvc For Law Pcw
- Ops Su, Mechanical Seals, O-rings
- Consumables(threadlocker)
- Ops Lab-pv-fpw-av-13582, 13586 Seals, Mechanical
- Lock, Master, Black, Keyed, Wide Covered, #311ka
- Gaskets (law Melter Neoprene And Loctite)
- Ductwork, Non-process - Iron Grip 601 High Velocity Duct Sealant
- Hydraulic Pump For Mud Hogg Jo-55-655 In Law
- Ops Su Lmp Heat Exchanger Gaskets P-18-1126
- Small Operating Tools, Lbl Wall Tools, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Bostitch P6c-8 Stapler
- Electrical- 800h-n140 Locking Cover
- Ops Su Lab C2v Air Handling Unit, Sealant
- Small Operating Tools, Magnetic Pick Up Tools, Min/max
- Ops Su Gfr-filt's Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- B87 Current Transformer Replacement - Mve-swgr-87003a-a1 B-phase Primary
- Ops Su Sightglass, Level Gauge, Valves And Valve Parts
- Ops Conductivity - Water Reorder / Consumables
- Ops Law C1v Acu Mesh Filters 16x1x30 P-18-1810 Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Ops Su Lube For Lfh-trly-00001,00005, 00008, 00015 ,fuels And Lubricants
- Dehumidifiers For Law
- Small Operating Tools,sockets\6-in Adj Wrenches\3-in Combo Wrench,min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Red And Blue Coding Tape, Min/max
- Napa Filter Stock Order
- Small Operating Tools,male Qck Conn Plug\isopr Alc\degrsr, Min/max
- Ops Pva-cmp-00002 Pumps Pump Vanes
- Napa 22” Wiper Blades
- Expansion Joint System For Concrete Joints
- Control Panel And Instruments Panels, Local And Control Room
- Dayton Line Volt Mechanical Tstat Model 2e816 Thermostats
- Battery Charger For Club Car. None In Stock
- Hdk Parts For Stock.
- ***ops B84a/b84b Exhaust Fan Belts P-16-1137 Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Ops Maint Spares, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Misc Hvac & Fountain Fittings Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Gfr Puffer Spares, Pressure Regulator
- Ops Su Wo: Pwo-cmnt-18-2208, Flow Switch Assembly
- Hdk Golf Cart Parts For Stock
- Small Operating Tools, Orbiter Drive Pad Block For Oreck
- Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies, Inventory Re-order (min/max)
- Frost Fighter Parts
- Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies, (start Up, Omega Cable, Cal & Test)
- ***welding, Miller Wireless Foot Pedals, Weld Hods
- Heat King Parts For Glyco Heaters.
- Ops Su Wo P-18-2318, Actuator, Pneumatic, Stainless, Spring Return
- Testing Services, Equipment; Cdi 2800-1 Multitest Motorized System
- ***(sds/nrtl) Small Operating Tools, 3 Beam Laser And Tripod
- *****ultimate Hopper Model 4t-1/4-410 1-1/2 Cu Yd
- Compressors, Vacuum Equipment
- Common Stocked Chemicals
- ***ops Drinking Fountain Fittings / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Operational And Startup Spare Parts
Bldg 82, Nld, Pwo-cmnt-18-2225
- Small Operating Tools, 10
- Ops Su Valves For Gfr Puffers, Valves And Assemblies
- Welding, Consumables, Q-guns\weld Jckt\ylr Cnvs Umbrella, Min/max
- Hose And Tubing, For Nld Law
- Small Operating Tools,bnd-sw Bld\cord Hk\qk Lnk\vac Fltrs\lub Grs,min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Bag, Dust, High-efficiency, 12 To 16 Min/max
- Welding, Consumables, Speedglass Hoods 8/15/18 Min/max
- Distributables
- Fuels And Lubricants (lfh-doors-2,9,10,11,14,18) Boa Release For Uc41-00001
- Equipment,industrial Upright Vacuum, Bagless(uh72400)
- ****equipment - Oem Part For Durabase Mats
- Small Operating Tools, Fiber Cleaver, Precision Diamond, #fbc-006
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Ford Parts For Bo-02-001
- Fuel Pump For Gas Caddy
- Replacement Parts For Hdk Personnel Cart
- Honda Parts For Small Engines
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Tool, Bevel, 37.5 Deg, For 204b, Tri 99-3712 Min/max
- Hdk Club Car Solenoids For Stock
- Ops - Digital Multimeter Kit / Training & Procedures
- Ops - Install Additional Receptacles / T-52 Warehouse
- Ops - Solenoid Valves / Facility Services / Re-stock
- Thermocouple Insulators
- Ops Horn Strobe, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Boa Scr-mxsm-00001 Gaskets For Steam Traps Lab, Law, Bof
- Testing And Inspection
- Endless Nylon Straps For Stock / Ron Workman
- Belts Part # 92283-17 For The Honeycombe Dehumidifier Model # Hcd-4500-dga-sfs
- Volvo Front Windsheild *asap*
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Holder, Nozzle, Garden,cutter Carbide, Min/max
- Wacker Parts For Jo-13-030.
- Quincy Parts For Jo-17-009
- Valves - Gate, Globe, Check - Cast Carbon Steel
- *****high Traffic-scraping & Drying Mats
- Small Operating Tools, Drill, Cordless 18 Volt, Compact Drive Milw, Min/max
- *** Ops - Pressure Module / Nld Instrumentation
- Small Operating Tools,roller, Cabinet, Red, 6 Drawer, 36 In, # H36tr6ler
- Ops Training Handbooks, Training
- ***small Operating Tools, 33 Piece Screwdriver Bit Set***
- ***small Operating Tools, Akro Containers***
- Ops Exercise Guides, Training
- Hdk Rear Fender Parts
- * Level Alarm Parts For T-83
- Blade For Hose Cutter In Shop Hose Room
- Heating/power Boilers/steam Generator Packages And Accessories
- Club Car Parts For Stock
- Gypsum Board Assemblies
- Wood Deck Screws
- (sds/electrical) Small Operating Tools - Lift Table
- Small Operating Tools,magn Tool Pickup,min/max
- Seals, Mechanical
- Strainers, Conical, For Law Shr System
- Ops Laser Labeler Parts, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Rounding, Over, 3/4, 1/2"radius, Freud, 34-126
- ***Ops - Condenser Fan Motors / Mob-100-4, Etc. / Facility Services
- ****ops Distilled Water****, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- ***small Operating Tools, Hilti X-76-f-n15 Fastener Guides***
- Small Operating Tools,halogen Lamp-16gal Shop Vac,min/max
- Priority-1 Start Up Restraint Lubricants
- Key Switches For Stock On Hdk Carts
- Alimak Hek Parts For Jo-54-206
- Boot Scraper-uline
- Stock Sullair Oil Filters
- Electronic Field Instruments, H2s Sensor And Test Kit
- Ops Maintenance Conexes / Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Wacker Parts For Stock.
- Small Operating Tools, Wire Brush/triangle File,min/max
- ****ops Loto Locking Devices****, Safety Consumables
- Small Operating Tools,10 X 10 Hi-visibility Orange Canopy Walls W/refl-tape
- Kroy List PcW
- Filters, Pressure
- Law Architectural Signage - Replacement Signs
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- ***ops, Hose 2" X 2-1/2" Lg***, Pumps, Water Distribution
- Small Operating Tools, Tri Tool Bits
- Hdk Golf Cart Parts For Stock
- Western Parts For Snow Plows
- Camera
- Valves - Bonney Forge Gaskets And Packings
- Trilogy T2 Dl2700wp Battery Powered Single Latch Lock
- Reflective Tape For Lsh-crnc-00011/12
- Automatic Bulk Fuel Nozzle For Stock For Fuel Truck
- Small Operating Tools, Painters Tape\spackle\4-in Paint Rllr Cvr\s, For Painters
- Parts For Jo-11-024
- Shop Supplies
- Architectural Specialties
- Law Architectural Signage - New Signs
- Ops Su O-rings For Gfr Silo Testing Filters P-18-2315 Seals, Mechanical
- Alimak Parts For Jo-54-205, 54-206
- ****ops Harness For Fire Pump A****, Pumps, Water Distribution
- ****parts For Western Salt Spreader***
- Ops Su Expansion Joints For PcW Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Fj-21p, Plastic Combination Model C Filter Holder 2.0" Particulate-3/8" Fnpt
- Stock Parker Hydraulic Fittings
- Small Operating Tools, Cyl Status Tags, min/max
- Ops Sink Parts Restock / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Pumps (replacement Parts For Law Pumps)
- Release On Boa-mxsm-00001
- Bench Grinder
- Hdk Parts
- B86 Duct Detector And Acc
- Transmitters - Ph And Conductivity
- Area Ops T33 Warehouse, Equipment
- Loading Dock Equipment
- Welding, Consumables 9/10/18 Min/max
- Wacker Compactors Parts For Stock
- Coatings And Painting, Piping
- Volvo Parts For Jo-11-001
- Pipe, Fittings And Flanges - Carbon Steel
- Gaskets (lcp-vs\l-00001/2 & Lfp-vs\l-00001/2/3/4)
- Testing And Inspection
- Equipment - Brake Clean For Hoist Maint.
- Wing Nut Expansion Plugs For Tubing
- GeSr489 Relay For Mve-pnl-87004 - Required For Cdr 14-0262 Disp.#650
- Bolts, Fasteners (asx-smplr-00012/13, Isa-skid-00001, And Other Law Fasteners)
- Services, Janitorial, Pure Rejuvenator Cleaner And Restorer
- Ops Su Gasket Mounting For Gfr-psv, Seals, Mechanical
- Small Operating Tools, #5 And #7 Hrc 500 Thread Chasers
- Small Operating Tools, Ams Cable Stripper For Evaluation
- Small Operating Tools, Brwn Code Tape\hi-temp Tape\teflon Tape, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Makita 4 X 24 Electric Belt Sander, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Led Corn Light For Wobble Lights
- Small Operating Tools, Ground Rod Driver, 1-1/4 X 6", Rod Size 3/4"
- Bonnet Gaskets
- Cellular Radio Pager Antenna And Associated Accessories
- Ops Dow-bfp-00001/00002 Test Cock P-18-1674 Valves And Assemblies
- Ops Su Pressure/temperature Indicator
- Fans/blowers, Centrifugal (c5v-fan-00005a/b Couplings)
- Small Operating Tools,light Bulbs And Task Lights,min/max
- Enclosure Key - Sz 2532.000 Rittal Security Lock 3524 E
- Fasteners, 0.27 Caliber Red Booster Shot Strip Cartridge, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Shear Blades
- Safety Consumables, Reliance Scaffold Anchor Sling, Min/max
- Welding, Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, Ridgid Hepa Filter, Min/max
- Ops - Window Air Conditioners / Restock
- Headlights For Heavy Trucks
- ***ops Spark Pens / Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Small Operating Tools, Hand Rotary Drum Pump, Min/max
- *** Valve, Rotary Control
- Hand Held Horns
- Ops Dow-htr-00037 Thermometer Replacement Temperature Instrument
- Parker Hose For Construction Equipment.
- Ops Su Fitings Instrument Tube And Pipe Fittings And Accessories.
- Essick Air Ea-1201 Whole House Digital Humidifier And Accessories.
- Testing Equipment - Portable Hardness Test Block
- Ops Loctite, Fuels And Lubricants
- Ops Facilities Dampers Restock / Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- ***ops Su Gasket For Scw-dea-00001 Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Valves Vent Plug
- Testing Services, Equipment Starrett Compact Hardness Tester, Model 3811a
- Tools, Under $1,000
- ***ops Su Gauge For Psa-pi-8142, Psa-pi-8107 Startup Spare Parts
- Equipment,industrial Upright Vacuum, Bagless(uh72400)
- Ops, Vacuum Pump Oil, Fuels And Lubricants
- Testing Services, Equipment Swagelok Fitting For M&te
- Advance Floor Scrubber Parts For Wtp-14701
- Ops - Lubricants, Etc. / Restock
- Valves, Ball - Soft Seated
- Services, Janitorial,3m White Polish/stripping Pad
- *** Hot - Piping Weathercap Valve Protection For Amr-b-01
- Volvo Parts For Jo-11-010.
- Replacement Handles For Refrigerators
- Metal Tags For Key Box
- Ops - Oilers / Scw-pmp-00008a, Etc. / Bof
- Ops Su Valve For Gfr-psv, Valve, Relief
- Replacement Gfr-yy-2109/2179. Gfr-l-01
- ***safety Consumables,python Safety Items***
- Services, Janitorial,17-inch White Polishing Pad
- Cable Reel Parts
- Bulk Materials (melter 1 And 2 Bubbler Parts)
- Pto Belt For Site Lawn Mowers Jo-55-324/325
- Zebra Labels
- Arch.- Wall Base Adhesive
- Nondestructive Examination And Other Testing
- *** Gfr-yy-8350 Solenoid Valve Parts
- Parts For Fuel Caddy
- Services, Janitorial,paper Towel Dispenser
- Ops Pcw-mtr-00005a/b/c Motor Lock Plates Motors
- Ops Su Bladder For Bof Bladder For Bldg. 82, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Small Operating Tools,pelican 1900 Flashlight,min/max
- Ezgo Golf Cart Parts For Stock
- T52 Paint Markers Working Stock
- Distributables-Flagpole Halyard Kits
- Ops Su Chw-mtr-00004a/b Mobil Polyrex Em P-18-1914 Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Painters Supplies
- Industrial Hygiene - Purchase Of Sensors For Gas Meters
- Filters For Construction Equipment
- Ops Su C2v Sri Grease 2 Lubricant P-17-1681
- Part For Welder
- ***Small Operating Tools, 6 X 3/4-inch Starrett 4r Graduations Steel Rule***
- Blast Media Vitro Grit Hlw
- ***Ops Su Bldg 82 Chw-sp-00110 P-17-0103
- ***Small Operating Tools, Fluke Ts100 W/ Accessories\Kevlar Snips***
- Hdk Parts For Jo-06-072, 06-059, Stock
- Ops Fsw Fire Pump Maintenance / Consumables
- Commerical Hinges
- Bof Tanks, Field-erected And Psa Air Compressor Sound Blankets Repair Material
- Small Operating Tools, Bucket, Plastic, 1 Gallon, White, 5 Gal Min/max
- Steel Tee Hinge, Galvanized Finish, Steel Pin Material, 2 Pk
- Gaskets
- Ops Mob060-1, Mob060-2 Air Filters F-18-0027
- Small Operating Tools, Proto 1/4-in F X 3/8-in M Sckt Wrench Adapter, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Cylinder Status Tags, Min/max
- Insulation, Equipment, Insultech, Acoustic Blanket For Psa-cmp-00001
- Scw-dea-00001 And Scw-tk-00001 Manway Gaskets
- Ops - Scroll Compressor / Restock / Facility Services
- ***Ops Maint Spares For Simulator C1v-acu-00006 / HVAC Or Air Filter/treating
- Ops Binoculars, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ezgo Parts For Jo-06-032.
- Release On 24590-cm-scr-mxsm-0001 Boa Ops Hps-b-01 Gaskets
- Pro-fusion Tungsten Grinding Wheels For Sharpshooter Tungsten Grinder
- Small Operating Tools, Sockets, Min/max
- Testing Services, Equipment Badger RCDL Disc Flowmeter
- Ops Su Scw-tk-00002 Surge Tank Gaskets Spares
- ***Small Operating Tools, Greenlee 540-24 Fish Stix Reach Pole***
- Parker Hydraulic Fittings For Construction Bulks
- ***Ops Blue-gard Gasket Fsv-v-00032 P-17-1062 / Consumables
- Document Holder
- Electrical, Cable Pull Stop Switch
- ***Su Bldg. 83s Aif Filter For C1v-lvr-00006
- ***Ops Su Law C1v Humidifier Probe Tool/construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- ***Ops Su Pcw-v-12270 Replacement / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Electrical Bulks For B84 Nec Items
- Club Car Part For Stock
- Landa Parts For Jo-55-669, Stock.
- Fender
- Valves
- Jatco Containers
- Safety Consumables, anti-fatigue Mat, --> randy Reinisch
- Coatings And Painting, Piping
- Hdk Parts For Jo-06-067, 06-074, Stock
- *** True Refrigerator Motor
- Fuels And Lubricants (restock)
- Small Operating Tools, Hand Pumps, Test Hoses
- Temporary Buildings, Conex (su-qdp16)
- T-06 Door Chime / Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Architectural-caulk & Sealants, Lab Wg-17844
- Small Operating Tools, Scanner Batt Chgr & Accessories
- Decking Screws.
- Small Operating Tools, - Grinder, Bits, Buckets - Min/max
- Cat 140 Door Glass
- Construction Sealants And Backer Rods For Civil
- Equipment *** Special Size Swivel Hoist Ring For Pump
- Fire Detection System, Chassis Components And Batteries
- Eagle Performance Charger For Hdk Golf Carts

Technical and Field Engineering, Inc. (TFE)
5220 Woodside Executive Court, Aiken, SC 29803
(803) 642-9998
- Professional Services - Lbl Commissioning, Readiness Review And Early Operations

TECHNOLOGY EXPRESS, INC.
22122 20th Ave SE, Bothell, WA 98021
(425) 806-8888
- Law Standby Control Room Equipment

TELEDYNE INSTRUMENTS, INC.
110 LOWELL RD, Hudson, NH 03051

- Mercury Analyzer Service Agreement / Services

TELERIK INC.
201 Jones Rd, WALTHAM, MA 02451
(888) 365-2779
- Asp.net Ajax Professional Developer License

TEST EQUIPMENT DEPOT
99, Washington Street, Melrose, MA MA 02
(781) 665-1400
- Testing Services, Equipment Start Up
- Testing Services, Equipment Start Up Fluke Accessories For 430 Series Analyzers
- Fluke 750p30 / Testing Services, Equipment
TESTAMERICA LABORATORIES, INC.
5815 Middlebrook Pike, Knoxville, TN 37921
(865) 291-3000
- Analysis, Monitoring And Testing

THE FREGOLLE GROUP INC
6351 WILSHIRE BLVD # 2, LOS ANGELES, CA 90046
(323) 939-0900
- Awards, Safety - Polo Shirts, Insulated Cooler, Etc. - Special Order

The Mathworks, Inc.
3 APPLE HILL DRIVE, NATICK, MA 01760
(508) 647-7121
- Matlab R2013a Or R2013b.

THE NEW YORK BLOWER COMPANY
7660 S Quincy Street, Willowbrook, IL 60527
(630) 794-5700
- Services Of New York Blower Technical Representative

The Sherwin-Williams Company
2100 Keene Road, Richland, WA WA
99352
- Paint Supplies - Brown Cove Base / Paint
- Green Paint
- Pail Liners
- Coatings And Painting, Piping
- Ops Green-byte, Consumables

THERMAL SUPPLY, INC
6423 West Deschutes, Kennewick, WA 99336
(509) 783-0140
- Ops - Misc. Hvac Parts / Bldg. T-11 / Facility Services

Thermal Supply, Inc.
6423 W Deschutes Ave, St A, Kennewick, WA 99336
(509) 783-0140
- ***ops, Lab Refrigerant, Fuels And Lubricants
- *** Ops - Heat Pump, Wall Mounted / Bldg. T-02 / Facility Services
- Fan Motor For Freezer
- *** Ops - Refrigerant Recovery Machine, Etc. / Facility Services
THERMO KING NORTHWEST, INC.
3235 NE AVE, FAIRVIEW, OR 97024
(503) 907-1120
- Ops Golf Carts, Equipment
- Purchase New Golf Carts For Start Up
- Ops Materials Golf Cart, Equipment
- Ops - Club Car Carryall 500 Utility Golf Cart With 900 Lb. Towing "or Equal"

THERMO SCIENTIFIC PORTABLE ANALYTICS INSTRUMENTS INC
2 Radcliff Rd, Tewksbury, MA 01876
(978) 657-5555
- Testing Services, Maintenance Of Niton Lxt 898, Serial # 6923
- Analytical Instrument - X-ray Fluorescence Alloy Analyzer
- Perform Annual Maintenance On Niton Xlt 898, Serial 6935
- Testing Services, Maintenance Of Niton Lxt 898, Serial # 6935
- Diesel Exhaust Fluid For Dodge Tire Truck
- Tune Up Parts For Bo-02-012.
- Napa Parts For Bo-02-014.
- Filters For Construction Equipment.
- For Shipping Purposes To Return Oe Jump Starter
- Def Fluid For Construction Equipment
- Lof - Consumable - Min/max
- Parts - Club Car - Consumable - Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 1 Gal & 5 Gal Plastic Buckets, min/max
- Ford Parts For Bo-02-001
- Parts - Napa - Consumables - Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, 1 Qt Acetone's\16oz Tapping Oils, min/max
- Parts - Ezgo - Consumable - Min/max
- Parts - Napa - Repairs
- Parts - Wacker - Consumable - Min/max
- Snow Brushes For The Skid Steer
- Napa Parts For Stock
- Peak Exhaust Fluid For Construction Equipment
- Diesel Fuel Additive
- Parts - Napa - Consumable - Min/max
- Parts - Wacker - Repairs
- ***lof - Consumables - Min/max
- Parts For Bo-01-003
- Volvo Parts For Stock.
- Caterpillar Part For Jo-15-034
- Spark Plugs For Small Engines
- Parts - Napa - Tool
- Parts - Napa - Consumables - Min/max
- Napa Consumables For Construction Equipment
- Pilot Vehicle Setup
- Parts For Bo-01-003. Batteries For Stock
- Napa Consumable Parts For Construction Equipment
- Small Operating Tools, Jack, Floor, 22 Ton, Napa, #nle7913001
- Magnaflux Cleaner For Crack Spot Check Kit
- Small Operating Tools, Digital Battery Load Tester, Oe Shop
- Equipment, snap-on Standard Adjustable Creeper For Bof Pf's
- Parts - Napa - Repairs
- Ops, Oil, Grease, Fuels And Lubricants
- Ford Parts For Bo-02-014
- Napa Filters And A/c Parts & Accessories
- Fuel Hose For Stock
- Parts - Club Car - Repairs
- Parts - Napa - Consumables - Min/max
- Napa Filters For Construction Equipment.
- Seal Rings For A/c Gauges
- Parts For Bo-02-014.
- Parts - Napa - Battery's - Min/max
- Parts - Club Car - Consumable - Min/max
- Napa Part For Mhf Lube Skid And Consumables.
- Parts For Bo-02-012.
- Alternator For Bo-02-009.
- Blower Motor For Bo-01-003
Vin# 2fafp74w82x108518
- Lube Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Parts - Napa - Consumable - Min/max
- Napa A/c And Consumable Parts For Construction Equipment.
- Napa Parts For Construction Equipment A/c Repair
- Wide Tire Test Tank
- Napa Batteries For Stock.
- Ford Parts For Bo-02-010, Bo-02-014, Bo-02-007
- Parts - Napa - Consumables - Min/max
- Seat Covers For Dodge 1500
- Napa Consumables For Construction Equipment
- Parts - Ford - Repairs
- Parts For Ford Expedition Bo-02-010 ***
- Shop Aerosols
- Liftgate For Is&t Cargo Van
- Bulk Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Filters, Consumable For Construction Equipment.
- Parts - Napa - Consumable - Min/max
- Lof - Bostik Never Seez - Consumable - Min/max
- Hose Reel For Mhf Oe Shop
- Parts - Napa - Repairs
- Napa Parts A/c Supplies And Filters For Construction Equipment
- Napa Consumables For Construction Equipment
- Napa Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Fuel Pump For Bo-02-015 For Medical
- Napa Consumables For Construction Equipment
- Kobota Part For Jo-52-001
- Part For Bo-01-001
- Napa Parts For Construction Equipment
- Parts - Napa - Stock Items
- Napa Filters For Consumable Stock
- Parts - Napa - Consumables - Min/max
- Lof - Consumables - Min/max
- Parts - Napa - Consumable - Min/max
- Caterpillar Parts For Jo-15-035, 15-034, 11-024, Stock
- Parts - Caterpillar - Tools
- Parts - Club Car - Repairs
- Parts - Napa - Tool - Min/max
- Part For Bo-02-014
- Parts - Napa - Consumable
- Stihl Parts For Stock
- Napa Filters For Construction Equipment.
- Mbw Parts For Jo-55-104
- Ford Parts For Jo-03-026
- Filters For Equipment
- Shop And Maintenance Equipment, Napa Cherry Picker, Oe Shop
- Caterpillar Oil Filters For Sullair Air Compressors
- Parts - Napa - Battery - Consumable
- ***small Operating Tools, Battery Jump Starter***
- Ford Part For Bo-02-007.
- Parts - Club Car - Repairs
- Parts - Club Car - Consumable - Repairs
- Parts - Napa - Consumable - Min/max
- Lube Consumables For Construction Equipment
- Napa Consumables Or Construction Equipment
- Ford Parts For Bo-02-015
- Batteries For Equipment
- Wiper Blades For Equipment
- Napa Parts For Jo-55-013, Stock
- Taillamp For Ford Expedition Bo-02-007
- Battery For Carry Deck Jo-14-043
- Biocide Consumable For Diesel Fuel Tanks
- Ops, Oil, Anti Seize, Fuels And Lubricants
- Napa Consumables For Construction Equipment
- Napa Part For Construction Equipment
- Floor Mates For Trucks And Squeegees To Clean Windows
- Napa Filters And Consumables For Construction Equipment
- Napa Consumables For Construction Equipment
- Napa Parts For Fuel Nozzles On Fuel Truck And Tanks
- Napa Consumable Parts For Construction Equipment
- Napa Filters For Equipment
- Napa Filters For Construction Equipment
- Napa Barrels For Construction Equipment
- Napa Parts For Diesel Heaters.
- Heat Wagon Parts For Diesel Heaters.
- Daewoo Parts For Jo-15-006.
- Caterpillar Parts For Jo-11-024
- Caterpillar Filters For Consumable Stock
- Cheveron Grease Bulk Consumables For Construction Equipment
- Headlight Bulbs For Hdk Golf Carts
- Parts - Schmidt - Repairs
- Ops C1v-acu-00032 Hvac Parts Or Air Filter/treating
- Ford Parts For Bo-02-010.
- Small Operating Tools, Diesel Filter Wrench, Oe Shop
- Parts - Wacker - Repairs
- Parts - Napa - Consumables - Min/max
- A/c Orings For Stock. All Napa Part Numbers
- Parts - Napa - Consumerable - Repairs
- Parts - Napa - Consumerable - Min/max
- Ford Parts For Bo-02-012.
- Napa Parts For Stock
- Napa Consumables For Construction Equipment
- Def Exhaust Fluid For Construction Equipment In A 55 Gallon Drum
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-026/jo-06-042
- Small Operating Tools,flanges/recharge-batt/batt Chrgr,min/max
- Caterpillar Parts For Jo-15-037.
- Napa Parts For Construction Equipment.
- Sullair Hose For Jo-17-017.
- Parts - Odyssey - Repairs
- Batteries For Small Engine Stuff
- Napa Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Napa Parts For Bo-02-010, Jo-14-013.
- ***ops Lubes, Fuels And Lubricants
- Ford Part For Bo-01-003
- Filters For Equipment/wipers And Bulbs For Equipment
- Ford Parts For Jo-03-020
- Grease Guns For Shop
- Sullair Part For Jo-17-15.
- Parts - Napa - Consumable - Min/max
- Batteries For Equipment
- 55gal Drum Of Windshield Washer Solvent
- Parts - Western - Repairs
- Napa Filters For Construction Equipment
- Parts For Golf Carts
- Shop Supplies
- Parts - Trailers - Consumable - Min/max
- Parts - Irontron - Consumable - Min/max***
- Consumables, Wrench Sets, Test Lights, For Oe Shop
- Motor Oil Quarts And Gallons For Bulk Consumables.
- Parts - Napa - Consumable - Min/max
- Parts - Napa - Repairs
- Bulk Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Diesel Exhaust Fluid For Construction Equipment
- Parts - Briggs & Stratton - Repairs
- 8v Batteries For Golf Carts
- Parts - Napa - Repairs
- Ops Lubes, Fuels And Lubricants
- Replacement Bulbs For Light Testers
- Napa Batteries For Jo-14-005
- Batteries For Construction Equipment
- Napa Consumables For Construction Equipment

TIMKEN MOTOR & CRANE SERVICES, LLC
2020 W BARBERRY PL, DENVER, CO 80204
(303) 623-8658
- ***ops Su Repair Motors For Chw-pmp-00007a, Operational And Startup Spare Parts

Tinker & Rasor
791 S Waterman Ave, San Bernardino, CA 92408
(909) 890-0700
- Testing Services, Equipment Repair Holiday Dector Mdl-ap/w
- Testing Services, Equipment Tinker & Rasor Ap/w Repair.sn-1116

Tioga Pipe Supply Co Inc
2450 WHEATSEAF LANE, PHILADELPHIA, PA 18137
(800) 523-3678
- Er309l Weld Wire 1/8
- Ops Pipe For Fsw Pumps, Water Distribution
- 3/32" E7018 Electrodes

Tioga Pipe Supply Company, Inc.
2450 Wheatsheaf Lane, Philadelphia, PA 19137
(215) 831-0700
- Structural And Misc. Steel: 1.5" Thick Uns N08367 Plate
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements.
- Bcup-5 Brazing Rod- 3/32" Diameter
- Re-order 1/8" E7018 Electrode
- Ernicrmo-3

Titan Truck Equipment & Accessories
605 N Fancher Road, Spokane, WA 99212
(509) 534-5010
- Parts - Eagle - Repairs

TMG SERVICES, INC.
3216 E PORTLAND AVE, TACOMA, WA 98404
(253) 779-4160
- Static Mixers
- Send Ford Expedition To The Dealer For Repairs Bo-02-005
- Send Ford F-350 To The Dealer For Repairs Jo-03-027
- Repairs To Bo-02-010 Ford Expedition
- Engine And Misc. Repairs To Ford Taurus
- Repairs To Bo-01-002
- Repairs To Ford F-450 Xl G71-0012r
- Send Ford Taurus Bo-01-001 To The Dealer For Repairs
- Tow And Repair Ford Taurus Bo-01-002
- Parts - Ford - Repairs
- Seat Belt Repairs To Bo-01-003
- Bo-02-012 Service And Repair
- Bo-02-005 Air Conditioner Repair
- Send Ford Expedition To The Dealer For Repair Bo-02-006
- Send Ford F-450 To Dealers For Repairs Jo-03-026
- Send Bo-02-005 To Dealer For A/c Service
- Repairs To Bo-02-006
- Windshield Replacement For Bo-02-006
- Send Ford F-450 To The Dealer For Repair Jo-03-025
- Send Ford Crown Victoria To Dealer For Service Bo-01-003
- Windshield Replacement For Bo02-009
- Send Ford Expedition Bo-02-005 To The Dealer For Repairs
- Send Ford Expedition To The Dealer For Repairs Bo-02-009
- Send To Dealer For Diagnostic And Repairs Jo-03-020
- Parts - Ford - Repairs
- Send Ford F-550 To The Dealer For Repair Jo-03-020
- Windshield Replacement For Bo-02-012
- Send Bo-02-005 To Dealer To R&r Transfer Case Noise
- Repairs To Bo-01-002
- Parts - Ford - Repairs
- Service And Repair Of Bo-02-010
- Send Bo-02-012 Ford Econoline Van For Repairs
- Send Bo-01-001 To Dealer For Repairs
- Parts - Ford - Repairs
- Bo-02-007 Send To Dealer For Repairs
- Bo-02-006 Tires And Front End Alignment
- Parts - Ford - Repairs
- Send Ford Expedition To The Dealer For Repairs Bo-02-009
- Convert Bo-02-015 To Shock Absorber Suspension System
- Send Ford F-450 To The Dealer For Repairs Jo-03-026
- Windshield Repairs For Bo-02-006***
- Send Ford Taurus To The Dealer For Repair Bo-01-002
TOM O'BRIEN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, INC.
501 N QUAY ST STE C101, KENNEWICK, WA 99336
(509) 582-5525
- Replacement Materials Per Vendor Drawing 3/4" Dia Rod For Cdr-13-0399 Bldg

ToolHound
13 Ainsley Place, St. Albert, AB T8N 5
(800) 387-8665
- Tool Hound On-site Maintenance

TOOLHOUND, INC.
44 Riel Drive, Suite 240, St. Albert, AB T8N 3
- Tool Hound On-site Maintenance

TOTAL COMFORT SOLUTIONS, LLC
2904 MELROSE ST, Walla Walla, WA 99362
- Package- Air Conditioning/heating Units For Emf C1v Areas

Total Energy Management
1975 Butler Loop, Richland, WA 99352
(509) 946-4500
- Maintenance Of Hvac Units In Project Office Server Room
- Ops - Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies

TOTAL ENERGY MANAGEMENT & H.V.A.C. SERVICES, INC.
2521 STEVENS DR, Richland, WA 99354
- Ops Su Refrigerant For Chillers, Operational And Startup Spare Parts

Total Office Concepts, Inc.
1030 N Center Parkway Suite 107, Kennewick, WA 99336
(800) 962-9728
- Maintenance And Consumables On Xerox Copiers
- 3 B&w Copiers, 3 Color Copier

TRANSPORTATION DEMAND MANAGEMENT, INC.
9801 MARTIN LUTHER KING JR WAY S, SEATTLE, WA 98118
- Travel Services
Tri Tool Inc
3041 Sunrise Blvd., Rancho Cordova, CA 95742
(916) 288-6100
- Bulk - Tri-tool Air Coupling's - Tri-tool Special Order
- Repair Barcode 36537, Tri Tool 204b Bevel Machine
- Repair Barcode 43560, Tri Tool 204 Be
- Repair Barcode 52799, Tri Tool Electric Motor Assembly
- Repair Barcode 30164, Tri Tool Clamshell 201ba
- Bulk - Tri-tool Air Coupling's - Tri-tool Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Tri-tool Bits, Prentiss

TRI TOOL INC.
3041 Sunrise Blvd., Rancho Cordova, CA 95742
(916) 288-6100
- Small Operating Tools, Bit Tri-tool # 99-2975
- Repair Of Tri-tool Bevel Machines And Bevelmaster - 36522, 36540, 53640
- Repair Of Tri Tool, 204 Be Kit, P/n 01-1338 #43567
- Repair Of Tri Tool 204 Be Kitp/n 01-1338, Tri Tool 204b, Tri Tool 201b.

Tri-Cities Valve & Fitting Co.
1934 Butler Loop, Richland, WA 99354
(509) 946-9099
- Testing And Inspection
- Instrument Hoses, Flexible, Metal
- Testing Services, Equipment To Support M&te Swagelok Fittings
- Instrument Tube And Pipe Fittings And Accessories - Adapter, Brass
- ***swagelok Tools - Special Order For Jeff Peterson
- Swagelok Flex Hose
- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc
- Instrument Hoses, Flexible, Metal

TRI-CITY GLASS INC
304 E COLUMBIA DR, KENNEWICK, WA 99336
(509) 586-0454
- Fire-rated, Safety-rated Glass Ceramic And Glazing Tape

TriCity Industrial
3920 W Margaret St, KENNEWICK, WASHINGTON 99336
(509) 845-3240
- Ops - Arc Flash Rated Equipment / Training & Procedures (urs) Support
- Python Ratchet Straps For Construction Material Trailers
- Small Operating Tools,mbl Home Stuff Store Inc. Anchor Crimping Tool
Tri-City Industrial, LLC
1620 W. Lewis St, Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 380-5788

- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-044
- Dynapac Parts For Jo-13-042
- Dresser Motor Grader Parts For Jo-11-018
- Ops Electrical Stock, Pumps, Water Distribution
- Ops Consumable Np Office Supplies
- Equipment, Hydraulic Straddle Stacker
- Strap & T Hinges (the Home Depot)
- Handy Gas Caddy Part For Stock And 1 For Mhf
- Ops T12 Motor, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ice Melt For Warehouse Restock
- Ops Bof Maint Spares, Compressors, Screw, Special Purpose Or Api
- Small Operating Tools, tap Wrench Straight Handle For 1 To 2-1/2 Taps Sizes
- Ops Battery (control Chief), Cranes, Bridge Or Gantry
- Safety Gates
- Small Operating Tools, Designers Edge Job Site Light W/stand,min/max
- **safety Consumables,4-ft X 50-ft Orange Safety Fence, Min/max***
- Club Car Parts For Stock
- Club Car Parts Of Jo-06-025, 05-026, 06-036 And Stock
- Small Operating Tools, stanley Drywall Saws 3/4-in X 16-ft Tape Measures, min/max
- Structural And Misc. Steel (law)
- Monitor, Gas; Gasgard Xl Main Board #10085436
- Bulk Materials Sheet Metal
- Ops Cpe Materials, Cathodic Protection
- Lube Consumables Stock For Construction Equipmen
- ***small Operating Tools, piggyback Float Switches For Godwin Gst05 Sump Pump***
- Wacker Parts For Jo-13-024
- **small Operating Tools, Annular Cutter Extensions**
- *milwaukee Sds-max Rotary Hammer Bit
- ****ops Refrigeration Materials, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Bulk Conduit Support Hardware As Detailed Per Drawing 24590-wtp-s1-s15t-00048
- Pipe, Fittings And Flanges - Carbon Steel
- Panic Bar Keys
- Dynapac Parts For Jo-13-042
- Small Operating Tools, painting Supplies And Flooring Tile For Paint Crew
- Equipment, truck/trailer Steps
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-049
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-026
- Small Operating Tools, Zebra Thermal Barcode Labels For Tool Room
- Club Car Parts
- Small Operating Tools, dewalt Replacement Nibbler Blade, Min/max
- Toilet Paper Dispenser Keys
- Sm Op Tools,ins-bit\bush-tool\cbl-ctr\htr\trns-pnch\weed-spryr\rtch-wrnch,mn/mx
- ***small Operating Tools, L-10.003 Band Saw Dapshot Replacement Parts***
- Club Car Battery Chargers
- Small Operating Tools, Hilti Premium X-u-37 Fastener, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Double Roll Dispenser Stand For Crib-1
- Fire Detection System, Strobe, Speaker/strobe
- Ops Facility Maintenance Compressors, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Ops Fsw Snubbers, Pumps, Water Distribution
- Polaris Parts For Stock
- Ops Loto Locks, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- ***small Operating Tools,zebra Barcode Labels***
- Small Operating Tools,inv.brt Blu-cold G lv-wht-yel Spr Pnt\red Lumb Mkr,min/max
- Small Operating Tools,dayton Gen. Purpose And High Frame Hand Trucks
- Small Operating Tools,caulk-gun\cold Glv Spray Paint,min/max
- Hdk Golf Cart Parts For Stock
- Polaris Parts For Jo-04-910
- Raychem H908 Plug-in Power Connection Kit
- Ops, Belt, Blanket, Surge Arrester, Filter, Valve Kit, Tools, Supplies
- Fender Washer, Zinc, Fits 3/16 In, Model # U38160.018.0002-item #1vhf4-grainge
- Hdk Parts For Jo-06-072
- Small Operating Tools,hilti Battery Pack For Ps 200 S Scanners
- **6-flute Coated End Mills For Portable Milling Machine**
- Kubota Parts For Jo-52-020
- Pressure Vessels Filters
- Pushbutton Control Station, Operator (2) Pushbuttons, Stop / Start .
- Safety Consumables, Fencing, Net,orange 48"x 150; Pearlweave, Min/max
- Equipment, Commercial Grade Upright Vacuum With Hepa Filter For Mhf
- Distributed Control System - Abb Power Supply
- Honda Consumables For Pressure Washers.
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- ***ops Mob Blower Assy***, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Chlorinated Tablets
- Ops Bldg 91 Transformers, Power And Distribution
- Small Operating Tools, Shovel, Square Point, 48-in Handle, 10-in Bld, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Vac, 28volt, Wet/dry, Cordless, Milwaukee #0780-20
- ***small Operating Tools,abatement Technologies Hepa Filters For Law Melters***
- Volvo Parts For Jo-11-010
- Small Operating Tools,sw Ext Olympus-wht Duracraft Satin Acrylic Latex Paint
- Small Operating Tools,yel & Wte & Red Sf Paint\wht Int Ltx Paint\5n1 Tools
- Welding, Jps Large Waterstop Splicing Iron For Emf
- Services, Janitorial, Touch Free Soap Dispensers
- Hdk Golf Cart Parts For Stock.
- Ez-go Parts For Jo-06-033.
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-024
- Drywall Screws/lags
- Carbon Steel Drum 55 Gal
- Fittings, Hose (hoses And Tygon Tubing.)
- Golf Cart Parts For Jo-06-033
- Polaris Parts For Jo-04-911, 04-912, Stock
- Small Operating Tools, hepa Vacuum Filters And Filter Assemblies
- Volvo Parts For Jo-11-010
- Window Film/tinting For Kiosk
- Small Operating Tools, rechargeable Led Work Lights & Chargers, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, lee Valley Tools Countersink Bits For Carpenters
- Small Operating Tools, brass And Plastic Stencils For Painters
- Lube Bulks For Construction Equipment
- Daewoo Parts For Jo-15-006
- Ops Abs Fittings, Consumables
- Replacement Components For B86
- Pumps, Centrifugal - Coupling Guards For Pcwlmp-pmp-00016a/b
- Polaris Parts For Stock
- Perkins Part For Jo-52-023
- Pepperl + Fuchs - Various Modules And Back Plate
- Ops Eng Spares For Switchgear
- Ops Sheaves For Mob-250, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Portable Scissor Lifts Tables For The Mhf
- Ops Eng Spares, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, Files, Flat, Half, Wheel, Cutoff, Min/max
- Aluminum Weld Repair On Club Car Golf Cart
- Duraboard For Melter Gas Barrier Lid
- Dresser Parts For Jo-11-018
- Volvo Parts For Jo-00-001, 11-010
- Hdk Golf Cart Ball Joints And Shocks For Multipal Carts
- Small Operating Tools, krylon Clear Acrylic Spray Paint, min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, Wyco 2-1/4-in Vibrt Heads & 7-ft Vibrt Shafts For Law*
- ***small Operating Tools, chapin 4-gallon Backpack Sprayers***
- American Reeling Devices Swivel Joint For Jo-03-012
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-025
- Club Car Parts For Stock
- Consumables- Tie Wire 15 Gauge
- Small Operating Tools, nylon Cable Protectors, min/max
- Testing Services, Equipment (cdi Torque Products)
- Services, Janitorial, Clear 56 Gallon Trash Bags For Ken Tucker
- Diesel Exhaust Fluid For Construction Equipment, equipment In A 55 Gallon Drum
- Equipment, Hardware For Operators
- Local Control Stations And Switches 1, Industrial
- Ops Bof Batteries, Metal Building Systems
- Ops Freezer
- Insulation Supplies
- Ops Keyless Locks, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Hdk Part For Jo-06-078
- ***ops Capacitors For, Bldg 87 Maint Spares****, Switchgear
- Ops - Lockers, Workbench, Cabinets, Etc. / Temporary Facility Maintenance
- **small Operating Tools, Starter Taps**
- ***small Operating Tools, proto 2-in X 3/4-in Drv Large Sockets, min/max***
- ***small Operating Tools, hellermanntyton Stainless Steel Tie Wrap Gun For Law***
- Small Operating Tools, 4-gallon Backpack Sprayer.
- ***safety Consumables, orange Plastic Safety Fence, Min/max***
- Anti-slip Tape, Black/yellow
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-035, 06-057, Stock
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-042
- ***ops Facsv Bard Parts***, Consumables
- ***small Operating Tools, continuous Rim Diamond Cup Wheel***
- Small Operating Tools, wld Hood Batt\bulbs, Min/max
- Ops Facility Services, Consumables
- Tools, Small
- Ops, Facsv, Hvac Parts, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Elevator Pit Ladder
- Distributables, Nylon Cable Ties
- Pallets For T52 Warehouse
- Accessories For Nilfisk-advance Pacesetter 200hd
- Round-up Weed Killer
- Ops - Mini Split Unit Installation / Equip: Hvac-mhf-t-48 / Facility Services
- Trailer Jack For Sullair Air Compressor Jo-17-017.
- *** Ops - Motors / T-14a Hvac / Qisi Test Lab
- Small Operating Tools, 1 Gallon & 5 Gallon Buckets, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, dewalt 1/4-in To 3/8-in Socket Adapter, min/max
- Samson Grease Barrel Pump For Oe Shop
- Safety Consumables, ppe Go-spects +2.5 Bifocal Safety Glasses, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, pipemarker Ez Pipe Marker Applicator For Bof/lab
- Small Operating Tools, milwaukee 4-1/2-in Type-1 Grinder Guards, min/max
- Testing And Inspection
- Welding, Consumables, Welding Iron And Cover
- Refractory Anchor Washers For Glass Pour Seal Head Bellows
- Ops Site Labeling, Labeling And Reading Devices
- ***ops Plenum Cable****, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- ***door Keys
- ***small Operating Tools, Acrolon Paint And Supplies For Comfort Stations***
- Advance Parts For Wtp15205
- Air Handling Units, Hvac Flexible Ducts For C2v-ahu-00007a And C2v-ahu-00007c
- Small Operating Tools, Enerpac Tco Jacking Arrangement Components
- Small Operating Tools, Inspection Labels For Scaffold Tags, For Trial
- Bof Water Treatment Building 4-step Crossover (erectastep)
- Foam Backer Rod For Pcs Products.(this Order For Hlw)
- Golf Cart Parts For Stock
- Small Operating Tools, Stanley 16ft Std Tape Measures, min/max
- Ops Cart, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Blow Tip For Shop Air Blower
- Snow Brush Set For Skid Steer Broom
- Small Operating Tools, black Electrical Tape
- Spot Remover, Springs, Door Knobs
- Small Operating Tools, 50-in Telescoping Ice Scraper With Brush
- Small Operating Tools, Cover, Paint Roller, 9-in, 4-in, 3/4, 1/2, 3/8, Tape
- Pressure Washer Wands, Extensions
- Label Rewinders
- ***small Operating Tools, 20-ft Ridgid Replacement Vacuum Hose***
- Temporary Protection-field Joint Coating, Pipeline
- Small Operating Tools, Die, Drill Bit, Pipe Tap, Taper Tap, Mirror, Min/max
- Testing Services, Equipment Start Up
- Small Operating Tools, Milw Drill Pin Assy And Elec. 6-in Grinder, min/max
- ***equipment, Propane Tank Lifting Cages And Slotted Shelves For Cages***
- Small Operating Tools, Drill, Step 1/4 - 3/4, Tap, Pipe,taper, Min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, Serious Grey Exterior Acrylic Latex Paint***
- Osh, Hvac Supplies, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- ***small Operating Tools, Bucket, Mixing, Measured, 5 Qt, 5-gal***
- ***small Operating Tools, Chiller< Cleaner, Shaft, Brush Ram-pro-xl***
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-038, 06-049
- ***hot*** ops Bldg 91 Lve Alarm Agent, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Osha 1926, 2015 Edition
- Testing Services, Equipment Replacement Hytorc Pump Hoses
- Plastic Oil Can
- Polaris Parts For Jo-04-910
- Tool Source Replacement Blades For Hose Cutter Pliers
- Equipment - Non-conductive Rope
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-049, Stock
- Small Operating Tools, 3/8-in & 5/8-in Taper Taps, Min/max
- Carbon Steel Expanded Metal
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-035
- Replacement Vlaves And Components
- Environmental Consumables
- Honeycombe Dehumidifier Model # Hcd-4500-dga-sfs From Munters Corporation
- *** Ops Mve-swgr-87001a Bldg 87 Switchgear
- Small Operating Tools, Marker, Paint, Valve Action, Pink, Markal P/n 096830
- ****ops Batteries For Upe-ups-83001 Su****cooling Towers, Mechanical Draft
- Chlorine Tablets
- Sinks & Faucets For Comfort Station (t-35)
- Small Operating Tools, Die Grinder Collet\1-5/16 X 3-in Annular Cutter, Min/max
- Club Car Parts For Stock
- Small Operating Tools, 1/2-in Cold Chzl\hx-bit-std-unv Jnt Sockets, min/max
- Phoxbond Refractory Mortar For The Law Melter Gas Barrier Lids
- Ops, Deionized Water, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Spare Parts 24590-lab-me-c1v-acu-00032, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Ford Parts For Bo-02-006
- Graco Meter For Bulk Oil
- Hdk Golf Cart Parts For Stock
- Equipment, Commercial Grade Bagless Upright Vacuums
- Ice Scrapers For Construction Vehicles
- Distributables
- Control Systems, Instrumentation. Epoxy Adhesive For Q Racks And Enclosures
- Lock For Oe Shop Mechanic Tool Boxes
- Lube Consumables For Construction Equipment
- Fire Hose Adapters
- Safety Consumables, 3ft X 4ft Anti-fatigue Floor Mats For Cp Shop
- Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies (su-qdp16)
- Consumables-supplies For Environmental
- ***ops Welding Cable Cathodic Protection
- ***ops Eng Spare - Bldgs. 87 & 91 Dce Switchgear Parts And Consumables
- Safety Consumables, 48-in X 150-in & 4ft X 50ft Perimeter Fencing, Min/max
- ***ops Mve-swgr-87001a Slide Assembly ***
- Testing Services, Equipment For Construction M&te
- Small Operating Tools, Paint Applicator, Rolling, Spray Paint, Marking, Min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, Serious Grey Exterior Acrylic Latex Paint, Sw 6256***
- Small Operating Tools, Makita, Replacement Battery, Battery Charger
- Swivel Casters With Locking Brakes.
- Ops Bof Maintenance Materials
- Testing Services, Equipment Startup M&te
- Small Operating Tools, Stihl Electric Leaf Blower\stihl Two Cycle Oil, Min/max
- Hose - Rubber, (su-qdp16)
- Volvo Part For Jo-11-001
- Formwork, Temporary, (7/8" Coil Rod Couplers\ F74 Plastic Setting Plug)
- Small Operating Tools,chainsaw Chains, Bars, And Files
- Engraver Label Material
- Non-permenant Plant Armaflex 520 Adhesive
- Lester Alternator For Jo-52-022
- Batteries For Solar Light Plants At Mhf
- Nondestructive Examination And Other Testing
- Consumable Fuses For Construction Equipment
- Gravel
- ***ops, Drain Valve, ***construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Electric Wet Steam And Hot Water Pressure Washer
- Ops Grease Guns, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Add Pressure Reducer And Air Filter Per Cdr-14-0510
- Durablanket For Law Melters, Lmp-mltr-00001/00002
- Welding, Consumables,1/8 Dia. Collet\insulating Boot, min/max
- Small Operating Tools,2in Paint Tape/sanding, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Martin 30-deg Angle Service Wrenches For Emf
- Spray Windshield Deicer
- Small Operating Tools, K-d Spindle Nut Sockets For Oe Shop
- Small Operating Tools,16.5oz Aerokroil Penetrating Oil
- Small Operating Tools, Paint, Spray, Inverted Bright Ylw, Krylon, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Caps, round, flx-vnly, pad, Knee, Ultraflex, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Paint, Spray, Inverted, Brilliant Red, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Bushing Tool, Lock, Combination, Floor Fan, Plug, Min/max
- Da-lite Model C, 78 X 139, Matte White-79043
- Cable, Instrumentation
- ***ops Maint Consumable Gauges***, Consumables
- ***ops Maint Consumable Fuels And Lubricants***
- Godwin Parts For Jo-55-013
- Equipment - Caldwell Forklift Device (oem)
- Replacement Upe Batteries Upe-batt-87001 And Upe-batt-91001 And Refurb Parts
- Structural And Misc. Steel
- Small Operating Tools, stanley 3/4-in X 16-ft Sae Tape Measure, min/max
- Small Operating Tools, graco Pnt Spr Gun Guards & Tips\rlr-cvs For Painters
- Small Operating Tools, 1/4 & 1/2-in High Carbon Taper Tap, min/max
- Volvo Parts For Jo-11-010
- Testing And Inspection
- Small Operating Tools, Paint, Spray Clear Acrylic, Krylon #1303, Min/max
- T52 Gates-fences And Gates, Chain Link
- Tire Repair Kits
- Sullair Filters For Stock
- Small Operating Tools, nissen Orange Low Chloride Metal Marking Paint Pens
- Relays
- Piping Specialty Items, Chw Hand Vavles For Law
- Ops, Facsv, Media, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Lubricant/charcoal, Consumables
- Safety Consumables, prescription Safety Glasses Plastic Frame (no Lenses), min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, hougen Portable Low Profile Drill Press***
- ***ops Nld-It-8115 Cord, Consumables
- ***small Operating Tools, Nederman Spark Protection Metal Hood For Law***
- *** safety Consumables, 4-ft X 50-ft Plastic Safety Fence For Digging Safety***
- ***ops Thermocouples***, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops - Battery / For Cpe Test Equipment
- ****ops Compressor And Filter Drier For Mob100-10hvac, *** Or Air Filter/treating
- Safety Consumables, 9-foot Self Retracting Lifelines, min/max
- Used Conex For Storage Of Startup Material.
- Atlas Mobile Home & anchor With Stabilizing Cap
- ***small Operating Tools, trigger-snap Swivel Hooks***
- Small Operating Tools, start-up Tools And Equipment
- **inverted Spray Paint [bpo-04121]**
- Electrical Breaker Handle
- Ratchet Straps To Secure Construction Material To Trailers.
- Distributables, Roundup Weed & Grass Killer.
- Distributables, 5/8 Crushed Gravel
- Wheel Spacer For Jo-04-211
- Small Operating Tools, gasket Cutting Machine
- Rail For Cranes -- Replacement For Rail Used For Training Purposes.
- Ops, Belts, Consumables
- Ops Capacitors, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Small Operating Tools, Flaring Tool
- *** Ice Melt For Site Winterization ***
- Kohler Parts For Jo-59-042
- Hdk Parts For Jo-06-069
- Daewoo Forklift Parts For Jo-15-006
- Electrical Thermocouple Cable
- Small Operating Tools, anti-skid & Green Tape, min/max
- Dust & Bag Collector
- **** overhead Door ****
- Daewoo Parts For Jo-15-006
- Battery Auto Fill System Parts For Mhf Forklifts
- Kaowool Moldables To Be Used In Caulking Tubes.

Tri-City Lumber
8600 W. Clearwater, Kennewick, WA 99336
(509) 783-3322

- Consumables
- **** 3/4" Cdx Fire Rated Plywood
- Plywood
Tri-City Sign & Barricade
307 N. Dayton St., Kennewick, WA 99336
(509) 585-1225

- Clear Oak Wood For Gate At Mhf Warehouse/guard Shack
- Ops Ballasts And Lamps, Metal Building Systems
- Parts - Ezgo - Consumable - Min/max
- Munters Dehumidifiers Belts
- *** Equipment - Lighted Stop Signs For Truck Traffic - Battery Power, Hinton
- Parts - Trojan - Battery - Min/max
- Bulk/consumables - Wired Headsets - Special Order For Tibbs & Merkel
- Parts - Ezgo - Consumable - Min/max
- *environmental Consumables- Buckets, Fly Strips, Absorbent
- Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies(ss Shim Stock For Millwrights)
- Safety Consumables,safety Fence,min/max
- Hoists, Trolley
- Scafo 1000s250-54 Metal Studs W/out Punchouts (2-1/2"x10"x24')
- Consumables/bulk - Anti-corrosion Tools - Special Order For Jeff Peterson
- Nondestructive Examination And Other Testing

Ultrasonic Testing Equip

- Parts - Trojan - Battery's - Consumable - Min/max
- Cranes, Bridge Or Gantry
- *** Ops Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Bulk/consumables - Bit Holder, Impact Driver, Etc. - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- Consumables - Battery & Charger - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- Consumables - Bit Holders, Mud Pans, Masking Tape - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- Cranes, Bridge Or Gantry
- Consumables - Blades, Putty Knife, Etc. - Special Order Min/max
- Consumables - Holster For Scanners - Special Order For Wade Roberts
- Consumables - Knee Pads - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- Cylinder Bottle, Pressurized
- Equipment-cord Brackets
- Ops - Industrial Controls Simulation Software / Switchgear Bldg. 87 & 91 Support
- Ops - Maintenance Training Equipment / Switchgear Bldgs. 87 & 91 Support
- Ops - Configurator Interface (mfg: Novus) / Switchgear Bldg. 87 & 91 Support
- Small Operating Tools, Spray Paint, Min/max [bpo 04121]
- Yellow Rigid Barricades 6/25/15
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous Paint, Min/max [bpo 04121]
- Welding, Temp Indicating Crayons Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Temp Crayons, Min/max
- Parts - Wyco - Consumable - Min/max
- Candle Sticks And Bases For Boneyard
- Eecolite Ii Battery Powered Barricade Light, Red
- Small Operating Tools, Black Spray Paint For Scaffolds
- Concrete Cleaner
- Reflective Markers For Laydown
- *** Ops - Gaskets, O-rings / Piv & Hydrant Corrective Maintenance
- Consumables - Cord & Lead Suspension Brackets - Special Order Min/max

Tri-City Sign and Barricade
1920 N 4th Ave, Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 585-1225

- McLellan Hose Reel Spring For Jo-03-001
- Consumables, Blade Nibbler, Min|max
TRI-CITY-INDUSTRIAL, LLC
1620 W. Lewis St, Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 380-5788

- Ops Su Ruskin Roto Clips Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Pipe Fittings For Law Dow-htr-00003 & 4
- Ops Su Grease For Lsh-htch-00004, Fuels And Lubricants
- Headlamps
- Ops Maintenance Spares Restock Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Quick Attach Parts For Jo-11-011b, Broom For Skid Steer.
- Bof Fences And Gates Galvanized Pipe Material
- Electrical
- Rel On Electrical Boa E000-00002
- Ice Slicer 1,23,2017
- Ecology Blocks
- Priority-1 Rel On Electrical Boa E000-00002
- Fostoria 10kw Heater
- Ops T6 Fps Strainer / Pumps, Water Distribution
- Ops, Batteries, Consumables
- Ice Melt To Restock The Current Inventories For The Site Warehouse.
- Hvac Or Air Filter/treating (c3v-fcu-00028 Filter)
- Ops Bsa-cmp-00002 Grease/ Fuels And Lubricants
- ***ops Grease For Transformer Bldg 91 Switchgear
- Western Parts For Jo-66-006, Snow Plow.
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-049, Jo-06-051, Stock
- Polaris Parts For Jo-04-912
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-036 Stock
- Electrical (replace Butterfly Valve Position Indicator Limit Switches)
- Fan-coil Units (c2v And C3v)
- ***small Operating Tools, Driver, Screw, Bits, T-groove,socket***
- ***ops Bof Cooling Towers***, Consumables
- Structural And Misc. Steel(sheet Metal Supply For Temp Hvac)
- Ops Batteries, Consumables
- Ops Drain Valve / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- ***distributables- Urea-base De-icing Agent***
- ***ops Carriage Bolts For Bldgs 87/91construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- ****ops Pumps, Water Distribution
- Ice Melt
- ***ops Su Bldg 54 Nld Strainer And Parts, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Ops Threaded Rod For Sump Maintenance / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Sequencer For T22 / Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Ops Peerless Coupling Guard Restock / Cooling Towers, Mechanical Draft
- St-up Dfo Hazard Signage
- Lab Fire Detection System. 18 Amp Hour Battery.
- Consumables-play Sand In 50 Lb. Plastic Bags
- Piping Specialty Items - Hoses & Flexible Connections
- Small Operating Tools, Blanket, Concrete Cure, Heated, 5' X 20', Powerblanket
- Rent A Jigt 26e Man Lift
- ***ops Su Wire For Glass Former, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Small Operating Tools, Nutsetter, Magnetic, 5/16" Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Brush, Wire Ends, 1" X .014 X 1/4" Min/max
- Kawasaki Parts For Jo-06-098, Jo-06-099.
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Tip, #2 Phillips, Grabber Min/max
- ***honeywell Silent Knight
- Icemelt For T-52
- Small Operating Tools, Crimper, Angled, 22 To 10 Awg, 9"l, #5912
- Heat King Parts For Stock.
- Small Operating Tools, Rope,poly 1/4' X 1200' By The Roll Min/max

- Rel On Lubricants Boa Uc41-00001
- Stop For Pedestrians Sign
- ***ops Su Bldg 82 Chillers Batteries, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Small Operating Tools, Kit, Band Saw, Cordless, Saw, Batt, Charger, 2429-21xc
- Club Car Parts For Bulk Stock.
- Sheet Metal, Construction Aid
- ***ops 3/4 In Tygon Tubing And Nipples / Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, Rule, Folding, Putty Knife, Joint Knife, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Worklight, Charger, Cutter Carbide, Min/max
- Ops Vinyl Tape For Duralabel Pro 300 / Labeling And Reading Devices
- Ops Utility Carts / Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Sullair Part For Compressor Jo-17-017.
- Ops Su Law Capacitor Former, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Extenabond Roof Seal Tape, Mobile Home Depot, Coat Hoods & 3 Types Of Door Stops
- Ops Pvc Pipe For Stock / Consumables
- Restock Hvac Window /temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Western Parts For Jo-66-004 Mhf Snow Plow.
- Owp Fuel Nozzles For Stock.
- Winder For Cargo Straps On Trailers
- Parker Hose And Sleeve For Stock.
- ***ops Su Tooling Kit For Nld-v-11188, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- ***ops Su Trap For Psa-sp-00068 Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Rg-59/u Bnc Connectors. West Penn Wire Part # Cn-bm74-32
- ***ops T-15 Fpw Portable Air Compressor / Fire Detection System
- Differential Pressure Gauges
- Dyna Pac Parts For Jo-13-001.
- Fasteners
- Fittings (Imp-ldb-00001/2 Components)
- Avco Valve Internal Parts And Pipe Long Tangent U-bolts For Cdg Skids
- Hvac Or Air Filter/treating (lfh-gb-00001/2/3/4 And Lfh-encl-00006)
- Small Operating Tools, 6" Reed Blade***hot
- Western Parts For Jo-66-004 Show Plow.
- ***ops Bldg 91 Upe Batteries, Switchgear
- Ops Fire Hydrant Restock Pumps, Water Distribution
- Small Operating Tools, Tap, Bottoming, 6-32, Morse, #33823 Min/max
- Pipe, Fittings And Flanges
- Small Operating Tools, Vacuum, Upright, Hepa, Ul Listed, Electrolux Sanitaire
- Small Operating Tools, Stacker, Hydraulic, Lift, 2200lb Capacity, 63 In, Strong
- ***ops Die For Bldg. 87, Consumables
- ***anti Slip Step Covers
- Ops Pressure Gauge Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops 24590-bof-spr-amr-0001, Valves
- Ops Cable Ties, Teflon Tape Restock / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- ***ops Belts For Bof Pre Startup Work Consumables
- Valve Repair Parts
- Melter Hose Gaskets, Lmp-mltr-00001/00002
- Small Operating Tools, Filter, Hepa, Green, Heater, Elec, Seabreeze, Min/max
- ***distributables- Urea-base De-icing Agent***
- Ops Pumper Nozzle Gaskets Restock / Standpipes, hoses, Reels (fire Protection)
- Ops Hach Materials For Dow/psw, Consumables
- Small Operating Tools, Saw, Band, Replacement, Compensating Spring, Assembly,
- ***distributables- Urea-base Delicing Agent***
- Sparco Handheld Slot Punch, 15mm, Silver
- Safety Consumables-baton, 4 Function, 5 Led, 13.3-inch X 1.5-inch
- Repair Parts For Hdk Cart Jo-06-063 And For Stock.
- Fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Pump, Grout, Handy, Hg-9, Airplaco 15 Cu Ft.
- Parts For Multipul Stihl Blowers
- ****50150 Frost Fighter Lp/ng Burner Spark Rod
- Restock Label Exh. Unit Annual / Consumables
- Small Operating Tools - Survey Backpacks
- ***ops Consumables For Hps, Diw &pcw System Operation
- Parts Needed For Repairs Of Pressure Washer
- Parts For Stock
- Ops Fsw Fire Hydrant Hose Nozzle Cap Gaskets
- Small Operating Tools, Scraper, Ice, Windshield, 11" Long, Min/max
- Pump For Def Fluid.
- Restock Facsv Drinking Fountain / Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Keys-schlage Model # F51a Ela 626
- Icemelt
- Small Operating Tools, Mfan, 02 Cool, Portable, 10 Inch
- Welding, Consumables-propane, Tank, Warming, Blanket, Powerblanket, #gcw1k
- Sumner Parts For Wtp16547.
- Distributables - Strap, Steel, Paint And Waxed 3/4
- ***safety Consumables, Tire Pressure Monitoring Valve Cap
- High Strength American Flags; Made In The Usa
- Testing Services, Equipment Dwyer Instruments
- Testing Services, Equipment For Start-up
- Law Ops Su Lfh-l-01/seals Mechanical, Gaskets, O-rings
- Small Operating Tools, Industrial Workstation Floor Fan
- 1/4 X 20 X 1/2" 18-8 Stainless Steel Pan Head Screws And Washers
- Ops - Engr Workstations For Law Annex And Lab / Office Furniture And Equipment
- ***small Operating Tools, Survey Rod, Concrete Rake
- Testing Services, Equipment; Fluke Leads, Cutler/hammer Plugs
- ***small Operating Tools, Hilti Modular Pole Tool X-pt 460
- Safety Consumables-glove,hexarmor,leather,chrome Min/max
- Lock Wire For Law Agitators
- Welding, Consumables, Nozzle, Alumina, Gauge, Weld Min/max
- Law Melter Components (clamp)
- Gates Fuel Hoses
- Welding, Consumables, Min/max 12/4/2018
- Goodyear Gas Hose
- Coatings And Painting, Piping
- Ops Su Voltmeter For Mve-swgr, Electrical
- ***small Operating Tools, Megaflow Valve Core Removal Tool
- Small Operating Tools, Battery, Charger, Ad-13, Topcon, #313140002
- Plexiglas, Roofing Nails & Windows
- 28 Quart, Rubbermaid
- Club Car Parts For Stock.
- Ops Offsite Lab - Ms of Dated 05-29-2018 / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Ops Su Black Gold Lube For For Chw-chu-00001, Fuels And Lubricants
- Ops Mob060 V-belts F-18-0013 / Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Hdk Parts For Bulk Consumables.
- Ops Su C2v-spbblk-6101 Spurblock, Ff Connectors Electrical
- Small Operating Tools, Cart, Banding, W/tray, Signode Df-15
- Ops Ms of 12-17-2018 / Glassware, Supplies, Laboratory
- Ops/su Seals, Mechanical
- Ops Fsw-fhy-00012 Bitumastic P-18-0486 Coatings And Painting
- Small Operating Tools, Die, Rethreading Hex 3/4" X 10 Nc Min/max
- Hdk Front End And Battery Parts For Jo-06-079
- Small Operating Tools, Marker, Paint, Certified Felt Tip, Min/max
- Ops Pressure Gauge, Smoke Detector Restock / Fire Detection System
- Ops T52 Viking Sprinklers - Fire Protection
- ***pt Wasp-freeze ii Wasp & Hornet Insecticide
- Green Tags And Stickers For Startup
- Ops Site Labeling / Labeling And Reading Devices
- Rent A Hotsy Model 1290ssg Gas Powered Hot Water Pressure Washer
- Heaters, Electric Impedance(resin For Melter Probe)
- Couplings, Cam & Groove, Qdp-18 Items
- Ops, Eng Spares 24590-bof-spr-pcw-0007, Pumps, Water Distribution
- Mechanical Seals, O-rings, Bearings, And Gaskets
- Small Operating Tools, Pallet Jack
- Welding, Consumables, Jackets, Tungsten, Nozzle, Min/max
- ***ops Su Door For Lve, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Ops Hvac Kit (s) Re-order Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Restock Ops Fsw Pump Motor Oil / Consumables
- Caterpillar Part For Jo-15-034.
- Electrical Specialty Equipment, Dcs Tools
- Small Operating Tools, Knife, Putty, Stainless Steel, 2" -min/max
- Club Car Parts For A 2011 Club Car Ca252 Golf Cart
- Ops, Facsv, Hvac Supplies, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Pipe And Fittings - Pvc  (su-qdp16)
- Parker Hydraulic Consumables For Construction Equipment.
- Drywall Screws
- Distributables-safety Valve/condensate Drain For Compressor/receiver At T-16
- ***small Operating Tools, Dewalt Grinders With E-clutch
- Club Car Motor For Jo-06-026.
- Piping Specialty Items
- Ops Valve Regulated Batteries Restock / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Offsite Lab Supply List F / Equipment, Laboratory
- ***ops Su Closure Gaskets For  Amr System Psa Supply Air Filtstartup Spare Parts
- Club Car Parts For Stock.
- ***ops Su Filters For Civ Fans, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Volvo Parts For Jo-11-001 Excavator
- 2pk Genuine Terapump Trdwh002 Advanced Ergonomic 2nd Gen 5 Gallon Drinking Water
- *** Wtcc Custom Lanyards,  Retractable Id Badge Reel***
- Lock Screws For Temperature Valves
- Piping Specialty Items - Bitumastic 300m
- ***ops Su Screen, Nld-str-00003, Piping Specialty Items
- Area Ops / Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Insecticide
- ***ops Bldg 86 Psw Transmitter, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Rent 1 Excavators For Dflaw
- Small Operating Tools, Bucket, Plastic, 5-usgal, Screw Top With Lid, Min/max
- Services, Janitorial, Carpet Roll Charcoal, P/n Wg606633ch For Mud/dirt Control
- Area Ops T33 Warehouse Supplies
- Small Operating Tools,undercut, 1/2" Heavy, 4.5", 5", 5.5", 6",mbtah-500, Min/max
- Napa Bulk Consumables For Equipment
- Instrument Tubing And Tube Bundles(lfh-manip, Gpsh, Lfh Lid)
- Testing Services, Equipment
- ***ops Bldg. 87 Compression Adapters, Consumables
- ***ops Su Bldg 83 Supergel Fuels And Lubricants
- Ops Facsv Hvac Motor, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Testing Services, Equipment Light Meters For Start Up
- Su C1v-acu-00032 V-belts P-17-1641 / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Small Operating Tools, Upright Vac
- Knapheide Parts For Oe Shop Trucks.
- Small Operating Tools, Maint, Inflator, Guages
- Tables
- ops Su Bldg. 24590-bof-eu-upe-ups-86001, Consumables
- Canned Smoke Fps Testing / Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Temperature Instrument
- Ice Slicer 2/7/2017
- Lock Sets And Panic Bars
- Rent A Hyster H50ft Or H60ft Forklift
- Small Operating Tools, Marker, Paint, Certified, Valve Action,, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Socket, Std 3/8” Drv 11/16” Dp Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Vacuum, Wet/dry, 12-gal, 5.0 Peak, Min/max
- Testing Services, Equipment Replacement Leads For Megger
- Seals, Reverse Osmosis Membrane For Demineralized Water System
- New Trailer Mounted Compressors
- ops Su Psa-pcv-6102, 6105/fuels And Lubricants
- Small Operating Tools, Stand, Max Jax, 2500 Lb Cap., Sumner # 781460
- Distributables-icemelt
- ops T-15 Fps 5 Yr Sprinker System Mp T-17-0152 / Operational Spare Parts
- Restock Psa Comp Lubricant / Xfmr-910001 Insulating Blanket / Consumables
- Advance Parts Tor Wtp 15205.
- ops Su Linking Device, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Barcode 111111 Press Mechanics Hydraulic 100ton
- Ops Neutronics Parts / Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Weld Repairs To Club Car 6 Passenger Golf Cart
- Safety Consumables Heat Shrink 1.5 X 3”, Python Min/max Bpo-01985
- John Deere Parts For Jo-11-013, Farm Tractor.
- Batteries For P-18-0462, Msol-cmnt-18-00926
- ops Small Operating Tools, High Performance Pipe Cutting Blades
- Fuels And Lubricants For Start Of Pva-cmp-00002a/b/c
- Ops Law Wo-p-18-1033, Release Against Industrial Lubricant Boa
- ops Su Law C1v-acu-00033, Liebert Flow Switch
- Boot Brush
- Environmental Consumables- Lamp Boxes, Buckets, Bucket Liners
- Electrical, Handle Blocking Device
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Drill, Mirror, Inspection Min/max
- Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Pressure Gague, For Fpw-pi-2507 & 8407
- ops Su Krytox Gpl 203 Lube For Cdg-pmp-00001a/b, Fuels And Lubricants
- Belts For Gorte Mixer
- Ops Eng Spares - Fire Detection System
- 6” Water Pump Diesel Powered
- Welding, Consumables. Crayon, Temp Indicating, Various Temp Under 900 Degrees
- Parts For Jo-06-046
- ops Su Secondary Block For Lve-bkr-20604 Operational And Startup Spare
- Parts To Repair Club Cart
- Testing Services, Equipment; Storage Bins
- Consumables - Tie Wire 15 Gauge
- ops - Kimwipes 09-25-2018 / Consumables
- Daewoo Parts For Jo-15-006.
- Fans/blowers, Centrifugal, Special Purpose/process(c5v-fan-5b/c2v-ahu-7b Cplg)
- Ops Su Dow-fsh-8333/ Flow Instrument
- Front Seat Cover For Ford F-350
- Ice Slicer Rs
- Ops Key Tang Rings For Loto / Consumables
- Caterpillar Parts For Jo-11-024, Jo-15-035.
- Catipillar Filters
- Ops Su Eaton Mmint Modbus Translator Programmable Logic Controller
- Air Conditioning Hose Assembly For Bo-02-015
- Ops Su Pwo-cm-18-2138, Crompton Instr. Dgtl Meter, Rel. Against Electrical Boa
- Small Operating Tools, Bit Drill And Taps Kit, Standard, Greenlee dtapkit
- Small Operating Tools, Bin, Storage Akrobin #30230
- Services, Janitorial,waterhog 3-ft X 5-ft Indoor Entry Floor Mats For Ken Tucker
- Temperature Instrument (battery Temperature Probe)
- Ice Slicer
- Ops T-08 Hose Bib / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Pcw-ae-8039 Ph Analysis Element Restock Analytical Instrument
- Uninteruptable And Vital Ac Power Replace Upe-sw-20201 And Upe-sw-20202
- Replacement Ph Analyzer Sample Probe For B86 Chlorination Skid
- Ops Su Seal Kits For 24590-lab-ma-c5v-fan-00011-a/b, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- (nrtl/sds) Services, Janitorial, Floor Scrubber Machines
- Multiquip Part For Jo-53-072.
- Ops Su Battery Packs Rld-pmp-00001a-b Batteries
- Restock Plumbing Hose Lines / Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Interstate Battery Nic2419 7.2v 2.5ah Nimh For Fluke Thermal Imager
- Parker Consumables For Construction Equipment
- Window Installation For Motor Grader
- Small Operating Tools, Brush, Bench 9 X 2-1/2" Advance Min/max
- Valves, For Hps-b-01 System , Start Up Jeff Bailey
- Testing Services, Equipment
- Ops Mesh And Nipple For Fsw Consumables
- Lube Consumables For Stock
- Ops Eye Bolts For 24590-bof-jv-pcw-pcv-8029, Consumables
- Add I/o Module And Other Hardware To Mve-encl-00002
- Small Operating Toolstrip, #2 Phillips, Grabber Construction Products# 2bit
- Repair Hydraulic Oil Cooler
- Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous-saw Band Tire Blade Pully Min/max
- Ops T05-php1 Brackets / Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Small Operating Toolscutter, Annular, 1-5/8" X 1" Min/max
- Services, Janitorial - Floor Scrubber Buffer Pads, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Rope, Poly, 3/8" X 600' By The Foot- Min/max Bpo-04407
- Ops Retard Chamber / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Su Rebuild Kits For Psa Dryers, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Small Operating Tools, Bit, Slotted, 1/4" Hex Shank, 7/32"
- Consumables - Never Seez Nickle Nuclear Grade
- Cord Reel; Replenish Stock For Club Car Jo-06-052 Wo#40223
- Jo-06-031, Seat Top And Bottoms.
- Dock Plate And Truck Ramp
- Ops Su/ Power Supply, 570w For Pcj-encl-00137
- Ops Loto Debris Caps / Consumables
  - Belt C1v
- Ops Mob-100 Parts, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Ops Mob-250 Parts, Hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Small Operating Tools - Frog W/sleeper
- T14a-hvac Filter Drier / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Testing Services, Equipment; Acoustic Couplant
- Misc Facility Re-stock -temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Small Operating Tools, Push, Lok, Cut-off, coupler, A/c, Springlock
- Storage Bins For Inventor Control.
- ***small Operating Tools, Band Saw Blades, 11’3" 4tpi
- Reseal / Rebuild Hydraulic Cylinder
- Tie Wire 11 Gauge 100 Lb. Roll Fastenal
- ***small Operating Tools, Magnifier Helping Hand, Mini Vise
- Purchase Genie Runabout, Gr-20, Self-propelled Electric Aerial Work Platform
- Parts For Volvo Excavator Jo-11-010
- *** Ops Su Bldgs 87/91 Orings For Fpw-av-13549 Fpw-av-13
- Testing Services, Equipment Fuji Electric Fsse Transducer.
- Small Operating Tools, Light String, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Desco, Filter, Hepa, Bags, Sleeve, Min/max
- Ops Restock Hvac Maintenance Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Ops Su Law C2v, C3v Hvac, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Removable Covers & Associated Hardware To Replace Damaged Gfr Quik-vent Covers
- Reverse Angle Jamb Seal White
- Ops T52 Fps Reliable Valve Spares / Pumps, Water Distribution
- Restock T52 Fps Gasket / Mob Hvac Fuses / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Loading Dock Equipment
- Volvo Part For Jo-11-010.
- Ezgo Parts For Jo-06-055.
- Wastewater Pumps
- Seating Tool, For Diw And Psw Filter Testing
- Msof Remote Control Infrared-robert Humphreys
- Club Car Parts For Jo-06-056 And Stock.
- Bolts, Fasteners Astm A307 Grade A Bolts
- Bag Filters, For Filter Skid
- Analysis, Monitoring And Testing, Water Quality
- Small Operating Tools, brush, paint, Tape, painters Masking
- ***ops Su Bldg 86 Battery Cartridge, Consumables
- ***ops Bldg 82 Pre-su Chiller Oil Maint / Pumps, Centrifugal
- Standard Iso 14397-1
- Strainers, Conical, For Chw-b-01
- Fan/blower, Centrifugal, General Purpose And Hvac (50 Hp Efficient Airfoil Fan)
- Ops Hvac Units On Temporary Facilities / Consumables
- Gypsum Board Assemblies
- Drdier, Filter Michael Cuellar 24590-wtp-cmnt-17-0207
- Ops Law Rwh-crn-00008 Crane 8 Spring / Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Ezgo Parts For Jo-06-031, Stock.
- Ops Su Bldg. 82 Recovery Skid Chillers, Centrifugal, Aprox. 2,000-5,000+ Tons
- Heat King Hk150 Parts For Jo-55-134.
- Law Wall Protection (corner Guards) Ss Screws
- 2" Inconel 625 Pipe For Melter Vent Lines
- Mascerator Toilets
- Parker Fittings And Hose For Bulk Consumables.
- Consumables For Construction Trucks And Trailers.
- Services, Janitorial- Bag, Trash, Clear, 1.2 Mil, 43-in X 47-in, 56 Gal, 100/cas
- Cordstrap
- Camera For Simulator Training
- Formwork, Temporary, (7/8" Coil Rod Couplers)
- Small Operating Tools, Flag Quick Disconnect Terminals Crimping Tool
- 30004/50008 Breakers P-17-0411 / Electrical
- Op Su Grease Fitting Psw-pmp-00002b Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Retrieval Tools
- Ingersoll-rand Air Compressor Order Parts
- Lubriplate No. 105 Grease
- Fittings
- Ops Loto Equipment Debris Caps / Consumables
- Bolts, Fasteners - Carriage Bolts For Lve-b-03 Ground Bus
- Ops Cpe Hmwpe Cable Electrical
- Trailer Anchors
- Club Car Parts For Repair Of # Capo8575, Alex K., Wo# 04211
- Ops Su Cal Gases For Chw-at-8252hvac Or Air Filter/treating
- Nld-encl-00003 P-18-1586 1/2 Aa Batteries
- Ops Su Desiccant For Gfr’s, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Wacker Parts
- Welder Test Coupons Chill Rings, Backing Bar And Plate
- Pipe And Fittings - Pvc For Law Pcw
- Startup Stickers And Tags, Orange And Green
- Ops - Lab & Law Labeling / Labeling And Reading Devices
- Air Vent Kit, Uv Logic/swift (part No. 794261-003)
- Joint Sealants - Bof/lab Penetration Repairs
- Terminations And Connections, Hv
- Replacement Parts For Capo8576, Alex K Wo# 04212
TRUE SURVEY SUPPLY, INC.
992 HIGHWAY 395 S, ADDY, WA 99101
(509) 684-2292
- Small Operating Tools, wood Survey Lath's
- Small Operating Tools, Wood Survey Lath's For Bof
- Small Operating Tools, wood Survey Stakes
- Small Operating Tools, wood Survey Hubs And Laths For Bof & Dflaw
- Small Operating Tools, wood Survey Hubs And Laths
- Survey Lath, Hubs, Chaser
- Small Operating Tools, Wood Survey Lath's For Bof
- Lath, Survey, Wood, Both Sides Sanded

Tsi Incorporated
500 CARDIGAN RD, SAINT PAUL, MN 55126
(651) 483-0900
- Safety Equipment - Tsi Flow Meters, Calibration
- Industrial Hygiene - Tsi Aerosol Monitor Annual Calibration
- Industrial Hygiene - Tsi Velicalc Meters, Annual Calibration
- Industrial Hygiene - Tsi Velocicalc Meters, Annual Calibration
- Safety Equipment
- Industrial Hygiene - Tsi/Alnor Velocicalc Meter Bc 5149, Annual Calibration
- Industrial Hygiene - Repair/calibrate Tsi/Alnor Avm440-a - Barcode 5150
- Industrial Hygiene-annual Calibration Of Tsi Velometers Barcodes 5149 & 5150
- Industrial Hygiene - Repair Tsi Alnor Instrument And Calibrate As Needed
- Industrial Hygiene Tsi Aerosol Monitor Calibration And Purchase Of Battery Pack
- Safety Equipment Tsi Velometer
- Safety Equipment - Tsi Flow Meters, Calibration

TSI, INC.
500 CARDIGAN RD, SAINT PAUL, MN 55126
(651) 483-0900
- Industrial Hygiene- Annual Calibration Of Tsi Alnor Aerosol Monitor
- Industrial Hygiene - Annual Calibration Of Tsi Alnor Aerosol Monitor
- Industrial Hygiene-annual Calibration Of Tsi Alnor Side Pak Am 510 Monitor
- Industrial Hygiene-annual Calibration Of 3M Noise Dosimeters And Calibrator
- Industrial Hygiene-annual Calibration Of Tsi/Alnor Velometers
- Industrial Hygiene-repair And Calibrate Quest Wbgt Serial#teh070035
- Industrial Hygiene-annual Calibration Of Tsi/Alnor Velometers
- Industrial Hygiene-annual Calibration Of Quest Questemp 34 Wbgt Meters
- Industrial Hygiene - Annual Calibration Of Tsi Alnor Velometer Wtp Barcode 5149
- Industrial Hygiene - Repair And Calibration Of Tsi Alnor Velometer Bc5150
- Industrial Hygiene-annual Calibration Of 3M Noise Dosimeters & Ac300 Calibrator
- Industrial Hygiene-repair And Calibration Of Tsi/Alnor Velometer
- Industrial Hygiene-annual Calibration Of Tsi Velometers
Turtle & Hughes Inc.
6611 Supply Row, Houston, TX 77011

- Batteries-procure Replacement Batteries For 125v Dce System For Bldg 87 And 91

Twin City Metals Inc
455 E BRUNEAU AVE, KENNEWICK, WA 99336
(509) 582-8207
- Structural And Misc. Steel
- Sheet Metal

TWIN CITY METALS, INC.
455 E BRUNEAU AVE, KENNEWICK, WA 99336
(509) 582-8207
- Flashing And Trim, Sheet Metal Bof Penetrations/sm Siding

UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES
333 PFINGSTEN RD, Northbrook, IL 60062
108472728800
- Hepa Filter Asme Ag-1 Test Group Ii And Iv Testing

UNIFLEX OF AMERICA LTD
9960 191ST ST, MOKENA, IL 60448
(708) 478-1445
- Hyd Fitting Kit For Power Unit
Original Po# Uc00-00504

United Controls International (UCI)
205 Scientific Dr, Norcross, GA 30092
(770) 496-1406
- Sodium Hydroxide Reagent System, Relief Valves

United Rentals
501 S Main St, Ellensburg, WA WA 98926
- Rental Forklifts For Yakima Warehouse
- Purchase Of Multiquip Dca70 Generator Currently On Rent @ Mhf
- Rental / Lease Of A Multiquip Generator

Univar Corporation
6100 Carillon Point, Kirkland, WA 98033
(425) 889-3400
- Bug Spray
Valin Corporation
18977 NE PORTAL WAY, PORTLAND, OR 97230

- Bof Building 85 Double Block And Bleed Valves (dbb)

Valin Corporation dba Technical Controls
1840 130th Ave Ne Ste 1b, Bellevue, WASHINGTON 98082
(360) 253-6333
- Ops Pressure Calibrator, Testing Services, Equipment

VAREX IMAGING CORPORATION
1678 SOUTH PIONEER RD., Salt Lake City, UT 84104

- Attila Software Support For 2 Years

Varian Associates Inc
3100 HANSEN WAY, Palo Alto, CA 94304
(650) 493-4000
- Attila Software Support

VEGA AMERICAS, INC.
4241 Allendorf Drive, Cincinnati, OH 45209
(800) 543-8668
- Law - Radar Waveguide Testing Oversight

Vemco, Inc.
3830 E. Trent Avenue, Spokane, WA 99202
(509) 534-9533
- Hold Down Clips For Liebert Leak Detection Sensor Cable

VETSOURCE SOLUTIONS LLC
3 Washington Street, North Reading, MA 01864
(978) 276-0138
- Small Operating Tools, Carbide Scribe, Min|max
- Steel, Cyclone Fence Wire Ties
- Yellow / Red Traffic Marking Paint & Supplies
- Bulk/consumables - Vacuum Filters, Spray Tips, Etc. - Special Order Min/max
- Consumables - Bottoming Tap - American Tool Min/max (not On Bpo)
- Consumables - Masking Tape, Putty Knife, Etc. - Lbl Wall Crew Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Hilti Cordless Rotary Hammer W/dust Collector
- Safety Consumables, gloves, min/max
- Paint Supplies / 07/29/13
VIBRATION INSTITUTE
2625 BUTTERFIELD RD STE 128N, OAK BROOK, IL 60523
(630) 654-2254
- Professional Services - Iso 18436-2 Category I Vibration Analyst Training
VIGIL COMPANIES, INC.
337 S 1370 E, Tooele, UT 84074
(435) 840-1086

- Safety Consumables, Leading Edge Fall Protection Trial Items
- ***ops Maint. Cons. Cotter Pins And Hooks***
- Ops Bof Maint, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Siding (sleeves For Electrical Conduits)
- Pipe Clamps And Coatings
- Ops Velcon Pump, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Ops Fittings, Consumables
- John Deere Parts For Jo-11-013
- Ops Air Blower Assy For Air Dryers, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Concrete Rebar Supports (chairs, Dobies)
- Parts For Heat King Heaters
- Valves - Plug - Non-lubricated (rld-bulge-00001 Valve Internal Replacement)
  - ***ops Pre Startup Wye Strainer Parts / Pumps, Water Distribution
  - Small Operating Tools, Concrete Curing Blanket, 3'x4', 100 F
  - ***small Operating Tools, Power Blanket, Concrete, Curing, Bof***
- Ops Check Valve Kit Restock / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- ***ops Su Lubricant For Chillers, Centrifugal, Aprox. 2,000-5,000+ Tons
- Valves
- ***safety Consumables, Liner, Fleece/spandex, Winter, Min/max ***
- Flanges - Stainless Steel, (su-qdp16)
- Formwork, Temporary, Purchased - 7/8" Coil Rod & D1j Hook Bolts
- *** Su Bldg 54 Gasket For Nld-str-00003 Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Formwork, Temporary, Dayton 7/8" Coil Rod, 7/8" Rebar Coil Rod Coupler
- *** Ops Su Bldg 83 Studs Pcw-pcv-8029, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- Su Ops: Vac-brkrs For Bof Pcw Sys. Valves & Assemblies Boa Release
  Priority-1
- Safety Chains For Jo-17-012 And Stock.
  - ****baumgartens Sicurix Pen Loop Id Badge Holder
- Pressure Instrument
  - ***ops T05a-hvac2 Compressor / Temporary Buildings, Buildings And Trailers
- Small Operating Tools, Screwdriver, Tester, Non-contact
  - ***hot--ops Eng Spare - Bldg 86 Nld Spare Parts And Consumables
- Valves & Associated Materials For Emf Bldgs. Pressure Testing

- ***ops Su Bof Bldg 83 Cooling Tower Fan, Consumables
- Ops, Eng Spares 24590-bof-spr-pcw-0004 Rev 2
- Strainer Screens And Gaskets For Pcw-b-01
- Pumps, Vacuum And Pneumatic
- ***ops Su Bldg 86 Fan Consumables
- Valves And Valve Parts
- Purchase Desiccant Compressor Air Dryer
- Ops Bof Maintenance Spares, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- T-bar Dome Security Mirror
- Valves And Assemblies
- Justrite Label
- Electrical Specialty Equipment
- Wacker Starter For Jo-13-025
- Hy-lok Fittings And Tote Tanks
- Earthwork, Grading And Structural Backfill / Gilsulate
- Electrical Specialty Equipment
- Ops Su Element And Probe For PSA, Compressors, Centrif., General Purpose Or Air
- ***ops Scald Protection Valves / Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Priority-a Ops Su Gasket & Repair Kit For Chw-v-51159 Startup Spare Parts

Virtual Enterprises, Inc. dba Advanced Systems Group
12405 GRANT ST, DENVER, CO 80241
(303) 301-3000
- Hitachi Nas Driver Order
- Hitachi Drive Boxes And Large/small Format Drives
- Hitachi Storage Replication Storage

VISTA PRECISION SOLUTIONS, INC.
2350 LINDBERG LOOP, RICHLAND, WA 99354
(509) 943-2484

VTECH INC
2065 SAINT RAYMONDS AVE APT 3C, Bronx, NY 10462
(646) 537-5071
- Testing Services, Materials, ASTM E84 Smoke And Flame Propagation Test

W W GRAINGER, INC
610 Pope's Bluff Trail, Colorado Springs, CO 80907
(719) 598-9500
- Ops - Electrical Controls Trainer /switchgear Bldgs. 87 & 91 Support

Wagstaff, Inc.
3910 N. Flora Road, Spokane, WA 99216
(509) 922-1404
- Connector Parts For Special Purpose Transport Vehicle
WALTER E. NELSON CO. OF EASTERN WASHINGTON
1017 N BRADLEY RD, SPOKANE, WA 99212
(877) 736-0847
- Services, Janitorial, Various Supplies, T52 Warehouse Inventory
- Services, Janitorial, Various Consumable Supplies
- Services, Janitorial, Trash Bags
- Consumables - Janitorial Supplies For Jobsite Min/max
- Services, Janitorial, Trial Mop Heads For Floor Finishing, Mathews, Ken Tucker
- Services, Janitorial - Jobsite Janitorial Supplies - Janitorial Min/max

WASHINGTON EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC. dba WEMCO
2823 S CRAIG RD, AIRWAY HEIGHTS, WA 99001
(509) 244-4773
- Hoists, Trolley Replacement Conductor Bars For Lmh-hst-00001
- Bogie Cart Replacement Control And Power Cable
- Radio Belts For Whenco Overhead Cranes
- Equipment, Hooks For Blue Room Frames
- New Subcontract For Wemco Cranes (parts And Service)
- Cranes, Bridge Or Gantry--hardware (rwh-encl-00006)
- Jig
- Lsh-crn-00011 And 00012 Conductor Bar Clamps

Washington Green Hydroseeding
5690 Pasco Kahlotus Rd, Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 547-7756
- Protection, Preservation Of Equipment And Materials

WAXIE S ENTERPRISES INC
9353 WAXIE WAY, San Diego, CA 92123
(858) 292-8111
- Consumables--toilet Bowl Cleaner,
- ***services, Janitorial, Paper Towels For Mhf, Expedite***
- Consumables - Toilet Bowl Cleaner
- Consumables-janitorial, Toilet Bowl Cleaner
- Consumables - Non-blanket Janitorial
- ***services, Janitorial, Toilet Bowl Cleaner Crew Neutral 04996 ***

WCR INCORPORATED
2377 Commerce Center Blvd. Suite B, Fairborn, OH 45342
(937) 223-0703
- Emf Plate And Frame Heat Exchangers
WEIR SLURRY GROUP, INC.
2701 S Stoughton Rd, Madison, WI 53716
(608) 221-2261
- Services Of Weir Hazelton Technical Representative

Weldstar Company
1750 MITCHELL RD, AURORA, IL 60505
(630) 859-3100
- Rod Guard Caddy Replacement Lids
- Small Operating Tools, Milwaukee Cordless Rotary Hammer Kit
- Welding, Consumables,3m Autodark Rplc Weld Lens Filter, min/max
- Welding, Welding, Large, Xx-xl, Sleeve, 9 oz Fire-stop, drive Roll Kit, Min/max

WESCO Distribution Inc
6949 West Deschutes Ave, Kennewick, WA 99336
(509) 783-1397
- Services Of Siemens Technical Representative
- Electrical
- Mcc Vertical Section
- Mcc Vertical Section

West Coast Paper Company (inc) dba WCP Solutions
6703 S 234TH ST STE 120, Kent, WA 98032
12538501900
- This Is A Hot Fmr. Office Supplies Standard 8.5 X 11 30% Recyclced Paper.
- Janitorial Supplies For Job Site - T52 Warehouse Inventory
- Services, Janitorial, Supplies, T-52 Inventory
- Office Supplies Release On Paper Bpo
- Janitorial Supplies - Jobsite Janitorial Supplies - Janitorial Min/max

WEST COAST PAPER dba WCP Solutions
15321 E Marietta Ave, Spokane Valley, WASHINGTON 99216

- Services, Janitorial - Jobsite Janitorial Supplies - Janitorial Min/max
- Services, Janitorial - Jobsite Janitorial Supplies
- Services, Janitorial - En Motion Paper Towel's For Mhf
- ***services, Janitorial Consumables, Reorder Request, Randy***
- Janitorial Supplies For Job Site - T52 Warehouse Stock
- Services, Janitorial Reorder, T-52

WEST COAST SWITCHGEAR, INC.
13837 BETTENCOURT ST, CERRITOS, CA 90703
(562) 802-3441
- Ops - Used/tested 150vcp-w750 Circuit Breaker Complete W/13.8kv Switchgear
West Coast Wire Rope & Rigging, Inc.
2900 N.W. 29th Ave, Portland, OR 97210
(503) 228-9353
- Equipment..magnetic Softners

WESTERN GARNET INTERNATIONAL
1875 N LAKEWOOD DR STE 201, COEUR D ALENE, ID 83814
(208) 666-6000
- Distributables, Red Garnet Blasting Sand, Glen Davison

WESTERN INDUSTRIAL MOTOR & MACHINE, INC.
669 W QUINN RD BLDG 12, Pocatello, ID 83202
(208) 237-1000
- Priority 1 Su C2v-mtr-00049/00050 Motor Refurb P-18-2584 Boa Release
- Ops Su Pcw-mtr-00016b Motor Refurb
- Ops Su Chw-mtr-00012a / Chw-mtr-00007b Siemens Motor Repair P-18-2112 Motors

WESTERN INDUSTRIAL MOTOR & MCH
669 W QUINN RD BLDG 12, Pocatello, ID 83202
(208) 237-1000
- Ops Su Pcw-mtr-00016a Refurb Motors
- Safety Consumables, Vests, Green Traffic Cones, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Glove, Hexarmor, Leather, Chrome, Gauntlet, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Boot, Tyvek, Cover, Vest, Mesh, Wire, Stainless, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, flame Rtd Shrd\knee-pro's\grn Flg Tape,min/max
- Water Quality Control
- Safety Consumables, Lanyard, Tool Holder, Lifeline, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Vest, Mesh, Safety, Orng, 2-in W Reflective Stripes, Ansi
- Small Operating Tools, fence, Plastic Safety 4'x50', Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Additional 4 X 50-ft Orange Temp. Fencing, min/max
- Safety Consumables, Python***
- Safety Consumables-hard, Hat, Premium, Flame, Min.max
- Safety Consumables, ppe, visor, Mesh Screen, Bullard 85 Min/max
- Safety Consumables-lanyard, Tool Holder, Miller Min/max***
- Safety Consumables, Fall Protection, Min/max
- Safety Consumables-harness, Safety, #e650-77, Large/universal/x-large
- Safety Consumables-harness, Safety, Green, Model Min/max
- Safety Consumables, hrmes\beam Grip\hz-tape\saf-vests\visor, min/max
- Safety Consumables-hook, Trigger-snap, Swivel-eye, 2-3/8-in, 65lb Max Load***
- Safety Consumables, Face Shields Min/max (joe H.)
- Safety Consumables Pad, Knee-pro, Shield, Face, Tape, Flagging Min/max
- Safety Consumables-hook2loop Extension 1" X 72" Heavy Duty, Python***
- Safety Consumables, ppe Respirator Blasting Hood\4ft Dbl Leg Lanyard, Min/max
- Safety Consumables Glasses, Vest, Mesh, Orng, 2-in W Min/max
- Ops Su O2 Test Kit For Emj-at-6128, Operational And Startup Spare Parts
- ***safety Consumables, hexarmor 4081 & 2090 Gloves, min/max***
- ***ops Calcium Hypochlorite Briquettes
- Safety Consumables, Aprons, Face Shields, Barricade tape, Vests, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Harness, Safety, Gloves, Purple Min.max
- Safety Consumables, Station, Lens, Cleaning, Shade, Neck Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Knee Pads, Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Hexarmor Xi, Ear Plugs, Neck Shade, Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Hard Hat Tether Min/max
- ***small Operating Tools, 39-in X 50 Yd Fire Blankets, min/max***
- Safety Consumables, Lifeline, Self Retracting, 20', Oversleeve Min/max
- ***safety Consumables Last Of The Hex Armor 4085 Xxl
- ***safety Consumables Shield, Face Vest, Mesh Ppe, visor Min/max***
- ***safety Consumables, hexarmor 4085 Gloves, min/max***
- Safety Consumables-pouch Holster With Retractor, Python***
- ***safety Consumables, python Safety Tool Holsters-lanyards-accessories, min/max**
- Safety Consumables, Overshoe, Cleats, Ice, Neos, Shield, Face, Min/max
- Services, Janitorial, Absorbant Pads, Reyff, Johnathon
- Safety Consumables - Faceshielded And Sideshield Min/max
- Safety Consumables Glasses, Safety, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Pad, Knee-pro, Removable Facial Cavity Seal, Min/max
- ML Kishigo 1524 Heavy Duty Class 2 Mossy Oak Camo Safety Vest
- ***safety Consumables, Glove, hexarmor, leather, - Min/max
- ***safety Consumables, python Large Battery Sleeve/holster, min/max***
- Safety Consumables, orange Safety Vests, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Hand Sanitizer, Min/max
- Safety Consumablestape, Flagging, lifeline, 9' Self-retracting, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Rope, Poly 3/8", Red Danger, --min/max
- Safety Consumables, Lanyard, Tool Holder, Lifeline, Self Retracting, Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Miller Anchors
- Safety Consumables Ear Plug, Corded, Ylw Neons, Min/max

- Safety Consumables, Traffic Delineator< Cones, Vest Surveyors, Min/max
- Safety Vests
- Safety Consumables Harness, Safety, 2xl/3xl, Filter, Cart Min/max
- Safety Consumables 10/10/18 Min/max
- Safety Consumables, sign, Sfty, Danger ,blank 10' X 14', Plastic D-1rb, Min/max
- Safety Consumables Lifeline, Self Retracting, 20', Min/max
- Safety Consumables - Winter Gloves, Min/max
- Safety Consumables- Pad, Knee W/ "csw" Logo, 10" X 16" Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Glove, hexarmor, leather, chrome, Ansel Hyflex, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Pad, Knee-pro, sign, Danger, Vest, Mesh, Safety, Min/max

- Safety Consumables, Glove, hexarmor, Liner, Leather, Welders, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Shield, Face, Visor, Quick Lok Slotted, Cap Mounted, Min/max
- Safety Consumables-glove, Hexarmor, helix, 13-gauge, High-dexterity
- Safety Consumables, glove Hangers, Gloves, Hexarmor Chrome, Thin Lizzie, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, ice Cleats Overshoe, min/max
- Safety Consumables, anti-fatigue Mats,
- Safety Consumables, Caution Safety Sign\cyl-status Tags\danger Tags, min/max
- Ops Blower And Parts Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies
- Safety Consumables, fall Protection And Misc Safety Product, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, liner, Fleece/spandex, Overshoe, vest, Mesh, Pad Knee, Min/max
- Safety Consumables-harness, Safety, 2xl/3xl, Hard, Hat, Min/max
- Ops Eyewash Caps Consumables
- Electrical Ppe - 40 Cal Arc Rated Suits
- Safety Consumables, Setup, "craft Safety Watch" Logo, Knee Pad, 10" X 16" X 1"
- Safety Consumables, sign, safety, 'caution' Blank 10', tags, Info Only, Min/max
- Safety Consumables 7/31/18, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, ear, Plug, Uncorded, Yellow, shield, Face, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, glove, hexarmor, leather, Welders, Hyflex, Min/max
- Safety Consumables- Vest, security, high Vis Safety, orange, adjstbl, med-xl, MI
- Safety Consumables Lifeline, Coverall, Vest, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Glove, Elec Switching, Size Med, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Blanket, fire, 39" X 50 Yd, 032" Thick, R51-39-32, Min/max
- ***safety Consumables Hard Hats Min/max
- Traffic Paddles
- ***safety Consumables - Mask Fit - **hot
- **safety Consumables, Hard Hat Tether, Python, Min/max-hot**
- Safety Consumables, start-up PPE Safety Equipment
- ***safety Consumables, Ice Boots And Winter Gloves, Min/max***
- Ops Lockout Plugs, Small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous
- Safety Consumables, Shoes, Pads, Wire, Min/max
- Safety Consumables Fe Seals, Lens Cleaner Min/max
- Safety Consumables Glove, hexarmor, leather, chrome Min/max
- Safety Consumables, 3-1/4-in X 6-in Cylinder Status Tags, min/max
- Safety Consumables, Gloves, Hexarmor, Leather, Purple Nitrile, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Glove, hexarmor, leather, chrome, size 12/xxxl, Min/max
- ***welding, Goggles, Welding, Auto-darkening, Weld-mask, Miller #267370 ***
- Industrial Hygiene - Skc Replacement Nimh Battery Packs For Airchek 2000 Pumps
- Hand Sanitizer Dispenser And Hand Sanitizer Gel Refill Cartridge
- Safety Consumables, wipe, Towelette, Shield, Face, vest, Mesh, Min/max
- Small Operating Tools, Label, Inspection Record, Scaffold Tag, Safety, Danger
- Safety Consumables-glove, Hexarmor, helix, 13-gauge, High-dexterity *trial Use*
- Safety Consumables, twin Turbo Fall Protection Md Min/max **hot**
- Safety Consumables, glove, Chrome, Welders, Pip Gtek, Superior, Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Hi-viz Neck Shade, Min/max
- ***safety Consumables, 3m Nuisance, organic Vaper # 2297, p100, particulate, Thin***
- Safety Consumables, shroud, Outer, Inner, Flame Retardant, Belts, Waist, Min/max
- Oxygen Analysis Transmitter Calibration Kit / Testing Services, Equipment
- ***safety Consumables, X-large Ice Cleat Overshoe, min/max***
- Small Operating Tools, Blanket, Fire, 39" X 50 Yd, .032" Min/max
- Safety Consumables, 10 X 14 Caution Signs, min/max
- Safety Consumables, Pad, Knee W/ "csw" Logo, Shield, Face, Delineator, Min/max
- Safety Consumables Extension, D-ring, w/snap Hook, Glove Min/max
- Safety Consumables- Earplug, Connecting Plug, Wire Stainless Steel Min/max
- Safety Consumables, Gloves, Leather, gauntlet, Liners, Red 2000, Min/max
- Safety Consumables Gloves, Min/max
- Safety Consumables Python, Kneepad, Min/max
- Safety Consumables Surveyor Utility Safety Vest
- Safety Consumables twin Turbos, Fall Protection **Hot**

**Western Sling and Supply Company**
5453 North Peterson Road, Sedalia, CO 80135
(800) 748-2651

- **** Ops - Room Air Conditioners / Facility Services Maintenance Support
Western States Equipment Co.
2100 Frontier Loop, Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 543-2200
- Transport Jo-11-024 From Mhf To Wtp Site
- Rent Excavator For Dflaw***
- Rent Front End Loader
- Parts - Caterpillar - Consumable -
- Caterpillar Hydraulic Oil Cooler Repair
- Hydraulic Hammer Rental For Caterpillar 420f Backhoe
- Rent A Telehandler Rough Terrain Forklift For Dflaw
- Equipment And Large Tools, Rental For Dflaw
- Rent A Motor Grader For Dflaw
- Rent A Road Grader
- Generator Rental's For Site Wide Outage
- New Hydraulic Hammer Moil Point
- A/c Repairs To Jo-11-024 Caterpillar Loader***
- Damage Repairs To Rl-11-082 Rental

WHECO Corporation
2989 Kingsgate Way, Richland, WA 99301
(509) 371-1703
- Send Volvo Excavator Boom Cylinder In To Be Rebuilt

WHOLESALE ELECTRIC INTERNATIONAL
4040 Gulf Freeway, Houston, TX 77004
(713) 748-6100
- Ops Su Surge Arrester For Pcw-mtr-00005a, B, C, Electrical
- Ops Cpe Rectifier Spares For P-17-0411 Electrical
- Ops Su Lve-mcc-20202 Eaton Power Supply
- Ops Su Psa-cmp-00002d Fuses / Electrical
- Ops Crimping Sleeves For Law Crane 8.electrical
- Ops Lve-pnl-84001a/b Replacement Breakers Electrical
- Ops Su Lve-mcc-21001-7f Replacement Contactor
- Ops Su Lve-mcc-60001/60002 Circuit Breakers
- Ops Su Lve-mcc-85001a-1k Fuses Electrical
- Electrical
- Variable Speed Drives And Electrolytic Capacitors
- Ops Su C1v Mstr Heater Packs P-18-1956 Electrical
WHOLESALE ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO. OF HOUSTON, INC.
4040 Gulf Freeway, Houston, TX 77004
(713) 748-6100
- Electrical
- Su Ops-release On Electrical Boa E000-00002
- Ops Qd Emergency Ballasts Restock Electrical
- Su Wo: Pwo-cmnt-18-2419, Bypass Switch, Electrical Boa Release
- Ops Su Wo: Pwo-cmnt-18-2603, Multilin Relay, Electrical Boa Release
- Boa Release Lve-swbd-20101 Breaker Connector Kit P-18-2504 Electrical
- Ops Su Breaker For Lve-mcc-600002-4f, Electrical
- Ops Su Ground Fault Circuit Interrupt/electrical
- Electrical

Wholesale Electric Supply Company
4040 Gulf Freeway, Houston, TX 77004
(713) 748-6100
- Replace Vender Furnished Cable Lfh-smplr-00006 And 00007
- Ops Emergency Light Fixture, Construction Equipment, Tools, Supplies

WHOLESALE ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY OF HOUSTON, INC.
4040A Gulf Freeway, Houston, TX 77004
(713) 748-3224
- Rod Coupling

William Scotsman
1925 North 4th Street, Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 542-0721
- Purchase Of Cb&i Rented Conex’s.

WOLFRAM RESEARCH INC
100 Trade Center Drive, Champaign, IL 61820
(217) 398-0700
- Mathematica, Version 5.2 Or Current

WONDER METALS CORPORATION
4351 Caterpillar Rd, Redding, CA 96003
(530) 241-3251
- Louvers And Vents - Lab East Elevation
Wondrack Distributing  
529 E. Kennewick, Kennewick, WA 99336  
(509) 582-5181  
- Oil Sample Bottles For Testing  
- Lof - Consumables - Min/max  
- Chevron Oil For Caterpillar Forklifts  
- Ops Sae 30 Oil, Fuels And Lubricants  
- Ops 15w/40 Oil, Fuels And Lubricants  
- Lof - Bulk - Consumable - Min/max  
- Oil Sample Bottles  
- Lof Lithium Grease, Fuels And Lubricants  
- Drive Train Oil For New Caterpillar Forklifts  
- Lof - Consumable - Min/max  
- Lof - Chevron - Consumable - Min/max  

WOODS INDUSTRIES INC  
401 LAKESIDE LANE STE 302, HOUSTON, TX 77058  
(281) 333-4267  
- *****equipment - Maintenance Of Powr-grip Vacuum Lifter To Be Sent Out  

WYLACO CONSTRUCTION SUPPLY CO.  
315 Vallejo St, Denver, CO 80223  
(800) 876-2325  
- Operating Tools, Cart, Panel, Heavy Duty, 4,400 Lb, Greenline #272227  
- Bulk - Fish Tape - Greenlee Min/max  
- Consumables - Cord Hooks, Weed Sprayer, Etc. - Special Order Min/max  
- Consumables - Heat Shrink Tape - Tape Min/max  
- Consumables, Chisel Bit, Min/max  

XRON ASSOCIATES INC  
703 COTTONWOOD LOOP, RICHLAND, WA 99352  
15099468417  
- Xron - Developing Smp (john Williams)  

XRON ASSOCIATES, INC.  
703 COTTONWOOD LOOP, RICHLAND, WA 99352  
15099468417  
- Professional/technical Services For Effectiveness Review Of Wtp Documents  

YAKIMA TENT & AWNING CO LTD  
1312 S 1st St, Yakima, WA 98901  
(509) 457-6169  
- ***small Operating Tools, Miscellaneous 20' X 20' Tents
ZIVARO, INC.
990 S BROADWAY STE 300, Denver, CO 80209
- Cisco Smartnet Maintenance

$100K - $500K

A B B INC
29801 Euclid Avenue, Wickliffe, OH 44092
(503) 789-5019
- Services For Abb Components And Systems

Abadan
619 the Parkway, Richland, WA 99352
(509) 946-7693
- Printers/plotters
- Office Furniture And Equipment

ABB INC
16250 W Glendale Dr, New Berlin, WI 53151
(262) 785-3200
- Law Melter Power Supply Flex Connector

ABB Inc.
16250 W. Glendale Drive, New Berlin, WI 53151
(262) 785-2854
- Electrical Contracts For Abb Power Supplies

Acuity Incorporated
514 NW 11TH AVE STE 201, Portland, OR 97209
(503) 747-0850
- Solidedge Licenses

AGSI LLC
14152 MILLTOWN RD, LOVETTSVILLE, VA 20180
(703) 863-9366
- Adlib Software
- Visio Project License Increase And Ms Project
AGSI, LLC
14152 MILLTOWN RD, LOVETTSVILLE, VA 20180
(703) 863-9366
- Esoms Software Licenses
- Hp Elitedesk 800 - Monitors -
- Rational Doors Software Subscription
- Vmware Support
- Rational Doors
- Reliasoft Rcm++ Software Licences

ALA Cart Golf Carts
524 Warehouse Street, Richland, WA 99352
(509) 947-1383
- New Club Car Golf Carts

AM INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY, LLC
4241 SOUTH ZILLAH STREET, KENNEWICK, WA 99337
(509) 438-0844
- Rental Caterpillar Tl1055c Telehandlers
- Rent 2 4000 Gallon Water Truck
- Butterfly Valves Repair Kits (bray)

AMERICAN CRANE & EQUIPMENT CORP.
531 Old Swede Rd, Douglassville, PA 19518
(877) 877-6778
- Services Of American Crane & Equipment Co. (aceco) Tech Rep

AMERICAN EQUIPMENT, INC.
451 W 3440 S, Salt Lake City, UT 84115
(801) 269-0896
- Maintenance Monorail Hoists

AMERICAN FIRE TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
2120 Capital Drive, Wilmington, NC 28405
(910) 799-9191
- Fire Detection Parts And Supplies

ANALYSIS & DESIGN APPLICATION CO. LTD.
60 Broadhollow Rd, Melville, NY 11747
(631) 549-2300
- Star Ccm
APANTEC, LLC
805 WEST 5TH STREET, Lansdale, PA 19446
(267) 436-3991
- Atl (adjacent To Line) Gamma Monitor

APOLLO SHEET METAL, INC.
1133 W. Columbia Drive, Kennewick, WA 99336
- Steam Plant Facility Refurbishment

ARC ADVISORY GROUP
3 Allied Drive, Dedham, MA 02026
(781) 471-1110
- Professional Services

ARIES BUILDING SYSTEMS, LLC
12621 FEATHERWOOD DR STE 300, HOUSTON, TX 77034
- Restroom Trailer

Atkins Nuclear Solutions US, Inc.
5600 77 CENTER DRIVE, SUITE 340, Charlotte, NC 28217
- Wtp Readiness Assurance Program Support

AVANTECH INC.
2050 American Italian Way, Columbia, SC 29209
(803) 407-7171
- Services Of Avantech Representative

AVIATE ENTERPRISES, INC.
5844 PRICE AVE, MCCLELLAN, CA 95652
19169934000
- Butterfly Valves Repair Kits (vanessa)

B AND W FLUID DYNAMICS, INC.
4440 Hwy 225, Ste. 150, Deer Park, TX 77536
(281) 534-9305
- Equipment And Large Tools, Rental

BECKMAN AND ASSOCIATES INC
1071 STATE ROUTE 136 # 20, BELLE VERNON, PA 15012
(724) 872-9157
- Professional/technical Services For Effectiveness Review Of Wtp Documents
Builders Hardware & Supply Co
114 S Auburn St, Kennewick, WA 99336
(509) 586-8110
- Lbl Architectural Doors, Frames And Hardware (july 2014)

CAPP USA, Inc.
201 MARPLE AVE, CLIFTON HEIGHTS, PA 19018
(800) 410-1698
- Ops Eng Spare - Bldg 82 Chw Spare Parts And Consumables.

CASCADE COMPUTER MAINTENANCE INC
3240 COMMERCIAL ST SE, SALEM, OR 97302
(503) 581-0081
- Hp Printer Maintaince
- Maintenance And Repair Of Fujitsu And Canon Scanners

CDCMELLO CONSULTING LLC
18800 SE ALICIA CIR, Vancouver, WA 98683
- Nec-ul Technical Support

CENTRAL HOSE & FITTINGS, INC.
2214 North 4th Avenue, Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 547-6460
- Fittings, Hose (Imp Hoses And Lop Hoses)

CHAMPS Software, Inc.
1255 N Vantage Point Dr, Crystal River, FL 34429
(352) 795-2362
- Champs Version 13 Software Upgrade With Customizations

CLIMAX PORTABLE MACHINE TOOLS, INC
2712 E 2ND ST, NEWBERG, OR 97132
(503) 538-2185
- Portable Milling Machine, Lm5200 Linear Mill

Coast Crane Company Inc
525 S OREGON AVE, PASCO, WA 99301
- Potain Bolts For Hlw Tower Crane Maintenance, Workorder Number 29736.
- Potain Bolts For Pt Tower Crane Maintenance, Workorder Number 29737.
Coffman Engineers  
10 North Post Street, Suite 500, Spokane, WA 99201  
(509) 328-2994  
- Professional Services - Engineering For Law Roofing And Siding

Commercial Tire  
306 South Oregon Ave, Pasco, WA 99301  
(509) 547-4663  
- New Subcontract For Tires, repairs And Service

COMPUTER MASTERS  
6185 Cornerstone Court, San Diego, CA 92121  
(858) 622-1100  
- Computer Hardware, Project Purchased

COMPUTERS AND STRUCTURES INC  
1646 N California Blvd Ste 600, Walnut Creek, CA 94596  
(510) 649-2200  
- Sap 2000 Renewal

CONCRETE SPECIAL TIES  
6820 West Clearwater Ave., Kennewick, WA 99336  
(509) 736-0954  
- Rent A Motor Grader For Mhf

CONSOLIDATED POWER SUPPLY  
3556 Mary Taylor Rd, Birmingham, AL 35235  
(205) 655-5515  
- Pipe, Fittings And Flanges - Carbon Steel

DADE MOELLER & ASSOCIATES, INC  
1835 TERMINAL DR STE 200, Richland, WA 99354  
(509) 946-0410  
- Implementation Of Doe O 435.1 In Development Of A Radioactive Waste Mgmt. Basis

DGR  
1333 Gillespie St Ste A, Richland, WA 99352  
15099466188  
- Place City Power In The S-40

DILTEX INC  
1750 W Cameron Ave, Ste 110, West Covina, CA 91790  
(626) 960-1314  
- Microsoft Visio And Microsoft Project
DIMENSION DATA NORTH AMERICA
11006 Rushmore Drive, Suite 300, CHARLOTTE, NC 28277
(704) 969-2200
- Polycom Video Systems- 2017

DIVERSIFIED METAL PRODUCTS, INC.
3710 N. Yellowstone Hwy, Idaho Falls, ID 83401
(208) 529-9655
- Liquid Sampling Station

DUCON ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS, I
1859 Terry Ave., Joliet, IL 60435
(815) 725-5757
- Request For Discharge Electrode Replacement From Ducon
- Request For Discharge Electrode Replacement From Ducon

DUCON TECHNOLOGIES INC
19 Engineers Lane, Farmingdale, NY 11735
(631) 694-1700
- Replacement Insulators For Law Wesps. 24590-wtp-ncr-con-12-0130

Eaton Corporation
8609 SIX FORKS RD, RALEIGH, NC 27615
(800) 843-9433
- Ops Bldg 91 Breakers Remanufacturing, Switchgear

Edge Construction Supply (formerly Safway Supply Inc)
812 East Mead Avenue, Yakima, WA 98903
(509) 535-9841
- ***scaffolding For Hlw / Cannister Handling / Melter 1 / Restock***

EDGE CONSTRUCTION SUPPLY, INC.
812 E Mead Ave, Yakima, WASHINGTON 98903
(800) 243-5582
- Scaffolding, Purchased For Cable Pulling Law

EDWARDS SUPPLY CO., INC.
315 Oak Ridge Tpke, Oak Ridge, TN 37830
18654831766
- Shop And Maintenance Equipment

ELECTRIC POWER RESEARCH INSTITUT
3420 HILLVIEW AVE, PALO ALTO, CA 94304
(650) 855-2000
- Technical Reference Document
Energy Northwest
76 N. Power Plant Loop Rd., Richland, WA 99354
(509) 377-4799
- Material Test Center M&te Calibration Services
- Calibration Services, Equipment And Instrumentation (m&te)

Engineered Process Controls
PO Box 890, WOODINVILLE, WA 98072
(425) 844-8901
- Radar Level Detection/capacitance Level

ENVIROSYSTEMS USA INC.
350 73RD AVE NE STE 1, Fridley, MN 55432
- Rent Temporary Pump System For Flushing Water Systems

ErgoGenesis Workplace Solutions, LLC
1 BodyBilt Place, Navasota, TEXAS 77868
(800) 364-5299
- Furniture For Enc Office
- Ops Chairs, Office Furniture And Equipment
- Task Chairs For Main And Mpf
- Mpf/po/pona Furniture Replacement

ERGOGENESIS, LLC
1 BodyBilt Place, Navasota, TEXAS 77868
(800) 364-5299
- Replacement Task And Conference Room Chairs

F H PUMPS INC
4741 ORTEGA ST # 15, VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 650-8796
- Rld Sump Pumps

FARRIS ENGINEERING - A Business Unit of Curtiss-Wright Flow Control Company
15 Shaver Street, Brantford, ON N3T 5
(519) 756-4800
- Pressure Safety Valves For Bof, Psa, Pcw, Psw, And Diw Systems
FCCI
3095 Kingsgate Way, Richland, WA 99354

- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.
- Pipe Fittings Per Dow-wv25593001 And Dow-wv25594001
- Effluent Management Facility (emf) Pressure Relief Valves
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.

FLANDERS/CSC LLC
531 FLANDERS FILTER RD, Washington, NC 27889

- Hepa Roughing Filters, Radial Flow, For Lab. Law And Emf

FLOWSERVE CORPORATION
5215 N O'Connor Blvd Ste 2300, Irving, TX 75039
(972) 443-6500

- Control Valves

FLUID CONTROLS AND COMPONENTS, INC.
5912 15TH ST E, Fife, WA 98424
(253) 922-3226

- Pipe And Fittings - Plastic - Pvc, Abs, Pvc, Cpvc
- QI Pipe Bulks From Lav Shortage Report 3-24-14
- Expansion Joints And Fasteners

FOCUS LEARNING CORPORATION
1880 SANTA BARBARA ST, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

- Vision Developer And Learning Station Maintenance Agreement

Fred Cooper Consulting Engineers, Inc.
6400 SE Lake Road, Portland, OR 97222
(503) 652-9090

- Environmental Contracts - Preliminary Risk Assessment Technical Service Support

GC Micro Corporation
3910 Cypress Drive, Petaluma, CA 94954
(800) 426-4276

- Printers/plotters
- Computer Software Licences, Fees, And Hardware Maintenance
GLOBAL DISTRIBUTORS, INC
4901 Fairmont Ave Ste 202, Bethesda, MD 20814
(301) 657-3557
- Furniture For Enc Office
- Mp/po/pona Furniture Replacement

Goulds Pumps Incorporated
240 Fall St, Seneca Falls, NY 13148
(315) 568-7335
- Steam Condensate Collection Skid

GOVPLACE, INC.
11111 Sunset Hills Road, Suite 200, Reston, VA 20190
- Vmware Vsphere Software

GOVSMART, INC.
706 C Forest Street, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22903
(434) 326-5656
- Hp Elitedesk 800 - Monitors -

GREENBEE TECHNOLOGIES LLC
9912 S Trumbull Ave, EVERGREEN PARK, IL 60805
(312) 476-9428
- Racktop Expansion
- Whiptail - Storage-eos

GREENBERRY INDUSTRIAL
600 SE MARITIME AVE, VANCOUVER, WA 98661
- Actuated On/off Plug Valves

GREENBERRY INDUSTRIAL LLC
600 SE Maritime Ave #190, Vancouver, WA 98661
103605670006
- Flow Instrument
- Butterfly Valve, Actuated On / Off
- Special Relief Device
- Equipment Qualification Services
- Coriolis Flow Meters
- Piping Specialty Items - Misc.
- Piping Specialty Items - Misc.
HAMILTON ENTERPRISES, LLC  
1629 K ST NW STE 300, WASHINGTON, DC 20006  
- Audit Services  

HARRIS THERMAL TRANSFER PRODUCTS  
615 South Springbrook Road, Newberg, OR 97132  
(503) 538-1260  
- Dflaw Effluent Management Facility Leak Detection Boxes  

HAWORTH, INC.  
One Haworth Center, Holland, MI 49423  
- Ops Modular Offices, Office Furniture And Equipment  

HD Fowler Company, Inc.  
1320 N OREGON AVE, PASCO, WA 99301  
- Pvc/abs Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements.  
- Pvc/abs Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.  

HOLLAND NAMEPLATE INC.  
1300 BURLINGTON ST, NORTH KANSAS CITY, MO 64116  
(816) 394-7988  
- Ops - Tf420 Fiber Laser Marking System / Permanent Plant Labeling Support  

Horizon Distribution, Inc.  
811 SUMMITVIEW AVE, Yakima, WA 98902  
15094533181  
- Shop And Maintenance Equipment  
- Scaffolding, Purchased For Law +28  
- ****ops Bldg 91/87 Switchgear****, Transformers, Power And Distribution  

INDIAN EYES, LLC  
2815 St. Andrews Loop, Ste B, Pasco, WA 99301  
(509) 542-1114  
- Rent 8 Genie Scissor Lifts For Emf  

INFONARUS, LLC  
3242 NE 3RD AVE STE 1015, CAMAS, WA 98607  
- Archibus Upgrade And Maintenance Support Renewal
INGENIOUS POLYMATH ASSOCIATES, LLC  
661 N MOUNTAIN SIDE WAY, TUCSON, AZ 85745  
(520) 349-2156  
- Professional Services - Pt Chief Technology Officer

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS UNLIMITED, L.L.C.  
1862 Shyville Road, Piketon, OH 45661  
(704) 289-3282  
- Battery Monitoring Systems For Law, B21, And Lab  
- Climate Controlled Enclosure For Batteries

Intergraph Corporation  
300 Intergraph Way, Madison, AL 35758  
(800) 766-7701  
- Smart Plant Instrumentation Software And Manintenance - Lease  
- Gtstrudl

ITT GOLDS PUMPS, INC.  
28556 NETWORK PLACE, Chicago, IL 60673  
(832) 294-8342  
- Emf Low Point Drain Vessel Discharge Pumps

J & K ELECTRONICS  
58 Sawgrass Dr., Bellport, NY 11713  
(631) 205-0005  
- Electrical Specialty Equipment

JANEICE PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC.  
1084 Willistion RoadSuite-B, Aiken, SC 29803  
(803) 652-3025  
- Ops - Training Equipment (process Control Trainer, Etc.)

JONES, HENRY MATTHEW  
4138 N ETTARO AVE, MERIDIAN, ID 83646  
(208) 521-1032  
- Isms Phase I Support

K&B TECHNICAL SERVICES INC  
4100 NATIONAL PARKS HWY STE D, CARLSBAD, NM 88220  
(575) 941-2833  
- Inland Freight Services
KELYN TECHNOLOGIES, LLC
17011 Lincoln Ave #444, PARKER, CO 80134
(303) 810-8773
- Commvault 1-touch Software

KENRICH GROUP LLC
1919 M Street, Washington, D.C., DC 20036
- Professional Services Support - Schedule Impact Analysis

LARON, INC
4255 N SANTA FE DR, KINGMAN, AZ 86401
(928) 757-8424
- Radar Cones And Purge Flanges

LEVERAGE INFORMATION SYSTEMS, INC.
17280 WOOD-RED RD NE, WOODINVILLE, WA 98072
(425) 481-6300
- Network Core Hardware Refresh
- Network Security And Core Refresh
- Project Wireless Refresh/network Tools
- Network Equipment For Wireless
- Project Wireless Refresh

Lucas Engineering and Management Services, Inc.
3160 George Washington Way, Richland, WA 99352
- Cleaning Of Test Equipment Utilized For Aerosol Generation Coefficient Testing

MICRO WORLD
326 Maple Avenue, Torrance, CA 90503
(310) 533-1177
- Nvidia Quadro K600 Graphics Cards
- Construction Site Eos Cisco Switch Replacement
- Imageformula Scanners & Wide Format Color Scanner

MID COLUMBIA ENGINEERING, INC.
2155 Robertson Drive, Richland, WA 99354
(509) 943-6706
- On/off Valve Control Modules
- Local Operator Interface Workstations (jlm5)

N C POWER SYSTEMS CO.
17900 W VALLEY HWY, Tukwila, WA 98188
104252515877
- Air Handling Units, Hvac (caterpillar Stealth 60 Ton Ac Unit)
NAVIGANT CONSULTING, INC.
ONE MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94105
(415) 356-7100
- Consultant - Business Strategy

NC MACHINERY COMPANY
17025 W VALLEY HWY, Tukwila, WA 98188
(425) 251-5800
- Rent A Caterpillar Frontend Loader

ND2 GROUP LLC, THE
2508 SUNSET WAY, SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33706
(727) 367-8948
- Technical Services For Subcontractor To Provide (mip) Review

NOAH TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION
1 NOAH PARK, San Antonio, TX 78249
12106912000
- Define Facility Cold Commissioning Simulant Specification

NORTHWEST CORROSION ENGINEERING, LLC.
PO BOX 905, Burlington, WA 98233
(360) 391-1041
- *** Ops - Independent Corrosion Expert (ice) / Cathodic Protection System

NOVA MACHINE PRODUCTS, INC
18001 Sheldon Rd, Middleburg Heights, OH 44130
(216) 267-3200
- Fasteners

Nuclear Logistics Inc
7410 Pebble Drive, Fort Worth, TX 76118
(817) 284-0077
- Air-conditioning, Ups Battery & Secondary Offgas Exhauster Rooms Dx Split System
- Panels, Distribution, Ac Power
- Panels, Distribution, Ac Power

NUCLEAR LOGISTICS, INC.
7410 Pebble Drive, Fort Worth, TX 76118
(817) 284-0077
- Safety Cable Lugs And Terms, Motor Term Kits, Equipment Fittings, Foam Sealant
- Safety Cable Lugs And Terms, Motor Term Kits, Equipment Fittings, Foam Sealant
- Q Safety Ups Distribution, Relay Panels And Breakers
NuVision Engineering, Inc.
2403 Sidney Street, Suite 700, Pittsburgh, PA 15203
(412) 586-1810
- Consultant - Engineering

OSIsoft, LLC
777 Davis St Ste 250, San Leandro, CA 94577
(510) 297-5800
- Pi Software Licences And Maintenance

P&I Supply Company
2220 N FARES AVE, EVANSVILLE, IN 47711
- ***law Cable Pulling Equipment (h.i.s Mfg Items) - Special Order

Pace Systems
2040 CORPORATE LANE, Naperville, IL 60563
(630) 395-2200
- Hp Elite 8300 Workstations
- Hp Elitedesk 800 G1 Small Form Factor
- Servers: Cobra
- Hp 800 G2 Workstations
- Hp Elite X2 (mobile Devices For Construction Engineering)
- Hp T310 Zero Client
- Eol Server Hardware Refresh
- Computer Hardware, Project Purchased
- Hp Elitedesk Workstations
- Hp Color Laserjet Enterprise M855xh

Pace Systems Inc
2040 Corporate Land, Naperville, IL 60563
- Computer Hardware, Project Purchased

PACE SYSTEMS, INC.
2040 CORPORATE LANE, Naperville, IL 60563
(630) 395-2200
- Hp Elitedesk 800 G2 Computers
- Pagewide Xl 4500 Mfp Plotter
High End Plotters
- M855 Printers
- 1012 Elitebook G2 Tablets
- Hp Designjet T1530 Plotters
- Hardware Ansys Servers
- Physical Server Refresh
PAJARITO SCIENTIFIC CORPORATION
60 Leonard Drive, Groton, CT 06340
(860) 445-0334
- Dvp Hepa Filter Housings

PERFICIENT, INC.
555 Maryville University Dr Ste 600, Saint Louis, MO 63141
(314) 529-3600
- Google Search Appliance

PHOENIX ANALYSIS & DESIGN TECHNOLOGIES
7755 S RESEARCH DR STE 110, Tempe, AZ 85284
(480) 813-4884
- Dynamic Thermal Flow Modeling Software

PKMJ TECHNICAL SERVICES, INC.
465 MALCOLM DR, MOON TOWNSHIP, PA 15108
4128653040312
- Equipment Obsolescence Determination & Solution Management Service

PLASTIC REINFORCEMENTS, INC.
15126 SIERRA BONITA LN, Chino, CA 91710
- Melter System Crush Pads

PLATT ELECTRIC SUPPLY INC.
8362 W. Gage Blvd., Kennewick, WA 99336
(509) 783-7451
- Electrical Supplies - Bpo

PREFERRED METAL TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
9341 Adam Don Parkway, Woodridge, IL 60517
- Dvp Exhauster
- Dvp Exhauster

PRIME TECHNOLOGIES, INC
16 HAGERTY BLVD, WEST CHESTER, PA 19382
(484) 266-0599
- *** Ops - Instrument Calibration Management Software (icms)

PROCTOR SALES, INC.
20715 50th Avenue West, Lynnwood, WA 98036
(425) 774-1441
- Averaging Pitot Tubes, Venturi Flow Tubes, Orifice Plates, And Dp Transmitters
PROTEGO USA, INC.  
497 JESSEN LN, CHARLESTON, SC 29492

- Piping Specialty Items - Lvp Vacuum Breakers

PSC ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES, LLC A STERICYCLE COMPANY  
5151 SAN FELIPE ST STE 1600, HOUSTON, TX 77056  
(713) 623-8777
- Wtp Waste Water Transport And Disposal

PUGET SOUND PIPE & SUPPLY INC.  
7816 S 202nd St, Kent, WA 98032  
(206) 682-9350
- Pipe Fittings Per Dow-wv25593001 And Dow-wv25594001  
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.

Puget Sound Pipe and Supply Company  
7816 S 202nd St, Kent, WA 98032  
(206) 682-9350
- Cs/copper Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.  
- Pipe, Bulk  
- Ss Pipe & Fittings To Cover Engineered Requirements Defined In The Lav.  
- Copper And Carbon Steel Pipe Fittings (bulks) -- Lav Shortages W/o 3-17-14  
- Pipe, Fittings And Flanges - Carbon Steel  
- Fittings

RED HAWK FIRE & SECURITY, LLC  
21312 30th Drive SE, STE#103, Bothell, WA 98021  
(425) 586-2600
- Notifier Fire Alarm Control Systems Training -new Subcontract

Richland, City of  
505 SWIFT BLVD, RICHLAND, WA 99352  
(509) 942-7390
- City Of Richland Utilities

Rogers Machinery Company, Inc.  
E. 16615 Euclid Ave, Spokane, WA 99216  
(509) 922-0556
- Equipment And Large Tools, Purchased, Temp Air Compressor For Oil Free Dry Air

Rolls-Royce Civil Nuclear Canada Ltd 
678 Neal Dr, Peterborough, ON K9J 7  
(705) 743-2708
- Level Gauges And Flow Sight Glass
Safety and Risk Analysis Consulting, Inc. (SARACon)
2715 N. Rd 96, Pasco, WA 99301
509665251
- Professional Services Providing Support Of The Fire Protection Program Requireme

SAFWAY SERVICES, LLC
1523 E Hillsboro St, PASCO, WA 99301
(509) 542-1675
- Safway Scaffold Training And Design Services

SAM CLAR OFFICE FURNITURE INC.
2500 BISSO LN STE 200, CONCORD, CA 94520
(925) 671-7171
- Ops Office Furniture And Equipment
- Mpf/po/pona Furniture Replacement

SAMYAK SOLUTIONS, INC.
7109 ORDWAY RD, CENTREVILLE, VA 20121
- Lab Equipment - Ion Chromatograph

SARGENT & LUNDY LLC
55 E MONROE ST STE 3100, CHICAGO, IL 60603
(312) 269-2000
- Equipment Qualification Services

Schneider Electric IT USA Inc
132 Fairgrounds Rd, West Kingston, RI 02892
(401) 789-5735
- Refurbishment And Site Acceptance Test Of Upe-ups-87001 And Upe-ups-91001

Scientific Sales, Inc.
130 VALLEY CT, OAK RIDGE, TN 37830
(865) 483-9332
- Electrical Specialty Equipment
- Vehicle,equipment Back Up Camera/monitor System
  Trend 24590-wtp-tn-pc-16-0148

SHI INTERNATIONAL CORP.
290 Davidson Ave, Somerset, NJ 08873
- Microsoft Server Operating System, Email Server, And Ms Software
Southwest Research Institute
6220 Culebra Rd, San Antonio, TX 78238
(210) 684-5111
- Testing Services, Equipment

SPX Cooling Technologies Inc.
1215 - 120th Avenue NE Suite 105, Bellevue, WA 98004
(425) 454-0701
- Cooling Tower Maintenance Walkway And Platform
- Cooling Tower Maintenance Walkway And Platform

STAY’N POWER, INC
13500 SW PACIFIC HWY # 406, TIGARD, OR 97223
(503) 453-6739
- Battery Monitoring System

STERLING COMPUTERS CORP
1508 SQUARE TURN BLVD., NORFOLK, NE 68701
(402) 379-1030
- Wtp-datacenter-core Upgrade

Stoller Newport News Nuclear, Inc.
105 TECHNOLOGY DR STE 190, Broomfield, CO 80021
103035464300
- Professional Services

STRICTLY TECHNOLOGY, LLC
5381 NW 33RD AVE STE 101, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309
(954) 606-5440
- Mindbreeze Inspire

SUMTOTAL SYSTEMS, INC.
2850 NW 43rd St Ste 150, Gainesville, CA 32606
(352) 264-2800
- Learning Management Systems
- Lms Upgrade - Sumtotal Software Licenses & Support

SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS, INC.
238 South Peters Road, Suite 301, Knoxville, TN 37923
(865) 539-2139
- Taproot Enterprise Software
TD SUPPLY SPECIALISTS LLC
212 W CECEL ST, NEENAH, WI 54956
(920) 727-0889
- Electrical Specialty Equipment

TECHZONE INC. DBA CHICAGOMICRO
126 E WING ST, ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL 60004
(773) 649-5816
- Storage System - Vmware/oracle System - Phase 1

TRI CITY UNITED INC dba Larsen Transfer
220 WELLSHOUSE LOOP, RICHLAND, WA 99352
(509) 943-9139
- Moving Services

Tri-City Industrial, LLC
1620 W. Lewis St, Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 380-5788
- Civil/site; Materials For Storm Drainage Control To Support Site Final Grade

TRI-CITY-INDUSTRIAL, LLC
1620 W. Lewis St, Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 380-5788
- Rent 1 Excavator For Dflaw
- Rental Of 2 Dump Trucks With 12-15 Yard Dump Bed

UNITED CONTROLS INTERNATIONAL
205 Scientific Dr, Norcross, GEORGIA 30092
(770) 246-6038
- Magnetic Flow Meters

United Controls International (UCI)
123 SPENCER PLAIN RD, OLD SAYBROOK, CT 06475
- Sump Pumps - Stainless Steel
- Sump Pumps - Stainless Steel
- Local Pressure Alarm With Horn And Beacon
- Lbl - Valves, Special Purpose
- Motor Control Center For Nld System
- Motor Control Center For Nld System
- Lbl - Valves, Special Purpose
- Lbl - Valves, Special Purpose
VARELA AND ASSOCIATES, INC
601 W MALLON AVE STE A, Spokane, WA 99201

- Septic Systems Engineering

VEGA AMERICAS, INC.
4241 Allendorf Drive, Cincinnati, OH 45209
(800) 543-8668
- Services Of Ohmart Vega Technical Representative

Virtual Enterprises, Inc. dba Advanced Systems Group
12405 GRANT ST, DENVER, CO 80241
(303) 301-3000
- Hitachi Nas Heads Eos
- Hitachi Array Eos/hitachi Smu
- Hitachi Growth Additional Capacity
- Vm Host Servers
- Bluearc Storage System Maintenance And Repair

Wagstaff, Inc.
3910 N. Flora Road, Spokane, WA 99216
(509) 922-1404
- Lbl Decontamination Booth Turntable Equipment

WEED INSTRUMENT CO. DBA ULTRA ELECTRONICS, NUCLEAR SENSOR & PROCESS INSTRUMENTATION
PO BOX 300, ROUND ROCK, TX 78680
(512) 434-2950
- Resistance Temperature Detectors And Thermowells

Western States Equipment Co.
2100 Frontier Loop, Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 543-2200
- Dflaw Equipment Rental Articulating Dump Truck
- Purchase A Used Motor Grader - 2009 Or Newer
- Equipment And Large Tools, Rental, Excavator

WHOLESALE ELECTRIC INTERNATIONAL
4040 Gulf Freeway, Houston, TX 77004
(713) 748-6100
- Electrical Supplies - Bpo
- Motor Control Centers Starter Kit
Wholesale Electric Supply Company
4040 Gulf Freeway, Houston, TX 77004
(713) 748-6100
- Cpe Equipment
- Cpe Equipment
- Individual Switchboard Dist. Equip. (circuit Breakers And Hand Held Programmer)
- Individual Switchboard Dist. Equip. (circuit Breakers And Hand Held Programmer)

$500K - $1M

AGSI, LLC
13276 April Circle, Lovettsville, VA VA
20180
- Adobe Software Etla

ALL BUSINESS MACHINES, INC.
2028 E. Ben White Blvd., Suite 230, Austin, TX 78741
(916) 325-7800
- Lab Equipment: Inductively Coupled Spectrometers

ATL INTERNATIONAL, INC.
702 South Illinois Ave., Oak Ridge, TN 37830
(865) 813-1414
- Radiological Decontamination And Packaging Services For The Wtp Site.

ATLAS COPCO COMPTEC, INC.
46 School Road, Voorheesville, NY 12186
(518) 765-5855
- Compressor Control System Upgrade Subcontract

Atlas Copco Rental, LLC
18930 66th Avenue Northeast, Arlington, WA 98258
(425) 220-5895
- Rental Of Oil Free Air Compressors & Dryer

AVANTECH INC.
2050 American Italian Way, Columbia, SC 29209
(803) 407-7171
- Dflaw Emf Evaporator Feed Pre-filter

AVANTECH, INC.
2050 American Italian Way, Columbia, SC 29209
18034077171
- Density, Radiation, And Flow Monitoring System
BASIN DISPOSAL, INC.
2021 N. Commercial Ave., Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 547-2476
- Trash, Recycling Services To Wtp Site, Mhf, Town Locations

Becht Engineering Company, Inc.
20 Church St, Liberty Corner, NJ 07938
(908) 580-1119
- Tech Services - Training For Fatigue Analysis & Fitness-for-service Evaluations
- Testing And Inspection Of Undergound Piping Systems

DIVERSIFIED METAL PRODUCTS, INC.
3710 N. Yellowstone Hwy, Idaho Falls, ID 83401
(208) 529-9655
- Shop Fabricated Api Chemical Storage Tanks

DSD CAPITAL LLC
2021 N. Commercial Ave., Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 547-2476
- Portable Toilets And Sewage Pumping Services
- Portable Toilets And Sewage Pumping Services

EATON CORPORATION
1000 EATON BLVD, Cleveland, OH 44122
102165235000
- Services: Medium Voltage Switchgear Technical Services

Edge Construction Supply (formerly Safway Supply Inc)
812 East Mead Avenue, Yakima, WA 98903
(509) 535-9841
- Scaffolding, Purchased For +3 Cable Pull

FD Thomas, Inc.
217 Bateman Drive, Central Point, OR 97502
(541) 664-3010
- Ops - Fire Service Water (fsw) Tanks Re-coating Repairs

FLOWSERVE US INC.
1978 FOREMAN DR, COOKEVILLE, TN 38501
(931) 432-4021
- Control Valves - Its
GARRATT-CALLAHAN COMPANY
50 INGOLD RD, Burlingame, CA 94010
(719) 213-3022
- Water Systems Chemistry Support Program

GOVPLACE
1886 METRO CENTER DR STE 100, RESTON, VA 20190
- Vmware Horizon Licenses

GRANITE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
585 W Beach St, Watsonville, CA 95076
(831) 724-1011
- Gravel For S-40

Greenberry Industrial
5330 NE Elliott Circle, Corvallis, OR 97339
(541) 757-8458
- (lbl) Valves, Amr Specialty
- (lbl) Valves, Amr Specialty
- (lbl) Valves, Amr Specialty
- (lbl) Valves, Amr Specialty
- Rupture Disks
- Rupture Disks

GREENBERRY INDUSTRIAL LLC
600 SE MARITIME AVE, Vancouver, WA 98661
(360) 567-0006
- Law Safety Ups Batteries

ICE WESTERN SALES LTD.
9765 54 ST SE, Calgary, AB T2C 5
(403) 252-5577
- Air Handling Units

INTERGRAPH CORPORATION
5051 Peachtree Corners Circle, Norcross, GA 30092
- Spo Core And Foundation
- Smartplant Enterprise
ITT GOULDS PUMPS, INC.
240 Fall St, Seneca Falls, NEW YORK NY
131481590
- Emf Centrifugal Pumps
- Emf Centrifugal Pumps

LEVEL 3 COMMUNICATIONS
4250 N. Fairfax Drive, Arlington, VA 22203
- Internet Access Transport Services

MESA ASSOCIATES INC
9238 MADISON BLVD BLDG 2, MADISON, AL 35758
(865) 671-5416
- Technical Services Services

NORTHWEST COPPER WORKS, INC.
1303 N River St, Portland, OR 97227
(503) 284-2191
- Emf Evaporator, Reboiler, And Primary Condenser Fabrication

Pace Systems
2040 CORPORATE LANE, Naperville, IL 60563
(630) 395-2200
- Computers & Video Cards
- Tape Library Replacement

PACE SYSTEMS, INC.
2040 CORPORATE LANE, Naperville, IL 60563
(630) 395-2200
- Computer Hardware, Project Purchased
- Virtual Server Hardware Refresh

PACIFIC MOBILE STRUCTURES, INC.-144404019
1554 Bishop Rd, Chehalis, WA 98532
(360) 748-0121
- Supply Of 3 Office Trailers

ROSS COMPANY ENGINEERING SERVICES LLC
1245 AUBURN WAY N 297, Auburn, WA 98002
(425) 971-1615
- Software Quality Assessments
Silicon Graphics Federal, LLC
420 NATIONAL BUSINESS PKWY STE 180, ANNAPOlis JUNCTION, MARYLAND 20701
(301) 572-1980
- Cfd Cluster Computers For Richland, 2015

SIMUTECH GROUP, INC.
1800 BRIGHTON HENRIETTA TOWN LINE R, ROCHESTER, NY 14623
(585) 424-2010
- Ansys Non Qualtiy Renewal

SSM INDUSTRIES, INC.
3401 Grand Ave., Pittsburgh, PA 15225
(412) 777-5101
- Acv Exhaust Fans

STERLING COMPUTERS
600 Stevens Port Dr Ste 200, Dakota Dunes, SD 57049
(605) 242-4000
- Microsoft Visio Professional/standard/project Licenses And Renewal Support

STERLING COMPUTERS CORP.
1508 SQUARE TURN BLVD., NORFOLK, NE 68701
(402) 379-1030
- Voip

SUCCESS STAGING INTERNATIONAL, LLC
1030 Stevens Creek Road, Augusta, GA 30907
(706) 495-6466
- Professional Services

TEAM INDUSTRIES, INC.
1200 Maloney Rd, Kaukauna, WI 54130
19207667977
- Pipe Spool Fabrication, Carbon Steel (cm)

U.S. Government Printing Off
732 N Capitol St NW, Washington, DC 20401
(202) 512-0000
- Government Publishing Office (gpo) Program #1065s - Printing And Duplicating

VEGA Americas, Inc (formerly Ohmart/VEGA Corp.)
4241 Allendorf Drive, Cincinnati, OH 45209
(800) 543-8668
- Transmitter, Level, Rf / Radar
Western States Equipment Co.
   2100 Frontier Loop, Pasco, WA 99301  
   (509) 543-2200  
   - Equipment Purchase, New Caterpillar Telehandlers

$1M - $5M

American Equipment Co Inc
   451 W 3440 S, Salt Lake City, UT 84115  
   (801) 269-0896  
   - Cranes, Bridge Or Gantry

APOLLO SHEET METAL, INC.
   1201 W Columbia Dr, Kennewick, WA 99336  
   15095861104  
   - Standby Diesel Generator Refurbishment  
   - General Construction Services

ATKINS ENERGY FEDERAL EPC INC
   2345 STEVENS DR STE 240, Richland, WA 99354  
   105093759800  
   - Protection, Preservation Of Equipment And Materials  
   - Atkins Engineering Laboratory Full Scale Test Facility Decomissioning

ATLAS COPCO COMPRESSORS LLC
   1800 Overview Dr, Rock Hill, SC 29730  
   18038177000  
   - Rotary Screw Compressor  
   - Rotary Screw Compressor

Canberra Industries, Inc.
   800 Research PKWY, Meriden, CT 06450  
   (203) 238-2351  
   - Personnel Contamination Monitors (jbm4)  
   - Personnel Contamination Monitors (jbm4)

CH2M HILL, INC.
   9191 S Jamaica St, Englewood, CO 80112  
   (303) 771-0900  
   - Professional Services For Independent Expert Review Team

Clayton Coatings, Inc.
   8742 E. Via de Commercio, Scottsdale, AZ 85258  
   (480) 268-7780  
   - Fire-resistive Materials, Sprayed
CONDON JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES, I
9012 South 208th Street, Kent, WA 98031

- Deep Excavation And Shoring System For Law Effluent Drain Tank Building

CURTISS-WRIGHT CORPORATION
165 Pony Drive, Newmarket, ON L3Y 7
(905) 954-0841
- Emf Pre-fabricated Electrical Powerhouse

DGR
1333 Gillespie St Ste A, Richland, WA 99352
15099466188
- Master Task Order Agreement

DIVERSIFIED METAL PRODUCTS, INC.
3710 N. Yellowstone Hwy, Idaho Falls, ID 83401
(208) 529-9655
- Commercial Structural And Miscellaneous Steel, Steel Decking, And Fasteners

EnergySolutions Federal EPC, Inc.
2345 Stevens Drive, Richland, WA 99354

- Erosion/corrosion Pipe Loop Testing
- Activated Carbon Media Testing
- Erosion/corrosion Pipe Loop Testing
- Law Tuning Feed Material Testing

ENERPIPE, INC.
738 Industrial Loop Rd, New London, WI 54961
19209820962
- Pipe Spool Fabrication, Alloy Material (hastelloy, Al6xn, Etc.)

G4S SECURE SOLUTIONS (USA) INC
1395 University Blvd, Jupiter, FL 33458
(561) 622-5656
- Wtp Site Security Guard Services

Greenberry Industrial
5330 NE Elliott Circle, Corvallis, OR 97339
(541) 757-8458
- Standard High Solids Vessel Design (shsvd) Test Vessel
- Standard High Solids Vessel Design (shsvd) Test Vessel
- Standard High Solids Vessel Design (shsvd) Test Vessel
GREENBERRY INDUSTRIAL LLC
   600 SE MARITIME AVE, Vancouver, WA 98661
   (360) 567-0006
   - Active Safety Process Gas Analyzers
   - Pressure Regulators
   - Emf Process Vessels
   - Emf Process Vessels

HARRIS THERMAL TRANSFER PRODUCTS
   615 S Springbrook Rd, Newberg, OR 97132
   - Pressure Vessels For Emf - Modification Of Ptf Vessels

Humphreys & Associates
   9910 Research Dr, Irvine, CA 92618
   (714) 685-1730
   - Technical Services For Evms

JLR The Engineering Solutions Company DBA SimuTech Group
   11611 Airport Way, Everett, WA 98204
   42535380891740
   - Ansys / Fluent Software

Joseph Oat Corp.
   4955 Spring Crove, Cincinnati, OH 45232
   - Pressure Vessel, High Alloy Or Clad
   - Pressure Vessel, High Alloy Or Clad
   - Pressure Vessel, High Alloy Or Clad
   - Pressure Vessel, High Alloy Or Clad

KURION, INC.
   2020 MAIN ST STE 300, IRVINE, CA 92614
   - Design And Manufacture Of Prototype Radial Flow Hepa Filters

LEVERAGE INFORMATION SYSTEMS, INC.
   17280 WOOD-RED RD NE, WOODINVILLE, WA 98072
   (425) 481-6300
   - Computer Hardware, Project Purchased
LUCIUS PITKIN, INC  
304 HUDSON ST, NEW YORK, NY 10013  
(509) 420-7684  
- Consultant - Engineering

MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY  
449 Hardy Road, Mississippi State, MS 39762  
- Hepa Filter Testing

Northwest Inspection, Inc.  
615 N Kellogg St, Kennewick, WASHINGTON 99336  
(509) 783-2308  
- Nondestructive Examination And Other Testing

NuVision Engineering, Inc.  
2403 Sidney Street, Suite 700, Pittsburgh, PA 15203  
(412) 586-1810  
- Professional Services For Engineering Consulting

PACIFIC MOBILE STRUCTURES, INC.  
1554 Bishop Rd, Chehalis, WA 98532  
(360) 748-0121  
- 5 Wide Office Trailers, 9/2015

Petersen Incorporated  
1527 N 2000 W, Ogden, UT 84404  
(801) 732-2000  
- Jackbolt Assemblies And Spring Washers

PORVAIR FILTRATION GROUP, INC.  
301 BUSINESS LN, Ashland, VA 23005  
108045501600  
- Safe Change Radial Flow Hepa Filters For Law, Lab, And Emf Facilities  
- Supply Of Prototype Radial Hepa Filters For Testing And Qualification

QUALITY INSPECTION SERVICES, INC.  
2011 Robertson Drive, Richland, WA 99354  
(509) 371-1500  
- Concrete And Earthwork, Material Testing Service

R. E. DUPILL AND ASSOCIATES LTD.  
1057 STATE ROUTE 356, Leechburg, PA 15656  
(724) 468-3271  
- Valve Maintenance
RIVER CITY ENVIRONMENTAL, INC.
2231 SE 147th, Portland, OR 97233

- Site Pumping Services Of Septic Tank Inspection Of Dosing Tank.

Safety and Risk Analysis Consulting, Inc. (SARACon)
2715 N. Rd 96, Pasco, WA 99301
509665251
- Technical Services For One System Direct Feed Law Support

Sequoia Consulting Group, Inc.
163 Pleasant St Ste 4, ATTLEBORO, MA 02703
(508) 222-8500
- Management Assessment Services

STILLWATER, LLC
1118 N OREGON AVE, PASCO, WA 99301
(509) 542-8884
- Piers, Drilled - 80 Excavations For Cathodic Protection System Vertical Anodes

SUCCESS STAGING INTERNATIONAL, LLC
1030 Stevens Creek Road, Augusta, GA 30907
(706) 495-6466
- Professional Services For Systems Engineering Consulting And Staff Support

TOWNSEND CONTROLS & ELECTRIC, LLC
2040 N COMMERCIAL AVE, PASCO, WA 99301

- Construction Services

> $5M

ABB Inc.
6820 Willowbrook Park, Houston, TX 77066
12819437673
- Gas Analyzers - Passive Safety
- Gas Analyzers - Passive Safety

API, INC.
1100 Old Hwy 8 NW, New Brighton, MN 55112
(651) 636-4320
- Insulation, Piping
APOLLO SHEET METAL, INC.  
1201 W Columbia Dr, Kennewick, WA 99336  
15095861104  
- Emf Roofing And Siding

Columbia Energy and Environmental Services, Inc.  
1806 TERMINAL DR, Richland, WA 99354  
105099467111  
- Active Safety Process Gas Analyzers (pga)

DKB,Inc  
702 N. California, Pasco, WA 99301  
(   ) 545-3885  
- Equipment And Piping Insulation - Law/lab And Bof (n069)

Enerpipe Systems (Piping Systems, Inc.)  
738 Industrial Loop Rd, New London, WI 54961  
19209820962  
- Dual Contained Pipe Spool Fabrication

GUTOR Electronic LLC  
Hardstrasse 72-74, WETTINGEN, AARGAU 5430  
410564373434  
- Law Safety Uninterruptable Power Supply (ups)

MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY  
449 Hardy Road, Mississippi State, MS 39762  
- Hvac Prototype Hepa Filter Testing

TOWNSEND CONTROLS & ELECTRIC, LLC  
2040 N COMMERCIAL AVE, PASCO, WA 99301  
- Lbl Heat Trace

WASTE TREATMENT COMPLETION COMPANY LLC  
2435 STEVENS CENTER PL, RICHLAND, WA 99354  
- Wtp Completion Subcontract